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Abstract
Modern communication systems have increased the need for creative antenna solutions and
low-profile circuit configurations that can offer high-quality performance at a low cost. The
microwave and millimeter-wave frequency ranges have shown much promise allowing for
increased data transmission rates while also offering smaller and compact designs. Specific
applications for these wireless systems include radar, biomedical sensors, phased arrays,
and communication devices. Planar antennas and circuits are generally well adopted for
these applications due to their low profile and ease of fabrication. However, classic feeding
techniques for planar structures can be problematic. Losses can also be observed in these
conventional feeding schemes due to unwanted surface wave (SW) excitation. This can
lead to reduced antenna and circuit efficiencies, and thus, diminished system performance.
It is shown in this thesis that by the use of planar SW sources, or surface-wave launchers (SWLs), innovative and efficient antennas and feed systems are possible. Theoretical
analysis and experimental verification for these SWLs are initially presented. New topologies and array configurations are also examined for directive beam steering at end-fire and
at broadside. Additionally, studied structures include novel surface-wave antennas (SWAs)
and leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) for 3-D beam pattern control in the far-field. A comprehensive design strategy is also examined which describes the implementation of these
planar antennas using SWLs. This design strategy is based on a full-wave analysis of the
modes that can be supported by the planar structures which include various planar-periodic
metallic strip configurations and partially reflecting surfaces (PRSs) or screens. With appropriate conditions SWs can also be bound and guided for field channeling and power
routing. For instance, novel planar metallic SW lenses and guidance structures are developed. Demonstrated applications include couplers, transition sections, as well as new planar circuits for power dividing/combining. To the author’s knowledge, similar techniques
have not been previously studied in the literature which allow for such controlled SW propagation and radiation. This way, SWs, which are normally considered an unwanted effect
are used here to advantage.
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Acronyms, Abbreviations, and Symbols

k0

Wavenumber in vacuum

λ0

Free-space wavelength

ε0

Permittivity of vacuum

εr

Relative permittivity, dielectric constant

µ0

Permeability of vacuum

µr

Relative permeability

σ

Conductivity

α

Attenuation constant

α
b

Attenuation constant, normalized to the free space wavenumber

β
βb

Phase propagation constant

ACS

Aperture coupled slot

BW

Bandwidth

CLW

Cylindrical leaky wave

CP

Circular polarization

CPW

Coplanar waveguide

CST

Computer Simulation Technology

DD

Dispersion diagram

GDS

Grounded dielectric slab

HED

Horizontal electric dipole

Phase propagation constant, normalized to the free space wavenumber
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HFSS

High-Frequency Solution Solver

HMD

Horizontal magnetic dipole

LHCP

Left-handed circular polarization

LW

Leaky-wave

LWA

Leaky-wave antenna

MoM

Method of Moments

MSG

Metallic-strip grating

PRS

Partially reflective surface

RF

Radio frequency

RHCP

Right-handed circular polarization

SIIG

Substrate integrated image waveguide

SMRS

Sinusoidally modulated reactance surface

SW

Surface wave

SWA

Surface-wave antenna

SWL

Surface-wave launcher

TE

Transverse electric

TL

Transmission line

TM

Transverse magnetic

VNA

Vector network analyzer
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Printed or planar structures for circuit applications and electronically controlled beam steering antennas are attractive due to their low-cost, compact size, ease of fabrication, and
compatibility with other planar devices and monolithic technologies [1]. Generally the
feeding topology of said structures, take an array of metallic patches for example, can be
problematic at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies. In some situations corporate
feed systems using transmission lines (TLs) and metallic waveguides may be required [2].
These designs can be bulky with increased complexity as well as cost.
Dielectric slab selection can also be challenging for these types of planar circuit devices and beam steering antennas. For instance, multilayered aperture coupled slot (ACS)
configurations may be considered which are defined by printed microstrip TL feeds on the
antenna backside with slots in the ground plane exciting radiating patch elements on the
top aperture (see Fig. 1.1). However, unwanted air gaps between layers can increase losses
in these types of feeding configurations and misalignment difficulties may ensue. Radiation into the antenna back side can be also be problematic and broadband matching is
typically troublesome. In addition, as operating frequencies increase into the microwave
and millimeter-wave frequency ranges, substrates can become electrically thick and surface wave (SW) fields may be excited on the top antenna aperture [3]. Typically these SWs
are an unwanted effect that can give rise to power losses and undesired electromagnetic
1
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Figure 1.1: Aperture coupled slot in the ground plane fed by a microstrip TL from the
substrate periphery. Printed metallic patches or other radiating elements can be placed on
the top air-dielectric interface. A common ground plane is shared between the microstrip
feed line (bottom) and the antenna radiating surface (top).
coupling between metallic and circuit elements as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. In addition, coupling between individual antenna components in an array is possible, by SWs, as well as
unwanted edge radiation [4, 5]. Without proper calibration and design, reduced circuit and
system performances can result as well as a general deterioration of the desired antenna
beam pattern and array functionality.
It is interesting to note that these SW field distributions were classically employed for
antennas [6, 7], specifically for surface-wave antennas (SWAs), with applications to longrange radar systems [8, 9, 10]. Most notably the first instance of SWs for such radar systems
was predicted by Zenneck in 1907 in that the air-earth interface can support a SW mode
with low attenuation. These early findings by Zenneck sparked interest into the research
and development for ground wave communication systems with potential radar ranges up to
a few hundred kilometers, mainly due to the low attenuation rate of the SW mode. Further
theoretical work was pursued by Sommerfeld (1909) and Weyl (1919). These developments were further confirmed in 1930 by Van der Pol and Niessen. Then, in 1936, Norton
published numerical results characterizing the attenuation of a SW propagating along the
Earth’s surface. Following this, Burrows (1937) published measurements at 150 MHz and
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Figure 1.2: Electromagnetic coupling between metallic elements by SWs on a grounded
dielectric slab. Edge radiation by SWs is also possible at the finite edge of the slab.

field values agreed with the numerical results earlier presented by Norton [11, 12, 13].
These preliminary findings were essential in providing the background theory for today’s
high-frequency surface-wave radar (HFSWR) technologies as well as modern mobile and
satellite communication systems.
In the antenna designs for such HFSWR systems, a monopole or a metallic rectangular
waveguide feed, along with a structure for field guidance, can be designed for ground-wave,
or SW, excitation and propagation [6, 7]. Since the phase front of the excited SW lies along
the antenna aperture plane, the radiated far-field beam pattern peaks in the end-fire direction. Eventually these antenna concepts and design procedures were adopted for microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies of operation using more dielectric-based structures and
other techniques for low-cost fabrication. For example, recent SWA designs utilized coax
feed lines, printed metallic patches, and elevated dipole source configurations for operation below 5 GHz [14, 15]. A comprehensive description and analysis of planar SWAs is
detailed in the next chapter.
It should be mentioned that most design strategies for planar circuit and antenna synthesis are geared towards minimizing SW fields. This is typically achieved by reducing the
thickness of the utilized dielectric substrate. However, this can sacrifice the durability and
strength of the planar antenna structure, requiring some type of mechanical support, which
can increase costs and engineering time. Furthermore, low dielectric substrates (r < 3)
may also be used to lessen SW effects but with a corresponding increase in the antenna
size. On the other hand there has been, and continues to be, a significant research initiative
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by the electromagnetics community to minimize SW fields. More specifically, by developing new electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures or high impedance surfaces (HISs)
the unwanted effects of SWs can be reduced. These structures are designed for operation
within a SW band gap by including a periodic array of metallic inclusions [16]-[20] on a
flat metal sheet or a grounded dielectric slab (GDS). The SW fields that typically propagate
along such a planar structure are minimized and the unwanted SW effects can be reduced,
which possibly can improve planar circuit and antenna performance. However, with the
utilization of such EBGs or HISs, fabrication costs can escalate and synthesis procedures
can be numerically exhaustive.

A new approach for the design of low-cost planar structures, as developed in this thesis,
is to try and efficiently excite SWs by the selection of electrically thick substrates with relatively high dielectric constant values (r ≈ 10). Printed surface-wave launchers (SWLs)
can offer a simple solution to the typical feeding issues at microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies. In particular, by utilizing the appropriate configuration of printed slots in the
ground plane of a single-layer GDS, wave confinement can be realized and the unwanted
and parasitic effects that are typically associated with SWs can be utilized to advantage.
Thus the design and implementation of SW-fed structures, using SWLs, can offer an alternative design strategy for the antenna and microwave engineer. For example, bound SW
power can be efficiently coupled into the dominant TM0 SW mode of a GDS and such
a novel technique for efficient SW excitation has been shown to be useful as the feeding mechanism in planar leaky-wave antenna (LWA) structures [22]. In addition, these
completely printed antenna sources are typically fed by a coplanar waveguide (CPW) TL
[23]-[25] thus allowing for simple integration with other planar structures, printed circuit
topologies, and integrated circuits. Concepts are further extended in this thesis to introduce
new waveguides, planar couplers, SW lenses, and power distribution circuit systems as well
as many other novel microwave and millimeter-wave circuit devices and planar antennas
for bound and radiative-wave applications.
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Document Overview
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a background of such SWLfed structures by describing the contemporary design concepts found in the literature for
directive-based topologies. Theoretical characteristics and the field distributions that define
SWs on a GDS are also presented by reviewing conventional guided-wave theory. Furthermore, the physical operation of the aforementioned SWLs is described as well as the mechanisms for efficient SW excitation [3]. These design concepts are then further developed in
this thesis to new directive and non-directive configurations. A full-wave analysis has also
been provided in Chapter 2 by following the earlier work of [28, 29]. Numerical results,
as presented in the thesis, are also in agreement with the measurements and simulations
using a commercial electromagnetic field solver [30]. New array configurations of these
SWLs will also be investigated for single frequency SW beam steering on top of the GDS.
These novel and low-cost SWL feed systems can be further applied to phased arrays for
beam steering and new designs for circular polarization (CP). In particular, by varying the
relative phase difference and magnitude between SWL elements, the SW on the aperture
can be controlled. Far-field beam steering at end-fire is also possible and new low-cost
designs are described in detail at the end of Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 introduces classical LWA concepts while also providing an overview of leaky
wave (LW) theory [6, 7, 31] as well as some more recent developments that can be found
in the literature [32]-[36]. A comparison between SWs and LWs is also made while describing the different modes and cylindrical-wave fields [37, 38] that can propagate on a
planar guiding surface. By further inspection of these guided waves, directive broadside
radiation, defined as radiation perpendicular to the planar antenna structure, can be difficult to achieve in practice. Four methods to achieve such radiation are described in the
thesis, mainly, to provide a classification of the various techniques to achieve broadside
radiation. A theoretical explanation of this nature is important and assists in describing the
new SW-fed LWAs presented in Chapter 3 and in the remainder of this thesis. In addition,
an accurate but simple perturbation analysis of such SW driven LWAs was also developed,
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where by examining the transition from a SW to a LW guiding section, the radiation characteristics can be determined relative to the incident SW power. The presented analysis
was also extended to radial-based LWA structures fed by SWLs.
Some LWA optimization techniques are examined in Chapter 4. In particular, by implementing a radial geometry of concentric (‘bull-eye’) microstrip rings [39] printed on a
GDS, while also using a non-directive SWL, conical-sector beam patterns can be generated in the far-field as well as broadside radiation. To further investigate the dispersive
properties of the SW and LW modes that can be supported on such radial metallic strip
gratings (MGSs), and explain the proposed design approaches for structure optimization,
a full-wave analysis is developed in Section 4.1 using the Method of Moments (MoM)
[40, 41]. Based on the theoretical results presented in this thesis, simple design equations
are developed and a classification of the different antenna operating states is newly defined.
These different antenna operating states have also been experimentally verified for the first
time in this thesis and it will be shown that these design procedures are accurate in predicting the properties of LW fields on planar antenna apertures. These approaches have also
been applied to a new two-layer LWA design as well as demonstrated for structures that
can achieve CP radiation and pattern control in 3-D space at a single-frequency. Results
will also show that frequency beam scanning over a radiating BW of over 30% is possible,
mainly, due to the efficient excitation of the TM0 SW mode of the GDS, its zero cutoff
frequency and the possibility for efficient power leakage.
It should be further stressed at this stage that these ‘bull-eye’ LWAs, in Chapter 4, can
achieve the noted optimal radiation performances by the dominant TM0 SW mode only.
Thus other modes, such as the TE1 SW mode, which can be excited by SWLs and supported
by LWA structures, can be thought of as a hindrance to efficient operation. Given these
important points, an innovative design strategy is also developed and adopted in this thesis
where by guidance structures are proposed which can support both TM and TE fields. To
further develop this complimentary design approach, and since the frequency BW is largest
for this TM and TE case, new radial topologies are theoretically examined and measured
in Chapter 5. In effect, the compatibility of the SWL and the guiding structure is taken
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into consideration during antenna design and this can offer improved antenna performance
when compared to the ring-based topologies outlined in Chapter 4. For example, radiation
can be achieved by utilizing both TM and TE fields for maximum gain at broadside as
well as conical-sector beam patterns that scan as a function of frequency from 18 GHz
to 26 GHz. This defines a radiating BW of over 35%. A two-layer parallel-plate design
is also investigated by the author and a general circuit model that includes both the SW
source and the antenna aperture is developed. Another design approach is to implement
multilayer dielectric-based LWA designs, which have also been shown to support both TM
and TE fields. As examined in Chapter 5, these dielectric-based LWAs are very promising
when SWLs are considered as the antenna source since they can be implemented with
efficient and practical feeding, can offer low-cost fabrication, and can be made compact.
Measurement results at microwave frequencies are supported by simulations and full-wave
analyses.

Chapter 6 investigates new design approaches for SW control. Applications include
novel circuits and planar antennas that can offer performance improvements when compared to conventional planar structures as well as the SW-fed designs previously examined
in Chapter 3. Specifically, by the addition of metallic gratings placed on top of the GDS and
parallel to the direction of SW propagation, an effective dielectric constant can be achieved
refracting SWs and hence altering, or controlling, the SW field distribution on the guiding
surface. Chapter 6 also presents new theory and measurement results for novel and lowcost wave guiding structures that are designed for the routing and directing of SWs. For
instance, by placing two metallic top plates on the guiding surface and by introducing a
reduction in the ground plane, appropriate boundary conditions are achieved for SW channeling and field confinement. With this novel guidance technique, SW propagation can be
controlled and TM field strength values can be increased along the air-dielectric interface
and in the direction of propagation. Hence, improved through powers can be observed
between SWL elements and thus increased system performances are possible. When compared with other planar guidance techniques, such as [42, 43], this new approach for TM
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SW power routing offers simple fabrication as well as reduced insertion losses. Applications of these simple structures for SW guidance, as presented in this thesis, include new
directional couplers, power dividers, routing circuits, TL bends and transition sections, as
well as other new planar antennas - all driven by SWs.
Some conclusions and suggestions for future research are presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2
Surface Waves and Planar Surface-Wave
Launchers
As discussed in the previous chapter, guided surface waves (SWs) on planar substrates are
generally considered an adverse effect that can degrade the performance of monolithic integrated circuits, patch antennas, corporate microstrip feeds, and planar arrays for beam
steering [4, 5, 44]. For instance, undesired electromagnetic coupling effects and unwanted
radiation can increase losses and diminish overall system performance. Contemporary
structures can be designed to mitigate these SW effects but at the expense of increased
fabrication costs, and in general, feeding difficulties can be observed at microwave and
millimeter-wave frequencies. However, with appropriate design SW fields can actually be
harnessed as an efficient means of power transport achieving bound propagation along a
grounded dielectric slab (GDS) [3, 23]. In particular, SWs can be of transverse magnetic
(TM) or transverse electric (TE) field configurations with mode specific cutoff frequencies.
It should also be mentioned that there has been a revived interest by the electromagnetics
community regarding SWs [45]. In addition, new SW-fed antenna structures [46, 47] have
been proposed, while other guidance techniques have also been examined in [48]-[51] for
the routing and directing of SWs. Proposed applications include new practical circuits, lowcost sensors using SW fields as well as novel SW-based communications systems. Some
of these new SW-fed devices will be further examined in this thesis by the author.
9
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In this chapter the bound SW modes that can be defined on a GDS are first explained.
Their efficient means of excitation using printed surface-wave launchers (SWLs) [25, 52]
are also examined in detail. This defines the first important contribution made by the author
in this thesis; i.e. the design and analysis of practical SWLs for low-cost fabrication. Application examples, demonstrated by the author, include novel beam steering planar antennas
[46, 53] and new quasi-optical power combining circuits [54, 55]. These structures were
originally suggested in [24], [26], and [56]. It should also be made clear that by following
these earlier works, where director-based SWLs were first examined [23, 24], the author
has been able to expand such original topologies to design new directive and non-directive
SWL feed configurations. Measurements of these novel single-element structures were first
reported in [25] and then applied to new SW-fed beam steering antennas in [52] and [57].
These types of SW sources are more fully explained in this chapter. In particular, new
directive and non-directive antenna source configurations are proposed for efficient SW
excitation. Concepts are also extended to other two- and four-element arrays for SW beam
steering [58]-[60]. These SWLs will be adopted to feed the new antennas that are presented
in the remainder of this thesis. In particular, by building on the initial developments of this
Chapter, it will be shown in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 that new applications of these SWLs can
include antennas for circular polarization (CP), broadside as well as off-broadside beam
steering at a single frequency, and efficient beam scanning as a function of frequency in
the far-field. A full-wave analysis is also presented for such practical SW sources which
follows the seminal work of [11] and [28]. At the end of this chapter, a newly designed
surface-wave antenna (SWA) will also be studied which employs a two-element SWL array
for beam steering at end-fire. Some of these results have been reported in [46] and [47].

2.1

General Guided-Wave Phenomenon

The propagation of an electromagnetic wave in any medium can be defined by its wavenumbers with field progression characterized by Helmholtz wave equations [1]. For a rectangular coordinate system, the governing equation for an electromagnetic wave is the following
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relation
kx2 + ky2 + kz2 = k 2 ,

(2.1)

where the total propagation vector or wavevector, ~k, is the sum of the individual components:
~k = kx x̂ + ky ŷ + kz ẑ .

(2.2)

Furthermore, for any ki , the wavenumber can be complex in general
ki = βi + jαi ,

(2.3)

where βi is the phase constant in radians per unit length and αi is the attenuation in nepers
per unit length. In this thesis the time dependent term, e+jωt , is assumed and suppressed
√
throughout. Moreover, the wavenumber k = ω µ, in Eq. (2.1), also defines how the
field propagates in the unbounded medium, where ω,  and µ are the radial frequency,
permittivity and permeability, respectively. In air, for example, k is purely real and is
usually defined as k0 . This free space wavenumber is related to the free space wavelength,


λ0 , by k0 = 2π λ0 and to the phase velocity of light, c, by k0 = ω c.

2.1.1

Bound Surface-Waves on Planar Guiding Surfaces

An electromagnetic SW is also governed by Eq. (2.1) and can be described as a type
of guided-wave with propagation that is bound to the guiding structure. This means that
electromagnetic fields are mostly contained to the guiding surface with wave propagation
away from the excitation device or source. For now this wave source will be assumed to be
positioned at the origin as defined in Fig. 2.1. Moreover, a SW typically propagates parallel
to an interface, or guiding surface, and can decay vertically from that same interface. That is
to say the SW phase constant in the vertical direction is zero (βz = 0), while the SW phase
constant along the interface, or in the direction of propagation, is non-zero (βx 6= 0). Since
SWs experience vertical attenuation in the ẑ-direction (kz = −jαz ) the SW attenuation
constant, αz , is defined for positive values. Thus, the relation of Eq. (2.1) requires that kx
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of a bound SW with propagation along the guiding surface.
The solid lines (−) represent constant-phase fronts while the dashed lines (− −) represent constant-amplitude fronts as further described in [61]. The shaded region illustrates
amplitude decay and the guiding surface is defined at z = h and exists for x = 0 to x = b.
be purely real,
kx2 = βx2 = k 2 + αz2 ,

(2.4)

such that there is no attenuation in the direction of propagation (x̂). Thus, the field compo~ x term in this example) are of the form
nents of a SW (the E
~ = x̂Ex0 e−αz z e−jβx x .
E

2.1.2

(2.5)

Surface-Wave Propagation along a Grounded Dielectric Slab

A practical region well suited for the propagation of SWs is that of the interface of air and a
GDS [1, 6, 7] defining a planar guiding surface as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The wavenumber
in the transverse upward air region, ẑ, is given by
k air = k0 ,

(2.6)

while the wavenumber in the dielectric is related to the relative substrate permittivity, r ,
k diel. =

√

r k0 .

(2.7)
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The field distributions in both regions are phase matched at the interface and propagation in the x̂-direction can be defined by a real SW propagation constant, k SW . Figure
2.1 illustrates a typical profile of the SW field with propagation along the x̂-direction and
evanescent field decay away from the air-dielectric interface at z = h (where h is defined as
the thickness of the dielectric slab). Phase propagation along the guiding surface is defined
by βx and the SW is attenuated by the αz term towards the interface. Thus
kxSW = βx = β SW

(2.8)

kzSW = −jαz = −jαSW .

(2.9)

and

For simplicity, the βx and αz terms can also be described as β SW and αSW . These discussions assume that these guided SWs are independent of ŷ; i.e. that ky = 0 and that
propagation is in the +x̂-direction (with an e−jβ

SW x

wave propagation factor) and that the

guiding structure is lossless. In addition, these equations can be extended to define SW
√
propagation along a 2-D planar surface, by the addition of a radial term, 1 ρ, and defining the cylindrical SW phase and attenuation constants as kρSW = βρ and kzSW = −jαz ,
respectively [6], [7].

2.1.3

Transverse Magnetic and Transverse Electric Surface-Wave Modes

The dominant T M0 SW mode can exist for any finite slab thickness ‘h’ and dielectric
√
constant for which r > 1. For instance, when k0 < β SW < r k0 and β SW /k0 ≥ 1, kzSW
is imaginary and kxSW is real defining a SW or a slow-wave. This means that the phase
velocity of the SW, vφSW , is smaller than that of the surrounding air medium
ω
vφSW <
= c.
(2.10)
k0
Higher order TM and TE SW modes, which are dispersive in nature, can exist on such
planar guiding surfaces. For instance, the cutoff frequencies for higher order TMn modes
(n = 1, 2, ...) can be defined
fc T M =

nc
√
,
hd r − 1

n = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

(2.11)
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Figure 2.2: The normalized SW phase propagation constants for the first TM and TE SW
modes with respect to k0 for r = 10.2 and h = 1.27 mm. The TM0 [TE1 ] SW mode has a
zero cutoff frequency [can exist for f ≥ 19.47 GHz].
as in [1]. In addition, TE SW modes can also exist on a GDS with mode specific cutoff
frequencies,
fc T E =

(2n − 1)c
√
,
4h r − 1

n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

(2.12)

By applying Maxwell’s equations and suitable boundary conditions the characteristic
equations defining both the TM and TE SW modes (βT M and βT E ) can be determined
for any GDS using the transverse resonance technique [1]. The resultant transcendental
equations are as follows for TM and TE SWs, respectively,
! r
r
r

2

2

2
1
2πh
r − β̂T M tan
 − β̂T M
=
β̂T M − 1 and
r
λ0
r



r − β̂T E

2

cot

2πh
λ0

r



 − β̂T E

2

!

(2.13)

r
=−


2
1 − β̂T E

(2.14)

where ˆ· refers to the normalization with respect to the free space wavenumber, k0 . The
unknown SW phase propagation constants, β̂T M and β̂T E , can be determined numerically
if r , λ0 , and h are known. Calculated results for the normalized SW phase propagation
constants for the TM0 and TE1 SW modes of the employed GDS of this thesis (r = 10.2
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and h = 1.27 mm) are plotted in Fig. 2.2. Furthermore, the normalized SW attenuation
constant, α̂SW , can also be characterized for both TM and TE SW field configurations [7]:
α̂SW =

r

β̂ SW

2

− 1.

(2.15)

Calculated values of α̂SW for the TM0 and TE1 SW modes are also plotted in Fig. 2.3 for
the slab investigated in Fig. 2.2.

2.1.3.1

Transverse Magnetic Surface-Wave Field Distributions

The exact solution for any TM SW can be further described [1]. Specifically, the only field
components that exist for TM SWs are the Ex , Ez , Hy field distributions. The solutions are
as follows:

 A sin(κ z) e−jβ SW x
0 ≤ z ≤ h,
TM
Ex =
 A sin(κT M h) e−αSW (z−h) e−jβ SW x h ≤ z ≤ ∞

−jβ SW
SW

 A
cos(κT M z) e−jβ x
0 ≤ z ≤ h,
κT M
Ez =
SW

SW
SW
 A −jβ
sin(κT M h) e−α (z−h) e−jβ x h ≤ z ≤ ∞
SW
α

(2.16)


−jω
SW

 A
o r cos(κT M z) e−jβ x
0 ≤ z ≤ h,
κT M
Hy =

 A −jω o sin(κT M h) e−αSW (z−h) e−jβ SW x h ≤ z ≤ ∞
αSW
q
where κT M = r k02 − (βT M )2 and A is a constant relative to the magnitude of the excited
SW field distribution.

2.1.3.2

Transverse Electric Surface-Wave Field Distributions

The exact solution for any TE SW can also be characterized [1] by defining the electric
and magnetic field distributions above and below the air-dielectric interface. The field
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components that exist for TE SWs are the Hx , Hz and Ey field distributions:

 B cos(κ z) e−jβ SW x
0 ≤ z ≤ h,
TE
Hx =
SW
SW
 B cos(κT E h) e−α (z−h) e−jβ x h ≤ z ≤ ∞

−jβ SW
SW

 B
sin(κT E z) e−jβ x
0 ≤ z ≤ h,
κT E
Hz =
SW

SW
SW
 B −jβ
sin(κT E h) e−α (z−h) e−jβ x h ≤ z ≤ ∞
SW
α

(2.17)


−jω
SW

 B
µo sin(κT E z) e−jβ x
0 ≤ z ≤ h,
κT E
Ey =

 B −jω µo cos(κT E h) e−αSW (z−h) e−jβ SW x h ≤ z ≤ ∞
αSW
q
where κT E = (r − 1) k0 2 − (αSW )2 .
2.1.3.3

General Discussion

The exact solutions for the first two SW modes of a GDS have been presented in Fig. 2.2.
An illustration of the transverse |Hy | and |Ey | electric field distributions are also provided
in Fig. 2.4 for the TM0 and TE1 SW modes. To efficiently excite the dominant TM0
mode, slots embedded within the ground plane of a GDS can be realized. These slots
act as magnetic dipole sources for the aforementioned planar structures [3, 23]. Higher
order modes can exist but are dependent on frequency, the utilized slab thickness, and the
dielectric constant. In particular, excitation of the TM0 SW mode is desired, mainly, due to
its zero cutoff frequency and possibility for propagation over a large bandwidth (BW). The
next section will discuss types of slot configurations and the characteristics for such SW
launching mechanisms.

2.2

Surface-Wave Excitation by Practical Launching

Coplanar waveguide fed Yagi-Uda like slot configurations have been recognized as an efficient means for coupling into the dominant SW mode of a GDS for bound propagation
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Figure 2.3: The normalized SW attenuation constants for the first TM and TE SW modes
(normalization with respect to k0 ) for r = 10.2 and h = 1.27 mm.
when high permittivity substrates are employed [3, 23]. In particular, a cylindrical TM
SW field distribution is generated and propagation occurs along the air-dielectric interface.
As shown in Fig. 2.5, two basic types of SWLs can be defined [25]: directive and nondirective, respectively generating unidirectional and bidirectional SW field distributions on
the guiding surface. Specifically, a unidirectional SW can be produced by a directive SWL
where the majority of the SWs are driven in the forward (+x̂) direction. Conversely, bidirectional SWs can be generated by non-directive SWLs where SWs are directed in both the
forward (+x̂) and backward (−x̂) directions. Essentially, these slots act as a configuration
of magnetic dipoles [7, 62, 63] embedded in the ground plane for TM0 SW mode excitation
and bound propagation along the air-dielectric interface of a GDS. To the author’s knowledge no other techniques have been investigated in the literature that offer similar TM SW
excitation efficiencies and operational BWs.

2.2.1

General Surface-Wave Launcher Operation

Half-wavelength slots in the ground plane define the main slot for SW generation with
dimensions (in millimeters) of the directive and non-directive SWLs shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the transverse field profile defining the SWs: H
~ y (TE1 mode).
and E
Substrate properties (r = 10.2 and h = 1.27 mm) and frequency of operation are properly
chosen such that more than 80% of the input power is coupled into the dominant TM0 SW
mode of the slab [3]. Two CPW shorted stubs can match the SWLs to the 50-Ω TL feed
[53] for reduced reflection losses, i.e. |S11 | < −20 dB as shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.2.1.1

Directive Surface-Wave Launchers

As the name implies the directive SWL achieves forward directivity using a reflector-based
Yagi-Uda concept [3, 23]. The secondary reflectors are positioned so that the magnetic
current on the reflector slots leads the current on the main driven slot with a 90◦ phase
shift. Thus the SW field distributions add constructively at the main slot, while at the
secondary reflector slots, the field distributions cancel. This results in a SW propagating in
the +x̂-direction. In addition, the directive SWL generally has a reflector that is slightly
longer than the main driven slot [23].
A two element linear array of such directive SWLs can also be used to steer and control the SW field distribution on a GDS [53]. This array design will be further discussed
in Section 2.4 but is briefly introduced here to highlight the design approach for directorbased SWLs. In particular, the secondary reflector slots were folded to achieve side by side
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Figure 2.5: Directive (a) and non-directive (b) SWLs. Two CPW shorted stubs can match
the SWLs to the 50-Ω CPW TL feeds. (a) Directive SWL slot configuration described
by a main radiating driven slot and secondary reflector slots. (b) Non-directive SWL slot
configuration depicted by only a single main SW radiating slot. (c) Bound TM SW field
distribution in the forward (+x̂) and backward (−x̂) directions.

placement (see Fig. 1(a) in [53]). Without such folding the two launchers will physically
touch and this is unwanted. In fact, minimum mutual coupling is required between the two
SWLs for efficient array operation [64]. If the directive SWLs were held further apart, grating lobes can develop, as in typical antenna arrays. Moreover, by changing the lengths and
widths of the reflectors as well as the tuning slots the input impedance of the directive SWL
can be very well matched to the 50-Ω impedance of the CPW feeding TL as shown in Fig.
2.7. Essentially, the additional slots act as a tunning elements for the main slot. However,
these folded reflector slots can also decrease the operating bandwidth of the SWL [23].
Another type of directive SWL for improved 50-Ω impedance matching can be achieved
by unfolding these secondary reflector slots, while also, maintaining the total length of the
slots. This is defined as a directive-unfolded SWL and this source configuration is shown
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Figure 2.6: Physical dimensions (in millimeters) of the directive-folded (a) and nondirective (b) SWLs [53]. The coplanar waveguide transmission line feed has a center strip
and gap width of 0.1 and 0.05 mm, respectively.
in Fig. 2.8. These two types of directive SWLs have shown much promise for new planar
antennas and are further examined in Section 2.5. In the next section a comparison of these
SWLs, of the directive type, are provided.
2.2.1.2

The Directive-Folded and Directive-Unfolded Surface-Wave Launchers

Simulated TM and TE field distributions generated by the directive-folded and -unfolded
SWLs can be observed in Fig. 2.9. Using the full-wave electromagnetic simulation tool,
HFSS [30], a wave port (with 1 Watt of power) was applied at the substrate periphery to
excite the dominant CPW TL mode. As shown in Figs. 2.9(b) and (e) the majority of
the Ez field (generated by the main slot) propagates in the forward x̂-direction achieving
unidirectional TM field distribution.
A TE field distribution is also observed in Figs. 2.9(c) and (f) which is directed in
the ±ŷ-directions. This TE field is mainly generated by the secondary slots (for further
details see [65] and Section 2.3 of this thesis). However, reduced TE field strength values
are observed with the directive-unfolded SWL as shown in Fig. 2.9(f). For instance, for
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Figure 2.7: Measured and simulated input match of the directive-folded SWL [53] as shown
in Fig. 2.6(a). Measured results suggest that the SWL has reduced reflection losses from
21 to 24 GHz with |S11 | < −10 dB.
the vertical line at the origin (with y ∈ ±5 mm) TE field strength values are below 2000
and 1400 V/m for the folded and the unfolded (directive) SWLs, respectively. In addition,
by the unfolding of these secondary slots, increased TM field strengths can be observed
(Fig. 2.9(e)) along the guiding surface. This is mainly due to the increased length of
the secondary slots which generate the noted TM field distributions in the forward +x̂direction. Consequently, increased field values in the backward direction are observed
for the directive-unfolded SWL when compared to the directive-folded design (see Figs.
2.9(b) and (e) for x = −7 mm). The measured input 50-Ω match is shown in Fig. 2.10
with |S11 | < −15 dB at 23 GHz for both the directive-folded and directive-unfolded SWLs.
As observed with the simulations, improved 50-Ω impedance matching is shown with the
directive-unfolded SWL.

2.2.1.3

Measured Surface-Wave Field Distributions for the Directive Launchers

By the use of a folded [unfolded] secondary reflector slot, the majority of the SW field
distribution (on top of the air-dielectric interface of the GDS) is confined to a 120◦ [150◦ ]
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Reflector Slot
Figure 2.8: Dimension and photograph of the directive-unfolded SWL. The total length
of the secondary (unfolded) reflector slots are the same as in Fig. 2.6(a) for the directivefolded SWL.
3 dB beam width in the forward x̂-direction as shown in Fig. 2.11 (a) [(b)]. Essentially,
the unfolded secondary slot of directive-unfolded SWL achieves a larger SW beam pattern
width when compared to the directive-folded SWL [25]. To observe these evanescent SW
field distributions generated by the SWLs, measurements were completed using a near-field
probe in 5◦ steps (on top of the GDS at z = 0.5 mm) on an arc centered (radius, r0 = 4.5 cm
and r0 >> λSW ) at the SWLs. The measured fields along this arc represent the SW field
distributions at a significant distance from the SWL and thus can represent the SW beam
pattern on the GDS. In addition, the SWL elements were placed at the center of a large
GDS and an absorber was used at the edge of slab to minimize unwanted reflections [53].
See Fig. 2.12 for an illustration and explanation of the measurement system. In addition,
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Figure 2.9: The folded (a) [65] and unfolded (d) directive SWLs and the |Ez (x, y)| and
|Eφ (x, y)| simulated field distributions above the air-dielectric interface (z = h + 0.5) at 24
GHz.
simulations were completed (assuming an infinite substrate) and results were compared
against measured values. Good agreement can be observed.

2.2.1.4
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Feeding Line Considerations and Field Coupling

By the use of CPW feeding TLs a completely planar structure can be realized. Essentially
the feeding TL and slot are etched on the same ground plane allowing for simple integration with other planar devices. These directive SWLs are also compatible with conventional MMIC fabrication techniques. Moreover, such CPW TLs offer several advantages
over commonly employed microstrip lines at millimeter-wave frequencies. For instance,
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Figure 2.10: Measured and simulated input match of the directive-folded and directiveunfolded SWLs [46]. Measured results suggest that the SWL has reduced reflection losses
from 21 to 24 GHz with |S11 | < −10 dB. Improved 50-Ω impedance matching can be
observed with the directive-unfolded SWL.
via hole drilling may be required in microstrip TLs for shunt element loading which can
increase fabrication costs while mitigating additional losses. Parallel slots, which define a
CPW TL, are also well suited for TM0 SW mode excitation [3]. This is due to the fact that
half-wavelength slots printed in the ground plane can generate an Ez field distribution that
is well matched to the dominant Ez field distribution for the TM0 SW mode of the slab.
This is further illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Moreover, since the dominant mode for CPW is
TEM [66], the Ez and Ex waves which propagate along the TL can couple into the Ez and
Ex fields within the slab for SW propagation (see Eq. (2.16)). This constitutes excitation
of a TM SW.
Coupling into the secondary reflector slots is due to the magnetic field of the TEM
CPW feeding TL. These secondary reflector slots are also half-wavelength, thus achieving
the desired TM0 SW excitation. In addition, to ensure unidirectional SW propagation, the
reflector slots are slightly longer than the main driven slots. This achieves a greater SW field
strength at the reflector (than at the main slot) generating a greater SW field distribution
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Figure 2.11: Measured and simulated SW field distribution for the directive-folded (a)
and directive-unfolded (b) SWLs on the guiding surface (normalized and shown in linear
units). To measure and simulate the single SW beam patterns, individual SWL elements
were placed at the center of a large GDS.
in the forward direction [23, 24]. Physically, the magnetic fields generated by the CPW
TL and the electrical currents in the spacings between the CPW TL and the reflector slots
(parallel to the CPW TL) induces a secondary electric field within the slot. Since the
electrical fields generated by these secondary slots are in opposition (in the portions of the
secondary slots near and parallel to the CPW TL) field cancellation occurs minimizing TM
field generation in the ±y-directions [67].
2.2.1.5

General Discussions

Regardless of these two SWL topologies, folded or unfolded as shown in Figs. 2.9(a)
and (d), the SWL of the directive type utilizes the parasitic secondary reflector slots to
constructively add SWs in the forward direction for unidirectional SW propagation. Such
reflectors appear as a series load for the CPW TL feed and by their removal, a non-directive
SWL can be realized as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). As expected, the non-directive SWL does
not generate as much SW power in the forward direction, when compared to the directive
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ABSORBER

ABSORBER

Figure 2.12: Surface-wave beam pattern measurement system. (a) A near-field probe (on
top of the GDS) was used to measure the SW field distribution along the edge of a circle
on the guiding surface. The system was connected to a vector network analyzer for measurement recording. (b) The probe was mounted on a modified rotation stage and the SW
beam pattern was measured (on top of the GDS). (c) The SWL was excited (on the bottom)
and absorber was used to minimize reflections.
SWLs, and thus achieves a bidirectional SW field configuration [25]. These non-directive
SWLs will be further discussed in the next section and can also be placed in a four-element
array for control of the SW field distribution [58]. This array design using the non-directive
SWLs will be further discussed in Section 2.4.3.

2.2.2

Non-Directive Surface-Wave Launchers

The measured and simulated 50-Ω match as well as the SW field distributions generated
by the non-directive SWL are shown in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15. Measured evanescent field
strength readings (and analogous simulated values) were collected in a similar fashion as
described for Fig. 2.12. Increased SW field strengths values were observed in the backward direction when compared to the directive SWLs and are likely a result of secondary
SW excitation due to the tuning slots and coplanar waveguide feeding line transition. The
simulated contour plots in Fig. 2.15 illustrate that the majority of the TM SWs generated
by the main slot propagate in the both the forward and backward directions achieving a
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Figure 2.13: Illustration of the electric and magnetic field distributions for the directive
SWL. The CPW feeding line, the inductively coupled secondary slot, and the main driven
slot are shown along with the generated SWs.
bidirectional field configuration (with also a slight field strength increase in the backward
direction). A TE field distribution (Eφ ) is also observed with propagation in the ±ŷ directions but with reduced field strength when compared to the Ez distribution. In the next
section a detailed comparison between such a non-directive SWL and the directed-folded
SWL is provided.

2.2.2.1

Field Strengths of the Directive-Folded and the Non-Directive Launchers

Following the well known concepts for antennas [64] the directivity of any type of SWL can
be defined as the ratio between the fields generated in the forward and backward directions.
A measure of this SW power can be defined as the front to back ratio [19, 54]. This ratio
was further investigated in this work using the test circuit of Fig. 2.16 (a). The main
launcher (port 1) was placed near two other launchers: behind (by 6.5 mm), port 2, and in
the front (by 4.8 mm), port 3. In addition, all SWLs were matched to the 50-Ω CPW TLs.
In particular, the directive-folded SWL in front was positioned to accept forward power as
a receiver element. A launcher was also placed behind to accept backward directed (and
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Figure 2.14: Input match for the non-directive SWL compared to the directive-folded SWL.
Improved 50-Ω impedance matching (|S11 | < −10 dB from 20 to 25 GHz) can be observed
for the non-directive SWL due to the absence of the reflector slots. The normalized SW
beam pattern generated by the single non-directive SWL is also shown.
perhaps unwanted) power. Thus the forward [backward] power represents S31 [S21 ].
Measured and simulated results for the forward and backward SW powers generated
by the directive-folded SWL are shown in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18. Measured results show
the maximum forward radiated power occurs at 22 GHz while the simulated maximum
occurs at 24 GHz. This observation is consistent with the shift in minimum reflection loss
as shown in Fig. 2.7 and further described in [53]. Minor deviations can be observed and
are likely a result of substrate surface roughness, reflections from the edge of the finite
substrate, dielectric variations, substrate anisotropy [4], and difficulty in modeling the SW
sources due to microfabrication. It is also important to compare these results to that of the
non-directive SWL. As expected, the non-directive source does not generate as much SW
power in the forward direction when compared to the directive SWL (by approximately 5
dB).
The front to back power ratios (forward power minus backward power) for the two
launchers are shown in Fig. 2.19. As expected the directive-folded SWL generated more
power in the forward direction when compared to the non-directive SWL by approximately
7 dB at 23 GHz. It is interesting to note that the front to back ratio for the non-directive
SWL is approximately −3 dB suggesting that the non-directive SWL excited SWs in both
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Figure 2.15: TM and TE field distributions, |Ez | and |Eφ |, at 23 GHz generated by a single
non-directive SWL at the origin. A TM bidirectional field distribution can be observed.
the ±x̂-directions (with slightly more power directed in the backward direction) defining
a bidirectional field distribution. This is consistent with the measured and simulated SW
beam pattern as shown in Fig. 2.14.

2.2.2.2

General Discussions

At this point, the principles describing the operation of both types of SWLs have been
presented. The SWL of the directive type generates a unidirectional SW beam pattern
while the non-directive SWL produces a similar field distribution but in both the forward
and backward directions. The secondary slots of the directive SWLs serve as a tunning
element to minimize the reflection losses between the CPW TL feed while also reducing
backward SW power generated by the main radiating slot. The absence of this secondary
slot, in the non-directive SWL, can increase 50-Ω impedance BW. This has been shown in
the |S11 | measurements and simulations as shown in Fig. 2.14. In the next section a fullwave analysis for this non-directive SWL will be provided. This can describe the fields
generated by a slot in the metallic ground plane of a planar GDS.
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Figure 2.16: Circuit and measurement system used to observe the forward and backward
SW power [54]. (a): Realized SWL layout. (b): SWLs were measured using integrated
circuit probes (PICO model 40A-GSG-150-P), x − y − z positioners and a probing station.
Absorber was placed at the edge of the slab to minimize any edge reflections. (c) and (d):
To ensure a suitable air-dielectric interface for SW excitation and propagation along the
slab, a hole was cut in the plexiglass probing station platform. Cone absorbers were also
used to isolate the probing station from the device under test.

2.3

Analysis of the Slot for Surface-Wave Excitation

So far SWs have been considered with propagation along the x-direction as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1 and outlined in Section 2.1.1 with fields having no variation along the y-direction,
i.e.

∂(·)
∂y

≈ 0. In this section we consider a more realistic situation that can model the SWLs

presented in this work. In particular, the case where SWs are excited by a finite slot in the
ground plane of a GDS with SW propagation in two dimensions, both x and y [37]. This
defines a radial or cylindrical wave with field values defined by ρ, the radial distance from
the origin. It will be shown that such a full-wave representation can model fields generated
by the non-directive SWL. Moreover, this printed non-directive SW source is considered
in this section since it is the most basic type of SWL.
The study of cylindrical waves [37] and approaches for the basic analysis of such radiating slots is given in [4, 5, 29, 64]. The new analysis in this thesis begins by defining
the near-fields that can be excited by a slot and without any assumptions regarding the employed substrate height and dielectric constant, respectively h and r , for the single-layer
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Figure 2.17: Measured and simulated forward directed (+x̂) SW power generated by the
directive SWL [54]. A comparison is made to a non-directive SWL (no secondary reflector
slots).

slab. With this approach a full-wave analysis can be developed that allows one to determine the SW fields generated by the source as well as the radiated fields. Given this, the
SW power and the radiated power can be determined in closed form as well as the generated
SW beam pattern on the guiding surface.

Figure 2.18: Measured and simulated backward SW power (−x̂) generated by the directive
SWL [54]. A comparison is made to a non-directive SWL (no secondary reflector slots).
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Figure 2.19: Forward power to backward power ratios.

2.3.1

Full-Wave Analysis of the Slot

A rigorous derivation of the near-fields excited by the slot source on the single-layer GDS
are presented here for the first time. This new analysis builds on the findings in [3] where
a different approach was theoretically investigated, mainly, the fields and the associated
powers in [3] that can be contained to the slab as a result of an incident plane-wave from
the far-field were examined. The reflected waves inside the slab, as a result of this incident
plane-wave, were also studied in [3].
Similar results and SW power values are obtained in this work, when compared to [3],
however, the two approaches are different. In particular, the near-fields excited by a slot
(driven by a feedline) are examined in detail here, versus the fields and currents that are
generated near a ground plane slot due to an incoming plane-wave as in [3]. However,
some basic assumptions are in order at this stage for this near-field approach. One can
assume that the non-directive SWL is a small slot in the ground plane of a lossless GDS
and oriented along the y-axis. The main slot is excited by a z-directed electric field, Ez ,
which originates from the fields generated by the TEM mode on the CPW TL (see Fig.
2.13). Also, this feedline comes from the periphery of a very large dielectric substrate.
Therefore the dimensions of the GDS are significantly larger than the size of the operating
free-space wavelength, λ0 . Given these ideal considerations and assumptions, the slot for
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Figure 2.20: (a): The y-oriented slot (with moment K) can excite primary waves with both
TM and TE field configurations. (b): Due to the boundary conditions at the air interface of
the electrically thick GDS, primary waves can be trapped inside the substrate, generating
SW
the observed SWs with a radial wave propagation factor, i.e. e−jkρ ρ for kρ real or e−jβ ρ .
SW excitation can be considered as a y-oriented magnetic dipole which is also assumed to
be positioned at the origin and in the ground plane. The variable K (in Volt·m) defines the
magnetic moment of this slot source. Following these definitions the generated near-fields
can be derived in closed form and expressed as a continuous and discrete spectrum of the
radial wavenumber, kρ . This respectively refers to the space waves and SWs generated by
√
the ground plane slot covered by an electrically thick dielectric slab, i.e. h r /λ0 < 1.

2.3.1.1

Primary Fields in the Substrate

One can start the analysis by obtaining the primary field generated by slot in the ground
plane as shown in Fig. 2.20(a). At this stage, and for generality, the placement of the
dipole within the slab (with thickness d) will be positioned at z = h such that h < d. The
primary fields produced by the y-oriented dipole can be derived in terms of a component
p

of the electric vector potential, mainly, Fy = Ke−jk1 R 4πR where R = ρ2 + (z − h)2
2
and kρ2 + kz1
= k12 ≡ ω 2 µ0 0 r with ρ defining the radial distance from the origin. This

component, Fy , can also be represented in integral form using a spectral cylindrical-wave
expansion [28]:
K
Fy =
4π

Z

∞


J0 (kρ ρ)e−jkz1 |z−h| kρ jkz1 dkρ

(2.18)

0

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind (order 0) and the time dependent terms
(e+jωt ) are suppressed here and throughout. In general, Bessel functions can also be
(1)

described in terms of Hankel functions of the first and second kind [37]: Hv (kρ ρ) =
(2)

Jv (kρ ρ) + jNv (kρ ρ) and Hv (kρ ρ) = Jv (kρ ρ) − jNv (kρ ρ), where Nv (kρ ρ) is called the
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Bessel function of the second kind of order v. For mathematical simplicity the analysis of
this section only considers Bessel functions of the first kind Jv (kρ ρ) having order v.
In Eq. (2.18) the integration from 0 to k0 refers to the electric vector potential that will
generate a space wave with radiation into the far-field while the integration from k0 to ∞
is representative of a bound SW [68]. In particular, the electric field can be obtained from
Eq. (2.18) by the relation [37]:
~ = x̂Ex + ŷEy + ẑEz = −∇ × Fy ŷ = +x̂ ∂Fy − ẑ ∂Fy .
E
∂z
∂x

(2.19)

However, since the dipole is positioned near the ground plane, the Ex term will vanish in
∂Fy
the limit when h = 0, defining
= 0. Furthermore, Ey reduces to zero due to the
∂z
curl operation. These simplifications for the primary field, Ezp , are a result of Maxwell’s
equations, vector operation, and the application of the boundary conditions that exist at the
dielectric-conductor interface, mainly, in that the tangential electric fields must vanish; i.e.
Ex = 0. This results in the z-component of the primary electric field to be dominant with
∂Fy
Ezp = −
. Likewise for the magnetic field
∂x


~ = x̂Hx + ŷHy + ẑHz = ∇ × ∇ × Fy ŷ jωµ0 = −∇ × E
~ jωµ0
H
(2.20)
1 ∂ 2 Fy
[37]. Of particular interest is the phase propagation factor,
jωµ0 ∂y∂z
e−jkz1 |z−h| , which defines field propagation for the primary TM and TE field terms, Ezp
and with Hzp =

and Hzp , respectively. In addition, these wave parts can be treated separately since they are
uncoupled at the air-dielectric interface [4]. Thus, these primary TM and TE fields can be
further established:
Ezp

and
Hzp

∂Fy
1 ∂
= −
= jK
∂x
4π ∂x

Z

∞


J0 (kρ ρ)e−jkz1 |z−h| kρ kz1 dkρ
0
Z ∞

1
= −j cos φ K
J1 (kρ ρ)e−jkz1 |z−h| kρ2 kz1 dkρ
4π 0

Z ∞
1 ∂ 2 Fy
1
∂
=
= −jK
J0 (kρ ρ)e−jkz1 |z−h| kρ dkρ
jωµ0 ∂y∂z
4πωµ0 ∂y Z0
∞
1
= j sin φ K
J1 (kρ ρ)e−jkz1 |z−h| kρ2 dkρ .
4πωµ0 0

(2.21)

(2.22)
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When comparing Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), and these primary fields in the spectral domain
generated by the dipole source, the phase propagation factor, e−jβ

SW x

(see Eqs. (2.16) and

(2.17)), is recast as J0 (kρ ρ) or J1 (kρ ρ). This represents a radial wave propagating from the
origin [37] since the primary fields generated by the finite slot are cylindrical fields.
2.3.1.2

Fields in the Dielectric

The total fields in the slab can now be expressed in terms of the primary fields, Ezp and Hzp ,
and the secondary fields which are a result of reflections at the ground plane and the airdielectric interface at z = d. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.20(b), and given this approach to
the full-wave analysis, the total TM and TE fields within the slab can be further established
[28]:
K ∂
Ez = j
4π ∂x

∞

Z


J0 (kρ ρ) f (kρ ; z) kρ kz1 dkρ

0

and

Z ∞
K ∂
Hz = j
J0 (kρ ρ) g(kρ ; z) kρ dkρ .
(2.23)
4πωµ0 ∂y 0
In Eq. (2.23) the spectral functions f (kρ ; z) and g(kρ ; z) characterize the total fields within
the slab and are determined by applying boundary conditions. They will described in more
detail in Eqs. (2.24)-(2.29). In addition, the poles of f (kρ ; z) and g(kρ ; z) respectively
define the TM and TE SW modes of the GDS.
Within the slab the vertical electric fields are defined by the primary field part, e−jkz1 |z−h| ,
along with the superposition of the upward and downward traveling waves. This is illustrated by the primary and secondary fields in Fig. 2.20, respectively the red and gray arrows.
Mathematically, this can be expressed as
f (kρ ; z) = e−jkz1 |z−h| + a(kρ )e−jkz1 z + c(kρ )e+jkz1 z

(2.24)

where the spectral coefficients a(kρ ) and c(kρ ) define the noted upward and downward
traveling waves. Thus, given that the total Ez field is proportional to f (kρ ; z), electric
boundary conditions can be applied at the ground plane to solve for c(kρ ) [29]. Mainly
Ex

≈
z=0

∂
f (kρ ; z)
∂z

=0
z=0

(2.25)
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which gives c(kρ ) = a(kρ ) − e−jkz1 h . Setting h = 0, since the slot source is positioned in
the ground plane, gives f (kρ ; z) = e−jkz1 z − e+jkz1 z + a(kρ )e−jkz1 z + a(kρ )e+jkz1 z , or more
succinctly
f (kρ ; z) = 2a(kρ ) cos(kz1 z) − 2j sin(kz1 z) .

(2.26)

Likewise for the TE wave part:
g(kρ ; z) = b(kρ )e−jkz1 z − e−jkz1 |z−h| + d(kρ )e+jkz1 z

(2.27)

where the spectral coefficients b(kρ ) and d(kρ ) define the upward and downward traveling
magnetic fields. Following the same procedure for the electric field, boundary conditions
at the ground plane can be applied to solve for d(kρ ) such that [29]
g(kρ ; z)

=0

(2.28)

z=0

giving d(kρ ) = e−jkz1 h − b(kρ ), and with h = 0,
g(kρ ; z) = 2 cos(kz1 z) − 2j b(kρ ) sin(kz1 z) .
2.3.1.3

(2.29)

Fields Above the Dielectric

In the air region and above the dielectric (z > d), expressions for the TM and TE fields are
as follows [29]:
K ∂
Ez = j
4π ∂x
and

2
where kz0

Z

∞


J0 (kρ ρ) fair (kρ ; z) e−jkz0 (z−d) kρ kz1 dkρ

0

Z ∞
K ∂
J0 (kρ ρ) gair (kρ ; z) e−jkz0 (z−d) kρ dkρ
(2.30)
Hz = j
4πωµ0 ∂y 0
= k02 − kρ2 and k02 = ω 2 µ0 0 (here k0 refers to the wavenumber in air) [69].

It should be mentioned that the fields above the dielectric in Eq. (2.30) are related to
the calculation of the aperture fields for a loaded source in a 1-D structure, take the total
electrical field, Ey , for example [70]:
1
Ey (x, h) =
2π

Z

∞

G(kx )e−jkx x dkx

(2.31)

−∞

where G(kx ) is the 1-D transform of the Green’s function for the loaded source. In this
example kx is the wavenumber transverse to the direction of propagation.
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Determination of the Spectral Functions

By the application of the boundary conditions that exist at the air-dielectric interface, the
spectral functions a(kρ ), b(kρ ), fair (kρ ; z), and gair (kρ ; z) can be determined in closed

form. In particular, the continuity of Ez and ∂Ez ∂z for the TM part, and analogously, the

continuity of the Hz and ∂Hz ∂z terms for TE waves; i.e. this represents four equations
and four unknowns that can be solved algebraically by equating Eqs. (2.23) with (2.30)
and evaluating at z = d. Furthermore, these spectral functions can also be determined by
employing a commercial mathematical software tool such as Maple [71] or Mathematica
[72]. Following [69] and [73], and by the assistance of Maple [71]:
a(kρ ) =

jkz1 cos(kz1 d) − r kz0 sin(kz1 d)
jkz0 r cos(kz1 d) − kz1 sin(kz1 d)

kz0 cos(kz1 d) + jkz1 sin(kz1 d)
kz1 cos(kz1 d) + jkz0 cos(kz0 d)
jkz1 r
fair (kρ ; z) =
jkz0 r cos(kz1 d) − kz1 sin(kz1 d)
kz1
gair (kρ ; z) =
(2.32)
kz1 cos(kz1 d) + jkz0 sin(kz1 d)
Now the spectral coefficients, a(kρ ) and b(kρ ), are also associated with the TM and TE
b(kρ ) =

fields generated by the launcher and can be represented as fractions with numerators (NT M
and NT E ) and denominators (DT M and DT E ), respectively. Therefore the zeros of
DT M = jkz0 r cos(kz1 h) − kz1 sin(kz1 h)

(2.33)

DT E = kz1 cos(kz1 d) + jkz0 sin(kz1 d)

(2.34)

and

can be calculated to determine the discrete SW modes of the GDS (likewise the poles of
Eq. (2.31)) as described earlier in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), respectively, for the TM and TE
SW fields [69]. Here the noted spectral terminology was introduced as the analysis was
completed in the spectral domain by taking the Fourier transforms of the field terms with
respect to z, or more specifically, the spectral functions f (kρ ; z) and g(kρ ; z). For more
details on this approach see [4], [11], and [28].
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Input Power Launched into a Grounded Dielectric Slab

The amount of SW power launched from the slot into single layer slab as well, as the
radiated power, can be further characterized. For example, one can define the input power,
P in , as the total power delivered by the SW source. Since the slot source is at the origin
(defined as ρ = 0, z = 0), the real input power must be equal to the sum of the radiated
power and the power launched into the SW modes. This is given by
SW
P in = −K <e {Hy (ρ = 0, z = 0)} = P Rad + P SW = P Rad + PTSW
M + PT E

(2.35)

since the units for the the magnetic moment, K, of this slot source is Volt·m while the

units for Hy are Amps m. Also notice that a distinction is made between the TM and TE
SW powers in that the total SW power is the addition of the TM and TW SW powers; i.e.
SW
P SW = PTSW
M + PT E . Here the Hy term in Eq. (2.35) describes the magnetic field in the

dielectric region and can be obtained from Eq. (2.23) while also using the relation from
[29] that

∂ 2 Hz
∂Ez
+
(2.36)
kρ2 ∂x kρ2 ∂y∂z


while also noting that as ρ tends to zero, ∂ 2 J0 (kρ ρ) ∂x2 = −(1/2 − J2 (kρ ρ))kρ2 = −kρ2 2.


Similarly, ∂ 2 J0 (kρ ρ) ∂y 2 = −kρ2 2. After some manipulations one can get
∞


Z 


2
K
ωεr1 ε0 a(kρ ) kz1 b(kρ )
in
P =
(2.37)
<e
+
kρ dkρ ,


4π
kz1
ωµ0
Hy = −jω0 r

0

mainly, by applying Eq. (2.36) to Eq. (2.23), which defines the total y-oriented magnetic
field in the slab generated by the magnetic dipole, then Eq. (2.35), while also evaluating
for ρ = 0 and z = 0. The resulting integration in Eq. (2.37) between the limits 0 and k0
for P in gives the radiated power. The remainder of the integration is zero, except for the
residue contributions at the SW poles [74]. In particular, the SW powers can be calculated
by the summing the residues of the TM and TE SW modes:
,
2 X
K
ω

∂DT M
0 r
PTSW
kρ
NT M
M =
2 TM
kz1
∂kρ

(2.38)
kρ =βT M
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PTSW
E

K2 X
kz1
=
kρ
NT E
2 TE
ωµ0

,

∂DT E
∂kρ
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(2.39)
kρ =βT E

where NT M , DT M , NT E , and DT E have been defined in Eq. (2.32).
By numerical computation using Maple [71] and applying Eqs. (2.37)-(2.39), calculated radiated powers along with the relative SW powers are shown in Fig. 2.21 for the
substrate parameters (GDS: εr1 = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm) employed within this thesis. Results show that the total SW power can approach 90% when compared to the input power.
These values are consistent with the numerical results obtained in [3] where the SW powers
were examined as a result of an incident plane-wave from the far-field (see Figs. 2 and 8
from [3]). Moreover, in both analyses maximum SW coupling efficiencies can occur after the TE1 SW mode cutoff frequency of the slab. It should also be mentioned that for
the investigated frequency band from 10 to 35 GHz in Fig. 2.21, only the TM0 and the
TE1 modes exist. This numerical investigation could also be extended beyond 35 GHz,
however, higher order SW modes would need to be considered.
2.3.1.6

The Operational Frequency of the Launchers and the SW Excitation Efficiency

An important consideration in the design of the investigated SWLs, in this thesis, is an
estimation of the amount of SW power relative to the power radiated into the far-field. A
measure of this comparison (or percentage SW power) can be defined as the efficiency of
the SWLs:

P SW
.
(2.40)
P Rad + P SW
This ratio is defined as the amount of SW power coupled into the SW modes compared to
η SW L ∝

the power that can be radiated by the slot in the form of space waves. Given the results of
Fig. 2.21 the desired frequency of operation of the SWL should occur where the radiated
power is minimal with the SW power obtaining maximum values. This is shown to occur
well after the TE1 SW mode cutoff frequency of the slab (19.47 GHz), at about 23 GHz or
√ 
h r λ0 ≈ 1/4. In addition, the radiated power also decreases in this range (at about 23 or
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Figure 2.21: Increased SW power levels can be observed after the TE1 cutoff frequency of
the slab (no material losses considered), when compared to P in [75], with values approaching 90%.
24 GHz) but with increased power levels in the TE fields. The directive-folded, directiveunfolded, and the non-directive SWLs were designed for this optimal frequency band (see
Figs. 2.7 and 2.14 as reflection losses are minimized for approximately 23 GHz).
2.3.1.7

Numerically Calculated Field Values as Compared to Simulations: TE Waves

It is also important to verify the results of the proposed full-wave analysis to simulations
using a commercial full-wave solver, such as HFSS [30]. One example investigated in
this section is the TE fields generated by the SWL. Specifically, these TE SWs can be
further quantified using the full-wave spectral analysis developed in the last few sections.
Following Eq. (2.23) a closed-form expression for the z-oriented magnetic field can be
further established in integral form [73]:
jK
Hz = − sin φ
2πωµ0

Z

∞

J1 (kρ ρ) g(kρ ; z) kρ2 dkρ ,

(2.41)

0

where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind (order 1). Now the Hz field can be determined along the y-direction for TE SWs by evaluating the residue contribution of the
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relevant SW pole:

Hz (y) =

K N (kρ )
ωµ0 ∂D(kρ )
∂kρ

(2.42)
kρ =βT E

where βT E refers to the phase constant for the TE1 SW mode of the GDS and N (kρ ) and
D(kρ ) are the numerator and denominator of the integrand in (2.41). The integration can
be completed in this way since the evaluation of the Hz term in Eq. (2.42) is for the simple
SW pole [74].
Calculations for Hz (y) using this developed full-wave approach are shown in Fig. 2.22
and good agreement is shown with the HFSS simulations after a distance of about 5 mm.
The deviations at the origin are expected and are related to the finite length of the main slot
 √
of the bidirectional TM SW source (≈ λ0 2 εr ), as the analysis assumed an infinitely
small magnetic dipole [29], and that, the majority of the coupled fields from the feeding
transmission line are directed into the top dielectric. For more accurate calculations the
fields below the ground plane can be determined by an examination of the primary fields,
mainly, by replacing e−jkz1 |z−h| with e−jkz0 |z| in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22)), and by, employing
array theory to determine the total fields generated by the ensemble slot arrangements. Regardless, good agreement is observed for y >> 0 and thus the derived Hz field distribution
in (2.42) is representative of the TE waves that are directed along the y-axis. It should also
be made clear that these TE waves have a reduced field strength when compared to the
±x-directed TM waves. This was previously discussed in Section 2.2.

2.3.1.8

Comparisons to Measurements and Simulations: TM waves

It is also important to compare the results of this full-wave analysis to measurements as well
as to simulations. Another example investigated in this section is the TM fields generated
by the SWL along the x-axis [76]. By following Eq. (2.23) an expression can be defined
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Figure 2.22: Calculated magnetic field, |Hz |, at 22 GHz generated by the magnetic
dipole

[73]. Field values shown along the y-axis and in the middle of the slab, z = h 2. This Hz
field is representative of TE SWs generated by the planar source. Results are also compared
to full-wave simulations.
for the z-oriented electric field:
Ez

K
' cos φ
2πωµ0
= cos φ

Z

∞


J1 (kρ ρ) f (kρ ; z) kρ2 kz1 dkρ

0

K
N (kρ )
2πωµ0 ∂D(kρ )
∂kρ

(2.43)

kρ =βT M

where βT M refers to the phase constant for the TM0 SW mode of the GDS and N (kρ ) and
D(kρ ) are the numerator and denominator of the integrand. For large arguments of the
Bessel function in N (kρ ) for Eq. (2.43), or in limit of kρ ρ → ∞, the electric field for TM
SWs can be approximated as
|E0 |
|Ez | ≈ cos φ √
ρ

(2.44)

since
s
lim Ez = cos φ

ρ→∞

2 −jkρ ρ
e
.
πkρ ρ

(2.45)

In particular, a large argument approximation for the Bessel function [37] is used while
also absorbing the frequency dependent terms of Eq. (2.43) into |E0 | for Eq. (2.44).
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Figure 2.23: (a): Measured |Ez | field values above the guiding surface generated by the
directive SWL at 23 GHz. Also shown is the input 50-Ω match for the SWL. (b)-(d):
Technique to observe the evanescent TM SWs above the guiding surface. (b): The system
was connected to a VNA and field strength values were sampled using a near-field probe.
(c): The probe was mounted on a linear translation stage. (d): Absorber was used to
minimize reflections at the edges of the dielectric.
The magnitude of the Ez field distribution along the guiding surface was measured by
placing a directive SWL at the edge of a large GDS. Results are compared to simulated
values in Fig. 2.23(a). Essentially the evanescent TM SW field distributions were sampled above the guiding surface as further described in Figs. 2.23(b)-(d). Results are also
 1
compared to the analytically derived cylindrical-wave (|Ez (φ = 0◦ )| ≈ E0 ρ 2 from Eq.
(2.44)) and agreement is observed. These results also imply that the full-wave analysis of
the non-directive SWL can also be applied to the directive SWLs since both source types
excite cylindrical SWs.
Minor deviations are observed in Fig. 2.23(a) and are likely a result of substrate surface roughness, a higher than expected value for the dielectric constant due to substrate
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Figure 2.24: Measured and simulated SW beam patterns for the non-directive SWL (normalized and shown in linear units) from Fig. 2.14. Also shown is the magnitude of the
defined SW beam pattern from Eq. (2.44).
anisotropy [4, 73], reflections from the edge of finite substrate, and dielectric thickness
and probe height variations along the guiding surface [76]. For completeness, measured
and simulated reflection losses are also shown in the inset of Fig. 2.23(a). A slight frequency shift is shown; i.e. minimum reflection loss is observed at 22.2 [23.6] GHz in the
measurements [simulations].
2.3.1.9

Definition of the Surface-Wave Beam Pattern

 1
The field Ez described by Eq. (2.44) defines a cylindrical wave distribution, |E0 | ρ 2 , with
a cos φ dependence. Maximum values can be observed for ±x. Moreover, the field distribution for TM SWs on the guiding surface can also be defined far away from the source as
|Ez | ≈ cos φ, and in this work, this will be called the SW beam pattern [53]. To further
characterize this generated SW field distribution, measurements were completed and compared against simulated and analytical values (derived from the full-wave analysis) for the
non-directive SWL. Results are in good agreement. Figure 2.24 illustrates the bidirectional
SW beam pattern in both the forward and backward directions.
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When compared to simulated and measured values the analytical model provides a
good agreement in the backward direction when compared to the forward direction, mainly
since, the SW beam pattern definition in Eq. (2.44), only considers the main slot and
ignores the secondary effects of the tunning elements. For example, when the measured
and simulated values are observed a significant amount of back lobe radiation (−x̂) is
shown when compared to the forward direction (+x̂). Improvements in the model can be
further developed by considering the other secondary slot configurations of the SWLs as
individual magnetic dipole elements in an array, thus, one can develop an array factor to
determine the total beam pattern.

2.3.2

General Discussions

These simulations and measurement results suggest that the developed full-wave analysis
presented in this section may provide a suitable model for the SWLs. Analytical results,
simulated and measured values are in agreement as shown in Figs. 2.23 and 2.24. In particular, the full-wave analysis can predict the bound (or non-radiating) SW beam patterns
generated on the guiding surface as well as both TM and TE fields distributions. An important issue with these individual launchers is that the beam patterns are static, or, they
are not variable without mechanical intervention. Electronic tunability and control of the
SW beam pattern is also generally desired as this can achieve beam steering of the field
distribution. This concept is further examined in the next few sections.

2.4

Arrays of Surface-Wave Launchers for Beam Control

By standard antenna array theory [64], SWLs can be placed in an array configuration for
SW beam steering at a single frequency. Specifically, by varying the relative phase difference δ and amplitude between SWL elements, the SW beam pattern can be directed into
different regions on the guiding surface (see Fig. 2.25). This control of the SW beam
pattern is analogous to electronic beam steering in the far-field using a phased array.
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Figure 2.25: A two-element array of directive SWLs [53]. (a): The slotted magnetic dipole
sources are separated by d (≈ λSW /2). (b): Generated SW fields are bound to the GDS
(top). (c) The SWLs are placed on the edge of a ground plane (bottom). (d) By variation in
the relative phase difference between elements the SW beam pattern can be steered.

2.4.1

A Two Element Array of Directive Surface-Wave Launchers

If the separation between the two launchers, d, is designed appropriately, the SW beam pattern on the aperture can constructively add in desired locations while interfere destructively
in other regions generating a controlled field distribution. This is possible by changing the
relative phasing, δ, between the elements as shown in Fig. 2.25. In particular, for a two
element linear array, the magnitude of the total SW field distribution, |T (φ)|, can be determined by the multiplication of the element beam pattern, |Ez (φ)| from Eq. (2.44) of a
single SWL, and the array factor AF (φ) term:
T (φ) = |Ez (φ)| |AF (φ)|,

(2.46)
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sin β T M d cos φ − π2 + δ


.
|AF (φ)| =
sin 12 β T M d cos φ − π2 + δ
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(2.47)

In particular, this is for a two element linear array along the ŷ axis as further examined in the
next section. These equations for the two-element SWL design suggest that known array
theory can be applied to other complex arrays using SWLs. For example, a six-element
linear array of SWLs with nonuniform weighting was also developed and reported in [53].
Results are in good agreement with the presented theory and simulations using HFSS.

2.4.2

Two-Element SWL Array Implementation & Measurements

Two directive SWLs were embedded at the edge of the ground plane of the dielectric slab,

with an element spacing of d = 3.0 mm < λSW 2 = 3.4 mm (at 24 GHz) to minimize
SW side lobe levels. Measurements of the SW beam patterns were conducted at 22 GHz,
while simulated values were completed at 24 GHz. The 2 GHz shift in frequency is due
to the optimal performance of the individual SWL elements within the array (S11 < −20
dB at 22 GHz [24 GHz] for measured [simulated]) as shown in Fig. 2.23(a). The SW
beam scanning capabilities of the array were also investigated by using the measurement
setup described in Fig. 2.12. The relative phase difference between SWLs elements, δ, was
controlled using a mechanical phase shifter. This varied the relative electrical lengths of
the feeding TLs connected to the launchers in a controlled fashion.
The directive SW beam patterns generated by the two element array of SWLs are shown
in Figs. 2.26 - 2.29. Measured, simulated, and analytical beam patterns are in good agreement. The polar plot of Fig. 2.26 (a) illustrates the SW beam pattern with no phase difference between SWL elements (shown in linear units). The back lobe SW radiation (generated by CPW TL feed and tuning and reflector slots) was simulated by placing the SWLs at
the center of the slab as shown in Fig. 2.26 (b). Figures 2.27 - 2.29 display the normalized
beam pattern in dB for δ = 30◦ , 60◦ and 90◦ . Furthermore, the SW beam pattern generated
by the two element array of directive SWLs with δ = 0◦ is shown as a polar plot in linear
units in Fig. 2.26. Measurements are in agreement with the analytical results.
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Figure 2.26: Polar plot of the SW beam pattern. (a) Patterns in the forward direction with
the SWLs placed at the edge of the slab. (b) The back lobe SW radiation was simulated
by placing the SWLs at the center of the slab. A physical model was not realized since
measured and simulated results were in good agreement for the edge placement of the
SWLs as in (a).
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Figure 2.27: SW beam pattern of the two element array of directive SWLs with a +30◦
phase variation between elements. An 8◦ shift in the main beam is observed. Side lobes
are developed 15 dB below the main beam and 75◦ away from the main beam.

Figure 2.28: SW beam pattern of the two element array of directive SWLs with a +60◦
phase variation between elements. A 12.5◦ shift in the main beam is observed. Side lobes
are developed 10 dB below the main beam and 87◦ away from the main beam.
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Figure 2.29: SW beam pattern of the two element array of directive SWLs shown with a
+90◦ phase variation between elements. A 18◦ shift in the main beam is observed. Side
lobes are developed 7 dB below the main beam and 102◦ away from the main beam.
Also, the beam pattern of a single directive SWL is shown in Fig. 2.11(a). As expected,
the beam pattern of the SWL array is more directive than the single element. For example,
the single SWL has a 90◦ 3 dB beam width, while the array has a 60◦ 3 dB beam width.
Essentially, the aperture of the SWL array is larger than that of a single element and thus
increases the directivity of the beam pattern.

2.4.3

A New Four-Element Array of Non-Directive Launchers

In an effort to increase the tunable angle range for the two element SWL array, which is
limited to φ = ±18◦ as discussed in the previous section, a new four element design (Fig.
2.30) is proposed. More specifically, by employing four non-directive SWLs, SWs can be
directed along the ±x̂ or ±ŷ axis for bound propagation along the air-dielectric interface of
a GDS. In addition, bound field maxima can also be steered off the main axis for advanced
SW control. Applications include new planar antenna designs (results will be provided in
Section 4.4 for a novel prototype). Simulated near-field distributions are provided in this
chapter and results are compared to the developed theory from Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.30: Advanced configuration of non-directive SWLs for beam control [58, 77].
The four elements in the center of the slab define the SW feed array (ports defined 1 to 4 as
in the figure inset) in the ground plane; (a): illustration, (b) fabricated structure.

2.4.3.1

Four-Element Array Implementation and Results


The non-directive SWLs can be closely packed (where d = 2.971 ≈ λSW 2 mm over
the operating frequency range from 17 to 24 GHz) and placed in a four element array at
the center of the ground plane as shown in Fig. 2.30. Essentially, by modifying the relative power feed ratios between the non-directive SWL elements (in magnitude and phase
difference), the generated SW field distribution on the GDS can be steered and controlled.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.31 for various complex power ratios at a fixedfrequency. Power feed ratios at the ith port are defined in magnitude and in phase angle as
Pi = [MAGi ∠PHASEi ]. Bound field strength maxima can be directed along the −x̂ and −ŷ
axis (or φ = +225◦ ) with the following SWL feeding configuration 1∠0◦ :1∠−45◦ :1∠−90◦ :1∠−135◦
as shown in Fig. 2.31(d). While SW field maxima can be directed along the +ŷ [−x̂] axis
by excitation of the 4th and 1st port only as shown in Fig. 2.31(b) [(g)]. In addition, a
weighted [equally weighted] bidirectional field distribution can also be achieved if opposing elements are −45◦ or −90◦ [−180◦ ] out of phase as observed in Fig. 2.31(e) and (f)
[(c)]. Field strength minima are also shown for a uniform weighting, Fig. 2.31(a). A diversity of other feeding configurations are possible for advanced SW beam control. With the
placement of gratings, strips, or dielectric layers on top of the slab, fields that radiate away
from the structure can be excited along the 2-D aperture, and hence, far-field beam steering
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Figure 2.31: TM field distribution, |Ez |, generated 0.5 mm above the air-dielectric interface
at 23 GHz using the four element array of SWLs as shown in Fig. 2.30. By varying the
SWL port excitation ratios the SW field distribution can be controlled.
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Figure 2.32: Simulated S-Parameters of the four element non-directive SWL array shown
in Fig. 2.30. Analogous results are observed for the 2nd , 3rd , and 4th port due to the
symmetry of the feeding structure. Low coupling values are observed between the SWL
elements; i.e. |S21 | (or |S41 |) and |S31 | are both less than −13.3 dB.
in 3D space.
These simulations are promising and suggest that the proposed array can offer advanced
field control on the guiding surface at a fixed frequency. In addition, good reflection losses
(|S11 | ≤ −20 dB) and low element coupling values are depicted in the S-Parameters as
shown in Fig. 2.32. Moreover, these results also suggest that such a non-directive SWL
array can offer reduced reflection and insertion losses (or reduced mutual coupling [78])
while also offering advanced single-frequency beam control. The next section investigates
the array factor and the SW beam pattern for such a novel four element SWL array.

2.4.3.2

Array Factor and the Total Surface-Wave Beam Pattern

The total SW field pattern generated by the four-element array of SWLs can be determined
in closed form using the results from Section 2.3. In addition, to accommodate for the new
SWL array configuration, two specific SW beam pattern equations are outlined:
EzX (φ) ∝ |E0 | cos φ

(2.48)
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Figure 2.33: Total analytical SW beam pattern generated by the four element non-directive
SWL array for various port excitation ratios using Eqs. (2.48), (2.49), and (2.50)-(2.52).
Results are normalized and shown in dB at 23 GHz. Agreement is observed with Fig. 2.31.
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and
EzY (φ) ∝ |E0 | sin φ ,

(2.49)

where EzX (φ) and EzY (φ) refer to the non-directed SWLs aligned on the x− and y−axis,
as shown in Fig. 2.30, respectively. Once the array factor, AF (φ), and the individual nondirective SWL element factors, EzX (φ) and EzY (φ), are known, the total SW beam pattern,
T (φ), can be determined using array theory [64]. Since elements 1 and 3, and 2 and 4
are orthogonal, the total array factor can be determined as the sum of the two independent
array factors,
T (φ) = |AF X (φ) EzX (φ)| + |AF Y (φ) EzY (φ)| ,

(2.50)

where AF X (φ) and AF Y (φ) describe the array factors for the x- and y-orientated nondirective SWLs, with
AF X (φ) =

p
p
P1 ejπ cos φ + P3 e2jπ cos φ ,

(2.51)

AF Y (φ) =

p
p
P2 ejπ sin φ + P4 e2jπ sin φ .

(2.52)

and

Furthermore, Pi defines the power (in magnitude and phase) at the ith port. The total
steered SW beam pattern, T (φ), is illustrated in Fig. 2.33 for various port excitation ratios.
Agreement is observed with the simulated SW field distributions shown in Fig. 2.31, and
most noticeably, for the 1∠0◦ :1∠−45◦ :1∠−90◦ :1∠−135◦ case, where a SW beam pattern
maximum is located at φ = −135◦ .

2.4.4

Left- or Right-Handed Circular Polarization

By quadrature feeding of the SWL array right-handed (RH) or left-handed (LH) CP can
be realized. Simulation results are shown in Figs. 2.34 and 2.35 at 23 GHz illustrating
a RH and LH CP field distribution on the guiding surface. In addition, LH or RH CP
beam patterns in the far-field are possible by a suitable antenna aperture that can achieve
radiation.
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Figure 2.34: Simulated RH and LH CP SW field distributions in magnitude and phase
generated 0.5 mm above the air-dielectric interface. The following port ratios were applied:
1∠0◦ : 1∠−90◦ : 1∠−180◦ : 1∠−270◦ , defining a RHCP field distribution.

2.5

Low-Cost Feeding for End-Fire Radiation

This chapter so far has investigated the TM and TE SW field configurations that can be
excited on a planar guiding surface. More importantly, efficient excitation of these SWs
can be achieved using an arrangement of slots in the ground plane of a GDS. Two types of
SWLs for generation of unidirectional and bidirectional SW field distributions have been
presented along with the integrated CPW TL feeding technique. In addition, a discussion
regarding the coupling of the Ex field of the slot into the dominant SW mode of the GDS
has also been provided as well as the fields generated. These fields have been defined using
a full-wave spectral analysis.
A very important application of these planar sources can be for radiation at end-fire. In
particular, the aforementioned two-element array of directive-folded SWLs can be used as
the printed antenna feed (along with an appropriate GDS) realizing a novel and low-cost
planar surface-wave antenna (SWA) as shown in Fig. 2.36. In addition, single-frequency
beam steering is also possible by changing the relative phase difference between the two
sources. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time such a low-cost planar SWA offering high gain and steerable radiation at end-fire has been designed, fabricated, and measured for microwave and millimeter wave frequencies of operation.
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Figure 2.35: Simulated LH and RH CP SW field distributions in magnitude and phase
generated 0.5 mm above the air-dielectric interface. The following port ratios were applied:
1∠0◦ : 1∠+90◦ : 1∠+180◦ : 1∠+270◦ , defining a LHCP field distribution.
To highlight the novelty of this new design it is important to explain how a typical SWA
achieves radiation. See Figs. 2.37(a) and (b). In these types of antennas SW radiation can
generally occur along the guiding surface by using tapers in the ground plane or a curved
metallic sheet [6, 31]. In particular for Fig. 2.37(b), radiation can gradually occur over
the entire structure in the direction of SW propagation, i.e. in the end-fire direction. Edge
radiation can also occur at the termination of the SW guiding structure as shown for both
(a) and (b) in Fig. 2.37. This discontinuity at the end of the structure can achieve radiation,
in particular, where the slab mode is radiated into air [6].
Here a completely planar design with an integrated feed system is presented for lowcost fabrication (Fig. 2.36). More importantly, the antenna feed is not typically incorporated into the design of the SWA structure [6, 31]. Recent SWA designs utilized coax feed
lines, printed metallic patches and elevated dipole source configurations for operation below 5 GHz [14], [15]. The SWA design presented in Fig. 2.36 is the first implementation
of a uni-planar topology for high gain, and results were reported in [46, 47].
The operation of these novel SWAs can be further explained as follows. By reshaping
the ground plane of the rectangular GDS (Fig. 2.36), SW radiation at end-fire can be
achieved (Fig.2.37(c)). Measured results at 22.71 GHz display a broad and highly directive
pattern in the x-z and x-y planes, respectively (see Fig. 2.38). Single frequency beam

[V/m]
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Figure 2.36: Realized planar SWA structure [46, 47]. An array of directive-folded SWLs
are used to steer the excited SW field distribution on the guiding surface by changing the
relative phase difference between elements (δ = Φ2 − Φ1 ). The simple air-dielectric interface defines the guiding structure (top) while the recessed ground plane, conformal to
the SWs (bottom), provides suitable conditions for SW edge diffraction realizing end-fire
radiation.
steering at end-fire is also achieved as shown in Fig. 2.39. Measured 2-D beam patterns in
the far-field are shown in Fig. 2.40 over a broad frequency range from 18.5 GHz to 22.7
GHz for δ = 0◦ . Furthermore, Figs. 2.41 and 2.42 illustrate beam steering at end-fire by
turning on and off the left and right SWL elements; i.e. the far-field beam pattern can be
steered in the x-y plane. This low profile and low cost SWA may be useful for surveillance,
air-plane radar systems, and other remote sensing applications.

2.5.1

Theoretical Considerations for Radiation at End-Fire

By the design of a recessed ground plane, SWs can radiate by edge diffraction at the end of
the guiding structure [7, 31] and the far-field beam pattern, P (θ), in the x-z plane can be
approximated by
P (θ) =

sin

l
(β SW − k0 sin θ)
2
l
(β SW − k0 sin θ)
2


,

(2.53)

where, β SW is the SW propagation constant along the radial direction and k0 defines the
free space wavenumber. Gain values from 12 dB to 20 dB can be observed for such SWAs
using a single source [7]. These values are consistent with those reported in Fig. 2.39.
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Figure 2.37: (a)-(b): Typically SW radiation can occur at discontinuities. (b): Radiation
can also occur by using tapers in the guiding structure. The abrupt or gradual change from
the guided SW to air can achieve edge radiation. (c): Illustration of how the planar SWA
from Fig. 2.36 achieves radiation at end-fire [46].
Physically, the large ground plane provides a significant [minimal] antenna aperture
for edge diffraction in the x-y [x-z] plane and thus narrow [broad] beam widths can be
observed in the far-field. In addition, the recessed ground plane at the end of the slab
increases the effective aperture of the SWA in the x-z plane. In particular, the evanescent
SW field distribution in the air region is spread out as the propagating SWs approach the
edge of the substrate, i.e. evanescent fields are free to exist in the upper and lower ±z
free space regions. This can be observed in magnitude and phase of the simulated field
distributions as shown in Fig. 2.43. Furthermore, the abrupt change in boundary conditions
perturbs the SWs traveling along the guiding surface causing a lensing effect. This is further
explained in the caption of Fig. 2.44. In addition, circular ground plane designs are optimal
for such SWAs, mainly, to be conformal to the cylindrical SW phase front generated by the
directive SWLs.

2.5.2

Comparisons using Directive-Folded and -Unfolded SWLs

It is also important to compare the folded-directive and unfolded-directive SWLs, as previously examined in Section 2.2, when in operation with such SWAs. The investigated SWA
structure is shown in Figs. 2.45 (a) and (c) and the two different directive based SWLs are
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Figure 2.38: Measured end-fire beam pattern at 22.71 GHz for δ = 0◦ , (a): Eθ (φ = 0◦ )
in the x-z plane and (b): Eθ (θ = 90◦ ) in the x-y plane [47]. A good agreement with the
simulated values is shown.

Figure 2.39: Simulated pattern at end-fire using the two element array of directive-folded
SWLs. Realized gain in dB is shown for the Eθ (θ = 90◦ ) far-field distribution in the x-y
plane. By varying the relative phase difference and by adjusting the effective weighting
between SWLs (by turning on and off elements) the main beam can be steered within
φ ∈ [−4◦ , +4◦ ] while maintaining gain values above 14 dB at 22.6 GHz.
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Figure 2.40: Measured end-fire beam patterns, Eθ , in linear units and normalized to observed maximum. Far-field results shown at 18.5, 18.6, 19.0, 21.0, 21.6 and 22.7 GHz.
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Figure 2.41: Measured end-fire gain patterns, Eθ , in linear units and normalized to observed
maximum at 21 GHz. By turning on and off the left and right SWL elements beam steering
can be achieved at end-fire with the main beam positioned at φ = ±4◦ .

Figure 2.42: Steered pattern measurements compared to simulations at 21.71 GHz.
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Figure 2.43: Simulated TM field distribution (magnitude and phase) above the air-dielectric
interface and below the ground plane. The edge of the substrate is shown in the magnitude
plots. The large aperture in the x-y plane can give rise to directive beam patterns in the
far-field with the recessed ground plane assisting with SW radiation at the edge of the slab.
In particular, this reduced ground plane allows fields to exist below the ground plane (at the
edge of the slab) increasing the effective radiating aperture of the antenna.
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Figure 2.44: The shaped ground plane can be thought to act as a matching network for the
SWs near the edge of the slab. The TM0 SW propagation constants are shown for the GDS
and the slab with no ground plane. It can be seen that the TM0 SWs at the edge of the board
are fairly well match to air since, at 20 GHz, Γ = 0.02. This suggests that SWs at the edge
of the board will radiate into free-space with reduced reflections.
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Figure 2.45: Investigated planar antenna structures using both folded and unfolded SWL
feeds: (a) Air-dielectric interface for guided SW propagation (top). (b) Directive-folded
and directive-unfolded SWL antenna source. (c) Recessed ground plane and air-dielectric
interface conformal to the phase front of the cylindrical SWs (bottom).
shown in Fig. 2.45(b) for convenience. Results for the two SWAs are shown in Fig. 2.46 at
23.8 GHz. As expected broad [narrow] beam patterns are observed in the x-z [x-y] plane
due to the relatively small [large] antenna aperture. In these designs the recessed ground
plane distance (in the x-z plane) is set to zero and simulated gain values are also above 15
dB. As expected, the SWA using the unfolded-directive SWL, achieved higher gain values
(when compared to the folded-directive SWA) by approximately 2 dB due to the increased
SW beam width generated by the unfolded secondary slots (see Fig. 2.11). This increased
the effective aperture of the planar antenna.

2.6

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that two main types of SWLs are possible for the generation of
unidirectional and bidirectional SW beam patterns on top of a GDS. In particular, SWs can
be practically excited by a slot in the ground plane of a GDS which is fed by a CPW TL. For
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Figure 2.46: Radiated end-fire beam patterns from the investigated planar designs using the
single folded and unfolded SWL antenna sources. Realized gain results shown in dB for the
Eθ far-field distribution at 23.8 GHz. (a) Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) in the x − z plane. (b) Eθ (θ = 90◦ )
in the x − y plane.
unidirectional SWLs, the 3 dB beamwidth of the generated SW beam pattern is confined
between two angles, defining a cylindrical-sector SW phase front. This beam pattern can
be generated by a directive-folded or directive-unfolded SWL and realized by the addition
of secondary slots that limit SW propagation to the forward direction. With the removal of
these secondary slots, bidirectional SW beam patterns can be achieved generating SWs in
both the forward and backward directions. This type of planar SW source was described
as a non-directive SWL. All these SW source configurations were extensively studied in
this chapter. Results were supported by full-wave simulations and measurements. To the
author’s knowledge such an extensive examination of SWLs has not been reported. In
addition, a full-wave analysis of SWLs has also been developed in this chapter. Numerical
results are in agreement with the measurements and simulations. This analysis, which
defines a significant contribution of this thesis, follows the earlier work of [3] and [11].
New array configurations of these SWLs have also been investigated in this chapter
for single frequency SW beam steering on top of the GDS. In particular, by varying the
relative phase difference and magnitude between SWL elements, the SW field distribution
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can be steered and controlled. Some results for these new beam steering topologies have
been reported in [53, 58]. They have also been applied to new SWAs as demonstrated in
[46, 47]. However, it should be mentioned there is one main limitation with any SWA.
Radiation is only obtained at the end-fire direction, or, in the direction of SW propagation.
Many applications require such directive beam patterns at other beam angles. For example,
broadside radiation [22, 65] is generally of practical interest, or more specifically, radiation
perpendicular to the air-dielectric interface of the GDS. Other beam angles between broadside and end-fire are also desired. In the next few chapters leaky-wave antennas (LWAs)
using SWLs will be presented, which define a new class of planar antenna structure for
low-cost fabrication. In particular, it will be shown that by using this practical design approach and efficient feeding technique, SWs, and thus leaky waves (LWs), can exist on
the aforementioned GDS, respectfully defining the antenna feeding network and radiation
mechanism.

Chapter 3
Leaky-Wave Antennas & Surface-Wave
Feeding
The excitation of surface waves (SWs) is generally avoided in planar circuits and antenna
arrays for microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies of operation. Increased power losses
and unwanted coupling effects can be observed [4, 5]. On the contrary however, recent developments, as described in the last chapter by the author have shown that with appropriate
conditions and frequency of operation, SWs can be excited and utilized as an efficient
means of power transport achieving bound propagation along a planar grounded dielectric
slab (GDS). Methods for such SW excitation using surface-wave launchers (SWLs) have
been presented and discussed in Section 2.2. These SWLs also offer new possibilities for
low-cost planar surface-wave antennas (SWAs).
By the addition of metallic gratings or strips on top of the GDS, leaky wave (LWs)
can be excited from these SW field distributions. This patterned metallic surface can be
described as a metallic strip grating (MSG) or surface. Highly directive beam patterns
can be realized in the far-field and not in the end-fire direction. Practically, SWLs can
be utilized as the antenna source, and in general, these leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) are
a type of traveling-wave antenna [6, 31]. They are characterized by a suitable antenna
aperture and are defined by a guiding structure. Leaky wave fields can be supported on
67
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such a guiding surface, and usually, the antenna structure is large in comparison to the
free space wavelength, λ0 [79]. In particular, planar 1-D and 2-D LWAs are desirable for
their compatibility with other devices, their low cost, and directive beam patterns that scan
with frequency, thus making them attractive for surveillance, radar systems, and satellite
communications.

Leaky-Wave Antenna Introduction
In a 1-D LWA, near-fields propagate in a linear direction along the guiding structure defining a long antenna aperture. The radiated far-field pattern can be described as a fan beam.
More specifically, a sharp pencil beam pattern is realized in the elevation plane with a
broad beam in the azimuth plane. Conversely, 2-D planar LWAs are defined by a guiding
structure that can support the propagation of radial or cylindrical leaky waves (CLWs); i.e.,
cylindrical waves which leak energy into free space during their radial propagation along
the guiding surface. This defines a 2-D effective aperture [38]. As a result of this field
distribution, pencil and conical beam patterns can be generated in the far-field.
Recent investigations of 1-D planar LWA designs have shown radiation in the backward
direction using backward waves [35] and beam scanning as a function of frequency [36].
These quasi-uniform designs, defined by a periodically loaded microstrip transmission line
(TL), generated fan beam patterns in the far-field and operated below 15 GHz. Radiation
occurred from these structures as a result of power leakage of the fundamental TEM mode.
There has also been a considerable interest within the electromagnetics community to develop general models for such 1-D LWAs by full-wave analyses [80]-[84] using the the
Method of Moments (MoM) [40] and the spectral domain approach [85]. There has also
been an interest in making the far-field beam pattern of LWAs electronically steerable. For
example, in [86] a 1-D LWA structure was made steerable by the addition of active electronic components to achieve antenna beam control at a single frequency. Device modeling
in [86] used basic TL theory as the structure was periodically loaded with tunable varactors
using an external DC bias. Practical fabrication of this design may be difficult and costly
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since the presented circuit elements required a complicated electronic biasing network. In
that work [86], it was not clear if such a complicated biasing network can perturb the radiated field. More importantly, the introduction of such electronic components can increase
losses within the structure, reducing overall radiation efficiency. A LWA design using this
TL loading approach may prove to be problematic for microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies.

Beam steering or scanning using 2-D LWA designs has also been of much interest [39],
[87]-[92]. For example, in [92] 2-D beam steering was proposed using a phased array of
individual 1-D linear LWAs. This array can achieve beam control in the azimuth at a single
frequency. Additional tunability is possible in the elevation by varying the frequency of
operation. To the author’s knowledge a low cost planar LWA that offers directive beam
pattern control in the azimuth and elevation at a single frequency is not typically found in
the literature. However, it will be shown in this thesis, that such a steerable 2-D planar
LWA is indeed possible for operation at a single frequency using the two- and four-element
SWL feeds as previously introduced in Section 2.4.

Despite the many benefits of planar LWAs (low profile, low cost and the possibility for
electronic tunability [86]) there has been limited practical investigations of 2-D LWAs for
operation within the microwave and millimeter-wave range. One of the main difficulties
for operation at these frequency regimes is the design of the feed topology and thus the
minimization of unwanted SW effects and the associated power losses. However, if the
feeding configuration, using SWLs as described in the last chapter, is considered in the
design of the millimeter-wave LWAs, new planar structures can be further developed and
practically realized with reduced fabrication costs and improved efficiencies. These new
types of planar LWAs, using SWLs, will be more formally introduced in the next few
sections. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 also provide an extensive examination of these SW-fed LWAs
where new optimization techniques are proposed as well as novel designs that demonstrate
efficient beam steering at broadside and beam scanning as a function of frequency.
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Chapter Summary
At this stage important concepts are initially reviewed in Section 3.1, basically, to provide a
fundamental overview of LW theory. A historical retrospective of LWAs is also discussed.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the corresponding LW field distributions for planar LWAs.
They also explain the physical methods for achieving LW radiation and the similarities to
SWAs. Explanations are provided by following the classic works describing guided-waves
and traveling wave antennas [6, 31]. This chapter also examines the difficulties in achieving broadside radiation and the possible strategies to practically achieve said broadside
radiation. This classification can assist in the explanation of the practical SW-fed LWAs
presented in Section 3.4. More importantly, this classification is an important contribution of this chapter, because, to the author’s knowledge, such an extensive examination
has not been previously documented. In particular, the different methodologies to achieve
broadside radiation are discussed in this chapter for planar 2-D LWAs. These theoretical explanations are studied here by summarizing, while also, expanding on analysis techniques
found in the literature. The motivation for this effort is to provide a simple explanation of
practical LWAs, and, an overview of the different design approaches to achieve broadside
radiation. This classification may be helpful for the antenna engineer when implementing
planar LWA designs in practice. Following these developments, a field perturbation analysis will also be presented in Section 3.5. It will be shown that this model can offer a simple
but accurate methodology to characterize SW-fed LWAs. Some results have been reported
in the literature [93, 94].

3.1

Overview of Leaky Wave Theory

The earliest example of a 1-D traveling-wave antenna or LWA is that of a rectangular
waveguide with a continuous slit along its side. An example of this type of LWA is shown in
Fig. 3.1(a). This type of antenna appeared in the 1940’s and can be described as a uniform
LWA [6], [79]. Leakage of power occurs over the length of the slit of the guide. Due to this
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leakage phenomenon, the leaky waveguide has a complex propagation wavenumber, k LW ,
defined by
k

LW

=β

LW

− jα

LW

= k0




LW
LW
b
β
− jα
b
,

(3.1)

where β LW and αLW are the LW phase and attenuation constants, respectively [79]. The
k0 term defines the free space wavenumber and is related to the free space wavelength

(by λ0 = 2π k0 ). Physically, LWs radiate power into free space during their propagation
along a guiding surface. More specifically, when β LW < k0 , a LW mode can be defined
for radiation. This is defined as a fast-wave since the LW phase velocity (vφ ) along the
aperture is greater than the speed of light in air
vφ =

ω
β LW

≥

ω
= c.
k0

(3.2)

With appropriate conditions, radiation can be achieved and directive beam patterns can be
generated in the far-field [6], [79] as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The radiated beam pattern is
determined by analysis of these guided LW fields and the main beam angle, θp , measured
away from the broadside or transverse ẑ-direction (in the x-z plane), can be approximated
by the following equation [79]:


θp ≈ sin−1 βbLW .

(3.3)

The interface between the air region and the guiding surface (z = 0) defines the effective
aperture of the antenna where α
bLW and βbLW are defined by the physical properties of the
guiding structure [79], [95]. The physical aperture for radiation of these LWs can exist
from x = 0 to x = b as shown in Fig. 3.2. In addition, the beam width of the far-field
pattern
∆θ ≈

1
(L/λ0 ) cos θp

(3.4)

and radiation efficiency
b
−4π α

η =1−e

LW L
λ0

= 1 − e−2α

LW L

(3.5)

are defined by the LW attenuation constant (b
αLW ) and the antenna length (L) in proportion
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of an uniform (a) and periodic (b) LWA. Both use a waveguide
with a longitudinal slot and a periodic arrangement of small holes with period p. Bound
fields are directed along the x-axis while radiation is achieved in the x-z plane.

to λ0 . Thus for smaller values of α
bLW and large antennas (L >> λ0 ), effective radiating
apertures can result in narrow and highly directive beam patterns [79] and thus the amount
of energy radiated by the antenna is determined by its physical length and αLW . A typical
LWA might be 10 or 20 wavelengths long, so that the 3 dB beam width of the radiated
pattern is typically less than 10◦ . Since the LW phase constant changes with frequency,
the main beam direction also changes with frequency. This frequency scanning property
is inherent to LWAs. Furthermore, the beam directivity is inversely proportional to the
attenuation factor and is given by
p
k02 − (β LW )2
Directivity D =
,
αLW

(3.6)

while the power radiation pattern, R, is a function of beam angle ‘θ’ and is dependent on
k LW [7],
R(θ) =

cos2 θ
.
| sin θ − k LW /k0 |2

(3.7)

Calculated power patterns R(θ) at different frequencies are shown in Fig. 3.3 using Eq.
(3.7). The beam scanning behavior for LWAs is shown as the main beam pattern scans with
frequency from about θp = −10◦ to +45◦ .
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Figure 3.2: As defined in [79] a LW achieves propagation in air at an angle away from
the guiding surface. The solid lines (−) represent equiphase planes while the dashed lines
(− −) represent equiamplitude planes. A guiding surface is defined at z = 0 and exists for
x = 0 to x = b. A generic beam pattern is shown to illustrate the combined LWs in the
far-field.

3.1.1

Uniform and Periodic Leaky-Wave Antennas

In general, there are two types of LWAs; uniform and periodic [6], [79] as shown in Fig.
3.1. Uniform LWAs do not vary along the length of the guiding structure. A rectangular
waveguide with a continuous slit along its side (as previously discussed in Sec. 3.1) is an
example of a uniform LWA. Energy is leaked-away from the slotted waveguide without
any scattering or perturbations. Conversely, periodic LWAs excite spatial harmonics to
achieve radiation. For example, the waveguide in Fig. 3.1(b) with an arrangement of
periodic holes defines a periodic LWA. Another type of periodic LWA, is a GDS covered
with metallic strips or gratings as shown in Fig. 3.4. This can define a planar-periodic
LWA. Essentially, the dominant mode in such periodic LWAs is slow and does not radiate
(eg. a TE10 waveguide mode or the TM0 SW mode). When the periodic array of strips
or gratings is added the periodicity can excite an infinite number of spatial harmonics,
each characterized by a phase constant βn . This radiating harmonic, or LW mode β LW , is
related to the bound (or slow) dominant mode of the unperturbed structure (also called the
fundamental spatial harmonic), β0 , by

βn = β0 +

2nπ
= β LW ,
d

(3.8)
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Figure 3.3: Radiation patterns at five frequencies and all with α̂ = 0.05.
where d is the period and n is the order of the spatial harmonic. A more detailed explanation
regarding these spatial harmonics, due to the invoked periodicity for antenna leakage, is
provided in Appendix B.

3.1.2

Periodic Leaky-Wave Antennas Fed by Surface Waves

In planar-periodic LWA designs that are fed by SWs, the fundamental spatial harmonic
(defined by the bound TM0 SW mode) is perturbed by the addition of the MSG and the
n = −1 spatial harmonic can be excited for radiation in the far-field [6], [79]. With such
appropriate conditions LWs are excited on the planar 2-D guiding surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The current distribution realized on these metallic segments acts as an
equivalent source distribution, defining the observed beam patterns in the far-field. The
next section will further clarify these leaky and bound guided-wave types and the general
relationship between SWs and LWs.

3.1.3

Comparisons Between Surface Waves and Leaky Waves

The concept of SWs (and the means for their efficient excitation) has been presented in the
previous chapter and a full-wave analysis was provided. Essentially, SWs can propagate
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Figure 3.4: A general planar LWA. A bound wave (excited by the antenna source) is radiated into the far-field. The planar structure is covered with a metallic strip grating (MSG).
Leaky-wave phenomena can describe this type of radiation. A beam pattern
 is also
 shown
−1 bLW
which is characterized by the LW phase propagation constant, θp ≈ sin
β
.
parallel to an air-dielectric interface or guiding surface (kxSW = βx ) and decay vertically
away from that same interface (kzSW = −jαz ). A LW has some similarities to a SW, but
propagation is at an angle with respect to the guiding surface or GDS as shown in Fig.
3.2. This is similar to Fig. 2.1 which illustrates a SW, but with a LW field, propagation
is away from the z = 0 interface achieving radiation. The LW field distribution also attenuates along the longitudinal x̂-direction. Moreover, the near-field component of a LW
propagating along the x̂-direction can be of the following form:
~ x = x̂E0 e−jkxLW x
E

where

kxLW = βx − jαx

(3.9)

and αx > 0. In classic texts [6, 7], both SWs and LWs are described as two different types
of guided-waves. The boundary conditions, frequency of operation, substrate characteristics, and definition of the MSG (perturbing the SWs) dictates if a guided-wave is bound,
leaky, or reactive. These two guided-wave types can both achieve radiation by two very
different physical means. Their realized beam patterns in the far-field are also different and
are briefly reviewed below.
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Figure 3.5: A cross-sectional view of a planar-periodic LWA with a two-sided beam pattern.
A non-directive SWL can act as the planar feed.
3.1.3.1

Surface-Wave Radiation

As discussed in the last chapter, SWs are typically non-radiating and bound with propagation along a GDS. Radiation can be achieved at discontinuities or by using ground plane
tapering. For example, such as the finite edge of a GDS with radiation occurring at end-fire.

3.1.3.2

Leaky-Wave Radiation

Conversely, LWs radiate continuously along the antenna aperture as they propagate. Essentially, the amplitude of the LW field decays as the wave propagates along the guiding
surface. In addition, the amount of radiated power decreases with increasing distance away
from the source. This method of radiation, at first glance, can be thought of as unnatural
but is a valid representation of the near-fields propagating on a finite LWA [6, 7, 61, 79, 96].

3.1.4

General Discussion

At this point the leaky and bound guided-wave types that can propagate along a lossless
guiding surface have been defined. Leaky-wave modes are defined by radiation above the
guiding surface (in the ẑ-direction) with field attenuation in the longitudinal x̂-direction.
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The far-field beam pattern can be determined by knowledge of the complex LW wavenumber, k LW . Conversely, bound SWs are defined by a real propagation constant, β SW , with
attenuation in the transverse direction. Both guided-wave types can achieve radiation. In
general, LW fields on an antenna aperture can generate pencil and conical beam patterns
which can be one-sided ot two-sided, i.e. one-sided beams as shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4
are defined as beam patterns with radiation in the forward (+x̂) or backward directions
(−x̂), but not both. Two-sided beam patterns are defined by simultaneous radiation in both
the forward and backward directions (±x̂) as shown in Fig. 3.5. Practically, a SWL of
the directive type could be used as planar antenna source to achieve a one-sided beam pattern [22], while a non-directive SWL could be used to achieve a two-sided beam pattern
[97, 98].
The next section introduces the specific LW modes that can exist on a 2-D planar guiding surface which can generate such one-sided and two-sided beam patterns in the far-field
while using SWLs. In actuality the LW fields are cylindrical in nature and can generate
conical-shaped and pencil beam patterns in the far-field. This is due to the cylindrical SW
fields generated by the launchers. A more involved discussion on these CLWs is provided
in Appendix A.

3.2

Cylindrical Leaky Waves

The SW-fed LWAs discussed in this thesis can be realized by a planar GDS covered with
MSGs or a partially reflecting screen (PRS) or surface. Such a guiding structure can support
LW field distributions which are cylindrical in nature; meaning they are excited by a source
placed at the origin, for example, with propagation in the radial direction away from that
source. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 for a general GDS (defining an arbitrary planar
guiding structure) that is defined in the x̂ − ŷ plane. The interface between air and the
dielectric defines the guiding surface and thus the aperture of the LWA. A magnetic dipole
source, modeling the practical SWL embedded in the ground plane, can excite such CLWs
which propagate along the 2-D planar guiding surface. In particular, CLWs propagate with
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Figure 3.6: An illustration of a radial LW phase front defined on an arbitrary GDS excited
by a dipole source at the origin. In practice, a SWL can be employed to realize the magnetic
dipole source [53]. An air region exists above the slab and the z = 0 plane defines the
guiding surface.
transverse and radial wavevectors, ~kz and ~kρ , respectively [38], [87]. Propagation occurs in
the transverse direction and is defined by
1

kz = (k0 2 − kρ 2 ) 2 = βz − jαz where αz < 0 .

(3.10)

Furthermore, the complex wavevector in the radial direction, ~kρ , can be defined as
kρ = βρ − jαρ ,

(3.11)

where βρ and αρ are the CLW phase and attenuation constants, respectively. This cylindrical guided-wave type is similar to a 1-D LW, however, radial or cylindrical-wave propagation occurs along the planar aperture [38, 84, 99]. Furthermore, for the TM case the LW
fields on the guiding surface can be represented as
E0 −jkρ ρ
E0
LW
~ ρ (ρ, z) = ρ̂ √
E
e
= ρ̂ √ e−jk ρ .
ρ
ρ

(3.12)

This result is analogous to a 1-D LW field distribution that can propagate in the x̂-direction
as described previously, but with a radial dependence.
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~ θ TMz LW (n = 0) mode.
Figure 3.7: A conical beam pattern generated by a cylindrical E
A null is observed at broadside and the beam is independent of φ (plotted using Eq. (A.16)
with βbρ = 0.701 and α
bρ = 0.02). The guiding surface is defined on the x̂ − ŷ plane and the
concentric rings at z = 0 define the CLW phase front on the aperture.

3.2.1

Cylindrical Leaky-Wave Modes

Beam patterns generated by such CLWs are two-sided in nature and they were first defined
in [38]. Moreover, these cylindrical modes can be of TM or TE field configuration. To
illustrate this conical pattern, a generic cylindrical beam is shown in Fig. 3.7. In general,
there are two categories of CLWs. Those having no φ variation (n = 0 modes) and those
varying as sin φ or cos φ (n ≥ 1 modes) [89]-[91]. The most basic or fundamental CLW
field configuration is the TMn=0
mode [38].
z
3.2.1.1

TMn=0
Cylindrical Leaky Waves
z

A formal description of the TMn=0
CLW mode can be first defined by investigating the
z
fields that can exist above a planar guiding surface (defined at z = 0) as shown in Fig.
3.6. A MSG or PRS can exist on the air-dielectric interface which guides the LWs and
hence defines the radial antenna aperture. By taking the Fourier transform of the current
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distribution that can be generated on the apeture the electric field distribution in the far~ θ and E
~ φ , can be determined as presented in [100]:
field, E
~θ ∝
E

sin 2θ
b
kρ2 − sin2 θ

~φ = 0 .
, E

(3.13)

The analysis is fully developed in Appendix A and adopted from [38]. Moreover, if the
aperture currents are defined to a specific region on the 2-D guiding surface, one-sided
beam patterns can be observed in the far-field. This type of beam pattern can be described
as conical-sector [22]. Essentially, the CLW field distribution on the aperture is not fully illuminated (with equal amplitude) in the azimuth direction but confined within a cylindricalsector due to the nature of the source [22], [100]. This type of beam pattern is illustrated in
Fig. 3.8 and can be generated by employing a directive SWL. Moreover, this conical-sector
beam pattern is one-sided, defined by radiation in the forward (+x̂) direction.

3.3

Challenges for Achieving Broadside Radiation

By inspection of the LW fields that can propagate along a planar GDS, directive radiation at
~ θ tends to zero for θ ≈ 0◦ . This
broadside can be difficult. For example, in Eq. (3.13), E
narrow region around broadside can be characterized as an open stopband region [101]
where αLW becomes larger than the LW phase propagation constant, β LW . Physically
speaking, the LW fields on the guiding surface diminish and the main radiating harmonic
enters into a LW stopband with reactive character. In practice this means that within this
narrow angular region, which is frequency dependent, the amount of radiation is significantly reduced and a large VSWR can be encountered with high reflections observed at the
source. This means that a significant amount of power is reflected back along the feed line,
or SWL, versus radiated along the aperture as desired.
New developments presented in [22, 65, 102] have shown that broadside radiation is
indeed possible in such 2-D LWAs. These structures use directive SWLs which define
new one-sided LWAs. In particular, by the propagation of cylindrical SWs on the guiding
surface (generated by the planar SWL feed) and by the addition of the segmented circular
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Figure 3.8: A conical-sector beam pattern generated by a cylindrical TMz LW (n = 0)
mode defined between two azimuth angles φ1 and φ2 . The beam is one-sided and a null is
observed at broadside. The result was plotted using Eq. (3.13) with βbρ = 0.701, α
bρ = 0.02
and defined for φ ∈ [φ1 , φ2 ].

strip grating (on top of the GDS) CLWs can be excited on the 2-D antenna aperture with TM
and TE field configurations. In effect, the combination of both TM and TE fields can assist
in achieving maximum radiation at broadside. Other techniques for broadside radiation
include using a two-sided LWA where patterns combine to form a single pencil beam at
broadside. A ‘bull-eye’ LWA [39] using a non-directive SWL can achieve this two-side
beam pattern. Depending on the application, such one-sided or two-sided SW-fed LWAs
may be of interest. For example, one-sided beam patterns could be favored for security,
surveillance, and satellite communications, while two-sided beam patterns are useful for
automotive tracking radar [103] where LWAs can be placed on the roof of an automobile
for wireless connectivity with multiple transponder sites. Both these types of LWA designs
will be examined and realized in this thesis where SWLs will be employed as the antenna
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source. An overview of these approaches to achieve directive radiation at broadside is now
presented.

3.3.1

Methods for Directive Leaky-Wave Radiation at Broadside

By further inspection of the LW fields that can propagate along a planar guiding surface,
directive broadside radiation can be achieved. Four methods to achieve such broadside
radiation will now be discussed. This classification can assist in the explanation of the
practical SW-fed LWAs presented in this thesis. These methods are now highlighted:

). In fact,
and TEn=1
• The first method utilizes two of the n = 1 CLW modes (TMn=1
z
z
if the individual TMz and TEz CLW phase and attenuation constants are equivalent,
pencil beams are possible at broadside [38].
• With the second method, broadside radiation can be obtained using a two-sided beam
pattern that combines at broadside to produce a single beam. This second method can
also utilize CLW fields.
• The third method employs only a one-sided beam pattern for radiation at broadside
and then forward beam scanning (or backward) as a function of frequency.
• The fourth method can achieve continuous backward and forward beam scanning
with directive radiation at broadside. This fourth method can be realized using as a
dipole source, a directive SWL for example, that excites LWs at the edge of a guiding
surface. This one-sided LWA may be easer to feed in practice [17, 101, 104] then a
dipole source located at the center of a guiding surface [39], [89]-[91], [105, 106].
This preferred fourth method for practical LW excitation at the edge of a guiding
structure can generate a one-sided LW with continuous back-fire to end-fire beam
scanning.
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z

βˆTM = βˆTE = αˆ TM = αˆ TE = 0.02

Figure 3.9: The normalized TMn=1
and TEn=1
Eθ (φ = 0) beam pattern displayed in linear
z
z
units. If α̂ = β̂ for both TM and TE modes, a pencil beam at broadside can be achieved
due to the superposition of two TM and TE CLW fields.
3.3.1.1

Method I: Directive Radiation at Broadside using Two CLW Modes

As defined in [38], with a combination of TM and TE fields, a narrow pencil beam at
broadside may result with equal LW phase and attenuation constants (that are relatively
LWs with
and TEn=1
small in comparison to k0 ). Consider a combination of two TMn=1
z
z
equal amplitude. The total beam pattern in the far-field can be described as the combination
of two field components:


(1)
∼
Eθ (r, θ, φ) = cos φ cos θ PT M (θ) + CT E (θ)

(3.14)



(1)
∼
Eφ (r, θ, φ) = − sin φ CT M (θ) + PT E (θ) ,

(3.15)

(1)

where PT M/T E (θ) and CT M/T E (θ) are defined as in Appendix A. The subscripts TM and
TE have been added to differentiate both CLW field configurations. When the LW phase
and attenuation constants are equal, α
bT M = α
bT E = βbT M = βbT E , a pencil beam at broadside can be achieved, implying equal amplitudes of Eθ and Eφ beam patterns (as shown in
Fig. 3.9). In practice, such fields could be excited by using sources that excite both TE and
TM field distributions.
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p

Figure 3.10: Beam power plots by the splitting or combination of two beam patterns of
a two-sided LW when θp → 0◦ . The two near broadside beams, that are ±x̂ directed, are
displayed along with the combined total beam pattern. As expected the off broadside beams
exhibits a 3 dB lower power level, when compared to the superimposed power pattern. The
LW phase and attenuation constants are 0.02, respectfully (βb = α
b = 0.02).
3.3.1.2

Method II: Directive Radiation at Broadside by Two-Sided Leaky-Waves

As thoroughly defined in the literature [107], broadside beam patterns are possible using
a two-sided field distribution. This two-sided terminology refers to a beam pattern that is
simultaneously radiated in both the forward and backward directions, x > 0 and x < 0,
respectively. In practice, such field configurations could be generated using a non-directive
SWL [73]. Essentially, broadside radiation can be achieved by the combination of each
side (θp < 0◦ and θp > 0◦ ) of the two-sided beam pattern. This is shown in Fig. A.3 where
the individual beams constructively combine to achieve a single beam at broadside. Thus,
when the two beams from each side are close enough, a total pattern pointing at broadside
may be produced [38, 101]. Such a LWA could be a 1-D topology or a planar configuration
as demonstrated in [73].
Conditions for such broadside radiation can be further understood by analysis of the
aperture field distribution on the guiding surface [89]-[91], [107]. Consider a two-sided
LW beam pattern with a TM field distribution excited by a magnetic dipole source. In [107]
the following derivation was completed for a TE LW only, thus the results were re-derived
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for the analogous TM case as shown below (since TM0 SWLs were utilized in this work).
~ y (x), along the aperture and propagating in the x̂-direction, can be deThe magnetic field, H
~ y (x) = ŷH0 e−jkxLW |x| , with a time-harmonic dependence e+jωt (which
scribed at z = 0 by H
~ θ), is related to the Fourier
is suppressed throughout). The magnetic far-field pattern, H(r,
n
o
ff
~
~
transform of such an aperture field which can be described by Hy (θ) = F Hy (x) cos θ,
where the Fourier transform is defined by F {·}. Thus, the far-field pattern can be described
~ θ) = H
~ yf f (θ) ejk0 r . Furthermore, the anin the x̂-ẑ plane as a function of θ, k0 and r: H(r,
r

gular power density can be determined since
~ ff
P (θ) ∝ H
y

2

=

|H0 |2 (β 2 + α2 )
,
(k02 θ2 − β 2 + α2)2 + 4α2 β 2

(3.16)

if cos θ ≈ 1 and sin θ ≈ θ (this assumption is valid since this investigation is for small θ;
i.e. beam angles near broadside, θp ≈ 0◦ ). By minimizing the denominator the maximum
b ≤
power density can be determined for a particular solution of θ. For instance, when |β|
|b
α| at broadside, radiation will occur for θp = 0◦ . This defines a stopband region for
b < |b
|β|
α| since the attenuation constant is greater than the propagation constant and the
b = |b
LW mode has reactive character. When |β|
α|, the LW fields on the aperture can be
maximally excited since propagation occurs at the edge of the stopband [107]. Thus a
◦
b
radiative beam pattern can occur for θp =
α|, and
q0 . Another solution exists for |β| > |b
the beam angles are defined as θp1,2 = ± βb2 − α
b2 . These results describe a TM LW that
can maximumly radiate at angles on or off broadside. This phenomena is known as the
splitting-condition [107] and is explained by the combination of two main beams into a
single beam, or splitting of one main beam into two beams at broadside (see Fig. 3.10).
3.3.1.3

Method III: One-Sided Leaky-Wave Radiation with Broadside to End-Fire
Beam Scanning

If conditions are appropriate, radiation at broadside can be achieved [107] from one-sided
CLW modes with TM or TE field distributions as shown in Fig. A.4. Such a beam pattern
can be described as a beam at broadside and then forward beam scanning as a function of
frequency (back-fire to broadside beam scanning is also possible, but the analysis is similar
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to the forward scanning case). See [69] and [77] for a demonstration of this one-sided
beam pattern that achieves broadside radiation as well as forward beam scanning with an
increase in frequency. In practice, LWAs using both directive and non-directive SWLs
could be employed to achieve this method of broadside radiation.
In [107] the derivation for two-sided beam patterns was discussed and theoretical results were explained in the last section. This thesis extends this theoretical development
to the considered one-sided case. For clarification one-sided LWAs are defined with beam
patterns with radiation in the forward (+x̂) or backward directions (−x̂), but not both.
Conversely, two-sided LWAs can achieve simultaneous radiation in both the forward and
backward directions (±x̂). Furthermore, consider the electric field distribution on a guiding surface and propagating in the +x̂-direction generated by an electric dipole source:
~ + (x) = x̂ |E0 | e−jkxLW x u+ , where the e−jkxLW x term defines propagation in the forward
E
y

~ + (x) strongly exists for
+x̂-direction, u+ is the unit-step function in that direction, and E
y
f ≥ fb . For f < fb the LW mode is operating in a stopband region characterized by
minimal radiation and significantly reduced propagation along the aperture. When f = fb
maximum radiation is observed since the LW mode is on the edge of a stopband region.
In general, the LW beam pattern grows at broadside as a function of frequency (f ≥ fb ).
Then a maximum is achieved at broadside (f = fb ) and the beam continues scanning in
the forward direction to end-fire as frequency increases (for f > fb ). Such a far-field
distribution can defined by
~ f f + (θ) ∝
E
y

E0 cos θ
E0 cos θ
=
,
LW
k0 sin θ − kx
k0 sin θ − β + jα

(3.17)

and the power density can be evaluated
~ f f + (θ)|2
b0 |2
|E
|E
y
P (θ) =
∝
,
b
2η0
βb2 + α
b2 − 2βθ
+

b0 =
where E

E0
k0

(3.18)

and assuming cos θ ≈ 1 and sin θ ≈ θ (this assumption is valid for small

angles since θp ≈ 0◦ ). Furthermore the denominator of Eq. (3.18), D(θ), can be minimized,
∂D(θ)
= −2βb = 0 =⇒ βb = 0.
∂θ

(3.19)
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~ + and backward E
~ − propagating LW fields
Figure 3.11: Illustration of the forward E
on the guiding surface responsible for backward and forward beam patterns in the far-field.
The guiding surface is defined for x = 0 to x = b. Note: the antenna aperture (which could
be realized by a periodic array of metallic gratings or strips) exciting the aforementioned
LW fields is omitted from the diagram for simplicity.
Therefore, the power density P (θp )+ generated by the one-sided LW field is
P (θ = θp )+
max ∝

|E0 |2
.
α2

(3.20)

Whereas at broadside, when θp = 0◦ and the special case of α = β = δ,
P (θ = 0◦ )+ ∝

|E0 |2
|E0 |2
=
.
α2 + β 2
2δ 2

(3.21)

Hence the maximum power density at broadside in this one-sided case (Method III) is
equal to one half the maximum power density for the two-sided case (Method II). This
result intuitively makes sense since half of the power is available for radiation; there are
two independent beams combining into one beam (Method II) versus a single beam existing
on its own (Method III).
3.3.1.4

Method IV: Leaky-Wave Radiation with Back-Fire to End-Fire Beam Scanning

The analysis of the previous section can be extended to include the possibility of continuous one-sided beam scanning. Specifically, the derivations presented in this section were
extended from [107] for the investigated case of continuous single beam scanning from
back-fire to end-fire, with scanning through broadside. Such continuous beam scanning
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can be described by LW modes with TM or TE field distributions propagating on the guiding surface with radiation into both the ±x̂-directions as illustrated in Fig. 3.11 where the
antenna source is placed at the edge of a GDS. In practice, such a field configuration could
be generated using a directive SWL. See [65, 102, 108] for a demonstrated example.
The beam pattern is shown in Fig. 3.12. The total aperture field on the guiding surface,
~ y (x) for example, can be divided into two distinct LW field distritaking the TE case E
~ y+ (x). The two TE LW fields, that can exist in the forward
~ y (x) = E
~ y− (x) + E
butions E
x-direction, can be defined as
~ − (x) = ŷ |E − | e+jkxLW x u+ and E
~ + (x) = ŷ |E + | e−jkxLW x u+ ,
E
y
0
y
0

(3.22)



−
+
ff−
~
~
~
where the Ey (x) and Ey (x) aperture fields are responsible for generating backward Ey


~ f f + far-field beam patterns, respectively. The e+jkxLW x [e−jkxLW x ] term
and forward E
y
defines propagation in the backward −x̂ [forward +x̂] -direction and u+ is the unit-step
function in forward +x̂-direction. This means that both aperture fields exist on the guiding
surface (and are defined for 0 ≤ x ≤ b only) but with backward or forward LW propagation
and hence backward or forward beam patterns.
~ θ), is related to the Fourier transform of such an aperture field
The far-field pattern, E(r,
n o
ff
~
~ x cos θ, where the Fourier transform
distribution and can be described by Ex (θ) = F E
is defined by F {·}. Thus, the far-field pattern can be described in the x̂ − ẑ plane as a
~ θ) = E
~ f f (θ) ejk0 r . Furthermore, the angular power density
function
of θ, k0 
and r: E(r,
x
r

2
f
f
~
P (θ) ∝ E
can be determined by following [107]:
x
P (θ) ∝

|E0 |2 (β 2 + α2 )
.
(k02 θ2 − β 2 + α2 )2 + 4α2 β 2

(3.23)

For cos θ ≈ 1 and sin θ ≈ θ (this assumption is valid since this investigation is for small
θ; i.e. beam angles near broadside where θp ≈ 0◦ ). By minimizing the denominator the
maximum power density can be determined for a particular solution of θ. For instance,
when
β
b ≤ α = |b
= |β|
α|
k0
k0

(3.24)
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Figure 3.12: Beam power plots directed in the backward and forward direction. The onesided beam achieves broadside radiation at f = fb , with back-fire beam scanning for f ≤ fb
and forward beam scanning for f ≥ fb . The backward and forward directed power patterns
are displayed along with the combined total beam pattern. As expected the broadside beam
exhibits a 3 dB higher power level, when compared to the beams left and right of broadside.
b < |b
radiation can occur for θp = 0◦ . Specifically, for |β|
α| a stopband region is defined
since the attenuation constant is greater than the propagation constant and the LW mode has
b = |b
reactive character. When |β|
α|, the LW fields on the aperture are maximally excited
since propagation occurs at the edge of the stopband [107]. Thus a radiative beam pattern
b > |b
can occur for θp = 0◦ . Furthermore, another solution exists for |β|
α|, and the beam
angles are defined as
θp1,2

q
b2 .
= ± βb2 − α

(3.25)

These results describe a LW that can maximumly radiate at angles on or off broadside [107]
~ − and E
~ + aperture fields
and are representative of the two beam patterns, generated by the E
x

x

that combine into a single beam as shown in Fig. 3.12.
The one-sided beam achieves broadside radiation at f = fb , with back-fire beam scan~ − (x) LW
ning for f ≤ fb and forward beam scanning for f ≥ fb . Essentially, the E
y

field distribution is mainly responsible for backward beam scanning (f ≤ fb ) and the
~ + (x) LW field distribution defines the forward beam pattern (f ≥ fb ). Furthermore,
E
y
~ − (x) is strongly excited for f ≤ fb , while the E
~ + (x) is strongly excited for f ≥ fb .
E
y

y
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Thus when f = fb the LW aperture fields are both strongly excited and radiate in unison in the broadside direction. This type of broadside radiation can also be considered as
one side only of a two-sided beam pattern, where the one-sided pattern achieves continuous beam scanning from back-fire, through broadside, and then to end-fire. In particular,




ff−
ff+
~
~
where the aperture fields Ey
and Ey
refer to the backward and forward beam
patterns in the far-field, respectively. Futhermore, the far-field power density can be deter~ yf f + , and be following Eq. (3.23):
~ yf f − and E
mined at broadside by the combination of E

P (θp = 0◦ ) = P (θ = 0◦ )+ + P (θ = 0◦ )− = |E0 |2 δ 2 and for the case when δ = α = β
at f = fb . Thus, by combination of the far-fields generated from the two aperture distributions, Ey− (x) and Ey+ (x), the power pattern of Eq. (3.21) is essentially multiplied by two
and approaches Eq. (3.20) for the one-sided single beam case (Method III). Moreover, both
LWs propagate at an angle with respect to guiding surface and the combined phase fronts
add by superposition. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.13.
3.3.1.5

General Discussions Regarding Broadside Radiation

It should be noted that broadside radiation (as described in Method IV) can be difficult to
achieve in practice. For instance, the LW fields could enter into a stopband region with
minimal radiation. Alternatively, as described in Method III, backward or forward LW
fields could exist (and not both simultaneously). This generates far-field beam patterns in
the backward or forward directions only. Thus, for directive broadside radiation to occur,
as in Method IV, both aperture distributions, Ey− (x) and Ey+ (x), are required. Moreover,
efficient LWA operation, defined by directive broadside radiation with α̂ << 1, is highly
dependent on the specific grating or strip configuration that defines the LWA, as well as the
frequency of operation and the type of feed system and antenna source employed.
The previous sections have provided an explanation of the aperture LW field distributions that can develop achieving directive radiation at broadside. Furthermore, if the LW
wavenumber, kxLW , is included in the determination of E0 , as shown in [107], the LW
phase and attenuation constants are of equal value with maximum radiated power density
at broadside. This rigorous analysis was completed by use of dyadic Greens function of
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Figure 3.13: Two guided-wave types with propagation at an angle away from the guiding
surface, in the backward and forward directions defining two LW fields. If the fields combine together realizing radiation at broadside. The solid lines (−) represent equiaphase
planes while the dashed lines (− −) represents equiamplitude planes. A guiding surface is
defined at z = 0 and exists for x = 0 to x = b.
the electric field for the employed GDS generating surface and space waves due to an arbitrary antenna source in the spectral domain. It should be mentioned that this same analysis
procedure was developed to characterize the slot for SW excitation in a single-layer GDS
(see Section 2.3). Such a rigorous modeling approach for LWAs has been omitted here
for brevity, but was employed to provide a full-wave analysis of the SW-fed LWAs presented in Chapter 4 using the Method of Moments (see Sections 4.1). Nevertheless, the
crucial condition for efficient broadside radiation has been presented, that the LW phase
and attenuation constants should be of equal value.

3.3.1.6

Characteristics of Broadside Radiation with Material Losses Included

By following the above developments and if material substrate losses are included into the
above analysis, reduced radiated power levels can be observed at broadside. In reality, these
losses adjust the LW phase and attenuation constants of the LWA and thus maximum radiation no longer occurs for βb = α
b but for βb ≈ α
b [107]. Consider the lossless structure where
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the LW phase and attenuation constants are equal and can be defined by a real constant δ,
b
kxLW = βb − j α
b = δ(1 − j),

(3.26)

where δ << 1, and δ can be defined (assuming that the condition βb = α
b is achieved) [101]:
q
2
2
brad
+α
bloss
,
(3.27)
δ = βb = α
b≈ α
where αloss =

p
r tan δe /2 is related to the substrate loss tangent (tan δe ) and dielectric

constant (r ). Thus αloss describes material losses and adjusts the LW attenuation constant


b
altering the desired condition β = α
b for broadside radiation as in the lossless case. As
expected, αrad defines the known attenuation constant for purely lossless LW radiation.
Furthermore, the notation b· defines normalization with respect to k0 .

3.3.2

Concluding Remarks Regarding Broadside Radiation and its
Classification

At this point, four methods for maximum LW radiation at broadside have been presented.
CLW modes to produce directive pencil
and TEn=1
The first method combines TMn=1
z
z
beam patterns at broadside. Method II uses a two-sided beam pattern that combines at
broadside to produce a single pencil beam. The third method utilizes only a one-sided
beam pattern for radiation at broadside and only forward (or backward) beam scanning as a
function of frequency. The fourth method, Method IV, achieves both backward and forward
beam scanning from a one-sided LWA. The effect of substrate losses was also discussed
with an explained alteration from the lossless case. Furthermore, the crucial condition for
directive radiation at broadside has been presented for a practical LWA, that the LW phase
and attenuation constants be approximately equal, mainly that,
b ≈α
|β|
b.

(3.28)

This means that the individual phase and attenuation constants of the excited LW fields
should be of equal value for maximum radiation at broadside to occur. It should also be
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Figure 3.14: Antenna structure considered in this work [22]. A slotted magnetic dipole
source acts as a SWL antenna generating an efficiently excited TM0 SW mode that is bound
to a GDS. The addition of the periodic metallic grating or strips can excite TM LWs.
noted that broadside radiation, as described in Methods I through IV, is not always possible.
The LW fields could enter into a stopband region with minimal radiation. In fact it is
difficult in practice to realize a LWA with broadside radiation. Efficient operation, defined
by directive broadside radiation with α̂ << 1, is highly dependent on the specific grating
or strip configuration that defines the LWA, as well as the frequency of operation and the
type of source, or SWL for that matter, employed for the antenna.

3.4

An Introduction to Planar-Periodic Leaky-Wave Antennas using Surface-Wave Launchers

So far this chapter and the supporting appendix sections have provided a background of
the types of guided-waves that can exist on a guiding structure. A description of the beam
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patterns that can be generated in the far-field have also been explained. Now the most basic
type of planar LWA design, employing a SWL, will be introduced to achieve one-sided
frequency beam scanning. However, maximum radiation at broadside is not achieved with
these grating designs. These LWAs are presented at this stage in this thesis to illustrate
the difficulty in obtaining broadside radiation in practice. In particular, periodic metallic
gratings are investigated here and this printed configuration realizes a MSG as illustrated
in Fig. 3.14. It should also be mentioned that similar planar-periodic MSG antennas were
originally examined in [26]. However, experimental verification was not provided for these
SW-fed structures in [26]. In that work, full-wave HFSS [30] simulations were compared to
numerically determined beam patterns using Fresnel-Kirshoff diffraction theory as well as
the Fourier transform [109]. This simple analytical method should be valid for a first-order
approximation [26], however, it does not take into consideration the dispersive properties
of the excited SW and LW fields. This is more adequately addressed in the next chapter using a full-wave analysis. Regardless, the beam patterns that can generated by these
types of planar-periodic LWAs can be thought of as having similarities to optical hologram
formation at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies [21], [110]-[114], mainly since,
LWs are excited by the SW fields generated by the SWLs, realizing a the transformation
from a bound mode to a radiated mode.
Physically speaking, the microstrip gratings presented in this thesis perturb the incident SWs generated from the SWL to achieve radiation, and the amount of perturbation
or grating width, defines the LW attenuation constant, α, and hence the beam width in the
far-field [89]-[91]. In particular, four different metallic strip-based grating configurations
are investigated in this section for one-sided beam scanning as shown in Fig. 3.15. These
types of MSGs can generate conical-sector and pencil beam patterns in the far-field [22].

√ 
All LWA designs utilize an electrically thick GDS (h r λ0 ≈ 1 4) with a high dielectric
constant (r = 10.2) such that the TM0 SW mode is efficiently excited. Moreover, excitation of this fundamental SW mode is desired in this thesis due to its zero cutoff frequency
and possibility for power leakage and radiation over a large bandwidth (BW). This design
approach is in stark contrast, for example, to more classic methodologies where radiation
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is achieved by the TE10 mode of an open waveguide [6]. Moreover, the design procedures
presented in this thesis are also very different to more recent holographic LWA designs as
further described in [21, 105, 106, 114] as well as the analysis techniques reported in [115][117]. In these works LW radiation is achieved by the TE1 mode of the guiding structure.
In particular, the work of [105] achieved TE LW radiation in a TM stopband regime such
that the TM0 SW mode was suppressed. Limited operation over an extended BW has also
been observed with these LWAs [21, 105, 106, 114] since antenna operation resides in a
bandlimited region for TM field suppression.

3.4.1

Theoretical Considerations for Microstrip-Based Grating LeakyWave Antennas for One-Sided Beam Scanning

If a 2-D periodic grating or array of strips is placed a suitable distance from the SWL (and
on top of the GDS) cylindrical TM LWs can be excited [22, 38]. Examples of such LWA
structures are shown in Fig. 3.15. In particular, radiation can be achieved by a fast n = −1
spatial harmonic [101] (defined by an elevation beam angle, θp ) that is well known for off
broadside angles [17],



β0 λ0
β per
−1
≈ sin
−
,
(3.29)
θp ≈ sin
k0
k0
px
is the LW phase constant (defining the perturbed phase constant of the excited
−1

where β per



harmonic) while β0 is the phase constant of the unperturbed fundamental harmonic (defined by the guided TM0 SW mode), and px is the period of the metallic grating. Such
a 2-D LWA can excite backward or forward cylindrical TM LWs generating pencil and
conical-sector beam patterns in the far-field [107]. This physical mechanism for such strip
radiation has been theoretically analyzed by many authors [70], [118]-[124] and can be
described as Bragg diffraction and thus radiation of the excited slab mode. In this thesis, a
different modeling approach will be examined where the perturbation of the fundamental
mode is further quantified by a power analysis. In particular, where bound TM SW power
is transformed into radiated power along the radial aperture. Results will also be compared
to full-wave simulations and antenna measurements as presented in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.15: Four continuous grating designs: (a) Circular, (b) Circular-Elliptical, (c) Elliptical and (d) Straight gratings. The SWL excites a TM0 SW mode on a GDS. The interface
between air and the guiding planar structure defines the 2-D antenna aperture.

3.4.2

Surface-Wave Fed Planar Antenna Designs

In this section results of the circular, circular-elliptical, elliptical, and straight gratings (Fig.
3.15) are first introduced and briefly examined. Mainly, to illustrate the difficulties in
achieving broadside radiation, as well as to establish the dispersive behavior of the generated LW fields. In addition, these designs are fed by a single Yagi-Uda like SWL at the
edge of a GDS which generates a cylindrical TM SW field configuration for bound propagation in the forward x̂-direction. When using these microstrip configurations circular
gratings are optimal for efficient LW field excitation since the propagating SW phase front
is radially directed along the aperture [22]. Additional results for these LWAs, in support
of this section, were also reported in [100].
The four grating configurations were etched on the aforementioned GDS (board size:
12 x 12 cm) and the strips were extended to the edge of the boards. Furthermore, the
thickness of each strip (1.25 mm) and the grating periodicity (6 mm) were held constant for
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Figure 3.16: A sample of the measured far-field beam patterns for the four continuous microstrip gratings. The Eθ (φ = 0) gain patterns are normalized to the observed maximum
for the circular strip design at 21.2 GHz. The circular strip grating offered the best performance as it was conformal to the planar SW phase front. By varying the curvature of the
gratings towards zero (straight) the gain diminishes.
all four designs. Results for the four designs are shown in Figs. 3.16-3.22. As suggested
the continuous circular strip grating (as shown in Fig. 3.16 (a)) offers the best performance
as it is conformal to the cylindrical SW phase front [22]. Furthermore, with increased
transition away from the continuous circular strip grating towards the straight grating, the
gain diminishes [100]. Directive radiation at broadside is not achieved with these designs as
the LW fields on the aperture enter into a LW stopband [83], [117] with maximum radiation
occurring at the edges of this LW stopband [107].

3.4.2.1

A Leaky-Wave Antenna Design using a Circular Metallic Strip Grating

If the printed metallic strips are completely circular, as shown in Fig. 3.15 (a), the radius
of the m-th concentric ring, ρ(m), can be defined as
ρ(m) = ρ0 + pρ (m − 1),

(3.30)
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Figure 3.17: Measured 2-D gain pattern, Eθ , for the continuous circular strip grating (normalized and shown in linear units). At 19.88 GHz and 21.16 GHz, a distinct pencil-like and
conical sector beam are observed, respectively. A broadside null is shown at 20.68 GHz
illustrating a LW stopband.

Figure 3.18: Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) beam patterns for the circular strip grating. (a) Simulated, measured and analytical (by Eq. (3.13): βbρ = 0.18, α
cρ = 0.045) beams in the x̂ − ẑ plane. The
analytical result is a two-sided beam but this circular grating will excite one-sided beam
patterns only. (b) Simulated 2-D beam pattern.
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Figure 3.19: |S11 | of the continuous circular strip LWA. At 21 GHz the structure is well
matched to the 50-Ω impedance of the CPW TL. At this frequency the LWA maximally
radiates as well with high gain.
where ρ0 = 10 mm and pρ = 6 mm for the fabricated design. Measured conical-sector
beam patterns for the continuous circular strip LWA are shown in Figs. 3.16 - 3.18. The
maximum gain, +4◦ away from broadside, is observed at 21.12 GHz. A comparison of
the measured, simulated and analytical beam patterns generated by the circular grating is
shown in Fig. 3.18 and results are in good agreement. The measurements and simulations
are representative of a one-sided TMz CLW field configuration, in particular, the n = 0
mode.
The frequency of maximum radiation (f = 21.2 GHz) is consistent with the simulated
reflection loss of Fig. 3.19. Furthermore, forward conical-sector [and backward pencil
beam] radiation is observed for f > 21.12 GHz [and f < 20.0 GHz]. These results can
be described as follows. In the forward region a conical-sector beam pattern is observed
since the SWL directs the cylindrical SW into a confined region [22]. Conversely, in the
backward region the far-field components are focused, generating a confined pencil beam.
Furthermore, a reduced gain is observed in the backward region when compared to the
forward region as shown in the polar plot of Fig. 3.16 (a). This suggests the LW attenuation
constant (b
αρ ) is larger in the backward region defining a smaller effective aperture and
hence reduced gain when compared to the forward region.
A broadside null is observed at f = 20.68 GHz (as shown in Fig. 3.17), suggesting a
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Figure 3.20: Simulated currents on the circular grating. The magnitude is uniform and relatively large in comparison to the wavelength generating a pencil beam in the +x̂-direction.

LW stopband. The broad beam with no observable maximum implies that the attenuation


constant is greater than the phase constant α
bρ > |βbρ | . Essentially the main radiating
harmonic enters into a LW stopband with negligible radiation. Since beam maximums are
observed in both the backward and forward directions, the edges of this stopband region
can be approximated at 20.0 GHz and 21.12 GHz. This also suggests that the attenuation


and phase constants are equivalent α
bρ ≈ |βbρ | at 20.0 GHz and 21.12 GHz, respectively
[101]. A similar relationship is shown in the simulated reflection loss values shown in
Fig. 3.19. The bandstop region is shown to exist from 21 GHz to 22 GHz while the LW
passband is shown for f < 21 GHz and f > 22 GHz.
These results can be further analyzed by observing the simulated aperture fields on the
guiding surface. Specifically, the aperture currents on the circular gratings are representative of the aperture fields and hence are related to the far-field beam patterns. The simulated
magnitude of the aperture currents (shown in Fig. 3.20) are uniform and relatively large
in comparison to the wavelength and thus generate a confined pencil beam in the forward
direction.
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Circular-Elliptical and Elliptical Curved Gratings

The circular-elliptical and elliptical gratings are shown in Figs. 3.15 (b) and (c). A function,
fm hxi, can define the curvature of the m-th concentric ring (in mm) as described in [125],
s
x2
.
(3.31)
fm hxi = 19 (1 + ξ(m − 1)) 1 −
19 (1 + ζ(m − 1))2
For the circular-elliptical and elliptical gratings

ξ
ζ

=

2
3

and ξ = ζ = 12 , respectively.

Results for the continuous circular-elliptical (Fig. 3.15(b)) and elliptical (Fig. 3.15(c))
gratings are shown in Fig. 3.21. Conical-sector beams are observed in the backward and
forward regions. In addition, pencil beams are observed with increased beamwidths when
compared to the circular grating design. This is expected and consistent with Fig. 3.16.
The cylindrical SW phase front (generated by the SWL) is not well matched to the grating
configurations. This increases the LW attenuation constant, reducing the antenna aperture
and hence causing diminished gain. An interesting result is achieved with the circularelliptical grating. Radiation is achieved at broadside (f = 21.28 GHz) by the superposition
of two LW fields (Method IV). In contrast, for the elliptical grating the main LW mode
becomes reactive for broadside angles at fb = 21.17 GHz. This suggests a LW stopband
for the finite structure. In addition conical-sector beam splitting is observed for f > fb
suggesting multiple LW fields [88].
3.4.2.3

Continuous Straight Grating Leaky-Wave Antenna

The previous sections provided insight into the beam patterns generated by the curved gratings. The straight gratings, defined by the linear periodicity with px = 6 mm as shown
in Fig. 3.15(d), provides an interesting comparison. Results are shown in Fig. 3.22 and
single or multi-beam patterns are observed as a function of frequency and azimuth. In
particular, a fan beam pattern with multiple maxima is also observed in the far-field suggesting that multiple LW and bound field distributions can exist for φ specific scan angles.
This has been theoretically reported in [88] and experimentally verified here. Physically,
the cylindrical SW field couples to the strips developing periodic current distributions with
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Figure 3.21: Measured 2-D beam patterns (normalized and shown in linear units) for the
(a) circular-elliptical grating and (b) elliptical grating configurations [100].
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Figure 3.22: Measured 2-D beam patterns normalized and shown in linear units for the
straight continuous strip grating [100]. Single or multi-beam patterns are observed as a
function of frequency.

minimums and maximums as shown in Fig. 3.23. Furthermore, a wide conical-sector beam
pattern is observed since the current distribution is located within a confined region on the
linear strip aperture. Essentially a standing wave is created on the finite grating supporting
the multi-beam pattern. A similar argument can describe the beam splitting phenomenon
in the forward direction for the elliptical grating. In contrast, the currents generated on the
circular gratings (Fig. 3.20) are uniform producing the observed directive conical-sector
beam patterns and hence increased gain as shown in Fig. 3.16.
The maximum gain, +7◦ away from broadside, is observed at 21.54 GHz. Furthermore, forward conical-sector radiation is observed for 19.2 GHz < f < 19.8 GHz and
21.54 GHz < f < 21.82 GHz in the backward and forward directions, respectively. Since
beam maxima are observed in both the backward and forward directions, the edges of this
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Figure 3.23: The periodic current distribution on the straight grating is shown illustrating
the minimums and maximums. A smaller effective aperture is observed generating a wide
fan beam in the azimuth direction.
stopband region can be approximated at 19.6 GHz and 21.54 GHz. This also suggests that


b
the attenuation and phase constants are equivalent α
bx ≈ |βx | at these frequencies [101].
Furthermore, radiation does not occur at broadside defining a LW stopband from 20.6 GHz
< f < 21.4 GHz.

3.4.3

Single-Frequency Beam Steering using an Array of Directive
Surface-Wave Launchers

By following the results of Section 2.4, directive-folded SWLs can be used in a two-element
array for single-frequency beam steering in the far-field while employing such a circular
microstrip grating configuration [53, 60]. In particular, if a metallic grating (Fig. 3.15(a))
is placed a suitable distance from the two element SWL array (and on top of the GDS) LWs
can be excited where suitable boundary conditions are achieved for CLW beam steering at
a single frequency. Essentially, the steered SW field distribution dictates the region of LW
field excitation on the guiding surface, realizing controlled conical-sector beam steering in
the far-field. Measurements are shown in Fig. 3.24 at 21.5 GHz for the one-sided pattern.
It can be observed that the main beam is contained within a conical-sector at θ = +12◦ for
φ ∈ [0, ±10◦ ].
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Figure 3.24: Measured far-field beam patterns at 21.5 GHz (normalized to maximum gain,
shown in linear units) for δ = 0◦ , ±30◦ , ±60◦ and ±90◦ . Beam steering along a conicalsector, defined by φ ∈ [0◦ , ±10◦ ] at θ = 12◦ , is observed [60].
3.4.3.1

Discussions

This section has introduced planar SW-fed LWAs which were implemented using a periodic strip grating. Results presented in Fig. 3.16 have shown that when guiding surfaces are
made conformal to cylindrical SW phase front, generated by the SWL source placed at the
edge of the substrate, improved antenna gain can be realized, in particular, the LWA design
using the circular microstrip gratings (Fig. 3.15(a)). Difficulties in achieving broadside radiation, when using these types of metallic grating configurations, has also been explained.
For example, the circular-elliptical grating design achieves broadside radiation (by Method
IV) but gain is reduced when compared to the circular grating configuration. In the next
section, a simple but accurate, field perturbation approach will be presented to offer a new
modeling approach for these SW-fed LWAs.

3.5

Perturbation Analysis of Planar-Periodic Leaky-Wave
Antennas Fed by Surface-Wave Launchers

As mentioned in this thesis, one simple and practical method for LW excitation is to launch
a bound SW from a SWL embedded within the ground plane of a GDS as depicted in
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Figure 3.25: Planar 1-D LWA under study. The SW region (x ≤ 0) and the LW section
(x ≥ 0) are illustrated. Radiation of the slot excited TM0 SW mode occurs by the added
metallic grating of periodicity d, and strip width w.

Figs. 3.25 and 3.26. Radiation occurs as the guided SW is converted to a LW field along
the screened aperture [22, 53, 106]. As presented in the last chapter and discussed further
in [3], unidirectional SW operation can be achieved [53]. More importantly, substrate
parameters and the frequency of operation can be selected such that efficient and bound
SW propagation along the air-dielectric interface is realized. Moreover, in the operating
frequency range of these LWAs, GDS thickness and substrate permittivity are typically
chosen to support radiation of only one SW mode, mainly, by the excitation of the n = −1
spatial harmonic.
This part of the thesis now analyzes the specific transition from a SW section to a LW
section where the bound SW power is gradually transformed into radiative power as energy
is leaked away from the planar guiding surface. More specifically, an analysis is completed
of a TM0 SW efficiently launched from the left guide and directed into the right LW region,
defined by an infinite linear grating of metallic strips. The phase propagation constant
of the incident SW mode, β0 , is then modified to include a small change, ∆β. In what
follows, a derivation of ∆β and α are presented as well as the radiated power, directivity,
and the radiation pattern for the excited LW fields. Results are shown in Figs. 3.27-3.30.
In addition, the developed analysis is also compared to measurements and simulations of
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SW-fed LWA structures using a continuous circular grating, as shown in Fig. 3.26, with
dielectric and strip conductor losses included. In addition, concepts are also extended to
cylindrical SW field distributions in Section 3.5.3.

3.5.1

Derivation of the Radiation Fields

Referring to Fig. 3.25, the substrate thickness, h, and relative permittivity, r , are chosen to
support only one SW mode in the frequency range of interest; the TM0 SW mode. Repre√
√
senting the frequency as F (ω) (= k0 h r − 1, with k0 = ω µ0 0 ), single mode excitation
occurs for F < π. For simplicity, it is assumed here that the SWL does not excite TE modes
as long as the incident mode is of type TM and the fields are y-independent. This is a good
1-D model for such planar LWAs that excite CLW fields [22]. For a dielectric loss free
structure the incident and unperturbed SW fields are: [Hy (x), Ex (x), Ez (x)] e+jωt e−jβ0 z ,
where




H0 cos(ps x)

0≤x≤h

,
(3.32)
 H0 cos(ps h)e−α0 (x−h)
x≥h
p
p
with ps = r k02 − β02 and α0 = β02 − k02 ; Ex (x) and Ez (x) can be obtained from Hy (x)
Hy (x) =

through Maxwell’s equations.
Now turning attention to the leaky waveguide section as shown in Fig. 3.25 for z > 0.
The screen is periodic with period ‘d’. Each period contains a thin metal strip of width
w << d, so that the metal strips may be considered as small perturbations on the SW
guiding structure. One may then assume that the SW fields remain unperturbed within the
dielectric, in the region 0 < x < h. Namely the tangential electric field below the interface,
x = h− , is equal to Ez (h). However, the same field at x = h+ on the metal strips must
vanish. To support such discontinuity, an infinite array of magnetic line sources can be
imposed (with period d) at the positions of the metal strips with a magnetic current density
my (in [V/m]) given by [93]:

 −E e−jβ0 z
z0
my (x = h+ , z) =

0

|z| ≤ w/2
w/2 ≤ |z| ≤ d/2

,

(3.33)
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Figure 3.26: (a): Illustration of the SW guide and slot feed. (b): Sample LWA structure
investigated for verification of the developed analysis. The TM fields directed on such a
one-sided radial structure (defined by kρLW ) have very similar propagation characteristics
(kzLW ) to that of a linear array of metallic strips (Fig. 3.25), with the same parameters equal
to that of the circular gratings [81]. In both cases propagation is normal to the gratings, as
considered in [53, 93], and in this presented perturbation analysis.
where Ez0 = (jα0 /ω0 )H0 cos ps h [V/m]. Note that Ez0 can be obtained by using the
appropriate Maxwell equation (jω0 Ez = ∂Hy /∂x) for the region x ≥ h from Eq. (3.32)
and after the substitution x = h.
This infinite array of line sources radiates in the air region in the presence of the unperturbed fields inside the slab. As a periodic function my can be expressed in Fourier series
form:
my (x = h+ , z) = −Ez0

 πnw 
X
w
w −jβ0 z
Ez0
e
−
sinc
e−jβn z ,
d
d
d
n6=0

(3.34)

where βn = β0 + 2πn/d. The summation in Eq. (3.34) runs over all positive and negative integer values of n since my is periodic and is represented by a Fourier series [93].
In addition, the n = 0 term is intentionally removed from the summation to isolate the
perturbation of the fundamental TM0 SW mode above the interface.
Now the z-electric field on the air side of the screen (x = h+ ) is given by the original
Ez0 field added to the derived perturbation, mainly

 πnw 
X
w  −jβ0 z
w
Ez (x = h+ , z) = Ez0 1 −
e
−
Ez0
sinc
e−jβn z .
d
d
d
n6=0

(3.35)

It is also important to note that as w tends to zero the metal strips vanish and the Ez (x =
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h+ , z) field derived in Eq. (3.35), approaches the original Ez0 field above the interface as
expected. Using the wave equation, Ez can also be defined in the air region for x > h:
 πnw 

X
w  −u0 (x−h) −jβ0 z
w
e
e
−
sinc
e−un (x−h) e−jβn z ,
Ez (x, z) = Ez0 1 −
Ez0
d
d
d
n6=0
(3.36)
p
p
where u0 = β02 − k02 and un = βn2 − k02 . The corresponding magnetic field is obtained
from Maxwell’s equations:

 πnw 
X
w  −u0 (x−h) −jβ0 z
w
Hy (x, z) = −jω0 Ez0 1 −
e
/u0 +
jω0 Ez0
e
sinc
e−un (x−h) e−jβn z /un .
d
d
d
n6=0
(3.37)
3.5.1.1

Radiated Power and Power in the TM0 SW Mode

Now power leaked as radiation per unit length ‘l’ along z can be derived in closed form;
using Eqs. (3.33) and (3.37), and after some manipulations one can get [93]:
"
#


 πnw 
X
w
w
w
PRad / l = −my (h, 0)Hy∗ (h, 0)w/d = jω0 |Ez0 |2
1−
/u∗0 −
sinc
/u∗n .
d
d
d n6=0
d
(3.38)
The summation is over all positive and negative integers of n. It is useful to note that since
β0 > k0 , un is real for all positive values of n. For negative values un can be imaginary
whenever −k0 < βn < k0 . The terms that correspond to this condition account for the real
part of the radiated power. The other terms account for the reactive component of PRad .
Neglecting any dielectric losses, the SW power flowing along z is purely real and can
be derived using Eq. (3.32):
PSW
3.5.1.2



η0 |H02 |β0 h 1 + sinc(2ps h) cos2 (ps h)
=
+
.
2k0
r
α0 h

(3.39)

Perturbed Surface-Wave Propagation and Radiation Characteristics

The change in the propagation constant of the incident SW mode can now be obtained:
∆γ ≡ α + j∆β =

PRad / l
,
2PSW

(3.40)
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as the rate of change of the SW power along the aperture (dPSW /dz) can be equated to the
radiated power, mainly,
dPSW
= −2∆γPSW = −PRad / l,
dz

(3.41)

and since the perturbed SW power can be described by P0 e−2∆γz (where P0 is defined as
the unperturbed SW power at the origin generated by the directive SWL). ∆γ is obtained
by using (3.38) and (3.39) in (3.40). In addition, the factor α can describe the attenuation
constant of the excited LW modes as dielectric losses are neglected. Thus, the complex
wavenumber describing LW propagation along the aperture can now be defined:
kzLW = βn + ∆β − jα.

(3.42)

As stated earlier, LW radiation can occur only from spatial modes with n < 0, since β0 >
k0 . The n = −1 harmonic is a spatial mode that can radiate whenever −k0 < β−1 + ∆β <
k0 , which requires that:
2π
2π
<d<
.
β0 + ∆β + k0
β0 + ∆β − k0

(3.43)

The maximum radiated field is directed at an angle, θp , away from broadside (+x̂-direction)
and can be approximated by




β−1 + ∆β
β0 + ∆β − 2π/d
−1
−1
θp ≈ sin
= sin
.
k0
k0

(3.44)

Furthermore, the beam directivity is inversely proportional to the attenuation factor for
p

a unidirectional LWA and is given by k02 − (β−1 + ∆β)2 α, while the power radiation pattern, R, is a function of beam angle ‘θ’ and is dependent on kzLW which defines the generated far-field pattern for an infinitely long 1-D LWA structure [7], R(θ) =

cos2 θ | sin θ − kzLW /k0 |2 .

3.5.2

Results

To verify the above analysis, the following parameters were considered: r = 10.2, d/h =
5.9 (= 7.49 mm / 1.27 mm), n = −1, and L/d = 14, where L is the total length of the
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Figure 3.27: (a): SW and radiation conductances, beam direction versus frequency F . (b):
Beam directivity and peak power density versus F .
LWA structure. These values are typical of the SW-fed planar-periodic LWAs as examined
in this thesis. In this analysis it is also assumed that the metallic grating has a strip widthperiodicity ratio (w/d) of 0.2. The residual SW power left at z = L after going through the
leaky section is assumed to be absorbed with no reflection. This means that the total radiated power is related to the incident SW power by: PT,Rad = PSW (1 − e−2αL ). Moreover,
the SW power is assumed to be launched by a directive SWL excited by a voltage Vs and
reflector slots are assumed to act as parasitic elements that direct all the launched power
in the forward +ẑ-direction. This launched SW power, PSW , has been derived in [93] and
plotted versus F in Fig. 3.27(a) as the SW conductance (= 2PSW /Vs2 ) in milli-Siemens,

with Vs = 1. The launched power has a peak around F = 1.79 (≈ π 2) and radiation starts
to occur due to the n = −1 spatial harmonic at F = 1.35 with a backward beam at end-fire.
As frequency increases, the main beam position ‘θp ’ is scanned towards forward-fire. The
beam directivity is also plotted versus F in Fig. 3.27(b) and it shows a broad maximum
between F = 1.5 and 2.0. The peak power density, Pd , is proportional to the total radiated
power, PT,Rad , times the directivity. Relative values of Pd are also plotted and it can be
observed that there exists a maximum for Pd around F = 1.8, similar to the SW power.
An expression can also be defined relating the percentage of radiated power or radiation
efficiency, η, to the frequency of operation, antenna length and LW attenuation constant,
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Radiated powers are also shown for different antenna lengths.
α, namely η = 100(1 − e−2αL ). Calculations suggest that for a fixed d, power can leak
away faster from the structure for a wider strip due to the increased perturbation of the
incident TM0 SW mode. For example, for a strip width-grating ratio of w/d = 0.25 an
antenna length of 15 periods is required to radiate 90% of the input SW power at F =
1.8. Conversely, for w/d = 0.15, 21 periods is required to radiate at least 70% of the
input power at the same frequency. The directivity and radiated power are also compared
in Fig. 3.28 and plotted versus w/d. It is seen that as w/d is reduced, the directivity
increases but the radiated power decreases. Calculated LW phase and attenuation constants
(Fig. 3.29) are also compared to HFSS full-wave simulations of a finite LWA (L/d = 14).
General agreement can be observed for the infinite case and the finite structure suggesting
respectable predictions for kzLW .
Calculated power patterns R(θ) at different frequencies are shown in Fig. 3.30 for
the ideal and infinitely long structure; i.e. L/d → ∞. It is seen that the radiation is
also optimized at F = 1.8 or f = 22.3 GHz. These results suggest that for optimum
radiation performances SW power levels should be maximized; i.e. slot excitation and
LWA operation should be near a SW power peak. Numerical results are also compared to
HFSS simulations of a linear 1-D LWA (with L/d = 7 in Fig. 3.30(a)). A short structure
with only 7 periods was simulated to illustrate the effect of antenna length on the radiated
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Figure 3.29: LW phase and attenuation constants, respectively defined by < kzLW
βn + ∆β and −= kzLW = α, and normalized by k0 .

=

field (similar to the analysis in Fig. 3.28). It should be noted that the simulated beam widths
will also decrease for a longer antenna aperture (L/d > 7) with improved beam directivity
and thus a better agreement with the calculated pattern can be observed (see Fig. 3.30(b)).
In addition, agreement is shown in Fig. 3.30(a) for the main beam positions and the region
for maximum radiated power (F = 1.8).
Figure 3.31 compares calculated pointing angles to recent measurements and HFSS
simulations of two LWA structures fed by SWLs as in Fig. 3.26. General agreement can
be observed for the estimations using Eq. (3.44). Deviations in θp are a likely result of
substrate variations and fabrication tolerances. To further investigate these anisotropic effects a parametric analysis was completed by calculating θp for varied r as shown in Fig.
3.31(a). By increasing the relative dielectric constant of the utilized GDS to 12.2 in increments of 0.5 from the rated 10.2 (at 10 GHz) by Rogers Corporation, while maintaining
all other parameters, a better agreement in the measurements and calculations is observed.
Results suggest that for this LWA structure, the dielectric constant was approximately 12.
Such practical effects may be expected when operating at microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies.
Ideally the strip width should be small relative to the periodicity (w/d << 1) and
guided wavelength, λSW (= 2π/β0 ). For instance, to achieve leakage of the n = −1 spatial
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respectable calculations for α.

harmonic, the grating periodicity should be of the same order as λSW (by Eq. (3.43)).
Suitable w/d ratios are investigated in this paper (d = 6.3, 7.49, and 8.0 mm, λSW = 7.5
mm at 20 GHz) and are typical of such SW-fed LWA structures. Effectively, the w/d << 1
requirement is comparable to w/λSW << 1 and it can be observed that the accuracy of the
calculations increases as w/d is reduced. For example, in Fig. 3.31(b) for w/d = 0.175,
θp is equal to 20◦ at 23.6 and 24.4 GHz for the simulations and calculations, respectively.
A difference of 0.8 GHz can be observed. Increased accuracy is obtained for the predicted
values based on Eq. (3.44) as can be seen in Fig. 3.31(c); differences in the calculations
and simulations are reduced to only 0.4 GHz at θp = 20◦ . These results are expected since
the proposed analysis assumes w/d << 1, meaning that the presented approach is suitable
for gratings widths that are ≈ 25% (or less) of d. Improved accuracy may also be possible
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Figure 3.31: Comparison of pointing angles for various LWA structures versus frequency.
An example of the examined planar antenna is shown in Fig. 3.26.
for narrower strip LWAs [93].
It should also be mentioned that these calculated values offer better predictions when
compared to the classic pointing angle approximation [7]: θp ≈ sin−1 (β−1 /k0 ), Eq. (3.44),
just with no perturbation term, ∆β. For instance, in Fig. 3.31(c) at 21.4 [21.8] h22.0i GHz,
θp = 20◦ for the simulations [the calculations using Eq. (3.44)] θp ≈ sin−1 (β−1 /k0 )i .
Dielectric losses were also included in the structure modeling (tan δ = 0.0023) and for the
calculations using Eq. (3.44). In addition, a reactive power loss factor was added to Eq.
(3.38) to account for strip conductor losses (PRad /l0 = PRad /l − jexp{−2 w αc /d}PRad /l,
with αc = 0.0001) [93]. For near broadside radiating frequencies (θp ≈ 0◦ ) scanning is
not continuous and suggests LW stopband behavior; this scanning behavior is typically
observed for such one-sided LWA structures [53].

3.5.3

Perturbation Analysis using Cylindrical Waves

To more accurately model such LW radiation using TM SWs, this section now presents
a perturbation analysis of these planar LWA structures (see Fig. 3.32) using cylindrical
waves, mainly, in an effort to characterize the complex radial wavenumber, kρLW . This
analysis is important since the SWLs presented in this thesis actually generate cylindrical
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Figure 3.32: Planar antenna structure considered for the presented perturbation analysis
using cylindrical waves. A slotted magnetic dipole acts as the SW source generating a
radial TM0 SW mode that is bound to GDS. The addition of continuous metallic strip
gratings can excite CLWs fields.
SW fields. Results are shown in Fig. 3.33 as well as calculations for the 3 dB beamwidth of
the far-field beam pattern and the LW phase and attenuation constants. More importantly,
this cylindrical-wave analysis provides improved accuracy for calculations of the pointing
angle, θp , when compared to the results in Fig. 3.31.
Cylindrical SW fields generated from the slot sources are initially considered [94]. For
the investigated GDS, the cylindrical TM0 SW fields are [Hφ , Eρ , Ez ] where,

(2)

0≤z≤h
kρ cos(kz1 z)H1 (kρ ρ)
,
Hφ =
 kρ cos(kz1 h)e−α0 (z−h) H (2) (kρ ρ)
z≥h

(3.45)

1

(2)

kρ = β0 , kz1 = (r k02 − β02 )1/2 , and α0 = (β02 − k02 )1/2 . H1

is the first order Hankel

function of the second kind defining an outward traveling cylindrical wave, while β0 and
α0 define TM0 SW propagation and attenuation in the ρ̂ and ẑ directions, respectively. In
addition, Eρ and Ez can be obtained from Hφ by Maxwell`s Equations and an e+jωt time
variation is assumed throughout. For simplicity, perturbation of any TE fields generated by
the magnetic dipole source at the origin are assumed negligible. Azimuthal symmetry is
also chosen for the excited cylindrical fields.
Small perturbations along the radial aperture of the fundamental SW mode are considered as the cylindrical waves are incident and normal [93] to the metal strips having
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period ‘d’ and width ‘w’ (such that w << d ). As before, for the 1-D case in [93], one
may then assume that the SW fields remain unperturbed within the dielectric. Namely that
the tangential electric field below the interface, z = h− , is equal to Eρ (h). However, the
same field at z = h+ on the metal strips must vanish. To represent such discontinuities, an
infinite array of magnetic line sources is used (with period d) at the positions of the metal
strips with a magnetic current density m
~ φ = φ̂Eρ0 (in [V/m]). As a periodic function m
~φ
can be expressed as a Fourier series:
 nπw 
o
n w
X w
−j(βn −β0 )ρ
+
sinc
e
× ẑ,
m
~ φ = −ρ̂ Eρ0
d
d
d

(3.46)

where
(2)

Eρ0 = (α0 kρ /jω0 ) cos(kz1 h)H1 (kρ ρ) and βn = β0 + 2πn/d .

(3.47)

Now the radial directed electric field in the air region is given by the original Eρ0 field and
the derived perturbation,

 nπw 
w  −u0 (z−h)
wX
Eρ (ρ, z) = Eρ0 1 −
e
− Eρ0
e−j(βn −β0 )ρ e−un (z−h) ,
sinc
d
d
d
(3.48)
where u0 = (β02 − k02 )1/2 and un = (βn2 − k02 )1/2 . It should be noted that as w tends to zero
the metal strips vanish and the Eρ field derived in Eq. (3.48) approaches the original Eρ0
field at z = h+ . Moreover, the lost SW power along the aperture at z = h (or the radiated
LW power due to the perturbations) can be derived as the radiation per unit length ‘l’:

−2πρ mφ (ρ, h) Hφ∗ (ρ, h) w d
 nπw 
o
4jkρ α02 cos2 (kz1 h) w n
w ∗ w X
=
1−
/u0 −
sinc
/u∗n (3.49)
ω0
d
d
d
d
n
 nπw 
o
w
wX
with Hφ (ρ, h) = jω0 Eρ0 1 −
/u0 −
sinc
/un .
d
d
d

PRad / l =

This radiated power of unit length can be described as the outward-directed power leaked
along the interface and is independent of the radial distance from the source. In addition,
if dielectric losses are neglected, the unperturbed SW power flowing along the aperture,
PSW , is purely real and can be obtained from [3] by analyzing an analogous 2-D guiding
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Figure 3.33: Pointing angle (in the x-z plane) for a one-sided LWA structure (as in Fig.
3.26) with 10 circular strip gratings.
structure with no strips, i.e. an unloaded GDS. Furthermore, the LW attenuation constant
can now be obtained by following the procedure as outlined in the previous sections:
α=

∂PSW
Re {PRad / l}
, since
= −2αPSW = −PRad / l .
2PSW
∂ρ

(3.50)

Now the complex wavenumber describing CLW propagation along the radial aperture can
be stated for the n = −1 spatial harmonic, kρLW = β−1 − jα = β0 − 2π/d − jα . Figure
3.33 compares calculated pointing angles to recent measurements of a finite, one-sided
LWA structure using a directive SWL source as illustrated Fig. 3.26. Agreement can be
observed. Results suggest that for this LWA structure, the relative dielectric constant was
approxiametely 11.5.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter has compared the general characteristics of guided-waves on planar 2-D guiding surfaces. Both bound SW and radiating LW fields are possible, with propagation along
the longitudinal direction or away from the guiding structure, respectively. In particular,
SWs are defined by a purely real propagation constant, β SW , with exponential decay away
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from the guiding surface in the transverse direction. Leaky waves, on the other hand, propagate in air at an angle away from the aperture. In general, such LW fields are defined by a
complex wavenumber in the longitudinal direction.
The physical mechanism to achieve LW radiation by SW excitation has also been introduced. In particular, by the addition of periodic metallic-strip gratings (MSGs) on top
of the GDS, an effective antenna apeture can be realized with the excitation of CLW fields
and radiation by the n = −1 spatial harmonic. One-sided conical-sector beam patterns
can be generated in the far-field by these aperture field distributions. This can offer beam
scanning as a function of frequency when individual directive SWLs are employed as the
antenna source, or, single-frequency beam steering in the azimuth and elevation with a
two-element array of SWLs. These SW-fed LWAs define a significant contribution as these
types of practical antenna structures represent a new class of planar-periodic LWA which
is made possible by efficient SW launching.
High gain at broadside can also be difficult to achieve in practice with LWAs as described in this chapter. By examining the possible LW fields that can exist, four methods
to achieve directive radiation at broadside have also been described and compared to measurements and simulations of the presented LWA designs. This classification can assist in
the explanation of the new SW-fed LWAs described in this chapter. Moreover, this classification is an important contribution, mainly because, these methodologies can be helpful for
the antenna engineer when implementing planar SW-fed LWAs in practice. These methods
will also be employed to describe the other LWA designs that are examined in Chapters 4,
5, and 6 of this thesis.
By following the modeling approaches of this chapter, an accurate but simple perturbation analysis of such SW driven LWAs was also proposed. In particular, by examining the
transition from a SW to a LW guiding section, the attenuation and phase constants can be
determined along with the beam directivity, efficiency, and radiated power relative to the
incident SW power. This analysis was also extended to radial-based LWA structures and
some results have been reported in [93] and [94]. It is also very important to make note
that this perturbation procedure does not accurately predict the LW stopband at broadside;
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i.e. where typically α > |β−1 |. This LW stopband behavior can be observed in the fullwave simulations (see Fig. 3.29 for F ≈ 1.65), but was not shown in the calculated values
for the LW attenuation constant using the developed perturbation approach, which actually,
has little variation with respect to frequency and illustrates continuous beam scanning. This
continous beam scanning is not entirely accurate as no dispersive effects are observed (the
interested reader can also see Appendix Section B for a more detailed discussion on LW
stopbands). Moreover, the measurements for these LWA structures do not show a broadside
beam and this also suggests high values for α, and thus, stopband behavior. The main reason for this reduced accuracy is because the simple perturbation method does not consider
the complete dispersive behavior of the guided-wave modes and the current distributions
that can be supported by the MSGs. For example, excitation of the TM0 SW mode is only
considered with radiation by the n = −1 spatial harmonic. In the next chapter an improved
full-wave model will be studied that can account for the noted open LW stopband region
using the Method of Moments (MoM) in the spectral domain [85]. Broadside radiation and
single-frequency beam steering will also be demonstrated by Method II. New optimization
techniques are also proposed in the next chapter for such radial, planar-periodic 2-D LWAs
fed by SWLs.

Chapter 4
Optimization of Radial Planar-Periodic
Leaky-Wave Antennas
As introduced in the previous chapter, the design, analysis, and optimization of planar
leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) is a challenging topic. In general, broadside radiation and
continuous frequency beam scanning in the far-field can be difficult and thus new design
approaches, accurate modeling techniques, and optimization procedures are of interest.
One approach, as first presented in [39] for TM0 SW radiation in the form of cylindrical
leaky waves (CLWs), is to design a radial geometry of concentric (‘bull-eye’) microstrip
rings printed on a grounded dielectric slab (GDS). A two-sided beam pattern can be generated in the far-field with this type of LWA as well as broadside radiation. This type of
beam pattern is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and achieves broadside radiation by Method II (refer to Section 3.3.1 where the different techniques for broadside radiation are defined for
planar LWAs). In particular, frequency beam scanning in the upper x-z plane from backand forward-fire towards broadside can be observed in Fig. 4.1, and with an increase in frequency, these two distinct beam patterns can combine together to form a single pencil beam
at broadside, followed by beam splitting, and then continued two-sided beam scanning. In
addition, a non-directive surface-wave launcher (SWL) can be employed as the antenna
source, for practical realization, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Moreover, excitation of the TM0
SW mode is desired for these two-sided LWAs, because of the zero cutoff frequency for
121
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Figure 4.1: Cross-sectional view of the considered ‘bull-eye’ planar LWA defined by a
metallic strip grating (MSG) printed on a GDS. A slot in the ground plane can act as the
planar feed exciting SWs, and this bidirectional source can be modeled as a magnetic dipole
as presented in Chapter 2. Directive radiation at broadside can be realized in the far-field
with θp = 0◦ . Otherwise, and as shown here scanning as a function of frequency with a
two-sided pattern is also possible; i.e. a conical-sector beam pattern with |θp | =
6 0◦ .
the dominant SW mode, and thus the possibility for efficient leakage over a large radiating
bandwidth (BW).
Such a ‘bull-eye’ LWA design, as shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, is first described in
this chapter to illustrate the basic functionality of these LWAs, of the planar-periodic type,
which achieve directive radiation by cylindrical fields. In addition, broadside radiation is
possible using this LWA structure as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. It should also be mentioned
that similar functionality was not observed for the one-sided LWAs presented in Chapter 3
as directive radiation at broadside with high gain was not achieved; i.e. gain degradation
was apparent for broadside radiating frequencies. This suggests LWA operation with reduced radiation efficiency. However, it will be shown in this chapter, that by using simple
techniques and when a non-directive SWL is employed as the antenna source, optimized
versions of the aforementioned ‘bull-eye’ LWA can be realized, with improved wide-angle
frequency beam scanning and enhanced gain at broadside. Some of these results have been
reported in the literature [73, 97].
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Figure 4.2: Planar LWA with a non-directive SWL feed for broadside radiation and twosided beam patterns as a function of frequency [97]. Structure defined by an annular MSG
(10 rings) on top of a 17 cm by 17 cm GDS with εr = 10.2, thickness h of 1.27 mm, w = 1
mm, d = 8 mm, and d0 = 9.3 mm.

Chapter Summary
Initially this chapter investigates the dispersive properties of SW and leaky wave (LW)
modes that can be supported on such radial microstrip gratings (MGSs). In particular, a
full-wave analysis is developed in Section 4.1 using the Method of Moments (MoM). It
should be mentioned that this MoM approach follows the earlier works of [41] and [88],
however, the analysis is simplified in this chapter as a linearized version of the radial structure is modeled (see Fig. 4.3). In particular, since SWs from the source are assumed to
propagate at normal angles to the strip interface; i.e. in the radial direction, the possible
TM and TE modal fields are independent of the y coordinate and thus the two polarizations
are decoupled. This can greatly simplify the involved MoM problem for the radial 2-D
structure. Also, a very simple design equation to achieve optimal placement of the ‘bulleye’ rings with respect to the origin or non-directive SWL is proposed. More importantly,
that by optimal selection of the periodicity for the metallic strip grating (MSG), the fundamental TM mode of the guiding structure can radiate in a regime without any other LW or
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SW modes. Based on this analysis a new classification of the different antenna operating
states is defined. This classification is also experimentally verified in this chapter for the
first time.
It is also important to identify that classic feeding topologies for these microstrip-based
planar ‘bull-eye’ LWAs can include a center fed coaxial transmission line (TL) or a twolayered guiding structure, defined by a microstrip TL, where energy can be coupled into a
rectangular slot in the antenna ground plane. However, as investigated in this chapter, these
feeding techniques can be problematic at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies, and
in some situations, these more traditional coaxially-fed and multi-layered coupling configurations can increase complexity in the design as well as cost. Thus single layer feeding
topologies, such as a SWL, may be preferred when practical and low-cost uniplanar designs
are required. A detailed comparison will also be made in Section 4.2 regarding these more
classical feeding schemes and SWLs. Such a comparison is important to demonstrate that
‘bull-eye’ LWA structures, that are fed using SWLs, can offer improved and optimized performance. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that such radial microstrip-based
‘bull-eye’ LWAs have been extensively analyzed, including full-wave HFSS simulations,
measurements, and comparisons to the developed MoM approach. Results are also in good
agreement.
Analysis concepts are extended in Section 4.3 where a comprehensive discussion of
the modal properties for the printed microstrip rings is outlined. In this section the microstrip ring modes, previously quantified in [126]-[129], are adopted in the design of
the microstrip-based ‘bull-eye’ LWAs. A physical understanding of these microstrip ring
modes and the different antenna operating states can greatly assist the antenna engineer,
and especially, when more advanced LWAs are considered as in Section 4.4. In addition, concepts are also extended in this chapter to broadside beam steering in 3-D space
as well as circular polarization (CP) using the four-element array of non-directive SWLs
(see Section 2.4). Supporting measurement results are also reported for the first time in this
chapter. It should also be mentioned that beam steering at broadside was not achieved with
the more conventional two-element array of directive SWLs using a one-sided MSG (see
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Section 3.4.3). These difficulties with broadside radiation were also extensively studied by
the author in the previous chapter.
By further expanding this single-layer ‘bull-eye’ LWA, a new dual-layer is also presented at the end of this chapter where a non-directive SWL is employed as the antenna
source. Specifically, LW excitation is achieved by a radial configuration of continuous
annular slots on the top radiating aperture. This two-layer ‘bull-eye’ LWA is an important contribution of this chapter since it minimizes the space-waves generated by the SWL
while also providing reduced dispersion effects when compared to the single-layer guide
of Fig. 4.2. For example, the beam angle in the far-field scans more slowly with respect to
frequency when compared to the standard ‘bull-eye’ LWA. In addition, this new two-layer
LWA can radiate a single pencil beam at broadside from 21.9 to 23.9 GHz with a measured
maximum gain of 15.6 dBi at 22.8 GHz with a 3 dB radiating BW of 1.36 GHz. To the
author’s knowledge no other LWA structure, with similar radiation performances while also
employing a SWL, has been designed and measured which can offer ease of fabrication as
well as efficient TM SW feeding for broadside radiation.

4.1

Design and Analysis of Radial ‘Bull-Eye’ LWAs

In [39] the first ‘bull-eye’ LWA structure was introduced. It was defined by a radial MSG.
Theoretical LW modes were numerically investigated and beam patterns were provided by
the assistance of a commercial solver. Such a structure was then fabricated and measured
in [97] to support leakage of the fundamental TM0 SW mode. More specifically, when
radial microstrip MSGs are printed on top of the main GDS, bound TM SWs generated by
the antenna source can be transformed into LWs, realizing directive beam patterns in the
far-field. Physically, the bound and guided SWs are perturbed by the addition of the MSG
and LW radiation can be achieved by an axially fast spatial harmonic [39, 88]. Beyond
the near-field region, each mode has a similar wavenumber ‘kρ ’ to that of a corresponding
infinite linear array of metallic microstrip gratings printed on a grounded dielectric slab
(i.e., a MSG-GDS) with the same physical and geometrical parameters equal to that of the
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Figure 4.3: The complex radial wavenumber, kρ , of the ‘bull-eye’ LWA structure can be
approximated by the LW propagation constant of an infinite MSG with phase advance
normal to the printed strips. (a): Infinite ‘bull-eye’ LWA structure with radial propagation,
kρ . (b): Linear and infinite MSG analogue.
circular gratings [73]. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Thus, the design of such a radial
structure can be based on the modal analysis of an infinite 2-D structure with propagation
normal to the strip gratings.
Optimal performance of such a ‘bull-eye’ structure, defined by continuous wide-angle
frequency beam scanning, is based on the excitation of the fundamental TM0 SW mode
and the simultaneous suppression of the TE1 SW mode of the GDS. This is in contrast to
more classic topologies [115]-[117] where radiation is achieved by the TE1 mode. In fact, it
will be shown through Brillouin diagrams [130] that an appropriate choice of the ‘bull-eye’
geometry can give rise to wide-band TM radiation in a regime without any other modes,
either bound or radiating, and without resorting to circularly symmetric configurations with
different periodicities as in [21, 105, 106], in particular, where the noted design strategy
in [105] is based on achieving TE LW radiation and simultaneous TM0 SW suppression.
Antenna operation over an extended frequency BW was not observed with these LWAs
[21, 105, 106] since radiation occurs in a bandlimited TM0 stopband while the TE1 mode
is radiating. Therefore the design approach in [105], for example, is very different from
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the presented TM SW-fed antenna designs of this thesis. The next few sections provide a
general MoM-based modeling approach where it is assumed that LW radiation is a result
of TM waves originating from a central source such as a slot in the antenna ground plane
or a SWL.

4.1.1

Problem Definition

The 2-D problem can be first examined by studying, in general, the guided-waves that can
propagate axially to the MSG-GDS and without any assumptions on the spatial periodicity
of the structure, d, the width of the printed strip, w, and the employed substrate height and
dielectric constant, respectively h and εr . Both real and complex modes can be considered
with TE or TM field configurations. Basically, by a periodic loading of the open structure,
SW modes can be transformed into LWs by excitation of the nth spatial harmonic. These
modes respectively correspond to real and complex longitudinal wavenumbers; i.e. kx0 =
β0 for SWs defining the perturbed fundamental (n = 0) harmonic and kxn = βn − jα =

β0 + 2πn d − jα for LW modes with radiation of the nth harmonic defined whenever
−k0 < βn < +k0 . With low attenuation rates (α) for the complex LW mode, directive

beam patterns can be observed at particular beam angles defined by θp ≈ sin−1 (βn k0 ) in
the E(x-z) plane [79] which is a result of the radiated TM0 SW mode in the form of LWs.
The spatial periodicity of the considered MSG-GDS allows one to restrict the full-wave

analysis to the longitudinal direction; i.e. a unit cell defined by x = ±d 2. The modal
current Js (ρ) on the strip can be defined as a linear combination of azimuthal and radial
current distributions which respectively correspond to TE and TM modes. However, since
the modeling procedure is based on an equivalent 2-D representation of the radial antenna
and since kρ ∼
= kx , transverse and longitudinal currents, Jy (x) and Jx (x), can also be
representative. Following [41]:
Js (ρ) ∼
= Js (x) = Jy (x) ŷ + Jx (x) x̂
Ny −1

=

X
r=0

Ar Jyr (x) ŷ +

(4.1)
N
x −1
X
s=0

Bs Jxs (x) x̂ ,
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where Ny and Nx are the number of basis functions used to represent the y and x components in the MoM problem formulation. The complex coefficients, Ar and Bs are unknown
and can be determined numerically using a Galerkin moment-method discretization [85].
Here the transverse and longitudinal currents are represented by adopting an appropriate
set of basis functions where boundary conditions at the edges of the strips are enforced,
mainly [131]:

Jyr (x) = T2r

2x
w

,s


1−

2x
w

2


and Jxs (x) = jU2s−1

2x
w

s


1−

2x
w

2
(4.2)

where T2r and U2s−1 are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind [132],
respectively, and x is defined from the center of the strip.
An integral equation can be obtained by enforcing that the tangential electric field vanishes on the strip within the unit cell. This can be completed by representing the electric
field integral equation for the modal currents in the space domain, transforming the result into the spectral domain by using the Fourier Transform, and then accommodating for
an infinite number of n spatial harmonics. The integral equation and the corresponding
electric field expansion in the space domain, E(x, z), are as follows:
+∞
X

ẑ ×


e ee (kxn ) · e
G
Js (kxn ) e−jkxn x = 0 for |x| < w 2,

(4.3)

n=−∞

and

+∞
1 X e ee
E(x, z) =
Js (kxn ) e−jkxn x
G (z, kxn ) · e
2πd n=−∞

(4.4)

e ee is the dyadic Green’s function of the electric field for the employed GDS genwhere G
erating surface and space waves due to the antenna source [131]. In Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4)
e ee is related to the
the tilde represents a Fourier transform with respect to x. Similarly, G
spectral functions fair and gair and Eq. (2.31) as described for the single-layer slab when
the SWLs were modeled in Section 2.3. Moreover, by decomposing the integral equation

within the unit cell (|x| < w 2), for both the transverse and longitudinal currents defined
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in Eq. (4.1), one can get
Zd/2

Ny −1

[Jyl (x)ŷ] ·

X

Ar

r=0

−d/2

+∞
X

h
i
e ee (kxn ) · Jeyr (kxn )ŷ e−jkxn x dx = 0
G

(4.5)

n=−∞

for TE waves with l = 0, · · · , Ny − 1. Likewise for TM waves:
Zd/2
[Jxm (x)x̂] ·

N
x −1
X
s=0

−d/2

Bs

+∞
X

h
i
e ee (kxn ) · Jexs (kxn )x̂ e−jkxn x dx = 0
G

(4.6)

n=−∞

for m = 0, · · · , Nx − 1. Now Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) can be cast as a linear system using the
defined currents in Eq. (4.2). This leads to
[Zyy (kx0 )] [A] = 0

and

[Zxx (kx0 )] [B] = 0 ,

(4.7)

for TE and TM modes, respectively, where kx0 is the wavenumber representing the funda
mental mode of the GDS with kxn = kx0 + n2π d and the column matrices [A] and [B]
are the unknown coefficients for Ar and Bs . Likewise Eq. (4.7) can also be represented as
a summation
Ny −1

X

Ar Zyy,lr (kx0 ) = 0

and

r=0

N
x −1
X

Bs Zxx,lm (kx0 ) = 0

s=0

where

Zyy,lr (kx0 ) =

+∞
X

eee,yy (kxn )Jeyr (kxn )
Jeyl (−kxn )G

n=−∞

and

Zxx,ms (kx0 ) =

+∞
X

eee,xx (kxn )Jexs (kxn )
Jexm (−kxn )G

(4.8)

n=−∞

for l, r[m, s] = 0, · · · , Ny − 1[Nx − 1], respectively; Jeyl and Jexm are the Fourier Transeee,yy and G
eee,xx are the scalar
forms of the basis functions in Eq. (4.2) with respect to x; G
e ee [41]. The complex wavenumbers kxn = βn − jα can be determined by
components of G
calculation of the determinant for the matrices: [Zyy (kx0 )] and [Zxx (kx0 )]. This represents
the eigenvalues of the homogeneous linear systems in Eq. (4.7) for the non-trivial solution.
In particular,
DET [Zyy (kx0 )] = 0

and

DET [Zxx (kx0 )] = 0

(4.9)

Normalized Phase Constant
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Figure 4.4: Phase constants for the TM0 and TE1 SW modes of the GDS for εr = 10.2 and
13.5 with h = 1.27 mm and for εr = 2.2 with h = 1.4 mm.
where the radiating harmonic, which is frequency dependent, can be chosen to be improper
or proper. This terminology is further described in the next few sections as well as Note 1
on page 132 of this chapter.

4.1.2

Analysis and Numerical Results

The phase propagation constants for the fields that can be excited by the antenna source are
shown in Fig. 4.4 for the unloaded GDS. Three different guiding structures are investigated
with εr = 2.2, 10.2, and 13.5. These phase constants can be determined by investigating
e ee . Percentage radiating BW calculations (in GHz) are also shown in Fig.
the poles of G
4.5 for the perturbed TM0 mode by excitation of the n = −1 spatial harmonic. A limiting
factor for TM0 radiation at high frequencies is considered and defined as the excitation of
the n = −2 harmonic (radiation of the TM1 SW mode in the form of LWs). Also shown is
the percentage BW for the TE1 mode in a bound passband regime. It can be observed that
for εr = 2.2 a radiating BW of over 60% can be achieved while the TE1 is not reported
since it has no guided regime. Unfortuantly, efficient excitation of the TM0 SW mode for
such a GDS with εr = 2.2 can be challenging and with reduced excitation efficiencies [3].
Thus structures using low dielectric constant values were not investigated further in this
thesis. However, it can be observed that about a 37% [33%] radiating BW can be achieved
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exists within a narrow passband, a BW of approximately 3%.
for εr = 10.2 [εr = 13.5] when unimodal operation is considered, i.e. no TE1 mode. Thus
one can consider substrates with dielectric constants having εr > 10 to be most suitable
for practical implementation due to the efficent excitation of the TM0 SW mode, low-cost
feeding, and the possibility of uni-modal operationg over a large radiating BW.

4.1.3

Classification of the Possible Antenna Operating States

By further analysis of the structure, three distinct antenna operating states can be defined
when antenna radiation is based on the leakage of the fundamental TM0 SW mode:
1. the TE1 mode can also achieve radiation,
2. the TE1 mode is bound, and
3. the TE1 SW mode is suppressed or cuttoff.
For antenna operating state one, part of the radiative region for the TM0 mode is superimposed with that of the TE1 mode (see Fig. 2(a) in [39]). This state of antenna operation
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is considered to be unsuitable since radiation can occur by both the TE1 and TM0 modes
of the MSG-GDS. This can correspond to a multitude of guided-waves which can simultaneously propagate along the guiding surface with potentially reduced radiation efficiency
along with unwanted pattern degradation, i.e. broad beam patterns in the far-field.
It should also be made clear that these operating states are frequency dependent and a
LWA could start radiating in one operating state and enter into another with an increase in
frequency. For example, when the TM0 mode starts radiating at end-fire by excitation of the
n = −1 spatial harmonic, the TE1 mode can be cutoff (antenna state 3). With an increase
in frequency the TE1 mode can be supported by the MSG-GDS with the LWA ascending
into another operating state. For example, the TE1 mode could start to radiate defining
operating state 1. Given these possibilities for the different antenna operating states, and
their frequency dependence, careful attention is required during design.
Radiation of the TM0 mode is also possible while the TE1 mode is bound and guided
(antenna operating state 2). The dispersion diagram (DD) for this antenna state is shown in
Fig. 4.6. It can be observed that the unperturbed (solid and dashed lines) [perturbed (solid
black and gray lines)] TM0 mode starts radiating at 17.41 GHz [16.75 GHz]. Below cutoff
(20.89 GHz) the phase constant for the perturbed TE1 SW mode is real and improper1 .
Antenna operating state 3 can be achieved by enforcing conditions on the MSG for
effective suppression of the TE1 mode while the TM0 mode is radiating. The Brillouin
diagram for this optimal condition is shown in Fig. 4.7(a) for d = 8 mm and w = 1
mm. Furthermore, the bound and leaky regions are shaded (red and green, respectively)
1
Following the MoM dispersion analysis in Section 4.1.1 and Figs. 4.6-4.9, the proper and improper ter1
2
minology is defined as follows. Given that the transverse wavenumber can be defined by kzn = (k02 − kxn
)2 ,
a proper determination is a solution for the presented MoM problem in Eq. (4.9) for which =m {kzn } < 0
while an improper solution can be defined for =m {kzn } > 0. This definition is related to the location of
the solution of the wavenumber in the complex plane and the corresponding Riemann surface [133]. For
example, take the TM0 SW mode of the GDS with its phase constant defined by β0 . It is characterized as
1
slow and proper due to it zero cutoff frequency and with α0 > 0 where α0 = (β02 − k02 ) 2 . For TE waves
on GDS, improper SWs can be defined below the cuttoff frequency of the GDS, F = 0.5, as shown in Fig.
4.4. In addition, when the radiating n = −1 spatial harmonic is considered for TM leakage, as in this work,
a branch cut crossing occurs at broadside for β−1 = 0 (defining an open LW stopband) while branch points
occur at β−1 = ±k0 with α = 0 [73, 117, 134]. The interested reader can also review Appendix B of this
thesis where a more detailed classification of these dispersive guided-wave types is provided for convenience.
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Figure 4.6: Brillouin diagram for the MSG-GDS (with εr = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm, d = 7
mm, w = 1.25 mm). The shaded gray region corresponds to a frequency regime where the
TE1 SW mode is suppressed while the TM0 mode is radiating (operating state 3). The TE1
mode can exist in a narrow passband regime between 20.81 and 21.45 GHz (state 2).

in Fig. 4.7(b) for the fundamental TM0 mode, where the top of the bound (red) triangle
√
corresponds to k0 d = π and with k0 = w ε0 µ0 . By the added MSG, the TM0 SW mode is
perturbed into a proper backward LW radiating through the n = −1 spatial harmonic (i.e.,
from end-fire to broadside). The perturbed TE1 SW is also shown in Fig. 4.7(a) within
the radiative range of the TM0 mode (from about 16 to 25 GHz), where it is in a stopband
regime (i.e., β−1 d = −π). In addition, a small stopband region is observed for the bound
TM0 SWs, but this is below the frequency range where the LWA radiates and is of little
concern for antenna applications.
To achieve TM0 leakage in a regime without any other guided-waves (as in Fig. 4.7(a))
parameters of the MSG and the GDS were selected such that the antenna operated in a LW
regime with TE1 SW suppression [73]. In particular, the GDS (with thickness h = 1.27
mm and εr = 10.2) was selected since the input power can be efficiently coupled into the
dominant TM0 SW mode of the slab by the slotted source in the ground plane [3, 53]. For
practical antenna realization the width of the strip (w = 1 mm) was chosen to ensure that
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Figure 4.7: (a): Brillouin diagram for the MSG with period d = 8 mm and strip width
w = 1 mm. The red (dashed), black (continuous), and gray (continuous) curves correspond
to the n = −1 spatial harmonic of the perturbed TM and TE modes while the (dashed) blue
line corresponds to the fundamental (unperturbed) TM0 SW mode. (b): The bound and
leaky regions, Rn , are also shown, shaded red and green, respectively.
about 80% of the power was radiated prior to truncation.
Given this MSG configuration and guiding structure the LWA can be designed such that
 √
at the cutoff frequency for the TE1 SW mode of the GDS, fc = c (4h εr − 1) (where c is
the speed of light in vacuum), all the space harmonics of the MSG are in a radiative (leaky)

regime. This can be obtained by letting fc > f0 , with f0 = c 2d corresponding to the tip
of the bound triangle in the inset of Fig. 4.7(b) where β0 d = π and β0 = ω/c. After some
manipulations a simple design equation can be derived that provides a minimum value for
the grating periodicity:

√
d > 2h εr − 1 = λc /2.

(4.10)

where λc is the free-space wavelength at the cutoff frequency fc of the TE1 SW mode of
the unperturbed GDS. Enforcing (4.10), TE waves can be driven below cutoff in a regime
where only the TM0 LW mode is radiating. In addition, in order to avoid high side lobe
levels for any particular broadside radiating frequency (fb ) and to minimize excitation of
the n = −2 spatial harmonic (TM1 mode), the structure periodicity should be less than the
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Figure 4.8: Brillouin diagram for the MSG-GDS (with h = 1.27 mm, d = 8 mm, w = 1.0
mm). The shaded gray region corresponds to a frequency regime where the TE1 SW mode
is suppressed while the TM0 mode is radiating (operating state 3). The perturbed TM0
mode starts radiating at 15.90 GHz.

free space wavelength at broadside, i.e., d < c fb . More specifically, the grating periodic√
ity and parameters of the GDS can be selected by enforcing d > 2h εr − 1. This is further

 √
highlighted in Fig. 4.5, i.e. the horizontal lines for h d < 1 2 εr − 1 and the shaded
gray region in Fig. 4.8. Otherwise, the TE1 mode can exist in a bound passband regime.
In particular, for the MSG-GDS with εr = 10.2 and h/d = 0.159 (spatial periodicity of
d = 8 mm) the structure achieves uni-modal operation with a 37% radiating BW and this
signifies a broad frequency range for TM0 leakage. The dispersion diagram (DD) for this
antenna is also shown in Fig. 4.8. Here the unperturbed TE1 mode is suppressed above the
TE1 SW mode cutoff frequency of the GDS (F =

π
2

or 19.47 GHz).

The importance of the MSG for operating state 3 (d = 8 mm, w = 1 mm) can be
further understood by analysis of a grating topology that supports TE waves (5.5 mm =
1

d < 2h(εr − 1) 2 = 7.7 mm) as shown in Fig. 4.9. Here the TE1 mode can propagate
in a frequency range (the shaded gray area) where the TM0 mode also radiates. Thus two
modes co-exist (antenna state 2) when the LWA radiates TM waves.
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Figure 4.9: Brillouin diagram for the fundamental (n = 0) TM and TE modes of the
MSG-GDS (with εr = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm, and
√ d = 5.5 mm). This constitutes a MSG configuration for operating state 2 (since d < 2h εr − 1) as the TE1 SW mode can propagate
while the TM0 mode is radiating.
When a higher relative dielectric constant is considered for the GDS (εr = 13.5), the
corresponding BW for TE suppression (antenna state 3) is reduced by about 4% when
compared to the same MSG-GDS with εr = 10.2 (see Fig. 4.5), mainly due to a downward
shift of the TE1 SW mode cuttoff frequency of the GDS. This suggests that the MSG
and region for TE suppression is fairly tolerant to variations in εr . This is an important
point for practical design. For example, when operating at microwave and millimeterwave frequencies the nominal value for the dielectric constant, as provided by the supplier
(εr = 10.2 at 10.0 GHz), can have variations of about 10% for electrically thick substrates
[4]. This phenomena is related to substrate anisotropy. See footnotes 2 and 3 in this chapter
and [4, 135] for more information. This effect is also further examined in Section 4.2.1 for
the considered ‘bull-eye’ LWAs.

4.1.4

Antenna Operation and Analysis of the Excited LW Modes

Accurate knowledge of the phase constant of the radiating spatial harmonic, β−1 , and the
modal attenuation constant, α, is essential to a systematic design procedure. Once β−1
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and α are known as a function of frequency the directivity and beamwidth, as well as the
radiation efficiency can be determined. In addition, the variation of the pointing angle with
frequency ‘θp ’ for the far-field beam pattern can also be calculated:
θp ≈ sin−1 (β−1 /k0 ) .

(4.11)

In particular, radiation of the perturbed TM0 SW mode into the backward region (backward
end-fire to broadside) [forward region (broadside to forward end-fire)], is achieved by excitation of the n = −1 spatial harmonic defining a proper [improper] LW. This corresponds
to beam angles for θp < 0◦ [θp > 0◦ ] in the E(x-z) plane for a SW directed in the forward
x̂-direction. The opposite can be described for a backward directed SW.
For a two-sided LWA structure with a bidirectional source, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the
beam directivity, the half-power beamwidth, and the power radiation pattern, PRP(θ), are
all related to kx = β−1 − jα for the n = −1 harmonic [79]:
q

2
Directivity, D ≈ k02 − β−1
2α

Half-Power Beamwidth, BW3dB ≈ 2α csc θp k0 ,
and
PRP(θ) =

2k̂x cos θ
sin2 θ − k̂z2

(4.12)
(4.13)

2

.

(4.14)

The directivity is plotted versus the normalized frequency F in Fig. 4.10 and compared to α̂
and β̂−1 for an ideal (lossless) and infinitely long structure (L/d→∞) operating in antenna
state 3. These results show that for α̂ > 0.1 (at F ≈ 0.51 for example) the directivity
decreases since the aperture is not used as effectively when compared to other frequency
values. Furthermore, for α̂ < 0.05 the directivity also increases with values greater than 10
dB and 15 dB. This can be observed at F = 0.48 and F = 0.54, respectively.
The open LW stopband region [101] for broadside radiating frequencies is shown in
Fig. 4.10 from about F = 0.5 to F = 0.52 where α̂ > β̂−1 . At F ≈ 0.52 (or 20.3 GHz) the
open-stopband frequency can be observed where the LW phase and attenuation constants
are zero. At this same frequency, theoretical directivity values can approach infinity since
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Figure 4.10: Directivity, phase and attenuation constants for the excited TM (n = −1) LW
mode with an optimized MSG as defined in [73]: d = 8.0 mm and w = 1 mm. The terms
denoted β̂−1 and α̂ refer to a normalization by k0 .

α = 0. This branch cut crossing defines no radiation from the structure [73]. However, for
a practical MSG-GDS with material losses included, the LW phase constant passes through
zero |β̂−1 | ≈ 0 with α > 0. As a result practical directivity values can be observed with sustained antenna leakage and continuous beam scanning [101]. Moreover, in this broadside
radiating frequency range for such a bidirectional LWA structure, the distinct beam patterns from backward end-fire combine together to form a single pencil beam at broadside,
followed by beam splitting, and then continued two-sided beam scanning. This is shown
in the numerical calculations of Fig. 4.11. In particular, the MSG is designed in order to
satisfy the condition α̂ ≈ |β̂−1 | at F = 0.496 (or 19.3 GHz). At this same frequency high
gain should be observed with a single pencil beam at broadside. For frequencies above
F = 0.496 and below F = 0.525, a beam at broadside can also be expected but with lower
gain values. The thickness and dielectric constant of the substrate were selected such that
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Figure 4.11: Calculated radiation patterns, PRP(θ), for the optimized MSG (εr = 10.2,
d/w = 8, d/h = 6.3). Values are normalized to the observed maximum for F = 0.52 (or
20.3 GHz), fb , where a single broadside beam can be observed and where α ≈ |β−1 |.
√
h εr /λ0 ≈ 1/4 (within this broadside radiating frequency range) where F ≈ 0.5. This
enables high coupling efficiencies from the slot source into the dominant TM0 SW mode
of the antenna structure.
It is also important to observe the effect of different strip widths on the LW attenuation
constant. For instance, Fig. 4.12 compares three different MSGs and all with h = 1.27 mm
and εr = 10.2: w/d = 0.125, w/d = 0.178, and w/d = 0.175 respectively corresponding
to w = 1.0 mm, w = 1.25 mm, and w = 1.1 mm. In particular, for an increased width
of the microstrip ring, the leakage rate also increases. This is expected since the MSGs
can be considered as perturbations to the incident SWs generated from the source. This
relationship may be important when space requirements are limited, for example, an antenna engineer may wish to radiate the excited SW power within only 4 or 5 periods and
thus choose a w/d ratio of 0.2 or 0.3. Conversely, when increased beam directivities are of
interest, values of w/d < 0.13 are suggested. In addition, the MSG with w/d = 0.125 and
h/d = 0.159 corresponds to a structure that achieves antenna operating state 3, while the
remaining MSGs support TE waves when the TM0 radiates at broadside (operating state
2).
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Figure 4.12: Leaky wave phase and attenuation constants for varied strip widths.
The launched SW power, PSW , for the source has been derived in [93] and plotted
versus the normalized frequency in Fig. 4.13 as the SW conductance (= 2PSW /Vs2 ) in
milli-Siemens, with Vs = 1:
PSW



η0 β0 h 1 + sinc(2kz1 h) cos2 (kz1 h)
=
+
.
2k0
r
α0 h

(4.15)

Here dielectric losses are neglected and β0 refers to the phase constant for the TM0 SW
p
p
mode of the GDS with kz1 = r k02 − β02 and α0 = β02 − k02 . Radiation starts to occur
due to the n = −1 spatial harmonic at F = 0.4 with a backward beam at end-fire. As
frequency increases, the main beam position ‘θp ’ is scanned towards forward-fire. As in
Section 3.5 it is assumed that any residual SW power left at the end of the antenna (x = ±L)
is absorbed with no reflection. This means that the total radiated power is related to the SW
power by: PT,Rad = PSW (1 − e−2αL ). In addition, the launched power has a peak around
F = 0.55 which corresponds to directivity values greater than 15 dB with α̂ < 0.03 as
shown in Fig. 4.10. An expression can also be defined relating the radiation efficiency
to the frequency of operation, antenna length and α, namely η = 100(1 − e−2αL ) [103].
Calculations in Fig. 4.14 suggest that after about 8 periods (L/d = 8) more than 80% of
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Figure 4.13: Surface wave and radiation conductances (GSW and GRad ) versus frequency.
Results are also compared for varied antenna lengths, L.
the SW power can be radiated at broadside, while for radiation at θp ≈ ±40◦ , 15 periods
should be included prior to structure truncation.

4.2

Investigated ‘Bull-Eye’ Designs

Given the difficulties in conventional feed systems for efficient TM0 SW excitation, and
when co-axial transmission lines and rectangular waveguide schemes are considered, practical implementation can be challenging for wide-band operation at microwave and millimeterwave frequencies of operation. For instance, simple integration of the feed with the guiding structure, as well as selection of the GDS for designs with reduced reflection losses
and high radiating efficiencies, can be challenging for microstrip-based LWAs. For example, recent LWA designs typically demonstrate single frequency operation [35] and do not
report results for the antenna match [36].
However, as presented in this thesis, slot configurations in the ground plane of a singlelayer GDS can offer an efficient means to achieve SW excitation for radiation. These slots
can be thought to act as printed magnetic dipole sources for bound TM0 SW excitation as
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discussed in Chapter 2. When relatively high dielectric constants are employed (εr > 10)
√
and when the substrate is selected according to h εr /λ0 ≈ 1/4, more than 80% of the
input power can be coupled into the dominant TM0 SW mode of the slab for radiation.
Hence, by selecting the correct spatial periodicity and GDS, the antenna engineer can easily
design for the different antenna operating states and implement LWAs with the noted slot
configurations in mind. This can give rise to guiding structures that can offer efficient LW
radiation.
Two practical feeding topologies are investigated in this section to demonstrate the
different antenna operating states for the considered ‘bull-eye’ LWAs. In effect, comparisons are made of the presented ‘bull-eye’ LWA designs using SWLs to more conventional
planar feeding techniques. In particular, these feeding mechanisms are defined by a twolayer structure where a microstrip feed line can couple energy into a rectangular slot in
the antenna ground plane, an aperture coupled slot (ACS), as well as a single layer feed
configuration, a SWL, with a co-planar waveguide feed integrated into the antenna ground
plane. It will be shown that high-quality LWA operation can be achieved when SWLs are
employed. Specifically, wide-angle beam scanning will be shown over a large radiating
BW with values of over 35%. Design approaches were also extended to one-sided designs
as previously introduced in Section 3.4.2. These structures offer improved beam scanning
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Figure 4.15: Planar LWAs with a ACS and SWL feed, both for broadside radiation and
two-sided beam patterns as a function of frequency (see Fig. 4.1). (a): Annular MSG (10
rings) on top of a 17 cm by 17 cm GDS with εr = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm, and d0 = 9.3 mm.
(b): Bottom side of (a) where the 50-Ω microstrip line is shown printed on the employed
dielectric with εr0 = 3 and h0 = 0.762 mm. (c): single-layer with non-directive SWL.
quality, increased gain at broadside, and very low radiation into the antenna backside when
compared to similiar structures previously reported in the litterature and this thesis.

4.2.1

Antenna Designs and Measurements

At this stage the employed MSGs and the two feed configurations are described in detail.
The planar LWAs are shown in Fig. 4.15 with the practical feeds outlined in Fig. 4.16:
an ACS and a planar SWL. More importantly, two different MSGs were considered in this
work, d = 7.25 mm with w = 1.25 mm (or w/d = 0.179) and d = 8.0 mm with w = 1.0
mm (or w/d = 0.125) respectively providing experimental validation of antenna operating
states 2 and 3. Both these MSG topologies are capable of generating two-sided beam
patterns that scan as a function of frequency in the far-field with broadside radiation in an
open LW stopband. Furthermore, the four LWA designs investigated in this work offer a
50-Ω feedline, are low-profile and compact, and since the main antenna guiding structure
is realized by a planar GDS with a high dielectric constant [3] (εr = 10.2 and h = 1.27
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millimeters). Dark and hatched regions define the slots and microstrip feeding line, respectively. The coplanar waveguide feedline in (b) has a 0.1 mm center strip width and a 0.05
mm gap.
mm), efficient SW excitation can be achieved.
Full-wave simulations using HFSS and supporting numerical calculations are reported
in Figs. 4.17-4.30, as well as antenna measurements, which were completed in a calibrated anechoic chamber. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that such radial
microstrip-based LWA designs with integrated feeding systems have been fabricated and
measured to provide experimental validation of the different operating states as well as the
theory in Section 4.1.

4.2.1.1

Two-Layer Structure using a Microstrip-Fed Slot

The microstrip-fed aperture coupled slot (ACS) can be realized by a slot cut in the antenna ground plane, as further described in Fig. 4.16(a), and acts as a planar SW source
for bidirectional field excitation. The slot is perpendicular to the microstrip line which is
printed on the utmost bottom dielectric (εr0 = 3, h0 = 0.762 mm). Essentially the fields
of the microstrip line (of width 2.1 mm) couple power to the SW fields of the top dielectric
layer through the slot in the antenna ground plane achieving bound SW propagation along
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Figure 4.17: Simulated antenna match for the two feed configurations: SWL and ACS (Fig.
4.16). Also shown is the maximum realized gain in the E(x-z) plane as well as the absolute
value of the pointing angle for the main beam, |θp |.
the top guiding surface of the two-layer structure. For antenna matching the microstrip
transmission line is terminated with a quarter-wavelength open-circuited stub.
Simulated reflection losses, maximum realized gain values, and pointing angles are
compared in Fig. 4.17 as a function of frequency. The ACS feed and MSG configuration
provide very good realized gain, with values approaching 17 dBi at the respective broadside
radiating frequencies. However, these gain values have a limited 3 dB radiating BW (< 2.6
%), mainly due to the reflections at the input port; i.e. |S11 | > −10 dB and −15 dB for
w/d = 0.125 and w/d = 0.179, respectively. This is because of the matching technique for
the slot and microstrip feedline where an open-circuited stub is employed. Moreover, it is
well documented that such a quarter-wave transformer for microstrip is useful for matching
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real loads with transmission lines at a single frequency [1]. However, the input impedance
of the ‘bull-eye’ LWA is a frequency dependent complex load making broadband matching
with the ACS challenging. It should also be noted that different slot and stub lengths were
investigated for the 50-Ω microstrip feedline, including different thickness and dielectric
constant values for the bottom substrate supporting the microstrip transmission line, but the
presented feed topology (Fig. 4.16(a)) offered the best result for both LWAs fed with the
ACSs in terms increased antenna gain at broadside as well as overall design simplicity.
Similar pointing angles were observed in the measurements to that of the simulations
in Fig. 4.17 except with a downward shift in frequency (all results not shown here for
brevity), in fact, very similar downward shifts in frequency have been reported [73] for
such planar periodic LWAs. This effect is a likely result of substrate anisotropy2 and can be
modeled using an increased value for the dielectric constant for the main guiding surface.
Supporting numerical calculations are shown in Fig. 4.18 where the broadside radiating
frequencies (β−1 ≈ 0) are also shifted downward in value for an increase in εr . In addition,
the noted downward frequency shift can also be observed in the measured 50-Ω impedance
match for the investigated LWA designs with the ACS feed. For example, |S11 | < −15 dB
at 19.5 GHz for w/d = 0.179 [|S11 | < −7 dB at 18.5 GHz for w/d = 0.125], and at these
particular frequencies, maximum realized gain is also observed in the measurements (see
Figs. 4.19 and 4.20). Similar to the simulations (Fig. 4.17), maximum broadside gain can
be observed at 21.5 GHz [19.0 GHz] for w/d = 0.179 [w/d = 0.125] defining a frequency
shift of about 1.5 GHz.
One very important draw back to note with this ACS configuration is that unwanted
radiation can also be directed into the antenna backside (z < 0). For example, as shown in
Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 realized gain values greater than +5 dBi can be observed. In addition,
2

For some substrates the dielectric constant in the vertical direction can be different than that in the horizontal direction and a tensor can be used to model the material [135, 136]. For example, as investigated in
[135], Epsilam-10 can be defined with a dielectric constant of 10.2 and 13.0 in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. This anisotropy can be significant for thick substrates and is a result of manufacturing.
In practice, accurate modeling of the substrate can be challenging as complete anisotropic values are typically
not provided by the manufacturer, and furthermore, important characteristics of the substrate (εr , tan δ, etc.)
can also have a frequency dependence [4].
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Figure 4.18: Normalized TM LW phase and attenuation constants for varied dielectric
constant values while all other parameters of the MSG-GDS are maintained. It is interesting
to observe that for an increase in εr of about 10%, the leakage rate also increases by 10%,
signifying the possibility of reduced antenna gain. This is because the radiating aperture
of the LWA is not used as effectively for an increased leakage rate. This is shown in the
measurments as antenna gain values are reduced when compared to the simulations (see
Figs. 4.20 and 4.21) and this is a likely result of substrate anisotropy and increased εr .
measured and simulated beam patterns are in agreement as shown in Fig. 4.20. Discrepancies can be related to practical fabrication tolerances, alignment between the top and
bottom dielectric substrates and traces for example, as well as substrate anisotropy. The
noted radiation into the antenna backside may be remedied by using a metallic reflector
below the antenna ground plane and microtrip line as suggested in [39]. In practice, this
can be achieved using an additional dielectric material for mechanical support, but such a
three-layer arrangement may perturb the functionality of the slot reducing overall antenna
performance with further optimization required for the width of the strip line, length and
width of the slot, as well as the length of the open-circuited stub. This may reduce the
operating BW of the LWA while also introducing further design complexities. In addition,
practical challenges during assembly may ensue such as alignment difficulties as well as
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Figure 4.19: Measured realized gain in the E(x-z) plane versus frequency. Maximum
radiated powers into the top side (z > 0) are also compared to the cross-polarization level
and the power directed into the antenna backside (z < 0). Additional measurements are
shown in Figs. 4.20-4.21 while the support structure for antenna measurements is further
described in Fig. 4.25.
increased material and fabrication costs.

4.2.1.2

Single-Layer Design using a Non-Directive Source

The planar non-directive SWL (see Fig. 4.16(b)) generates bidirectional SW field distributions on the guiding surface. The input signal from the co-planar waveguide is inductively
coupled into the dominant TM0 SW mode of the slab with the half-wavelength slot in the
antenna ground plane defining the main element for SW excitation. Additional results for
thess SW-fed LWAs are also shown in Figs. 4.17-4.29. Moreover, the SWL feed not only
offers the benefits of a single-layer structure and integrated co-planar waveguide feedline
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Figure 4.20: Measured and simulated gain patterns for the investigated LWA structures
with an ACS feed configuration. Results shown here for the respective frequency values
were maximum gain at broadside was observed.
but can also offer improved antenna performance when compared to the ACS. For example, good reflection losses are observed as shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.27 and these values
may be acceptable for practical antenna operation; i.e. |S11 | < −10 dB. Most importantly,
radiation into the antenna backside is reduced as gain values are less than -7 dBi as shown
in Fig. 4.19. This can be further observed in Fig. 4.21 as minimal power is radiated into the
antenna backside while the broadside beam patterns are directive. As noted, the opposite
is true for the LWAs fed by the ACS as radiated power levels into the antenna backside are
greater than +5 dBi (see Figs. 4.19 and 4.20).
These results suggest that when a SWL is employed as the antenna source, the input
signal is more bound to the top guiding surface, and that the SW power is available for
radiation with reduced reflection losses. These results suggest that the SWL can offer
improved compatibility with the antenna guiding structure when compared to the ACS.
Moreover, realized gain values of at least 5 dBi can be observed for z > 0 and over the
operating BW of the SWL fed LWAs with measured and simulated gain values greater than
10 dBi at the respective broadside radiating frequency as shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.21.
This is not the case for the ACS designs.
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Figure 4.21: Broadside patterns for the LWA with the non-directive SWL feed.
When comparing the measurements and simulations of |S11 | the noted downward shift
in frequency of about 1.5 GHz is also observed. Moreover, this effect of substrate anisotropy
is further investigated in Fig. 4.27 where better agreement between the measurements and
simulations is shown (especially when εr = 11.5 is used in the simulation model versus the
nominal value provided by the manufacturer: εr = 10.2). Furthermore, measurements of
|S11 | are less than −20 dB for the SWL fed LWA with w/d = 0.179 at 19.8 GHz. It should
also be mentioned that additional results can be found in [73, 97] and [98] for the antenna
configurations with w/d = 0.179 and w/d = 0.125, respectively Antenna Operating States
2 and 3, and with the non-directive SWL feed. Most importantly, continuous leaky wave
(LW) radiation of the backward and forward kind in the form of two-sided conical-sector
beam patterns is observed below and above 17.7 GHz and 18.9 GHz, respectively, for Antenna Operating State 3. This is shown in Fig. 4.22 for the structure with w/d = 0.125.
However, a broadside null (LW stopband) is observed at 19.4 GHz with the LWA structure
having w/d = 0.179 (see Fig. 4.23), due to the Antenna Operating State 2.
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in Fig. 4.2. High-quality two-sided beam scanning is observed as a function of frequency
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Figure 4.23: Measured 2-D beam patterns in the far-field for the single-layer design (w/d =
0.179) with the non-directive SWL as the antenna source. High-quality two-sided beam
scanning is observed as a function of frequency but a broadside null (LW stopband) is
observed at 19.4 GHz; continuous broadside radiation is not achieved with this design
(w/d = 0.179) due to the fact that high values of α̂ (> 0.14) are observed for the broadside
radiating frequencies (see Fig. 4.12). Conversely, for the optimal design (w/d = 0.125),
sustained broadside radiation is shown (see Fig. 4.22).
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Figure 4.24: Measured gain patterns in the E(x-z) plane and the resultant cross-polarization
level for each beam angle. Antenna structure realized with a non-directive SWL source and
defined as follows: d/w = 8, εr = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm. Patterns shown at 16.5 GHz and
17.5 GHz [19.6 GHz and 22.2 GHz] correspond to radiation in a proper [improper] regime.
Broadside radiation is also shown for the patterns at 17.8 GHz and 18.7 GHz.
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Pattern measurements are shown in Fig. 4.24 with cross-polarization levels less than 10
dB below the main co-polarized maximum. The two-sided beam pattern can be observed
with frequency scanning in the upper x-z plane from back- and forward-fire towards broadside at 16.5 and 17.5 GHz. With an increase in frequency, these two distinct beam patterns
combine together to form one main beam at broadside as shown at 17.8 and 18.7 GHz.
The broadside pattern then splits with continued two-sided beam scanning at 19.6 and 22.2
GHz, however, LW stopband behavior is reported for the MSG configuration that achieves
operating state 2 (w/d = 0.179) as shown in Fig. 4.23 at 19.4 GHz. The measured and
simulated pointing angles and gain values are also compared in Figs. 4.28 and 4.29 for the
LWA structure with the non-directive SWL.
Good agreement with the measurements can be achieved if a dielectric constant of
11.5 is used in the simulation model as shown in Figs. 4.27 and 4.29. However, a linear
pointing angle as predicted by the MoM dispersion analysis (see Fig. 4.10) defining highquality frequency beam scanning, is not shown, but rather, a stair-case-like function for the
main beam with respect to frequency. For example, from about 19.9 GHz to 20.2 GHz
as shown in Fig. 4.29, θp does not scan with frequency as shown in the measurements
and simulations for the design with w/d = 0.125, but is constant at 19◦ . These results
suggest that the presented MoM modeling procedure in Section 4.1, for the equivalent
linear structure (see Fig. 4.3), can provide a good approximation to the involved antenna

Figure 4.25: Photographs of the support used for antenna measurements in the anechoic
chamber at The Royal Military College of Canada. For the ACS designs K-connectors
where used, while circuit probes (PICO model 40A-GSG-150-P) and x-y-z positioners
were employed for connectivity with the coplanar waveguide (CPW) feedline of the SWLs.
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problem for practical design which includes the radial ‘bull-eye’ microstrip rings as well
as the integrated planar source. For example, by the MoM dispersion analysis the pointing
angle should be positioned at broadside at about 20 GHz. The same is observed in Fig. 4.29
for the full-wave HFSS simulations with εr = 10.2. However, a quantized pointing angle
is observed at 21.4 GHz with |θp | = 22◦ in Fig. 4.29 for the simulations, while the MoM
analysis predicts a continuous pointing angle with |θp | = 20◦ at this same frequency (see
Fig. 4.30 for w/d = 0.125). Depending on the application, such a quantized pointing angle
may be preferred, for instance, when directive beam patterns are required for radiation at a
specific pointing angle and over a particular radiating BW.
The physical effect explaining the stair-case-like pointing angle is related to an azimuthally directed current distribution (see Fig. 4.26) on the microstrip rings. In particular,
the presence of the 50-Ω co-planar waveguide feeding line and the proximity of the planar
source to the first ring (defined by the dimension d0 as in Fig. 4.15) can couple power into
modes of the microstrip rings. This is also further examined in the next section to suggest
simple design rules to achieve good isolation between the radiating aperture of the LWA
and the printed TM source. Concepts are further examined in Section 4.3. It should be
noted that similar effects were observed for all four LWA structures in Fig. 4.15 and for
both ACS and SWL source configurations.

4.2.2

Optimal Placement of the ‘Bull-Eye’ Rings

Another important design consideration is the optimal placement of the gratings with respect to the origin, i.e., the radius d0 of the innermost ring (see Fig. 4.15(c)). For example,
although very good antenna operation was achieved for d0 = 9.3 mm, resonances on the
‘bull-eye’ structure, more specifically, an azimuthally directed current distribution on the
microstrip rings was observed. This is shown in Fig. 4.26. Thus, the mechanism of radiation for these antenna structures can be thought of as a superposition of the TM0 LW field as
well as the radiated field that can be generated by these azimuthally directed currents. This
combined effect caused the frequency dependent pointing angle of the main beam pattern
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Figure 4.26: (a): Simulated currents versus d0 generated on the first ring at 22 GHz (in
the middle of the strip and along the x̂-direction [73]) for the proposed LWA structure and
SWL with L/d = 10. (b) and (c): Current distribution on the rings near the origin. For (b)
d0 = 9.3 mm, while (c) is the optimized structure with d0 = 17.3 mm. In (b) [(c)] both
radially and azimuthally directed [only radially directed] currents can be observed.

to be slightly different than that predicted by the MoM analysis as shown in Fig 4.29.
After further investigations, and regardless of the selected spatial periodicity and strip
width for TM radiation, it was found that the planar SW source employed within the antenna structures can also generate TE waves (see Section 2.3 of this thesis). Moreover,
these TE waves, which are unwanted for the optimal ‘bull-eye’ LWAs examined here (with
Operating State 3), can reflect power back towards the source diminishing the input match
of the LWA structure, while also coupling energy into the metallic rings near the origin
and generating the observed azimuthal current distribution. In addition, these TE waves
originating from the planar source are mainly directed along the ŷ-axis and have a reduced
field strength when compared to the ±x-directed TM waves. By increasing the separation
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between the source and initial ring, i.e., by making d0 = 17.3 mm the unwanted azimuthal
current distributions can be minimized as shown in Fig. 4.26. Physically speaking, increased isolation can be achieved between the microstrip rings and the planar source. For
example, as shown in Fig. 2.22, field values along the y-axis are significantly decreased
in amplitude by about 30 dB at this distance (y = 17.3 mm) and when compared to the
total magnetic field at y = 9.3 mm. This design approach is further quantified using the
developed full-wave spectral analysis of this thesis, mainly, to achieve a new design rule
for d0 . In particular, to achieve good isolation between the planar source and the radiating
‘bull-eye’ aperture, a value for d0 and the grating periodicity, d, should be chosen such that
1
|Hz (y = d0 )|
≈√
|Hz (y = d)|
2

(4.16)

where Hz has been defined in Eq. (2.23). According to (4.16) the absolute value of the field
strength at |Hz (y = d0 )| is about 3 dB below the reference field |Hz (y = d)|. Mainly, by
this simple design equation, one can minimize the generation of any azimuthally directed
currents on the printed rings by attempting to reduce the electromagnetic coupling between
the TE waves generated by the planar source and the MSG. This is possible due to the
decreased magnetic field strength for d0 > 2d, when compared to magnetic field values
near the origin for example, as shown in Fig. 2.22.
The driven slot of the planar SW source is first modeled as an ideal magnetic dipole at
the origin and in the ground plane, then, the fields generated along the guiding surface and
in the absence of the metallic rings are determined. This analysis results in closed-form
expressions for the z-oriented magnetic field vector which corresponds to the excited TE
waves incident onto the metallic rings. It should also be noted that the reference magnetic
field |Hz (y = d)| in (4.16) is at y = d since this dimension is comparable to the wavelength
of antenna operation while it also defines the spatial periodicity of the designed LWA structure. Furthermore, d0 should not be too large; i.e. d0 < 3 d as to not increase the size of
the guiding surface (which would lead to additional fabrication costs) and to not diminish
the aperture efficiency of the LWA. Other values for d0 were investigated for this LWA
structure, but the presented length for d0 (= 17.3 mm > 2d) ≈ 2d + w ≈ λ0 offered the
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Figure 4.27: Match for the LWA structures with the non-directive SWL. Values are compared to full-wave simulations for εr = 10.2 and εr = 11.5.
best result in terms of reduced antenna size and minimal currents that were directed along
the azimuthal direction.

4.2.3

Discussions on Antenna Operating States

It is also important to highlight the LWA operating states with the non-directive SWL,
mainly since, this feed configuration can generally offer improved antenna performance, as
discussed in Section 4.2.1.2, when compared to the ACS. For instance, the SWL-fed LWA
with w/d = 0.179, that was designed to achieve antenna operating state 2, offered reduced
reflections at the antenna input from about 18 to 20 GHz, when compared to the measured
LWA with w/d = 0.125, which was designed to attain operating state 3. This relation can
also be observed in the simulations of |S11 | (see Fig. 4.17 at 21.0 GHz).
These noted observations can be related to the results in Section 4.1 and further explained as follows. The grating topology with w/d = 0.179 can support TE waves when
the TM0 SW mode is radiating (operating state 2). In particular, TE waves which can be
generated by the planar SWL having maximums in the ±y-directions, are not reflected by
the MSG but supported in the noted passband regime (between 20.81 and 21.45 GHz).
Consequently, reflection losses can be reduced at the input. However, these TE waves
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Figure 4.28: Gain and beam position for the LWA structures with the non-directive SWL.
It can be observed that the measured realized gain for w/d = 0.179 decreases to less than
2 dBi for broadside radiating frequencies (≈ 19.5 GHz) suggesting LW stopband behavior.
This is also observed in the measured 2-D patterns of Fig. 4.23.

should be considered as unwanted for these ‘bull-eye’ LWA designs, as they can increase
the cross-polarization levels in the far-field. This is shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.21.
An alternative and optimized topology, can be the MSG defined by w/d = 0.125 to
achieve antenna operating state 3. Unfortunately, increased reflections can be observed for
this design; i.e. TE waves are directed back towards the source at the origin, and as a result,
reduced gain at broadside (of about 1 dB) is shown. However, reduced cross-polarization
levels for both the measurements and simulations are shown in Figs. 4.17, 4.19, and 4.21
for the planar LWA with w/d = 0.125 using the SWL feed. Very similar relationships
can also be stated for the LWAs with the ACS feeds regarding reduced reflections at the
50-Ω input of the microstrip feedline and the noted operating states. Depending on design
goals or requirements, improved gain at broadside or uni-modal operation with reduced
cross-polarization levels, antenna states 2 and 3 may be respectively suitable for practical
implementation. Regardless, both states of antenna operation have been experimentally
verified.
Given these considerations, the LWA with the w/d = 0.125 MSG (operating state 3)
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Figure 4.29: Pointing angle for the LWA using the non-directive SWL (see Fig. 4.15(c)).
Values are compared to the simulations for εr = 10.2 and εr = 11.5.
and the non-directive SWL can offer very good antenna performance in terms of low reflection losses, directive two-sided beam patterns with high gain, minimal power directed
into the antenna back-side as well as low cross-polarization levels. These results may be
attributed to the fact that this MSG (w/d = 0.125) was designed to support leakage of
the fundamental TM mode of the guiding structure in a regime without any other modes;
i.e. operating state 3. Further advancement of this ‘bull-eye’ LWA design was demonstrated in Section 4.2.2 by providing new implementation rules for the structure to achieve
optimal placement of the microstrip rings with respect to the origin. This can improve
beam scanning quality, increase realized antenna gain values while also reducing reflection losses. Additional measurements, simulations, and numerical calculations using the
developed full-wave analysis, to support the new design rules presented in Eqs. (4.10) and
(4.16), will be shown in Figs. 4.30-4.33 of this thesis.

4.2.4

Designs for Improved Beam Scanning

Beam scanning over a large BW is generally desired for planar LWAs and as such the
single-layer SWL-fed designs, with the integrated co-planar waveguide feedline, may be
favored for practical implementation at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies. However, linear beam scanning of high-quality (if desired) is not observed as shown in Fig.
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4.29 for these ‘bull-eye’ LWAs. To minimize the noted azimuthally directed current distributions some practical design modifications to the SWL-fed designs in Fig. 4.15 are now
provided in this thesis to achieve improved beam scanning quality as a function frequency.
Design strategies include employing a one-side grating topology, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4.30, or removing sections of the ground plane and portions of the microstrip rings
defining a sectored ‘bull-eye’ configuration as shown in Fig. 4.31.

4.2.4.1

A One-Sided Planar ‘Bull-Eye’ Design using a Directive Source

Perhaps the most obvious design strategy to reduce coupling into the modes of the microstrip rings is to minimize the proximity of the feedline and gratings. This can easily be
accomplished by utilizing only one-side of the ‘bull-eye’ topology (x > 0) with a unidirectional source placed at the origin as discussed in Section 3.4.2. Important details regarding
the layout of the employed directive SWL can be found in Section 2.2 of this thesis. It
should be mentioned that one-sided beam patterns are typically generated with such directive SWLs, however, LW radiation of this nature could be favored for some applications
such as tracking radar, security, and surveillance.
Measurements of two such one-sided structures (εr = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm, and d0 ≈
d + w) are provided in Fig. 4.30 using the directive SW source from [53]. Good agreement
is observed with the full-wave simulations as well as the MoM dispersion analysis (which
is also more accurate than the simple perturbation analysis presented in Section 3.5 of
this thesis). The downward shift in frequency for the measurements is due to substrate
anisotropy while the discrepancy between the simulations and the dispersion analysis for
θp < 0◦ is related to an azimuthally directed current distribution on the microstrip halfrings. In particular, the noted current distributions can be observed on the half-ring near the
origin by inspection of the full-wave HFSS simulations presented in the previous chapter
(see Fig. 3.20). This effect can be explained by the proximity of the first ring with the
planar SW source as was recently reported in [73].
Further improvements can be observed if the first half-ring for the grating topology is
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Figure 4.30: Pointing angle versus frequency for three LWAs using a directive SWL at the
origin. Improved scanning can be observed when compared to Fig. 4.29. The measured
one-sided design is shown in the figure inset.

placed at d0 ≈ 2d + w ≈ λ0 [73] instead of d0 ≈ d + w ≈ λ0 /2. Furthermore, the MSG defined by w/d = 0.125 can achieve operating state 3 as leakage of the fundamental TM0 SW
mode of the guiding structure is supported with simultaneous TE1 SW suppression. This
choice for the antenna operating state also reduces the generation of the azimuthally directed current distribution on the microstrip half-rings. Regardless of these considerations,
good liner beam scanning is observed for the three LWAs (when compared to Fig. 4.29).
For example, in Fig. 4.30 the slope of the measured pointing angle is about 17◦ / GHz
[15◦ / GHz] h13◦ / GHz i for the design with w/d = 0.175 [w/d = 0.208] hw/d = 0.125i
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Figure 4.31: Sectored ‘bull-eye’ LWA for operating state 3, defined by a reduction in the
ground plane and removal of a section of the top radial strips along the ŷ-axis. It should
be noted that the dimensions for the structure are the same for both the top and bottom
(d0 = 17.3 mm, s1 = 8.4 mm, s2 = 62.6 mm, s3 = 39.4 mm, and w/d = 0.125).

when the main beam is scanning from back-fire to broadside (θp < 0◦ ). A similar analysis describing the linearity of the beam angle is difficult to complete for the full two-sided
structures (Fig. 4.15) due to the noted stair-case-like values for θp as a function of frequency
(Fig. 4.29).

4.2.4.2

Sectored ‘Bull-Eye’ for Two Side Beam Scanning

Further improvements to the two-sided ‘bull-eye’ can be achieved with very good agreement between the simulations, measurements, and the predicted pointing angles by the
developed MoM analysis. Gain values of 15.3 dBi at broadside are observed as shown in
Fig. 4.33 with very similar beam patterns to that of Fig. 4.24. Radiation into the backside
as well as the cross-polarizations levels are below -5 dBi for the entire band of operation. In addition, this LWA achieves a good 50-Ω match (|S11 | < −15 dB from 14 to 25
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Figure 4.32: Pointing angle for the sectored ‘bull-eye’ LWA in Fig. 4.31.
GHz). Measurements suggests that a dielectric constant3 of about 13.4 is suitable for modeling purposes and to accommodate for the effects of substrate anisotropy. It should also be
noted that this sectored ‘bull-eye’ LWA (with w/d = 0.125 for operating state 3), which offers two-sided scanning and uni-modal operation, achieved the best radiation performances
when compared to the other radial microstrip-based LWAs presented in this thesis, in terms
of improved gain at broadside, low cross-polarization levels, high-quality beam scanning,
minimal radiation into the antenna backside, and reduced reflection losses.
Operation of the sectored ‘bull-eye’ can be further explained as follows. By removal of
portions of the strips and ground plane, or sectoring, microstrip ring modes (that are mainly
due to the presence of the feedline) are contained to one-side of the antenna (x < 0). This
can be shown in the current distribution as shown in Figs. 4.37 and 4.38 where both radially
and azimuthally directed are shown for x < 0 while only radial currents can be observed
3

The value for εr in Fig. 4.32 to model substrate anisotropy is slightly higher than the reported value in
Fig. 4.29 (εr = 11.5). This can be explained as follows. The employed substrate material for the sectored
‘bull-eye’ (Fig. 4.31) was purchased from the supplier at a different time than the LWAs in Fig. 4.15 and
this may suggest minor process alterations by the manufacturer [4]. Similar values for the employed GDS
have been observed previously by the author. For example, the results of the full-wave analysis for a purely
dielectric-based LWA in [69] suggest at about 17 GHz, εr ≈ 13 as well.
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Figure 4.33: Measured realized gain in the E(x-z) plane versus frequency for the sectored
‘bull-eye’ design (Fig. 4.31). Maximum radiated powers into the top side (z > 0) are also
compared to the cross-polarization levels as well as the power directed into the antenna
backside (z < 0).
for x > 0. In addition, coupling of TE waves (which originate from the planar source) into
the microstrip rings is further reduced since the first ring is optimally placed at d0 ≈ 2d+w.

4.3

Additional Considerations for the Microstrip Rings

In this thesis microstrip rings were employed as radiating elements to achieve leakage of
the fundamental TM0 SW mode of the GDS and therefore a comprehensive discussion of
the modal properties for printed microstrip rings can further explain the design approach
for the considered LWAs. This section defines the fields and modes that can be excited on
microstrip rings (see Figs. 4.34 - 4.36), mainly, in an effort to explain the generated current
distributions (Figs. 4.37 and 4.38) and the corresponding effects on far-field antenna gain
as well as the observed frequency scanning behavior of the main beam pattern. New design
considerations for width selection, w, of the microstrip rings by analysis of these radial
modes are also presented.
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Fields and Modes for Printed Microstrip Rings

As shown in this chapter, printed microstrip rings have been used to achieve LW radiation
by causing a perturbation of the incident SW from the antenna source located at the origin.
However, microstrip rings can also be used as resonators in planar circuits such as filters,
couplers, and circulators. They can also be helpful for measuring the effective dielectric
constant of microstrip and be developed for antenna applications in medicine [4], [126][129]. The studied geometry is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.34 where a and b refer to the
inner and outer radius of the microstrip ring, respectively. Here the mean radius of the ring

is defined as R = (a + b) 2 with width w = b − a. It can be shown that propagation is in
the radial direction with the following field components [4]:
Ez = E0 [Jn (kρ)Yn0 (ka) − Jn0 (ka)Yn (kρ)] cos nφ

(4.17)

j ∂Ez
j ∂Ez
and Hφ = −
.
(4.18)
ωµρ ∂φ
ωµ ∂ρ
This defines fields that are TM-to-z [126]-[129]. By employing the cavity model to study
with

Hρ =

the rings and applying magnetic and electric boundary conditions at the strip edges, the
characteristic equation for the TM modes can be determined [4]:
Jn0 (kb)Yn0 (ka) − Jn0 (ka)Yn0 (kb) = 0 ,
where k =

ω√
εef f ,
c

(4.19)

c is the speed of light in vacuum, εef f is the effective dielectric constant

of the microstrip line, and Jn (·) and Yn (·) are the Bessel functions of the first and second
kind with order n. Here the prime notation of Jn0 (·) and Yn0 (·) refers to the derivatives of
the argument.
The roots of Eq. (4.19) can describe the resonant frequency of the TMnm modes where
the integer n defines the azimuthal variation of the transverse magnetic field Hφ (as per
cos nφ). The integer m represents the mth zero of Eq. (4.19) and describes the current
variation across the width of the strip. Using an equivalent magnetic current formulation
and by analysis of the azimuthal and radial current distributions for the TMnm modes of the
rings [127], respectively Jφ and Jρ , the radiated fields at resonance can be determined in
closed form as well as the radiated power. This is further defined in Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21).
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(4.21)
The TM11 mode is known as the dominant mode of a microstrip ring and can exist
for any non-zero width [4]. Furthermore, the TMn1 modes (n > 1) are typically used
in the measurement of the effective dielectric constant for microstrip transmission lines.
Alternatively, for even values of m, the TM1m modes make good radiating modes for ringbased microstrip designs [126]-[129]. The lowest order mode of this nature is the TM12
mode.

4.3.2

Design Considerations for Radial Microstrip-Based LWAs

As further described in [4] and [126] the dominant TM11 mode can be used as a resonator
with limited radiation and thus can be thought of as an ideal radial element within a planar
LWA. With this in mind, antenna operation should be above the resonance frequency of
the TM11 mode. This ensures gradual leakage of power along the aperture by the n = −1
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Figure 4.34: Resonant frequency and the corresponding radiated power for the TM11 ,
TM51 , and TM12 modes versus the width, w, of the microstrip ring.
spatial harmonic, in the form of LWs, instead of space-wave radiation due to resonances of
an array microstrip rings.
The calculated resonant frequencies for the TM11 , TM51 , and TM12 modes are shown
in Fig. 4.34 for a microstrip ring with a mean radius of 20 mm. The radiated power
at resonance is also compared versus the width of the microstrip line. Here εef f = 8.9
is taken by completing a full-wave simulation of microstrip using HFSS at 20 GHz (for
w = 1 mm, h = 1.27 mm, and εr = 10.2). Further improvements in accuracy, in terms of
the calculated resonant frequencies and corresponding radiated powers, may be achieved
by characterizing microstrip for each strip width and frequency value of interest while also
including curvature effects [128].
By inspection of Fig. 4.34 it can be observed that the resonant frequencies for the TM11
and TM51 modes do not change considerably with strip width at R = 20 mm, however,
the resonant frequency decreases for the TM12 mode as w increases. This is because of the
thick microstrip line and the possibility for multiple current variations (by the integer value
of m = 2), suggesting that the TM12 mode can radiate with power levels at resonance of
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at least 20 dB greater than that of the dominant TM11 mode. However, LWA operation is
between 14 and 25 GHz which is well below [above] the resonant frequency for the TM12
[TM11 ] mode. For the TMn1 modes plotted in Figs. 4.35 and 4.36, with n > 1, the resonant
frequency increases but the radiated power decreases for the same mean radius. These same
trends can be observed for different values of R in Fig. 4.35.
These discussions suggest that microstrip widths for the ‘bull-eye’ rings should be less

than about 1.3 mm for the considered LWA structures, or w h < 1, to avoid resonance
of the TM11 and TM12 modes of the microstrip rings. Conversely, for narrow strip widths

with respect to frequency (w λ0 << 1) the higher order TMn1 modes can be resonant and
their existence can be observed in the azimuthally directed current distributions as shown in
Figs. 4.37 and 4.38. However, the radiated power levels for these modes are considerably
less than that of the TM11 and TM12 modes (see Figs. 4.35 and 4.36) and their effect in
the far-field can be observed in the noted stair-case-like function for the pointing angle
(more detailed explanations to follow in the next section). Thus as further discussed in
[73], the mechanism of radiation for the considered LWA structures can thought to be a
superposition of the spatial harmonic as well as the minor radiation effects due to these
higher order TMn1 modes that can be supported on microstrip rings.

4.3.3

General Discussions

Following these explanations, LW radiation can be achieved by the non-resonant microstrip
rings (TM11 mode). This can be easily seen at 19 GHz for the simulated LWA with an ACS
(Fig. 4.37) as the radially directed current distributions for the first three rings (from the
origin) decrease in amplitude along the aperture. It is also interesting to note that for this
LWA structure (ACS with w/d = 0.125 and w/h = 0.787) maximum gain was observed
at 18 GHz (see Fig. 4.17). In addition, no other microstrip ring modes, or any other current
distributions which were azimuthally directed for that matter, are observed at 19 GHz for
this ACS design. These results suggest that LW radiation, by physical excitation of the
TM11 microstrip ring mode, should be supported in such ‘bull-eye’ structures to achieve
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Figure 4.35: Calculated resonant frequency versus radius of the microstrip ring.
radially directed current distributions, mainly, in an effort to increase antenna gain in the
far-field.
However, reduced gain can be observed at 18 GHz for both the ACS and SWL fed
LWAs. This is related to the azimuthally directed current distributions that can be observed
in Fig. 4.37; i.e. current distributions representing the TM28,1 mode is shown on the third
ring from the origin at R = 25 mm. Moreover, at 19 GHz the TM20,1 mode is shown at
R = 17 mm (second ring from the origin) for the SWL design. These resonant modes and
their corresponding effect on the position of the main beam can be further examined. For
example, at 18 GHz the noted stair-case like function in θp is observed for the ACS and
SWL design (with w/d = 0.125) in Fig. 4.17 which corresponds to the resonant frequency
of the TM28,1 mode for the third ring. Very similar non-linearities can also be observed in
the pointing angle at 21.4 GHz [22.3 GHz] which corresponds to the resonance of the first
microstrip ring for the TM12,1 [TM14,1 ] mode.
More importantly, this analysis provides further justification for the new design equation as suggested in [73]: d0 ≈ 2d + w ≈ λ0 . For example, near the origin a number of
the possible microstrip resonances can be eliminated due to the absence of the microstrip
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Figure 4.36: Radiated power at resonance (Fig. 4.35) for the microstrip ring modes.
rings. More specifically and by inspection of Fig. 4.35, the resonant effects of the TM51 ,
TM71 , TM10,1 , TM15,1 , TM20,1 and TM28,1 modes can be eliminated for d0 < 20 mm = R.
Higher order TMn1 modes of this nature may exist for the microstrip rings with R > 20
mm (and within the operating frequency range of the LWAs), however, their radiated power
levels decrease with increased R as shown in Fig. 4.36. Thus, the difference between the
frequency dependent pointing angle of the main beam pattern (see Fig. 4.29) with that of
the predicted MoM dispersion analysis can be attributed to these azimuthally directed current distributions which are defined by the higher order modes of the microstrip ring and
which offer considerably less radiated power when compared to the dominant TM11 mode.
As a result of this discussion one can see how to design a two-sided ‘bull-eye’ LWA with
the noted stair-case-like pointing angle (see Fig. 4.29), mainly, by enforcing d0 ≤ d + w
while also ensuring TMn1 resonance of a microstrip ring mode.

4.3.4

Excitation Mechanisms for the Microstrip Ring Modes

It is also important to identify the coupling mechanisms into these TMn1 microstrip ring
modes and the design procedures presented in this chapter to mitigate these electromagnetic
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Figure 4.37: Simulated current distributions generated on the radial strips (d = 8 mm,
w = 1 mm) at 18 and 19 GHz for the ACS source and SWL positioned at the origin. For
all plots yellow defines a maximum while dark blue defines a minimum. At 18 GHz both
radially and azimuthally directed currents can be observed, while at 19 GHz, only radially
directed currents are shown for the ACS. For other frequencies, and above the TE1 SW
mode of the slab, both azimuthally and radially directed currents can be observed.
effects. For the LWAs fed with the SWL, the presence of the co-planar waveguide feeding
line can excite these TMn1 modes. This is because a TEM mode is generated on the feedline
(from the substrate periphery) with power guided to the planar source positioned at the
origin. More specifically, the Ez field lines of the transmission line can be aligned with that
of the Ez field component for the radial microstrip ring modes.
This also provides further explanation as to why reduced azimuthally directed current
distributions are observed on the microstrip rings with an ACS feed when compared to a
SWL (see Fig. 4.37), mainly that the feedline was isolated from the microstrip rings (but at
the cost of a two-layer structure). Improved scanning quality can also be realized with the
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Figure 4.38: Current distributions generated on the radial strips (d = 8 mm, w = 1 mm)
at 19 and 22 GHz for the sectored ‘bull-eye’ (Fig. 4.31). Radially directed currents can be
observed for x > 0 while both radially and azimuthally currents are shown for x < 0. The
presence of these azimuthally directed current distributions can be related to TMnν modes
[129] of the sectored rings.
one-side designs (see Fig. 4.30 and Section 4.2.4.1) since the feedline is separated from
the LW section. Improvements are also possible for the two-sided designs as discussed
in Section 4.2.4.2 due to sectoring of the ‘bull-eye’ rings. It should be mentioned that
these TMnm microstrip ring modes can also exist on circular-sector rings in the form of
TMnν modes [129] where ν is related to sector angle of the microstrip ring (see the current
azimuthal current distributions in Fig. 4.38 for x < 0). These TMnν modes are further
discussed in [129] and can also be employed to describe the one-sided designs presented in
Section 3.4.2 of this thesis.
Electromagnetic coupling between adjacent microstrip rings is also possible by the TE1
SW mode of the GDS. This is because when azimuthally directed currents exist on microstrip, due to TMn1 microstrip modes, power can be directed into the TE1 SW mode of
the slab. Mainly, due to bends in the microstrip line [1]. The minimum frequency threshold, related to this physical phenomena, is proportional to the TE1 cutoff frequency of the
slab [1]. Therefore, if the guiding structure can support TE waves, there is a possibility of
electromagnetic coupling between adjacent rings. Minimization of this effect can be challenging for the employed guiding structure, however, it can be mitigated for a MGS-GDS
that effectively suppresses TE waves as defined in this chapter as antenna operating state 3.
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More Advanced Designs for Single-Frequency Beam
Steering and Improved Performance

At this stage the importance of the different antenna operating states, due to the employed
MSG topology, has been outlined. Mainly that, operating states 2 and 3 both achieve
TM0 SW radiation in form of LWs, while state 2 also supports TE waves. For antenna
operating state 3, on the other hand, TE waves can be suppressed. One design strategy
may be more favorable than the other. For example, for the most basic two-sided ‘bulleye’ LWA with a complete annular grating of continuous microstrip rings (w/d = 0.179
with d0 = 9.3 mm for state 2), and using a non-directive SWL as the antenna source,
reduced reflection losses can be observed as well as improved broadside radiation. While
with sectoring of the ground plane and MSG as well as optimal positioning with respect
to the origin, further improvements in broadside gain can be observed along with reduced
cross-polarization levels and reflection losses. The former will be now investigated using
the four-port launcher design as previously outlined in Section 2.4. The fabricated antenna
structure as well as some details regarding the measurements are explained in the captions
of Figs. 4.39 and 4.40. It will be shown in the next few sections that single-frequency beam
steering at broadside can be achieved as well as circular polarization (CP). In addition, a
two-layer guiding structure will also be introduced that can offer improved performance
when compared to the single-layer MGS-GDS designs presented thus far in this thesis.

4.4.1

Single-Frequency 3-D Beam Steering in the Far-Field using a
Four-Element Array of Non-Directive Surface-Wave Launchers

Most recently a linear configuration of two SWLs sources has been shown to steer and
control SW field distributions for fixed-frequency operation [53]. Important details can
also be found in Section 2.4 of this thesis where it was shown that bound SW fields were
steered ±18◦ away from the x-axis by varying the relative phase difference between SWL
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Figure 4.39: Planar LWA with a four-element array of non-directive SWLs for controlled
broadside radiation. Structure realized for operating state 2: εr = 10.2, h = 1.27 mm,
w = 1.25 mm, d = 7 mm, and d0 = 9.3 mm.
elements. Concepts were also extended to one-sided LW beam steering by employing circular and asymmetrical grating configurations which where on top of the slab (see Section
3.4.3). Far-field patterns were also steered at arbitrary angles in the azimuth and at endfire (see Section 2.5). Unfortunately, degradations in far-field antenna gain, of at worst 3.2
dB, were observed in these designs due to this dynamic beam control. Regardless, fixedfrequency beam pattern control was achieved in a single, 1-D azimuthally steered plane
along a conical-sector. To advance these works the four-element SWL array [58] will now
be employed for improved antenna performance. In particular, while using the integrated
and extremely tunable feed defined by four SWLs, one can achieve limited gain degradation at broadside while also offering beam steering in 3-D space in the far-field. Such a
novel antenna, which offers low-cost fabrication with directive broadside radiation, may be
very useful for satellite systems and other telecommunication applications.
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Figure 4.40: Photographs of the support structure used for the ‘bull-eye’ antenna with four
non-directive SWLs as the planar source. Four circuit probes (PICO model 40A-GSG150-P) and x-y-z positioners were used for connectivity with the CPW-TL feedline of the
non-directive SWLs. In addition, external hybrid couplers, power dividers, and calibrated
cables were used for beam steering and CP measurements.
4.4.1.1

Single-Frequency Beam Steering at Broadside

By applying a suitable power weighting distribution to the four SWL source elements,
controlled far-field beam steering at broadside is possible at a single frequency. For the
investigated LWA structure (operating state 2 with w/d = 0.179 mm) near broadside beam
steering is shown in the simulations at 21.4 GHz in the x-z (φ = 0◦ ) and y-z (φ = 90◦ )
planes, and the translated xy-z (φ = 45◦ ) plane (see Figs. 4.41 and 4.42). Beam steering at
other pointing angles, θp 6= 0◦ , can also be realized by the appropriate aperture and source
configuration because the steered SW fields from the SWL array are directed along the
GDS, LWs are also contained within a specified region as well. Thus the steered SW field
distribution dictates the region of LW field excitation on the guiding surface which realizes
the controlled far-field beam patterns that are steered at a single frequency. Measurements
at 20 GHz are shown in Figs. 4.42-4.44 demonstrating single-frequency beam steering.
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Figure 4.41: The main beam can be steered +7◦ off broadside with a reduction in gain
(of at most 1.2 dB). Simulated beam patterns (in the x-z plane) normalized to observed
maximum at broadside (for 1∠−180◦ :0∠0◦ :1∠0◦ :0∠0◦ ) and shown in dB. Similar results
are expected for a reverse weighting distribution but steering to the left of broadside. In
addition, beam steering can occur in other planes as shown in Fig. 4.42.
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Figure 4.42: Beam steering, one-sided and two-sided beam patterns are also possible in the
y-z and xy-z planes by the appropriate SWL feeding.
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Figure 4.43: Far-field beam pattern measurements in a 2-D (θ-φ) plane using ports 1 and 3.
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Figure 4.44: Far-field beam pattern measurements in a 2-D (θ-φ) plane using ports 2 and 4.
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Figure 4.46: Pattern measurements demonstrating beam steering off the main axis.
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Figure 4.45: Measurements in the y-z and x-z planes at 20 GHz showing beam control.
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Figure 4.47: Measured CP beam patterns at 19.9 GHz for the MSG ‘bull-eye’ LWA shown
in Fig. 4.39. Directive beam patterns are observed at broadside with low cross-polarization
levels (-10 dB). Gain values are also greater than 10 dBic at broadside. Quadrature feeding
of the SWLs was achieved using external couplers (one 180◦ and two 90◦ ) and calibrated
cables (see Fig. 4.40) defining a RHCP field distribution on the aperture.
4.4.1.2

Right-Handed Circular Polarization

Many modern satellite and terrestrial point-to-point communication systems use CP to
maximize polarization efficiency. Essentially, by employing CP antennas the need to continuously align the transmit and receiver apertures is eliminated. By using four elements
in a square array it is possible to obtain CP with low cross-polarization levels over a wider
beamwidth and frequency bandwidth [137, 138]. Such a topology was utilized in this thesis
using the non-directive SWLs, and by quadrature feeding, right-handed (RH) or left-handed
(LH) CP was achieved. Measurement results are shown in Figs. 4.47 and 4.48 demonstrating RHCP in the three principle planes φ = 0◦ , 45◦ , and 90◦ . The following relative port
ratios were applied at the input of the SWLs: 1∠0◦ : 1∠−90◦ : 1∠−180◦ : 1∠−270◦ . In
addition, a reverse sequential feeding in phase could also achieve a LHCP antenna.

4.4.2

A Planar Cavity-Based Antenna by Leaky Parallel-Plate Wave
Guiding and Practical Surface-Wave Launching

A dual-layer, radial-based LWA that utilizes bound SWs for LW excitation is illustrated
in Figs. 4.49 and 4.50. The slot rings of radial topology (w = 1.4 mm, d = 5 mm,
ρ0 = 9.3 mm) defines an effective partially reflecting screen (PRS) and LW radiation can
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Figure 4.48: Measured axial ratio at broadside (θp = 0◦ ) with respect to frequency. Axial
ratios are less than 3 dB in all planes from 19.80 GHz to 19.95 GHz.
be achieved by the fast n = −1 spatial harmonic. This new ‘bull-eye’ design also offers
improved gain at broadside, mainly since, the space-waves that can be generated by the
SWL are not radiated into free-space like the single-layer designs (see Fig. 2.21), but are
bound to the guiding structure and achieve power leakage by the radial slots. In addition,
the four-port SWL array could be positioned at the origin of this radial-based slot design
for broadside beam steering and CP because the topology is symmetric. Moreover, this
LWA structure was also made into a one-sided design using the directive SWL.
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Figure 4.49: Investigated planar antenna structure with 14 annular slots (w = 1.4 mm,
d = 5 mm, ρ0 = 9.3 mm) defining the PRS. The two-layer guiding structure can be
characterized by a high-low dielectric stack up (r1 = 10.2, h1 = 50 mil, r2 = 3, and
h2 = 60 mil) topped by metal sheets. The two-sided [one-sided] LWA is fed by a nondirective SWL [directive SWL] and a 50-Ω coplanar waveguide transmission line.
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Figure 4.50: By placing a superstrate dielectric layer and ground plane on top of a base
GDS a resonant cavity can be realized defining a parallel-plate guiding structure. Antenna
leakage can be achieved by an annular ‘bull-eye’ grating of slots etched in the top ground
plane for two-side beam scanning and broadside radiation.
The two-sided LWA can also offer broadside radiation over a large radiating bandwidth
(21.9 GHz to 23.9 GHz) with measured antenna gain values greater than 12.6 dBi from
22.3 GHz to 23.7 GHz. In addition, no observable LW stopband behavior is apparent. A
measured maximum gain of 15.6 dBi at 22.8 GHz is also observed with a 3 dB radiating
bandwidth (BW) of 1.36 GHz for the two-sided design as well as minimal radiation into the
antenna backside (see Fig. 4.51). The measured and simulated pointing angles are shown
in Fig. 4.52 and very similar relationships are observed with the two-sided and one-sided
designs when compared to the single-layer MSG-based designs in Section 4.2, in that,
a stair-case-like distribution can be observed for the two-sided antenna while continuous
beam scanning through broadside is achieved by the one-sided design. This dual-layer
guide and printed SWL feed may be useful for new parallel-plate waveguide configurations
and other planar LWAs. This dual-layer structure will also be further examined in the next
few chapters.

4.5

Conclusion

So far this chapter has presented radial microstrip- and slot-based planar LWAs for operation at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies using a periodic arrangement of radial
rings. In particular, by analysis of the developed MoM approach in Section 4.1 and the
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Figure 4.51: Measured beam patterns at 22.8 GHz with maximum gain values of 15.6 dBi.
Results are normalized and shown in dB (E/H planes referenced to main slot of the SWL
[139]). Agreement is observed with the simulations and 3 dB beam widths < 6◦ [10◦ ] are
realized in the E [H] plane.
resulting Brillouin diagrams, simple design equations are presented for selection of the
optimized grating periodicity, slab thickness, and dielectric constants. Optimal selection
of these parameters are important to achieve leakage of the efficiently excited TM0 over
a large radiating BW. Measurement and simulation results are supported by the numerically determined dispersion diagrams. In addition, the possible antenna operating states
have also been newly defined for the single-layer design. This analysis procedure has been
shown to be very accurate in predicting the LW propagation constant. This general approach can also be applied to the new two-layer topology. All these results, and the newly
defined antenna operating states, as well as the developed MoM analysis for the particular
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Figure 4.52: Measured and simulated θp values for the two-sided and one-side designs.
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Figure 4.53: Measurements for the one-sided design with measured power gain values
greater than 15 dB from 21.9 GHz to 23.6 GHz.

single-layer MSG, are important contributions made by the author in this chapter.
An investigation of the possible TMnm microstrip ring modes that can exist on the
‘bull-eye’ rings due to radially and azimuthally directed current distributions has also been
presented in this chapter. This is also important because a physical understanding of the
LW modes, as well as these microstrip ring modes, can greatly assist antenna design. For
example, the radial currents correspond to TM guided-waves, while the azimuthal currents,
are possible by TE SWs that are directed along the ŷ-axis. Both of these TM and TE
guided-wave types can be generated by SWLs. With this theoretical knowledge, general
engineering guidelines are also presented in this chapter for selection of the strip width and
periodicity with respect to the GDS as well as the optimal positioning of the MSG with
respect to the origin. These concepts can also be extended to the parallel-plate guiding
structure which uses two different dielectric materials and an annual array of slot gratings.
To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that such radial ‘bull-eye’ LWAs have been
extensively analyzed, designed, and measured, mainly, in an effort to optimize antenna
performance for radiation at broadside.
The concepts presented in this chapter can also be followed to achieve two-sided antenna beam patterns with a quantized pointing angle with respect to frequency. In addition,
planar LWAs with continuous beam scanning can be realized as well, such as the sectored
two-sided ‘bull-eye’, or, the one-sided designs. Depending on the application, a one-sided
topology may be more appropriate than a two-sided structure. More specifically, to achieve
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Figure 4.54: Measured 2-D beam patterns for the one-sided design in Fig. 4.49.
improved frequency beam scanning quality for the single-layer design, the width of the mi
crostrip rings and positioning should be chosen such that w h < 1 and d0 ≈ 2d + w ≈ λ0 ,
mainly, to avoid resonances of the TM11 and TM12 microstrip ring modes. This ensures
that the TM11 mode provides little radiation, and moreover that, the microstrip rings are
utilized as suitable radial elements with gradual leakage of power along the aperture for
radiation of the dominant microstrip mode in the form of TM LWs. Design procedures
have also been extended to pattern control in 3-D space as well as structures for CP.
It should also be restated these radial ‘bull-eye’ LWAs achieve radiation by excitation of
the TM0 mode of the structure and that TE fields can be thought as a hindrance to efficient
antenna operation. Practical design approaches have also been presented in this chapter to
effectively suppress such TE fields. The next chapter examines different radial topologies
which simultaneously support both of the TM0 and TE1 modes of the host guiding structure.
Since the frequency BW is largest for this case, improved antenna performance can be
achieved when compared to the presented ring-based designs. As shown in the next chapter,
CP and 3-D beam steering in the far-field is also possible with these SW-fed designs with
maximum radiation at broadside.
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Chapter 5
Planar Leaky-Wave Antennas that are
Well Suited for Surface-Wave Launchers
So far this thesis has only considered radiation in the form of TM leaky waves (LWs) along
the radial antenna aperture. For example, in the last chapter single-layer and two-layer
guiding structures with annular or radial microstrip rings or slots where designed for LW
excitation and radiation. Now a different design approach and antenna structure is presented, in particular, a single-layer topology that can support both TM and TE waves. In
effect, the compatibility of the surface-wave (SW) source and the guiding structure is taken
into consideration during antenna design and this can offer improved antenna performance
when compared to the radial-based topologies previously presented and examined in the
last few chapters. For example, radiation can be achieved by utilizing both TM and TE
fields for maximum gain at broadside as well as conical-sector beam patterns that scan as a
function of frequency from 18 GHz to 26 GHz, and both from a one-sided leaky-wave antenna (LWA). Multilayer designs are also analyzed in this chapter using a full-wave spectral
analysis. It will be shown that such LWAs can be easily fabricated by placing superstrate
dielectric layers on top of a base grounded dielectric slab (GDS). In addition, these types of
LWAs can offer improved compatibilities with planar sources such as the aperture coupled
slot (ACS) and the surface-wave launcher (SWL), as was described in Chapter 2, both TM
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and TE SWs can be simultaneously generated by such planar sources. These single- and
multi-layer SW-fed LWA designs are further investigated and numerically modeled in this
chapter.

Detailed Chapter Overview
Initially a segmented circular strip LWA is discussed. The structure acts as a feedless planar
array of radiating strips, however, element feeding is made by SWs, or more specifically, a
directive SWL. In addition, suitable boundary conditions are employed, as well as the operating frequency, for maximum strip resonance after the TE1 SW mode cuttoff frequency
of the slab. It will also be shown that strip placement and orientation is very important
for maximum radiation at broadside. To the author’s knowledge, the segmented circular
strip LWAs presented in this chapter are the first structures that integrate a SWL into the
ground plane defining a completely uniplanar topology for LW radiation by both TM and
TE fields. An optimized structure with gain values greater than 17 dBi is also examined in
this chapter as well as a new design for beam steering at broadside using the two-element
SWL array from Section 2.4.
By further expanding on this concept of a segmented circular strip planar LWA, a new
dual-layer parallel-plate guiding structure is presented in this chapter where a non-directive
SWL is employed as the antenna source and LW excitation is achieved by a radial configuration of slots on the top metallic layer. This two-layer guide is an important contribution
since it effectively minimizes the space-waves generated by the SWL while also providing
reduced dispersion effects when compared to a single-layer SW guide. Moreover, it will be
shown that this dual-layer structure can offer improved radiation performance when compared to the segmented circular strip LWA as well as a beam angle that scans more slowly
with respect to frequency. This two-layer parallel-plate guide will also be further analyzed
in this chapter suggesting new guidance structures for leakage and radiation.
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A modeling approach for planar LWAs is also developed where the top radiating aperture is represented as a transfer impedance which is defined by LW phase and attenuation
constants. This allows one to represent LWAs with an equivalent circuit that is defined by
the source and the antenna aperture for radiated power calculations and efficiency analysis.
It should be mentioned that the developed model in this chapter follows earlier works by
[29] and [124], but here new equations are presented in a non-specific form for TM and TE
fields. Concepts are then applied to the noted circuit model. This representation may be
useful for analysis and synthesis of planar LWAs.
Dielectric-based multilayer LWAs are also analyzed. They can improve compactness
when compared to the aforementioned single- and two-layer structures. These LWAs have
shown to be very promising when SWLs are considered as the antenna source [69, 75]. It
should be mentioned that interest in these classic, dielectric-based planar LWAs has been
growing in the last few decades for gain enhancement of the conventional patch antenna.
Analysis of such dielectric layer structures was originally provided in [99], [140], and
[141]. Design and implementation of such high gain antennas has also been further examined in [142] and [143]. However, to the author’s knowledge, this chapter is the first
body of work to provide an extensive full-wave analysis of such dielectric-based LWAs
where both SWLs and patches are considered, and compared, for the antenna feed. Numerical results are supported by HFSS simulations and antenna measurements. It should be
mentioned that this study has importance, mainly, because of the many practical benefits
associated with planar SWLs as well as the challenges in feeding patches at microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies. A comparison is also made to more conventional aperture coupled slot (ACS) feeding topologies (similar to Chapter 4) and it will be shown
that when practical SWLs are employed as the source for such dielectric-based structures,
antenna performance, can improve. Concepts are also extended in this chapter to broadside beam steering using the four-element array of non-directive SWLs (see Section 2.4) as
well as circular polarization (CP). It will also be shown that increased gain values can be
achieved with a new five-layer structure, driven by a non-directive SWL, for radiation of
both TM and TE SW fields.
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Figure 5.1: Realized antenna structure for directive radiation at broadside. The aperture is
defined by a segmented circular strip grating in the x-y plane and for x > 0.

5.1

Segmented Circular Strip LWA for Broadside Radiation and Continuous Beam Scanning

By periodic segmentation of the continuous circular microstrip grating designs from Chapter 4, maximum radiation at broadside (θp = 0◦ ) can be achieved by a one-sided LWA as
well as continuous beam scanning through broadside. The configuration of such a planar
2-D LWA is shown in Fig. 5.1 with pρ = 7 mm and pφ = 14 mm. In particular the radius,
ρ(m), of each segmented concentric ring, m, can be defined by ρ(m) = ρ0 + pρ (m − 1)
where ρ0 = 10 mm. Such an arrayed configuration of feedless strips can leak or radiate
energy into free space with decreasing amplitude away from the source. It should also be
mentioned that a similar radiating structure can found in [111] which employs an external
metallic waveguide as the antenna feed on a bottom layer. However, to the authors knowledge, the segmented circular strip LWAs presented in this chapter are the first structures
that integrate a SWL into the ground plane defining a completely uniplanar topology.
For these antenna structures LWs can be considered as the main mechanism of radiation
since the strip elements are poor radiators [144],
ηdipole =

3
<< 1,
2r

(5.1)
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Figure 5.2: (a): The TM SW field (from the directive SWL) inductively couples to the first
strip illustrating resonance. (b): Simulated |Eφ (y, f )| field distribution (along ŷ, shown as
· · · · in (a) with the plot origin defined at the center of the strip) generated at the first strip
element. Field strength increases away from the strip with maximum occurring above the
TE1 SW mode cutoff frequency of the GDS. Thus the current distribution on the strips can
radiate or leak energy into free space with decreasing amplitude along the radial aperture.
Realized strip length of 7.25 mm or 0.471λ0 at 19.48 GHz with a strip width of 1.25 mm.

where ηdipole defines the radiation efficiency of a strip element and r is the dielectric
constant of the GDS. In particular, the magnetic field component of the cylindrical TM
SW mode propagating along the guiding surface inductively couples to the strip segments
(physical strip length 0.471λ0 at 19.48 GHz) with decreasing current amplitude along the
aperture and away from the source at the origin. In addition, suitable boundary conditions
can be employed for maximum strip resonance after the TE1 SW mode cuttoff frequency
of the slab. This is shown in Fig. 5.2 where TE waves approach maximum values at the
edges of the strips and at about 19.8 GHz.
Maximum current excitation also occurs at the edges of the strip segments [144, 145]
defining an effective array of Hertzian dipoles on a high dielectric half-space with the magnitude of this current (defining radiation) decreasing in the radial direction along the guiding surface. This occurs due to the cylindrical SW phase front generated by the directive
SWL at the origin (see Fig. 5.3). In addition, the effective array of Hertzian dipoles can be
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Figure 5.3: Maximum current excitation occurs at the edges of the strip segments defining
an effective circular grid array of Hertzian dipoles [146]. If strip placement and separation
is appropriate, resonance can be in phase suggesting LW radiation at broadside.
modeled as a circular grid array of elements that can radiate at broadside [146], suggesting
that broadside radiation is indeed possible. Moreover, this segmented circular strip aperture
is also most suitable for generating cylindrical leaky wave (CLW) fields and hence conical beam patterns in the far-field [38] (see Appendix A for a more detailed discussion on
these CLWs). Since a periodicity is invoked in the ρ̂ and φ̂-directions, the n = −1 spatial
harmonic is excited as well.

5.1.1

Maximum Leaky-Wave Radiation at Broadside

Simulation results display a 23.5 dB directive gain at broadside, when the frequency of
operation is 21.2 GHz as shown in Figs. 5.4 - 5.7. In particular, a directive pencil beam is
observed just after the TE1 SW mode cuttoff frequency of the slab, suggesting maximum
radiation at the edge of a TE stopband. This suggests that TE waves can actually be supportive of broadside radiation. Forward [and backward] pencil beam radiation is observed
for f > 21.2 GHz [and f < 21.2 GHz] as illustrated in Fig. 5.7. A polar plot of the beam
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Eθ (φ = 0o )
Eφ (φ = 90o )

Figure 5.4: The simulated beam pattern, Eθ (φ = 0◦ ), shown at broadside at 21.2 GHz [65].
pattern is also shown at broadside in Fig. 5.4. Low cross polarization levels in dB, are also
shown in Fig. 5.6. These results suggest that the normalized phase and attenuation constants are approximately equal (|β̂| ≈ α̂) at 21.2 GHz when the broadside beam is observed
[107].
In the region defined by θ ∈ [−35◦ , −5◦ ] and f ∈ [21 GHz, 21.8 GHz] (see Fig. 5.5)
a noticeable back lobe can be observed due to unwanted scattering from the edges of the
segmented metallic strips [65]. Furthermore, the Eφ (φ = π/2) beam pattern is non-zero at
end-fire as shown in Figs. 5.4 - 5.6. An explanation can be provided using image theory
and by analysis of the SW excitation mechanism. Since the SWL is a magnetic dipole
source, an image source can be used to model the resultant ground plane reflections. The
additional fields produced by the image source constructively add with the radiated fields.
The simulated and measured input matches for the realized LWA (with the directivefolded SWL feed) are shown in Fig. 5.8 while measured beam patterns are illustrated in
Fig. 5.9. In particular, a pencil beam with maximum gain was measured at broadside at
19.48 GHz just after the TE1 SW mode cutoff frequency (19.47 GHz, for r = 10.2) of
the slab suggesting maximum radiation at the edge of a TE LW stopband (similar to the
1-D case as presented in [101]). In addition, these results also imply that both TM and TE
cylindrical fields were excited on the aperture and that the radiated far-field components,
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E (φ = 0), Normalized Directivity [Linear Units] vs. Frequency
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Figure 5.5: Simulated Eθ (θ, f ) beam pattern normalized to maximum directivity at 21.2
GHz, shown in linear units for the segmented circular strip LWA. In the region defined by
θ ∈ [−35◦ , −5◦ ] and f ∈ [21 GHz, 21.8 GHz] noticeable back lobe radiation is observed
due to unwanted scattering from the edges of the segmented metallic strips.

Eθ and Eφ , combined at broadside with approximately equal value in both principal planes
(E and H planes referenced to main slot of SWL) [107]. These results further suggest
that the normalized LW propagation and attenuation constants, |β̂| and α̂, are also of equal
value.
It should be noted that a pencil beam at broadside (with maximum gain) was measured
and simulated at fb = 19.48 GHz and 21.2 GHz, respectively. Measured gain values of
12.3 dBi were observed. Deviations may be attributed to fabrication tolerances and substrate anisotropy [4]. In addition, a comparison of the simulated gain (18.55 dB) and the
directivity values in the E and H planes suggest a radiation efficiency of 57.6% at broadside. Also, cross-polarization levels are more than 10 dB below the measured maximum
gain.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) and Eθ (φ = 90◦ ) directive beam patterns at 21.2 GHz.
A low cross polarization level (< −40 dB) is observed at broadside.

5.1.1.1

Surface-Wave Fields Excited by the Launcher

To confirm the excitation of both TM and TE SW fields by the antenna source a simulation was performed by placing the directive-folded SWL source in the center of a large
GDS (with no strips defining an unloaded slab) and sampling the near-field along the air
dielectric interface (see Chapter 2). Results, shown in Fig. 2.9, illustrate that the majority
of the TM SW power propagates in the forward +x̂-direction achieving unidirectional SW
propagation. A TE field distribution (Eφ ) is also observed in the ±ŷ-directions (generated
by the folded secondary slots) with reduced field strength levels when compared to the TM
field distribution. Thus the two folded secondary slot segments achieve unidirectional TM
SW propagation while also exciting TE SWs.
As further described in Section 2.2 and shown in Fig. 2.9, reduced TE field strengths
are observed with the directive-unfolded SWL. This directive-unfolded SWL has also been
useful for the planar end-fire antennas because of the generated TM field distribution on
the guiding surface. See Section 2.5 for further details. In addition and when compared to
the directive-folded SWL, the directive-unfolded SWL achieves a larger effective aperture
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Figure 5.7: Simulated backward, broadside and forward pencil beams are observed for the
segmented circular strip grating with maximum directivity observed at broadside.
on the guiding surface1 , but with reduced TE field strengths along the ŷ-axis and increased
TM SW power directed in the backward negative x̂-direction. Thus, reduced gain values at
broadside are expected with the directive-unfolded SWL source configuration [147], when
integrated with the segmented circular strip aperture and when compared to the directivefolded SWL, mainly, due to the reduction in TE field strength.

5.1.1.2

Secondary TE Surface-Wave Excitation for In-Phase Radiation

At these operating frequencies it is well known that such strip elements can excite a secondary TE SW in the ±φ-directions [4, 5]. This additional TE field can couple to other
strip elements within the array, causing additional SW excitations. This is possible since
for the unloaded GDS the cuttoff frequency is 19.47 GHz. If strip placement and separation

is appropriate ≈ λ2 , strip resonance can be in phase as shown in Fig. 5.3 and maximum
radiation at broadside is possible. In particular, the strip arrangement in Fig. 5.1 is designed
1

Here the SW field distribution, defining the effective aperture of the planar antenna, is generated by the
SWL positioned at the origin. In addition, the bound SW field distribution acts as the (non-metallic) feeding
mechanism for the printed strips [65].
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Figure 5.8: Input match for the LWA design in Fig. 5.1 with the directive-folded SWL feed.
Maximum gain at broadside is measured and simulated at 19.48 and 21.2 GHz, respectively.
for coupling of the elements to occur by TE waves. This ensures that the elements radiate
in phase and hence the antenna structure supports TE fields which can assist in achieving
maximum radiation at broadside.
If the strip arrangement of Fig. 5.1 is altered, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10, important
results can be observed that further support the fact that TE fields assist in achieving maximum radiation at broadside. Configuration I was previously outlined in Fig. 5.1 with
measurements and simulations shown in Figs. 5.2 - 5.9 while the other LWA designs, Configurations II and III, were designed for this thesis by investigating different strip placements at each ring, while also, maintaining the ρ and φ periodicities. As observed in Fig.
5.10, Configuration I has strips placed along the x̂-axis for each ring segment. Conversely,
Configuration II alters such placement every second ring while Configuration III is its inverse; i.e. the negative formation of Configuration II. Furthermore, Configuration I [II]
h IIIi has 1 [1] h 2i striph si in the first ring, 3 [4] h 3i strips in the second ring and 5 [5] h 6i
strips in the third ring, and so on, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
For LWA Configurations I-III the realized rectangular strip lengths and widths were
maintained at 7.25 mm and 1.25 mm, respectively. On the other hand, Configuration IV
was designed by curving each strip segment (curvature defined by the radius ρ(m) and the
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standard strip arc length of 7.25 mm) while maintaining strip position as in Configuration
I.
f = 19.20 GHz

f = 19.40 GHz

f = 19.45 GHz

f = 19.48 GHz

f = 19.62 GHz

f = 19.80 GHz

Figure 5.9: Measured gain, Eθ , in linear units for the segmented circular strip grating
(normalized to maximum gain at broadside at fb = 19.48 GHz). The pencil beam is only
observed between 19.20 and 19.80 GHz. Furthermore, for frequencies below [greater] fb a
beam is observed to the left [right] of broadside with reduced magnitude.
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Figure 5.10: Fabricated and measured LWAs. Configuration I achieved maximum gain at
broadside (θp = 0◦ ) while Configuration II-IV achieved gain maximums near broadside
and in the forward direction (θp ≥ +3◦ ). Configuration IV maintained the same strip
placement and strip location as in Configuration I but with curved strips versus straight
strips (the curvature of the strips were proportional to the radial position from the origin).

The directive-folded and directive-unfolded SWLs were also compared and results are
presented in Fig. 5.11. Measured and simulated far-field patterns illustrate that Configuration I achieves maximum gain at broadside, i.e. θp = 0◦ . In addition, reduced gain values at
broadside are observed for Configuration I using the directive-unfolded SWL source when
compared to the directive-folded SWL due to reduced TE SW field excitations above the
guiding surface. It should be noted that these observations are not related to the matching
of the directive-based SWLs as very similar reflection loss values were observed for both
feeds, i.e. |S11 | < −20 dB (see Fig. 2.10).
Maximum radiation at broadside was not observed for Configurations II-IV as shown
in Figs. 5.11 (b), (c) and (d), respectively. For all three designs maximum gain values
are observed for θp > 0◦ in the forward direction. More specifically, beam maximums
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Figure 5.11: Measured far-field gain patterns shown in the E(x-z) plane for the investigated
planar LWAs and noted SWL sources (Fig. 5.10). Results are normalized to the observed
maximum for each LWA. Reduced gain values (1.2 dB) at broadside (e) are observed for
Configuration I using the directive-unfolded SWL source (when compared to the directivefolded SWL) due to reduced TE SW field excitations above the guiding surface.
are observed at θp = 5◦ [4◦ ] h3◦ i for Configuration I [III] h IVi. The TE fields generated
on the guiding surface may have caused an out of phase response and the negative effects,
due to mutual coupling between strip elements, may have been problematic explaining
the reduced radiation performances at broadside. Moreover, a significant portion of the
SW power may have been trapped as a bound mode and not radiated [148]. Nevertheless,
these results suggest LW stopband behavior at broadside for Configurations I-III and thus
implying that the optimal segmented circular strip design (Fig. 5.1), along with the correct
source, is important to achieve maximum gain at broadside.

5.1.1.3
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Single-Frequency Beam Steering at Broadside using an Array of Directive
Surface-Wave Launchers

By following the results of Section 2.4, directive-folded SWLs can be used in a two-element
array for single-frequency broadside beam steering by employing such a segmented circular
strip grating [59]. In particular, if Configuration I is used, steerable LW radiation can be
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Figure 5.12: By setting δ = 0◦ and by adjusting the effective weighting between SWLs (by
turning on/off elements) the main beam can be steered to φ = ±3◦ at θ = 0◦ . Measured
2-D beam patterns (a) are shown at 19.48 GHz in the azimuth and elevation (normalized to
observed maximum and shown in linear units). In addition, results are shown in dB in the
H(y-z) plane and compared to simulated values (b). Main side lobe levels were difficult to
observe since measurements were completed near the noise floor of the anechoic chamber.
observed. Measurements are shown in Fig. 5.12 at 19.48 GHz for the one-sided design and
additional results for such a segmented circular strip LWA can be found in [27] and [59].
Both these LWA designs do not offer the pattern diversity as shown with the four-element
array of non-directive SWLs (see [58] and Sections 2.4.3 and 4.4.1 of this thesis), however,
broadsided beam steering is still observed using only two sources and a one-sided LWA
topology. Thus such a LWA using two SWLs is perhaps more favorable when low-cost and
very simple feeding approaches are required.

5.1.1.4

General Discussions

A planar 2-D LWA with maximum radiation at broadside has been presented. By employing a directive SWL feed for the generation of cylindrical SW fields and the design
of a segmented circular strip grating, CLWs can be excited on the radial antenna aperture.
Broadside beam steering at a single frequency is also possible by using a two-element array of directive-folded SWLs as outlined in the previous section. Moreover, these results
suggest that both TM and TE field components were radiated and combined in the far-field
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Figure 5.13: Optimized LWA defined by a segmented circular strip grating (strip width and
length: w = 1.25 mm, l = 7.25 mm) printed on top of a GDS (r = 10.2, h = 50 mil).
A directive SWL in the ground plane defines the antenna feed. For the realized metallic
configuration d0 = 9.3 mm with radial and azimuthal periodicities, d = 6 mm and a = 12
mm, respectively.
achieving maximum gain at broadside and near the TE1 SW mode cuttoff frequency of the
slab. This defines a one-sided LWA achieving broadside radiation by Method IV. The secondary slots of the directive SWL, either folded or unfolded, are also important to generate
the necessary TE fields for increased gain values at broadside. Thus, the segmented circular
strip grating, frequency of operation, substrate properties, and configuration of the source
are all central in attaining maximum gain at broadside, in particular, when both TM and TE
fields are employed.

5.1.2

Segmented Circular Strip LWA for Continuous One-Sided Beam
Scanning Through Broadside

Following the design approach presented in the last section a very similar LWA is now
discussed (Fig. 5.13), however, improved radiation performances are observed over a large
radiating bandwidth (18.0 to 26 GHz) with pointing angles ranging from −55◦ to +47◦
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Figure 5.14: Measured 2D beam patterns that scan as a function of frequency through
broadside. Values are normalised to observed maxima and shown in linear units.
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in the E(x-z) plane. Using a directive-folded SWL feed, measured maximum gain can
be observed at 22.3 GHz, +12◦ away from the broadside direction, and with a 6◦ pattern
beamwidth. Measurements and simulations are shown in Figs. 5.14-5.16 with gain values
greater than 17 dBi at the observed maximum. A reduction in gain of at worst 12 dB was
also shown at 26 GHz defining power gain values of 4 dBi. In addition, gain values for this
LWA design offered improvements in terms of maximum gain over the entire operating
frequency span when compared to the segmented ‘bull-eye’ (see Section 4.2.4.2 of this
thesis). However, direct comparisons can be difficult since the segmented ‘bull-eye’ is a
two-sided LWA while the segmented circular strip configuration is one-sided. On the other
hand the two-layer design using a radial slot configuration (as presented in Section 4.4.2)
offers similar gain values but has a limited beam scanning angle range. Regardless, to
the author’s knowledge this is the first time that such a wide angle back-fire to forward fire
beam scanning LWA, driven by SWs, has been designed and measured that offers such lowcost implementation and simple feeding for microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies of
operation.
The segmented strip configuration was achieved by employing the following structure
parameters: pρ = 6 mm, pφ = 12 mm, and p0 = 9.3 mm. In addition, the length and width
of the strips were 1.25 mm and 7.25 mm, respectively. Other radial and azimuthal periodicities were investigated but the presented topology offered the best result in terms of good
antenna matching, increased antenna gain, an extensive beam scanning range, as well as
improved operating bandwidths (BWs) when compared to the results presented in the last
few sections. In particular, this LWA was first optimized using HFSS, while including parameters of the source configuration, then implemented and measured to illustrate increased
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Figure 5.16: Realized gain pattern at 22.3 GHz (E plane referenced to the main slot of the
directive SWL). Good agreement is observed with the simulations.
beam scanning in the backward (θp < 0◦ ) and forward directions (θp > 0◦ ). Maximum gain
at broadside was not the main design goal for this LWA. Moreover, it should also be noted
that the designs in Figs. 5.2 and 5.10, as discussed over the last few sections, employed different strip periodicities while maintaining the length and width of the strip. Minimal beam
scanning was observed with that design with reduced gain values away from the broadside
direction. Maximum gain values approached 12.3 dBi at broadside. Furthermore, a directive pencil beam was observed at the edge of the TE1 SW mode cutoff frequency of the slab
(19.47 GHz), suggesting maximum radiation at the edge of a TE LW stopband. Thus by
operating at higher frequencies of operation, at approxiametely 23 GHz where reflection
losses of the directive-folded SWL are minimal, improved beam scanning quality can be
observed. In effect, the segmented strip grating configuration was designed for improved
compatibility with the directive-folded SWL for one-sided beam scanning as a function of
frequency.

5.1.3

Discussions and Comparisons to Classic Designs

These single-layer, SW-fed segmented circular strip LWAs have been shown to offer maximum broadside radiation as well as frequency beam scanning. Single-frequency beam
steering at broadside using two sources has also been shown. More importantly, this class
of strip-based LWA is the first to be designed and measured for practical implementation, mainly where SWs are employed as the antenna feed. Similar LWA structures have
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also been theoretical analyzed in [89]-[91] using ideal magnetic dipole sources where the
Method of Moments (MoM) was applied to the top radiating strip and slot layer. In addition, the above mentioned structures were not fabricated for experimental verification.
In this thesis concepts defining the segmented circular strip grating are also extended to a
two-layer topology in Section 5.2. A general analysis procedure will also be presented in
Section 5.3 where the PRS, or top radiating aperture, is modeled using a complex sheet
impedance which can be determined from simulation data or the MoM, for that matter,
as outlined in [89]-[91]. The source is also taken into consideration in this new modeling approach for design and analysis of the LWAs in Figs. 5.1, 5.13, and 5.17, which to
the author’s knowledge has not been previously investigated. Other numerical techniques
such as finite element and mode matching could also be adopted with this new and general
approach.
When these LWAs are considered as a feedless array of radiating strips, they can offer a
simple and low-cost alternative to more classic patch and strip designs for microwave and
millimeter-wave frequencies. For example, when the planar SW source is integrated into
the ground plane of the single-layer antenna, the conventional corporate feeding network
can be avoided. In particular, such metallic, TL-based feed systems can be difficult to
implement when efficient and broadband operation is desired. This highlights a typical and
very practical challenge with conventional planar antenna arrays; i.e. the feeding scheme.
For example, compare the LWA in Fig. 5.13 with the work of [2]. The LWA in Fig.
5.13 offers continuous beam scanning through broadside from −55◦ to +47◦ with only
105 radiating elements or strips. No intricate TL-based feeding network is required and a
maximum gain of 17.2 dBi is observed. Conversely, the work in [2] uses a very complicated
waveguide to microstrip transition for element feeding and only broadside radiation was
achieved. Maximum gain values of 19.0 dBi were measured using 1024 radiating elements
[2] with the feeding losses being problematic for this design. More importantly, the work of
[2] tries to minimize SW coupling effects and feeding losses by employing electrically thin

substrates (h λ0 << 1) and dielectric constants with low values2 . Such corporate feeding
2

This practice can achieve a guided wavelength, λg (≈ λ0

√

εr ), that is comparable to λ0 (about 70%,
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losses are not of concern with the SW-fed LWA designs of this thesis. In addition, beam
scanning through broadside with a radiating BW of over 8 GHz has been shown in the
last few sections. Similar beam scanning investigations are most likely not possible with
the planar antenna reported in [2], mainly since, a redesign of the feed system is required
for efficient operation. The next section extends this single-layer segmented circular strip
grating LWA (Fig. 5.13), fed by SWs, to a two-layer topology.

5.2

A Radial Slot Based LWA for Continuous One-Sided
Beam Scanning and Broadside Radiation

A new planar 2-D LWA is realized in this section for the microwave and millimeter-wave
frequency range. The presented design uses a directive SWL feed and a 2-D antenna aperture as shown in Fig. 5.17. Specifically, by efficiently exciting cylindrical waves, within
a two layer parallel-plate guiding structure and designing a radial array of slots on the top
conducting surface, instead of radial slot rings (see Section 4.4.2), conditions can be made
suitable for CLW excitation and the generation of pencil beam patterns that scan through
broadside in the far-field. Measurements are presented in Figs. 5.18-5.20 and results are
in agreement with the full-wave simulations and the developed analysis procedures (Figs.
5.21-5.23). It should also be mentioned that a similar Fabry-Pérot cavity-based LWA was
investigated in [149] for radiation of cylindrical leaky-waves (CLWs). However, to the
author’s knowledge, this is the first time that such a LWA, with two dielectric layers for
efficient SW feeding, has been analyzed, designed, and experimentally verified.
assuming εr ≈ 2) which will define a relatively large apeture and with a reduction in the SW power to minize
coupling effects in the feed system. Conversely, in this thesis SWs are efficiently excited and very good
antenna results are observed when compared to [2] and with only about one tenth of the number of radiating
elements with the guided wavelength reduced to about 30% of λ0 (with εr = 10.2). This is an obvious
reduction in physical antenna size when the apetures are compared to λ0 . For example, the segmented circular
strip LWA in Fig. 5.1 acheived beam scanning from -55◦ to +47◦ through broadside from 18 to 26 GHz with
a gain of 17.2 dBi (using 105 elements) with an apeture and radiation efficiency of 5% and 57%, respectively.
On the other hand, the square array in [2] demonstrated broadside radiation at 38 GHz, with gain values of
19.0 dBi (using 1024 elements) with an apeture and radiation efficiency of 5% and 3%, respectively.
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Figure 5.17: Investigated LWA. Structure defined by a radial slot array (strip width, length,
and periodicity: w = 1.25 mm, l = 7.25 mm, and d = 5.25 mm) etched on top of a two
layer parallel-plate guide as shown in the figure inset (substrate 1: r1 = 10.2, h1 = 50 mil,
and substrate 2: r2 = 3, h2 = 60 mil). A directive-folded SWL in the ground plane defines
the LWA feed.

5.2.1

Measurement Results and Discussions

As shown in the measurements a pencil beam is initially observed for θp = -19.5◦ at 19.0
GHz. Beam scanning towards broadside continues with an increase in frequency. Beam
splitting is shown (19.6 - 20.4 GHz) followed by further beam combining (20.5 GHz) and
continued pencil beam scanning past broadside until 25.7 GHz. The observed beam splitting is likely caused by TE fields in the structure since this frequency range is close to
the TE1 mode cutoff frequency of the closed guiding structure. At this cutoff transition,
excited TE waves can be strongest suggesting an unwanted phasing of the current excited
at the slot edges along the aperture. Despite this observed beam splitting in the backward
direction only, patterns maintain reasonable gain values. For example, realized gain values
in the E(x−z) plane are greater than 4 dBi within this beam splitting range and a relatively
linear pointing angle that scans with respect to frequency (+8◦ / GHz) is still observed over
the entire 6.7 GHz operating band.
Physically the top radial slot configuration, which can define a partially reflecting surface (PRS) or screen, provides suitable conditions for LW excitation and radiation into the
far-field generating the observed one-sided pencil beams that scan from 19.0 GHz to 25.7

x
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Figure 5.18: Measured beam patterns, Eθ (φ = 0◦ ), in the E(x − z) plane. Results shown
in dB and normalized to observed maximum at 23.4 GHz.
GHz. Essentially, the feedless array of slots can radiate energy with decreasing amplitude
away from the printed guiding surface. The bound cylindrical waves propagating within
the parallel-plate guiding structure are perturbed and couple power to the slot segments.
Hence current maximums are likely to occur at the shorter edges of the top slots (within the
radial array) similar to the single-layer segmented circular strip LWA. Thus energy leakage
occurs along the antenna aperture with fields combining in the far-field. In effect, a typical
corporate feeding network for an array of etched slots can be thought to be replaced by the
leaky parallel-plate guide and printed source configuration.
Even though good LWA operation is realized, minor deviations between the simulations and measurements can be observed in Fig. 5.19. For instance, there is a downward
frequency shift of approximately 1.5 GHz. This is likely result of substrate variations in εr1
and εr2 due to anisotropy [4], and source and slot modeling challenges due to fabrication.
Regardless, results are in agreement and a good proof of concept for the investigated LWA
has been presented.

5.2.2

-10 -3 90°

Analysis of the Two-Layer Guide

By applying the transverse resonance technique [131] to the closed two-layer guide (Fig.
5.21), transcendental equations can be determined that define the bound parallel-plate
modes supported by the structure. Also, by following [37] the TM and TE modes can
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Figure 5.19: Pointing angle of the main beam in the E(x-z) plane. Measured gain values
are greater than 10 dBi from 20.9 to 24.2 GHz with θp = [-4◦ ,+21◦ ].
be respectively determined by solving
kz1 εr2
tan(kz1 d1 ) = − tan(kz2 d2 )
kz2 εr1

(5.2)

and

where kz1

kz2
tan(kz1 d1 ) = − tan(kz2 d2 )
(5.3)
kz1
p
p
= εr1 k02 − β02 , kz2 = εr2 k02 − β02 , and β0 defines the phase constant for

the bound parallel-plate mode. Calculated results are shown in Fig. 5.22. In addition,
simulated reflection loss values are provided in Fig. 5.23 and results are compared to a
single-layer GDS, defining a SW guide, and realized with no top conducting metallic plate
and no second dielectric layer. Both structures are shown to accept power, generated by
the slot source, over the operating BW of the SWL and LWA. These results suggest that
the two-layer guiding structure, like the GDS, can easily support the TM and TE fields
generated by the launchers. This implies good integration with the source and guiding
structure.
It should also be noted that the propagation constant of the TM0 mode in Fig. 5.22 has
very little variation with respect to frequency. This suggests a mode with low dispersion
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Figure 5.20: Measured far-field pencil beam patterns that scan as a function of frequency
through broadside. Values are normalized and shown in linear units.

Figure 5.21: Two-layer guiding structure that can support both TM and TE fields.

which may be desired for some applications. In particular, the phase constant β0 varies
from 2.4k0 to 2.7k0 over the 20 to 30 GHz frequency range for the parallel-plate mode. In
comparison, the fundamental TM0 SW mode of the GDS (open structure with no second
dielectric layer and top plate) varies from 1.8k0 to 2.6k0 over the same frequency band (see
Fig. 2.2). This implies a TM0 parallel-plate mode with relatively low dispersion when
compared to the fundamental TM0 SW mode. In addition, both modes have a zero cutoff
frequency and can be easily driven by the SWLs, mainly since, the fields generated by the
slot source are well matched to the field distribution for the fundamental TM0 parallel-plate
mode.

60

80
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Figure 5.22: The modes that can be excited in the closed two-layer structure as shown in
Fig. 5.21. A relatively large unimodal operating BW can be observed up to 22.8 GHz.
Results are calculated using the transverse resonance technique.

5.3

A Simple Modeling Approach for Antenna Analysis
and Design

A general analysis procedure is now presented where the PRS, or top radiating aperture as
shown in Fig. 5.24, is modeled using a complex sheet impedance or transfer impedance,
Zt , which is determined from simulation data or another numerical technique such as the
MoM. In addition, Zt will be different for TM and TE waves and can be calculated if the
complex propagation constant (γ = α + jβ where γ = jk) for the LW mode is known
apriori. This general approach and modeling of the PRS as a complex sheet impedance
can assist in developing a circuit model for the SW source and LWA. It can also be easily
adopted for other practical LWA structures.
The spectral magnetic fields for the voltage source (TM case) can be defined assuming
a magnetic line source at x = h and z = 0. They can be defined as follows in the region
below and above the source:

e y (x; kz ) =
H




 a(kz ) cos(kx x)




for

0≤x≤h

a(kz ) cos(kx x) + b(kz ) sin(kx (x − h)) ,

h≤x≤d

c(kz ) e{−jkx0 (x−d)} ,

x>d

(5.4)
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Figure 5.23: Input match of the guiding structure driven by a non-directive SWL.
where kx =

p
p
εef f k02 − kz2 , kx0 = k02 − kz2 , and kz = β − jα. The term εef f refers to the

effective dielectric constant for guiding structure. Furthermore, for the single-layer GDS

εef f = εr = 10.2, while for the two-layer parallel-plate guide εef f ≈ β02 k02 , where β0 can
be calculated using Eq. (5.2). In addition, the analysis in Eq. (5.4) is being completed in
the spectral domain, mainly, by taking the Fourier transforms of the magnetic field terms
with respect to x. As before, in Section 2.3, the spectral coefficients a(kx ), b(kz ), and
c(kz ) can be determined from boundary conditions and are associated with the TM fields
generated by the source. In particular, the b(kz ) coefficient is multiplied by a sin term so
e y (x; kz ) is continuous at x = h. The remaining boundary conditions to be enforced
that H
ez (x; kz ) at x = d and the discontinuity at the source (z = h) with
are the continuity of E

e+ − E
e− = M
fs = vs 2π. After some algebraic manipulations using Maple [71] the
E
z

z

spectral coefficients can be determined in closed form
εef f ε0 vs ω jωε0 εef f sin(kx d)Zt kx0 + kx cos(kx d)Zt ωε0 + kx cos(kx d)kx0
,
2π
kx (cos(kx d)Zt ωε0 kx0 εef f + jkx sin(kx d)Zt ωε0 + jkx sin(kx d)kx0 )
jvs ωε0 εef f
b(kz ) =
, and
2πkx
1
vs ω 2 ε20 εef f Zt
c(kz ) = −
,
2π cos(kx d)Zt ωε0 kx0 εef f + jkx sin(kx d)Zt ωε0 + jkx sin(kx d)kx0
(5.5)
a(kz ) = −

while also substituting that h = 0 since the source is positioned in the ground plane and at
the origin. Moreover, the poles of a(kz ) or c(kz ) are also related to the complex TM LW
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Figure 5.24: If the 2-D radiating aperture is represented as a transfer impedance, which can
be different for both TM and TE waves, a circuit model can be developed for the TM and
TE source, which can be represented as a voltage and current source, respectively. This can
model the SWL which can generate both TM and TE waves, and for generality, the source
is positioned at a height of x = h.
mode. This is also the wavenumber kz and thus one can determine the transfer impedance
for the TM case, Zt,T M , by setting the denominator of a(kz ) or c(kz ) to zero and solving.
The result for the TM and TE case is as follows:
Zt,T M = −kx kx0

j sin(kx d)
.
ωε0 (εef f kx0 cos(kx d) + jkx sin(kx d))

(5.6)

sin(kx d)ωµ0
.
(5.7)
kx0 sin(kx d) − jkx cos(kx d)
The total magnetic field Hy (x, z) is known to be y-directed (by inspection of the defined
and

Zt,T E =

model in Fig. 5.24) and thus the TM case can be further characterized. Mainly, by applying
the inverse Fourier transform to all the fields within the guide and the air region in Eq. (5.4)
Z ∞
1
e y (x; kz )e−jkx d dkz .
Hy (x, z) =
H
(5.8)
2π −∞
The integration in Eq. (5.8) can be taken over all possible kz wavenumbers, both real and
complex. Following this, one can write an expression for the magnetic field in the air region
(x > d):
1
Hy (x, z) =
2π

Z

∞

−∞

c(kz )e−jkz0 (z−d) dkz .

(5.9)
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Then by evaluating the contribution of the known LW pole, kz = β − jα, for the Zt,T M
transfer impedance that represents the PRS, the radiated far-field can be determined by such
an aperture distribution. These results can be used to characterize antenna leakage and the
radiated power, mainly, by evaluating Eq. (5.9) in the far-field by evaluation of the LW pole
using the stationary phase method of integration [68]:
r
Hy (R, θ) = cos θ

−jk0 R
2jkz
jk0
+ e
(−jA
)
2π k02 sin2 θ − kz2
R

(5.10)

where
A+ =

N (kz )
∂D(kz )
∂kz

(5.11)
kz =β−jα

such that
PRad, T M

η0
=
2

Z

π/2

|Hy (R, θ)|2 R dθ .

(5.12)

−π/2

In Eq. 5.11 N (kz ) and D(kz ) refer to the numerator and denominator of c(kz ) in Eq. 5.5,
respectively. Calculated radiated power levels are also compared to the LW phase and attenuation constants in Fig. 5.25 for the TM case. It is interesting to note that maximum
radiated power occurs at approximately 23 GHz, the same frequency range at which maximum gain is observed for the measurements. These results suggest that a simple and valid
modeling approach has been developed and that such a general method for structure characterization can be applied to other LWAs and feed configurations, assuming the LW phase
and attenuation constants are known apriori.

5.4

Dielectric-Based Multilayer Leaky-Wave Antenna Designs Driven by Surface-Waves

At this stage a number of one- and two-sided LWA structures have been presented in this
thesis using integrated SW feeds. Single- and two-layer structures have also been presented
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Figure 5.25: Calculated radiated power for the LWA shown in Fig. 5.17. Results are also
compared to the β̂ and α̂ for the TM LW mode using far-field data extracted from HFSS
[30]. It is interesting to note that the radiated power achieves a maximum value at the same
frequency where β̂ and α̂ are equivalent.
for broadside radiation, beam steering and scanning. In addition, very good radiation performances in terms of wide-angle beam patterns of high antenna gain were observed by
printing metallic segments on top of a base GDS. However, by the addition of these metallic
structures for radiation, losses may occur when operating at the microwave and millimeterwave frequency ranges. For example, the sheet resistance of metal increases as per the
square root of frequency. Thus the attenuation along the ground plane or a top metalized
cover for example, due to metallic losses, can be modeled using the well-known equation
for surface resistance [1]:
Rs =

q


ωµ0 2σ .

(5.13)

Figure 5.26 compares this surface resistance for copper as well as the conductor and di
electric losses in a SW guide3 as a function of frequency. Total losses in dB mm are also
3

The conductor and dielectric losses for the SW guide were calculated using the transverse resonance
technique [131] for the single-layer slab. In particular, the ground plane was modeled as a metallic sheet with
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compared to the leakage rate for the optimized microstrip grating (d/w = 8) as well as
the losses for a 50-Ω microstrip line transmission line. These results illustrate that the LW
attenuation rate is much greater than the total material losses and that the SW guide also
has reduced losses when compared to a microstrip transmission line for millimeter-wave
frequencies of operation. This is an important point, in that higher leakage rates may be
favored in practical designs due to the loss values of the dielectric. Moreover, it should be
apparent that the majority of the material losses are due to αd and that the metallic losses
are minimal. Thus the antenna engineer should make every effort to select materials and
guiding structures with low loss, and furthermore, ensure that the LW attenuation rate is
greater than that of the dielectric losses. Specifically, when dielectric losses are of concern,
Alumina may be most suitable due to its relatively high dielectric constant (εr ≈ 10) and
low loss tangent (tan δ = 0.0002).
Another design approach is to implement completely dielectric based LWA designs
which can support leakage of both TM and TE SWs on a GDS. These LWAs have shown
to be very promising when SWLs are considered as the antenna source [69]. This section
investigates and models these designs, in particular, where metal is used at a minimum
(ground plane only) in an effort to reduce material loss of the antenna structure. Specifically, planar multilayer dielectric-based LWAs that utilize SWs for LW excitation are presented for microwave and millimeter-wave applications. By placing superstrate dielectric
layers on top of a base GDS, a resonant cavity can be realized defining a leaky guiding
structure. Essentially the bound, SW field distributions excited by the antenna source are
perturbed, transforming the bound mode to a radiated mode.
Interest in these high gain, dielectric-based planar LWAs has been growing in the last

impedance, Zs = Rs (1 + j), while dielectric losses in the slab where represented as αdSW = k02 r tan δ 2β
[1]. The following characteristic equation was developed and solved numerically:

Zair + Zd (Zs + jZd tan(kz,d h)) (Zd + jZs tan(kz,d h)) = 0

(5.14)

p


with Zair = −jkz,air (ω0 ), Zd = kz,d (ω0 r ) where kzd =
r k02 − β 2 − jαdSW and kz,air =
p
2
β 2 − k0 . In these equations β refers to the phase constant for the TM0 SW mode. The losses for microstrip,

√
on the other hand, where calculated using the following [1]: αc = Rs (Z0 W ) and αd = k0 r tan δ 2. In
addition, these results assume that tan δ and r are frequency independent and that the substrate is isotropic.
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Figure 5.26: The surface resistance for copper is shown to increase with frequency. Also
plotted is the conductor loss (αcSW ) and dielectric loss (αdSW ) for the TM0 SW as a function
of frequency. A comparison is also made to the LW attenuation constant for the optimized
‘bull-eye’ (Section 4.2) and losses for a microstrip TL (see note 3 on page 216).
few decades. Leaky-wave antennas of this nature were originally designed for gain enhancement of the conventional patch antenna, or a horizontal electric dipole (HED), by the
addition of one or more superstrates layers. Analysis of a two dielectric layer structure was
given in [140] and multilayer superstrates for the design of higher gain antennas has also
been examined using contrasting impedance layers [143]. In addition, this resonant behavior for high gain has been explored by Jackson and Oliner in [99] by investigating such
structures from a LWA perspective; i.e. high gain can be achieved by the excitation of a
lowly attenuated LW mode. Practical implementations using a frequency selective surface
and a PRS have also been reported [139, 150], and most recently, the number of SW modes
on such multilayer structures has also been examined [151].

5.4.1

Investigated Multilayer Antenna Structures

A three-layer dielectric LWA above a ground plane is considered in this work as shown
in Figs. 5.27-5.29. High gain values may be achieved at a desired pointing angle, θp , if
the base dielectric materials and superstrate thickness are chosen correctly according to the
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Figure 5.27: Illustration of the LWA considered in this work defined by a base GDS (r1 )
covered by two superstrate dielectrics. A single SWL source can be utilized as the antenna
feed for broadside and conical-sector beam patterns.
following relations [141]:
λ0
,
h1 = p
4 r1 − sin2 θp

(5.15)

λ0
h2 = p
,
4 r2 − sin2 θp

(5.16)

λ0
.
h3 = p
4 r3 − sin2 θp

(5.17)

and

In addition, increased gain values can be achieved if the dielectric constant of the materials
meets the following conditions: r1 >> r2 and r3 >> r2 . Essentially a high-low-high
dielectric profile is required for increased radiation efficiencies [143]. Thus for broadside
radiation (θp = 0◦ ), exact substrate material thicknesses should be hi =

λ
√0
4 ri

where the

subscript i defines the ith dielectric layer. Moreover, the relative dielectric constants and
substrate heights for the respective dielectric layers can be defined using ri = [r1 , r2 , r3 ]
and hi = [h1 , h2 , h3 ] in mm. Assuming Eqs. (5.15)-(5.17) are satisfied, gain values at θp
can become increasing large as r3 → ∞, but with a resultant decrease in BW.
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Figure 5.28: Stackup configuration of the proposed multilayer LWA fed by a SWL. Directive radiation at broadside can be realized in the far-field with θp = 0◦ . Otherwise, and as
shown here scanning as a function of frequency with a two-sided pattern is possible; i.e. a
conical-sector beam pattern with |θp | =
6 0◦ . The single-element feed can also be replaced
by an array of SWLs (see Section 2.4) for enhanced beam control in the far-field.

5.4.2

Dielectric-Based Designs Driven by Ground Plane Slots

New multilayer LWAs are investigated using the planar surface-wave launchers (SWLs) as
illustrated in Figs. 5.27 and 5.28. Simulation results and measurements will be presented
examining the functionality of such a three-layer stackup of dielectrics which defines a resonant cavity structure. Far-field beam patterns at broadside are possible as well as conicalsector beam patterns. Results are compared to analogous designs fed by an ACS in the
antenna ground plane (excited by a microstrip feeding line from the substrate periphery,
Fig. 5.29) and a directive-unfolded SWL (see Fig. 2.8) for radiation of one-sided beam
patterns in the far-field. These source configurations are further detailed in Fig. 5.30.
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Figure 5.29: A comparison is also made to a classical feed configuration defined by a slot
in the antenna ground plane excited by a microstrip transmission line printed on the utmost
bottom GDS (r0 ).
By the appropriate frequency of operation, material thickness and dielectric constant,
LWs can be efficiently excited on the top guiding surface, generating pencil beam patterns
in the far-field [69]. In particular, both antenna feed configurations, the SWL and ACS,
are further compared in this chapter for such multi-layer designs in terms of reflection loss
values, radiating BWs, and unwanted parasitic radiation directed below the main slab into
the antenna backside direction. In addition a sensitivity analysis is also carried out to observe any antenna performance degradations due to variations in substrate parameters. For
instance, variations in one substrate material within the multilayer structure may cause the
radiation performance of the antenna to diminish. Essentially, the required resonance condition is not achieved, radiation does not occur, and energy is bound and trapped within the
dielectric layers or reflected back towards the feeding transmission line. Thus very specific
dielectric constant values and thicknesses are required for optimal performance and thus increased gain values. However, in practice, acquiring the exact substrate characteristics can
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be difficult. High precision tooling may be required and antenna fabrication costs can escalate. Therefore, for realization of low cost designs, sub-optimal dielectric materials may
have to be used in practice. These investigations will show that the multilayer LWA structures using SWL sources offered the best performance in terms of reduced reflection loss
values, improved radiation BWs, diminished unwanted radiation into the antenna backside
direction, as well as gain stability due to the use of sub-optimal dielectric substrates.
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Figure 5.30: Investigated slot configuration (a) in the antenna ground plane fed by a microstrip feed line printed on the bottom slab, r0 . The coplanar waveguide transmission line
fed non-directive (b) and directive-unfolded (c) SWLs are also shown. All slots are embedded in the ground plane of the base dielectric, r1 . Dark and hatched regions define the
slots and microstrip feeding line, respectively (dimensions shown in millimeters).
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Theoretical Considerations

The resonant gain of such multilayer antenna structures can be described by LW phenomena. Essentially, radiation can occur due to the presence of both transverse electric (TE)
and transverse magnetic (TM) LWs. More specifically, cylindrical TEz and TMz LW field
distributions are excited on the aperture at z = h1 + h2 + h3 that can give rise to broadside
radiation by Method I. The TEz LW mode determines the Eφ component of the far-field
pattern, while the TMz mode dictates Eθ . Thus the TEz [TMz ] LWs determine the H-plane
[E-plane] pattern in the y-z [x-z] plane. Essentially, as the dielectric constant of the top
superstrate layer increases (r3 → ∞) the leakage rate decreases (α → 0) and thus the
far-field antenna gain can approach maximum values.
5.4.3.1

Modal Considerations and Field Representation

For this type of multi-layer antenna structure the dominant LWs (which are improper by
Note 1 in Chapter 4) correspond to TE and TM field configurations, which are the TE2 and
TM1 SW modes of the slab below cutoff. Furthermore, the TE1 and TM0 SW modes are
above cutoff and thus their respective enhanced radiation will occur away from the slotted
sources without attenuation [143, 152]. Essentially bidirectional TE [TM] SWs propagate
away from the origin (see Fig. 5.31) in the ±y- [±x]- directions with an e−jβT E |x| [e−jβT M |x| ]
phase propagation factor.

5.4.3.2

Reciprocity and Transmission-Line Analysis

A simple transmission line analogy can be used to explain the mechanism for the predicting
the high gain values [143]. By reciprocity, the far-field radiation from the antenna is directly
related to the field inside the structure near the source due to an incident far-field planewave excitation. Thus the far-field components of the antenna beam pattern, Eθ or Eφ , at an
arbitrary observation point are related to the field distribution generated near the slots due
to their appropriate excitation within the ground plane at z = 0. Hence, the field incident
upon the layered structure can be modeled as an equivalent network of transmission lines,
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Figure 5.31: TM field distribution generated 0.5 mm above the base GDS (r1 = 10.2, h1 =
1.27 mm) at 19.85 GHz by a single non-directive SWL placed at the origin (referenced to
main slot). No dielectric superstrates were placed above the guiding surface.
each having a characteristic impedance, Zci , and propagation constant, βi .
The incoming plane-wave, with parallel (k) [perpendicular (⊥)] polarization, corresponds to an Eθ [Eφ ] far-field distribution and can be representative of the TMz [TEz ]
LW mode on the aperture. The values of the characteristic impedance for the ith layer, as
defined in [143] are
Zcki =

Z0
i

q

n2i − sin2 θ0 and Zc⊥i = p

Z o µi

(5.18)
n2i − sin2 θ0
q
√
for the k and ⊥ polarization cases, respectively, where Z0 = µ00 , ni = ri µri and θ0 is
the angle between the direction of the incident plane-wave and the ẑ-axis. In addition, the
propagation constants can be defined in the air region and the ith substrate as
q
β0 = k0 cos θ0 and βi = kzi = k0 n2i − sin2 θ0 .

(5.19)

Furthermore, the node voltages and current of each TL section can be related through a TL
matrix and the transverse impedance looking up into the stack from the ground plane slot
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Zc21 Zc23
r2
=
Z0
= 2
Zc2 Z0
r1 r3

(5.20)

as in [143]. Thus the input impedance seen from the slot is proportional to

r2
r1 r3

and by

maximizing r1 and r3 and minimizing r2 the impedance looking up into the dielectric
stack from the source can be lowered as compared to the impedance looking down into
the antenna backside. Thus with decreased Zup impedance values, energy can be strongly
coupled upwards into the dielectric stack for efficient LW field excitation on the top guiding
surface and radiation into the far-field.

5.4.4

Printed Slot Sources for the Multi-Layer Dielectric-Based LWAs

As illustrated in Fig. 5.30 three slotted antenna sources are investigated in this thesis for
the purposed multilayer LWA structures: a classic mircrostrip feed slot, a non-directive
SWL, and a directive-unfolded SWL. Essentially all configurations couple energy into the
dielectric layers for radiation into the far-field. The TM and TE field distributions excited
by these single element sources are illustrated in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32.
5.4.4.1

Microstrip-Fed Rectangular Slot Excitation

The microstrip-fed slot excitation is defined by a slot cut in the antenna ground plane such
that the slot (length and width: 8.76 mm and 0.24 mm) is perpendicular to the strip conductor of the microstrip line printed on the utmost bottom dielectric (r0 = 3, h0 = 0.762 mm).
Essentially the fields of the microstrip line (length and width: 31.4 mm and 1.9 mm) below
the antenna ground plane excite the slot. The strip is terminated with an open-circuited
stub (length of 1.4 mm) with an approximate length of

λg
.
4

Thus an effective short circuit

is realized at the outer edge of the slot. As shown in Fig. 4.17 this type of feeding configuration has a very high input impedance and can provide matching over a narrow frequency
range due to this

λg
4

matching technique. This will inherently develop a LWA for operation

over a narrow frequency BW.
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Figure 5.32: Magnitude of the Eρ (a, c, e and g) and Eφ (b, d, f and h) field distributions at
18.5 GHz (a, b, e and f) and 19.5 GHz (c, d, g and h) generated 0.5 mm above the base slab
(r1 =10.2, h1 = 1.27 mm) with no superstrate dielectric coverings for the slot (a-d) and the
SWL source (e-h).
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By observing the field distribution above the base GDS (with no dielectric coverings,
Fig. 5.32) the coupling operation of the slot can be further understood. For instance, at
18.5 GHz the magnitude of the Eρ field distribution, representative of TM0 SW mode, is
directed along the x̂-axis in a cylindrical fashion as shown in Fig. 5.32(a), while a strongly
excited Eφ distribution is directed in the ±y-directions as shown in Fig. 5.32(b). Propagation of the TE1 SW mode does not occur since operation is below the cutoff frequency of
the GDS with fields propagating as space-waves into free-space. However, this generated
TE field is still required for LW excitation and efficient broadside radiation. For instance,
when the superstrate dielectric coverings are placed on top of the slab boundary conditions
are altered, SWs are perturbed and energy is radiated into free space by LW fields. Both TE
and TM field distributions are required on the aperture for maximum radiation at broadside
in the far-field [38]. Thus the slot was employed to generate both TE and TM field configurations on the slab. It should be mentioned that this slot configuration and microstrip
feeding line were optimized in HFSS for increased gain at broadside as well as reduced
reflection losses for the multilayer LWA. With an increase in frequency the TE field is still
shown but with reduced field strength. Regardless, the ACS is shown to generate both TM
and TE waves which is important for the multilayer antenna.
5.4.4.2

Non-Directive and Directive Surface-Wave Launchers

Two different types of SWLs were employed for these multilayer dielectric-based LWAs.
In particular, bidirectional SWs can be generated by a non-directive SWL (Fig. 5.30(b)),
as shown in Fig. 5.31 where TM SWs are directed in both the forward and backward
directions. This type of source is useful for two-sided antenna beam patterns in the farfield as well as broadside radiation. Conversely, a unidirectional SW field distribution can
be produced by a directive-unfolded SWL (Fig. 5.30(c)) where the majority of the TM SW
field distribution is bound, guided, and forward directed. This type of source is useful for
one-sided antenna beam patterns.
The field distributions generated by a single non-directive SWL are also shown in Figs.
5.31 and 5.32. When compared to the aperture coupled slot, a single maximum is observed
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for the TM field at the origin and over the investigated frequency band. In addition, these
SWLs have been shown to offer broadband operation and improved radiation performances
when compared to the ACS. This was thoroughly investigated for the single-layer ‘bull-eye’
designs as described in Chapter 4.

5.4.5

Multilayer Antenna Designs using an Aperture Coupled Slot

By using the aforementioned aperture coupled slot antenna source as shown in Fig. 5.30
the multilayer LWA can be designed for broadside radiation. Using Eqs. (5.15)-(5.17)
the following optimal material parameters were determined ri = [10.2, 1, 25] and hi =
[1.27, 4.05, 0.811] mm for the base GDS and superstrate layers, respectively, for operation
at 18.5 GHz. Maximum gain values of 12.2 dBi can be observed at broadside at 18.6 GHz
in the far-field with a 3 dB radiating BW of 1.6%. Results are shown in Fig. 5.33 (a).
Unfortuantly, this LWA could not be made in practice due to the exact material parameters
required for fabrication. In particular, superstrates with dielectric constant values of 1 and
25 (with a corresponding height of 4.05 and 0.811 mm, respectively) were not commercially available at a low cost. It should also be noted that a significant amount of radiation
into the antenna backside was observed with this LWA design. Unfortuantly, values of 3.1
dBi are attained which are very similiar to the ‘bull-eye’ structures in Section 4.2 using
ACS feeds. This suggests that the ACS feeds are sub-optimal for practical LWA design
when operating at high frequencies, as significant backside radiation can be observed.
5.4.5.1

Additional Discussions

A sensitivity analysis was also carried out to observe performance degradations due to
the use of non-ideal superstrates that were commercially available. This is an important
practical concern since the optimal dielectric values of r2[3] = 1[25] and h2[3] = 4.05
[0.811] mm were not available from any manufacturer. Thankfully however, a dielectric
thickness of 3 [0.7874] mm was available with r = 1 [30] and these substrates are close
to the desired. Use of such a dielectric materials should offer high gain values, but as
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Figure 5.33: Simulated Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) gain patterns (in the x-z plane) for the investigated
LWA using the ACS feed. (a) Optimal design: 12.2 dBi maximum gain at broadside at
18.6 GHz (3 dB beamwidth of 16◦ ) with an observed 3 dB radiating bandwidth of 0.30
GHz (from 18.45 to 18.75 GHz, 1.6% BW). (b) Sensitivity Analysis. Same as in (a) unless
noted otherwise.
can be observed in Fig. 5.33(b), minimal radiation into the far-field is realized. The suboptimal thickness of the middle layer alters the resonant condition and broadside radiating
frequency. Energy is bound and trapped in the dielectric layers. In addition, the matching
conditions for the ACS feed are also very dependent on these ideal substrate parameters.
These results suggest that without optimal dielectric materials antenna performance can be
significantly reduced.
These observations can be further explained as follows. For directive radiation at broadside to occur both TE and TM fields are required. The TE SW may be cutoff, but a strong
radiating TE field from the slot, in the form of space waves, can generate high gain values
in the far-field by the added dielectric layers. For instance, as shown in Fig. 5.32(b) strong
Eφ (or TE) field strength is observed at 18.5 GHz at the design frequency of the antenna for
the unloaded GDS. This field excitation has a narrow band behavior and can be controlled
by the length of the aperture coupled slot. Furthermore, to employ the aforementioned
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Figure 5.34: Magnitude and phase of the Eρ (x, y, z) field distribution generated on
the LWA structure at 18.6 GHz excited by the slot for ri = [10.2, 1, 25] and hi =
[1.27, 4.05, 0.811] mm. Two horizontal planes are shown above the base dielectric (r1 )
at z = h1 + 0.5 mm and the top utmost dielectric (r3 ) at z = h1 + h2 + h3 + 0.5 mm.
Origin defined at the slot center on the antenna ground plane.

commercially available substrate materials for this LWA, a redesign of the ACS is required,
but, this may not be beneficial in practice as dielectric constant values may be slightly
higher than expected due to substrate anisotropy or have some other unknown variations
[4]. Moreover, by not using the optimal slab thicknesses and dielectric constant values,
the resonant frequency of the multilayer LWA may be shifted. Since the slotted source is
narrow band, coupling of power into the LWA resonant cavity (at the shifted frequency of
operation) may be minimal, reducing the available amount of power for radiation. Thus
variations in substrate materials (from optimal values) may cause antenna radiation performances to diminish. Essentially, the required resonance condition is not achieved, radiation
does not occur, and the bound energy is trapped within the dielectric layers, reflected back
along the feeding transmission line, or, radiated into the antenna backside, i.e. into the negative ẑ-direction. To further complicate the matter, reduced TE fields are observed in Fig.
5.32(d) at 19.5 GHz, when compared to the plot at 18.5 GHz, suggesting that diminished
LW radiation can occur for frequencies values with lowered TE field strengths. Thus, to
ensure generation of the required TE field distribution, operation for this LWA with an ACS

[deg.]
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feed should be near 19.47 GHz (the TE1 SW mode of the slab) to ensure that strong TE
field strength values are available for radiation.
By observing the magnitude and phase of the cylindrical, Eρ , field distribution above
the base dielectric and the utmost superstrate layer, as shown in Fig. 5.34, the operation
of the antenna can be further understood by aperture theory [64]. For instance, the phase
distribution for the structure at the top superstrate layer is much smoother and spread out
across the structure than at the base dielectric layer. Thus at maximum cavity resonance
(defined as the frequency for maximum observed gain, 18.6 GHz) the radial electric field is
re-distributed and spread out along the aperture achieving directive radiation at broadside.
The electric field illustrates a smooth phase distribution and high gain values are observed
in the far-field (since the physical area of the antenna aperture and the amplitude distribution are unchanged). Essentially an aperture, larger than the original physical antenna
aperture, defined by the single-layer ACS antenna, is realized.

5.4.6

Multilayer Designs using using Surface-Wave Launchers

By using the aforementioned SWL sources as shown in Fig. 5.30 and discussed in Section
5.4.4.2 multilayer LWAs can be designed for optimal operation beyond the TE1 SW mode
cutoff frequency of the base GDS. Maximum gain values of 13.3 dBi can be observed
at broadside at 19.70 GHz using a non-directive SWL source and two superstrate layers
with a dielectric constant of 50. Results are shown in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36 for various
superstrate layers and frequencies. Simulations illustrate that gain values in the antenna
backside direction are below -7 dBi thus offering an improvement of 10 dBi when compared
to the aperture coupled slot design. In addition, results suggest that by variation in substrate
material parameters, gain values above 5 dBi can still be observed at broadside offering a
significant improvement when compared to the ACS fed design using a microstrip feeding
transmission line.
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Figure 5.35: Simulated broadside Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) gain patterns (in the x-z plane) in dBi for the
investigated LWA using the non-directive SWL source. A comparison is made to different
superstrate materials. All designs utilized a common base GDS (r1 = 10.2, h1 = 1.27
mm). With r3 = 50 maximum gain values at broadside of 13.3 dBi can be achieved.
5.4.6.1

Designs for One-Sided Antenna Beam Patterns

A directive-unfolded SWL can also be used for one-sided antenna beam patterns. Figure
5.37 illustrates designs for main beam patterns directed at θp = 40◦ and 45◦ . Only commercially available substrates were used and thus reduced gain values are achieved. Initial
results are promising and suggest that with proper selection of material parameters (see
Eqs. (5.15)-(5.17)), single maximum beam patterns (offering high gain and low side lobe
levels) can be directed to off broadside beam angles.

5.4.6.2

Single Frequency Beam Steering at Broadside

Broadside beam steering is possible by using the four-element array of SWLs as presented
in Section 2.4.3. Thus by applying the appropriate power weighting distribution to the four
SWL source elements controlled far-field beam steering is possible at a single frequency.
For the investigated LWA structure (ri = [10.2, 1, 25] and hi = [1.27, 3.0, 0.7366] mm)
beam steering is shown in the x-z (φ = 0◦ ), xy-z (φ = 45◦ ), and the y-z (φ = 90◦ ) planes.
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Figure 5.36: Simulated Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) gain patterns (in the x-z plane) in dBi for the investigated LWA using the non-directive SWL. Maximum gain at broadside at 19.85 GHz (3 dB
beamwidth of 16◦ ), with an observed 3 dB radiating bandwidth of 0.40 GHz (from 19.65
to 20.05 GHz, 2% BW) for ri = [10.2, 1, 25] and hi = [1.27, 3.0, 0.7366] mm.
Since the steered SW fields from the SWL array are directed on the slab, CLWs on the top
dielectric layer are contained within a specified region as well. Essentially, the steered SW
field distribution dictates the region of LW field excitation on the guiding surface, realizing
controlled broadside beam steering in the far-field.

5.4.6.3

Circular Polarization

Using the four-element array of SWLs both left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) circular polarization (CP) can be realized by quadrature SWL source feeding. Simulation
results are shown in Fig. 5.39 where it is shown that both LHCP and RHCP beam patterns
are possible at broadside in the far-field by the appropriate complex weighting distribution.
Axial ratios below 3 dB are observed from θ = −17.5◦ to +16.0◦ at 19.85 GHz in both the
x-z and y-z planes for the LHCP design as shown in Fig. 5.39. Similar results are expected
for a right-handed configuration. Such a CP LWA design may be well suited for space and
radar tracking systems, where the polarization of the sender or receiver antenna (or target
of interest) cannot be easily controlled or is not known a priori.

5.4.7

Comparison of Leaky-Wave Antenna Structures

By observing the magnitude and phase of the cylindrical, Eρ , field distribution throughout
the dielectric layers (in a x-z cutting plane for z > 0) further insight into the operation
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Figure 5.37: Eθ (φ = 0◦ ) gain patterns (in the x-z plane) in dBi for the investigated LWA
using a directive SWL source. (a): A maximum of 7.15 dBi is observed at θ = 40◦ for
ri = [10.2, 1, 25], hi = [1.27, 2.786, 1.27] mm. (b): A maximum of 4.6 dBi is observed at
θ = 45◦ for ri = [10.2, 1, 10.2] and hi = [1.27, 3, 1.27] mm.
of the proposed LWA antenna structure can be understood. Radial field strength values
are shown in magnitude and phase in Fig. 5.40. A resonant cavity structure is achieved
with field strength maximum at z = h1 + h2 /2. It should be noted that such maxima are
observed with and without the superstrate coverings since r2 = 1 and thus field strength
maxima occur at the center of the second superstrate layer.
By covering the bottom GDS with two superstrate layers a leaky, parallel-plate guiding
structure is realized. The bound field distributions excited by the sources are perturbed at
z = h1 + h2 + h3 , new boundary conditions exist and the transformation from a bound
mode to a radiated mode can be realized. This can be observed in the phase distribution
throughout the layers. With no added superstrate layers field propagation occurs away
from the source at the origin and toward the periphery along the ±x-directions. This field
orientation is representative of a bound SW. With the addition of the top superstrate layer
field propagation occurs away from the slab in the ±x- and +z-directions, for z > h1 +
h2 + h3 and thus is representative of a bidirectional LW field distribution on the antenna
aperture. Leakage occurs and TM and TE LW fields combine in the far-field realizing a
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Figure 5.38: By fine tuning the complex SWL feeding distribution the main pencil beam
can be steered by ±4.5◦ at broadside; i.e. the direction of the main beam can be contained
and controlled within a small cone defined by θ ∈ ±4.5◦ and φ ∈ ±180◦ . Results are
shown in both linear units and dBi.
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Figure 5.39: Both LHCP and RHCP beam patterns at 19.85 GHz are possible at broadside by the appropriate complex weighting distribution (left-handed: 1∠0◦ : 1∠+90◦ :
1∠+180◦ : 1∠+270◦ , right-handed: 1∠0◦ : 1∠−90◦ : 1∠−180◦ : 1∠−270◦ ). Results
are shown in dBic in x-z plane for investigated LWA structure (ri = [10.2, 1, 25] and
hi = [1.27, 3.0, 0.7366] mm) with four SWL sources. The axial ratio for the LHCP design
is shown (similar results are expected for a RH configuration).
broadside beam pattern with Eθ and Eφ components, respectively.
Reflection loss values for the investigated LWAs using the classic ACS source and the
non-directive SWLs are shown in Figs. 5.41. These simulation results suggest that the
wide band behavior of the SWLs may be advantageous (as a multilayer antenna source),
and practically, may operate over a larger radiating BW. In addition, the radiated far-field
beam patterns (Fig. 5.36) appear to be less sensitive to sub-optimal substrates.

5.4.8

Implementation of a Low-Cost Dielectric Based Leaky-Wave Antenna Using a Non-Directive Surface-Wave Launcher

Given the results of the last few sections, as well as the many benefits of SWLs, a multilayer
LWA (see Fig. 5.42) was assembled and measured. In particular, the dielectric-based LWA
was realized by a base GDS (Rogers Corporation, RT/duroid 6010LM, r1 = 10.2 rated,
h1 = 1.27 mm), a foam layer (Evonik Industries, Rohacell, r2 = 1, h2 = 3.0 mm), and a
top superstrate cover (Emerson & Cuming, ECCOSTOCK HIK 500, r3 = 30, h3 = 0.84
mm). All materials were commercially available and of low loss (rated tan δ values are less
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Figure 5.40: Magnitude (a-d) and phase (e-h) of the Eρ (x, y, z) field distribution in the
x-z plane excited by the slot (a, b, e and f) and the non-directive SWL source (c, d, g
and h) at 18.6 GHz and 19.85 GHz, respestively, for frequencies where maximum farfield radiation at broadside was observed. A comparison is made with and without the
superstrate coverings. Substrate parameters same as in Fig. 5.33 (a) [Fig. 5.35 (a)] for the
aperture coupled slot [non-directive SWL].
than or equal to 0.0023). Initially, a non-directive SWL source was etched in the center of
the bottom ground plane and the top dielectric layers were bonded to the base GDS using
an adhesive spray (3M Fastbond 77). The non-directive SWL (with a main slot length
of 2.5 mm) was fed by a 50-Ω coplanar waveguide transmission line from the substrate
periphery as further outlined in Fig. 5.30(b). Measured and simulated beam patterns are
shown in Figs. 5.43 and 5.44. Gain values are greater than 11 dBi at broadside with half
power beam widths less than 7◦ . This low-cost and low-profile LWA may be useful for
radar applications and surveillance systems where compact antenna designs are of interest.

5.4.9

Full-Wave Analysis of the Multi-Layer Antenna Structure

As outlined in Chapter 2, the main driven slot of the SWL can be modeled as a horizontal
magnetic dipole (HMD) and fields generated by this ideal source may be determined using a
full-wave spectral analysis resulting in closed form expressions for the z-orientated electric
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Figure 5.41: Reflection loss values for the investigated LWAs using the slotted ACS source
(Fig. 5.33(a)) and the non-directive SWLs (Fig. 5.35(a)) for various superstrate dielectric
values.
and magnetic field vectors, Ez and Hz [11, 28]. By further adopting the analysis presented
in these works, wave propagation in the traverse z-direction can be characterized by kz2i =
ki2 − kρ2 , with ki2 = ω 2 µi i , µi = µri µ0 , and i = ri 0 . The subscript i denotes the ith
dielectric layer, with i = 0 defining the air region above the top air-dielectric interface for
z ≥ h1 + h2 + h3 = h. Both TMz and TEz wave types can be analyzed. Complex radial
wavenumbers kρ = k0 b
kρ = β − jα define LW propagation along the planar guiding surface
with the TMz and TEz field components generating the observed radiation patterns in the
far-field for the corresponding E(x-z) and H(y-z) planes, respectively.
Accurate knowledge of these field components may be useful to predict the radiation
behavior of the proposed LWA. For instance, TMz and TEz fields can be derived in integral
form in the top air region:
Ez,air

∂
∼
=K
∂x

Z
0

∞

J0 (kρ ρ)fair e−jk0 (z−h) kρ dkρ /kz1

(5.21)
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BOTTOM

z=0

TOP

z = h1+h2+h3

Figure 5.42: Measured 6 cm by 6 cm multilayer LWA (ri = [10.2, 1, 30] and hi =
[1.27, 3, 0.7874] mm) with a non-directive SWL in the ground plane [77].
and
Hz,air

K ∂
∼
=
ωµ ∂y

Z

∞

J0 (kρ ρ)gair e−jk0 (z−h) kρ dkρ ,

(5.22)

0

where K is the magnetic moment of the slot source (in V·m) and J0 is the Bessel function
of the first kind (order 0). In the analysis the time dependent terms (e+jωt ) are suppressed
throughout. The functions fair and gair characterize the aperture fields on the guiding
surface and have complex poles which correspond to the TMz and TEz LW modes of the
analyzed high gain planar LWA. A detailed description of the radial phase (βT M and βT E )
and attenuation constants (αT M and αT E ) is essential to a systematic design procedure.
Once these complex radial wavenumbers are known, the beam direction can be determined
along with the corresponding frequencies for high gain.
By successive application of the boundary conditions that exist at the interfaces between
the dielectric layers and the air region, the spectral functions fair and gair can be further
established [69]. This iterative process can be simplified by generating a transmission
matrix describing the continuity of i Ez and ∂Ez /∂z at the respective boundary for TM
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Figure 5.43: Measured 2D gain patterns in the azimuth and elevation. Values have been
normalized to observed maximum and results are shown in linear units.
waves. Analogously, the continuity of the µi Hz and ∂Hz /∂z terms for TE waves. Closed
form expressions can be determined for fair and gair , respectively, where
fair =

jkz1
(CX − AY )

(5.23)

and
gair =

µ0

DX −BY

with
(5.24)
A = cos ψ1 cos ψ2 − (2 kz1 /1 kz2 ) sin ψ1 sin ψ2 ,
B = (1 /kz1 ) sin ψ1 cos ψ2 + (2 /kz2 ) sin ψ2 cos ψ1 ,
C

= −(kz1 /1 ) sin ψ1 cos ψ2 − (kz2 /2 ) sin ψ2 cos ψ1 ,

D = cos ψ1 cos ψ2 − (1 kz2 /2 kz1 ) sin ψ1 sin ψ2 ,
X = 0 cos ψ3 + j3 (kz0 /kz3 ) sin ψ3 , and
Y

= kz3 (0 /3 ) sin ψ3 − jkz0 cos ψ3 ,

with transverse phase accrual defined by ψi = kzi hi in each layer. The functions B, D, X
and Y are equivalent to B, D, X, and Y but with all the i terms replaced by µi for the
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Figure 5.44: Measured Eθ (φ=0◦ ) and Eφ (φ=90◦ ) gain patterns at 17.39 GHz in the E(x-z)
and H(y-z) planes. Results are compared to two simulation models using Ansoft HFSS; a
rated and varied base dielectric constant, r1 = 10.2 and r1 = 13.2, respectively.
appropriate ith layer (µi = µ0 for the realized LWA since non-magnetic materials were utilized in the antenna fabrication with µri = 1). Furthermore, the spectral functions fair and
√
gair can be approximated for broadside radiating frequencies, namely fair ≈ gair r1 ≈
q
r1 rr3 . This simplification suggests basic design strategies for maximizing field strength
2

on the aperture and thus suitable conditions for achieving high gain at broadside; i.e. r3
and r1 should be much greater than r2 .

5.4.9.1

Results and Discussions

Using Eqs. (5.21)-(5.23) the resultant Eθ and Eφ far-field radiation patterns can be determined using the stationary phase method of integration [68]. Radiated power from the
antenna can also be obtained by integrating the intensity of these far-field components over
the solid angle of a large sphere, resulting in
Prad

(Kk0 )2
=
4πη0

Z

π/2

θ=0




|fair |2
2
+ |gair | cos2 θ sin θ dθ .
r1 − sin2 θ

(5.25)
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Figure 5.45: Calculated LW radial wavenumbers (normalization with respect to k0 , βb =
β/k0 and α
b = α/k0 , for both TMz and TEz modes) and radiated powers, Prad , for the
investigated LWA: (a) r1 = 10.2 and (b) r1 = 13.2.

Initially simulations were completed in HFSS for the described LWA. A pencil beam with
maximum gain at broadside was provided at 19.63 GHz as illustrated in Fig. 5.44. Calculated complex wavenumbers predict similar behavior at 19.6 GHz since βT M ≈ βT E ≈
αT M ≈ αT E as shown in Fig. 5.45(a) with radiated powers, Prad , achieving maximum values. As shown in Fig. 5.44 a downward frequency shift was observed for the realized
LWA structure, and maximum gain values were measured at 17.39 GHz. To investigate
this discrepancy a parametric analysis was completed. By increasing the relative dielectric
constant of the bottom layer to 13.2 (from the rated 10.2 by Rogers Corporation, at 10.0
GHz), while maintaining all other parameters, the simulation frequency for high gain was
reduced to 17.65 GHz. Gain patterns are compared in Fig. 5.44 and agreement can be
observed in both principal planes for these two values of r1 . In addition, supporting numerical calculations are reported in Fig. 5.45(b). The high gain response is also predicted
for this lower frequency and the region for maximum radiated power at broadside. Similar downward frequency shifts between measurements and simulations were previously
reported in this thesis and may be attributed to substrate anisotropy. Such practical effects
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 ri  [10.2 , 1 , 25 , 1 , 3]
hi  [1.27 , 3 , 0.7366 , 3 , 1.524] mm
Figure 5.46: Fabricated five-layer LWA with a non-directive SWL in the ground plane. A
measured increase in gain of 2.21 dB can be observed when compared to the three-layer
structure in Fig. 5.42.
may be expected for other dielectric based SW-fed LWA designs when operating at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time
that such a planar LWA using a printed non-directive SWL has been fabricated, measured,
and numerically analyzed. Some results have been reported in [69].
5.4.9.2

A New Five-Layer Dielectric-Based Antenna Structure

Following the results of the last section and [141], design procedures can be further developed to achieve increased gain at broadside. In particular, by adding two additional
dielectric layers as shown in Fig. 5.46 gain values greater than 13 dBi can be achieved at
17.6 GHz. Very similar beam patterns to that of Fig. 5.44 were measured for this five-layer
design except with a reduced 3 dB radiating BW of 1.8% (0.21 GHz from 17.57 GHz to
17.78 GHz). For comparison, the three-layer design offered a 3 dB radiating BW of 2.24%
(0.32 GHz from 17.31 GHz to 17.63 GHz). Simulated near-field plots are also shown in
Fig. 5.47 where it can be observed that the two additional dielectric layers generates a more
uniform phase distrubution at the top air-dielectric interface for increased gain at broadside.
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Figure 5.47: Magnitude and phase of the TM field distribution generated by a non-directive
SWL placed at the origin. A comparison is made without the dielectric superstrates and two
LWA structures: a three- and five-layer design. It can be observed that the additional two
dielectric layer generates a more uniform phase distribution, when compared to the threelayer design, offering increased gain values at broadside.
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Radiation Efficiency of Dielectric-Based Antennas

When examining these types of dielectric-based LWA structures, investigations are typically limited to pattern directivity, gain, and derivation of the LW propagation constants.
Little or no attention is given to the radiation efficiency. To further assess the performance
of such multi-layer LWA designs, derivations of the relative SW and radiation powers are
now provided. It should be mentioned that the analysis in this section follows the earlier
developments presented in [29] while also providing new full-wave simulations and numerical investigations that identify the optimal conditions to improve radiation performance,
mainly, in terms of reduced antenna size. Practical considerations are also discussed to
highlight the feasibility of the SW-driven LWA structures.
The analysis begins by investigating the fields that can be generated by a horizontal
magnetic dipole (HMD) or a horizontal electric dipole (HED) positioned in the vacinity
of a dielectric material [11, 28], or practically, at the center of a GDS with dimensions
much large than the free-space wavelength, λ0 . For generality, both HMDs, which can be
representative of the SWLs employed thus far, as well as a HEDs, are considered for the

-150
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Figure 5.48: Analyzed LWA defined by a stackup of three dielectric layers. The source,
modeled as a HED, can excite primary and secondary fields, respectively illustrated as red
and gray arrows in the bottom dielectric layer. By appropriate selection of the thickness of
the dielectric layers, broadside radiation can be achieved in the far-field (red) or two-sided
beam patterns (gray) at a pointing angle defined by θp .

antenna source (see Fig. 5.48). In practice, the HED can be realized by a patch printed
on the bottom GDS [4]. The low gain values typically associated with these elementary
sources, which are inherently band limited, can be increased by the superstrate layers as
fashioned in this thesis in the last few sections as well as described in [69] for the nondirective SWL. A comparison of this nature is needed to fully describe these dielectricbased LWA structures, and in general, the possible feeding techniques and practical benefits
that can be realized when one source configuration is chosen over the other. In particular,
it will be shown that for a HED design, fabrication costs can escalate due to the high
tolerancing that may be needed. In addition and as discussed in the previous chapters, patch
feeding at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies can be problematic. Conversely
however, HMD designs can offer low-cost and low-profile implementations. They also
generally offer improved feeding at high frequencies.
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Derivation of the Fields for the HED

Following the work of [28] and [29] the antenna is assumed to be excited by a small xoriented HED located at a height d above the bottom metallic ground plane (see Fig. 5.48)
or a y-directed HMD at z = 0 (see Fig. 5.28). The bidirectional field distributions generated by the sources may be perturbed by the top superstrate layer generating conical or
pencil beam patterns in the far-field. Essentially a leaky, parallel-plate guiding structure
can be realized and the stackup can be thought of as a type of resonant cavity-based LWA.

5.4.10.2

HED: Primary Field Analysis

A detailed analysis of such a high gain LWA can begin by observing the primary fields
generated by the HED source (see Section 2.3 for the HMD). The electric dipole has a
moment Il ejωt A·m and can excite both TMz and TEz fields which are decoupled at the
planar interfaces between the layers. Thus each field type can be treated separately. The
primary field components in the bottom GDS, Ezp and Hzp , can be expressed in terms
of an x-directed magnetic vector potential, Ax . Namely Ezp = −∂ 2 Ax /jωε1 ∂x∂z and
Hzp = −∂Ax /∂y for the TM and TE fields, respectively, where ε1 = εr1 ε0 . Following [29]
and the developments in Chapter 2 for the single-layer slab:
Ezp

∂
Il
=−
4πjωε1 ∂x

∞

Z

±J0 (kρ ρ) e(−jkz1 |z−d|) kρ dkρ

(5.26)

0

and
Hzp

Il ∂
=−
4π ∂y

Z

∞

J0 (kρ ρ) e(−jkz1 |z−d|)

0

kρ
dkρ ,
jkz1

(5.27)

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind (order 0) and the ± sign accounts for the
two cases z > d and z < d, respectively [29]. Time harmonic variation ejωt is assumed
√
√
2
and kz1
= k12 − kρ2 , k1 = k0 εr1 , and k0 = ω µ0 ε0 . Integration is taken over all real
positive values in the complex plane for the radial wavenumber, kρ , and these primary
fields correspond to TMz and TEz waves, respectively.
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HED: Total Fields in the Dielectric

Inside the bottom dielectric layer the total field distribution is composed of the primary
fields plus the downward and upward traveling waves which are reflected at the first dielectricdielectric boundary at z = h1 . This is illustrated in Figs. 5.48 as the bouncing rays launched
from the source at the origin are contained within the bottom layer and these total fields
can be determined by applying boundary conditions4 . Thus the total field can be defined in
the bottom dielectric layer for 0 ≤ z < h1 [29]:
Z ∞
∂
Il
J0 (kρ ρ) f1 (kρ ; z) kρ dkρ
Ez1 = −
4πjωε1 ∂x 0
and
Hz1

Il ∂
=−
4π ∂y

Z

∞

J0 (kρ ρ) g1 (kρ ; z)
0

(5.28)

kρ
dkρ
jkz1

(5.29)

for
f1 (kρ ; z) = 2a(kρ ) cos(kz1 z) + 2 cos(kz1 (z − d))

(5.30)

g1 (kρ ; z) = −2jb(kρ ) sin(kz1 z) − 2j sin(kz1 (z − d)) .

(5.31)

and with

More specifically, within the slab the vertical electric fields are defined by the primary field
part, e−jkz1 |z−h| , along with the superposition of the upward and downward traveling waves.
This is illustrated by the primary and secondary fields in Fig. 5.48, respectively the red and
4

The tangential electric and magnetic fields are continuous at z = h1 , in particular, Eρ1
for TM waves with
1
∂2
Eρ1 =
J0 (kρ ρ)f1 (kρ ; z) ,
jωε0 εr ∂ρ ∂z
Eρ2

=

∂2
1
J0 (kρ ρ)f2 (kρ ; z) ,
jωε0 εr ∂ρ ∂z

f2 (kρ ; z)

=

c(kρ ) cos(kz2 z) + d(kρ ) sin(kz2 z) ,

z=h1

= Eρ2

z=h1

and with f1 (kρ ; z) defined as in Eq. (5.30). The spectral coefficients a(kρ ), c(kρ ), and d(kρ ) can be determined using similar matrix calculations as defined in Eq. (5.38), or, by the successive application of the
boundary conditions that exist at the interfaces between the dielectric layers, i.e. the continuity of i Ez and
∂Ez /∂z at the respective boundary for TM waves. Likewise for TE waves, Hρ1 z=h = Hρ2 z=h with
1
1
boundary conditions defined by the continuity of µi Hz and ∂Hz /∂z.
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gray arrows. Mathematically, this can be expressed as
f1 (kρ ; z) = e−jkz1 |z−h| + a(kρ )e−jkz1 z + c(kρ )e+jkz1 z

(5.32)

where the spectral coefficients a(kρ ) and c(kρ ) define the noted upward and downward
traveling waves. Thus, given that the total Ez field is proportional to f1 (kρ ; z), electric
boundary conditions can be applied at the ground plane to determine c(kρ ). Mainly by Eq.
(2.25),
Ex

≈
z=0

∂
f1 (kρ ; z)
∂z

=0

(5.33)

z=0

which gives c(kρ ) = a(kρ ) − e−jkz1 (z−d) , and thus f1 (kρ ; z) = e−jkz1 (z−d) + e+jkz1 (z−d) +
a(kρ )e−jkz1 z + a(kρ )e+jkz1 z , or more succinctly as described in Eq. (5.30). Likewise for
TE waves:
g1 (kρ ; z) = b(kρ )e−jkz1 z − e−jkz1 |z−d| + d(kρ )e+jkz1 z

(5.34)

where the spectral coefficients b(kρ ) and d(kρ ) define the upward and downward traveling
magnetic fields. Following Eq. (2.28) boundary conditions at the ground plane can be
applied to solve for d(kρ ), giving d(kρ ) = e−jkz1 (z−d) − b(kρ ) and Eq. (5.31). These
equations are valid for d < z1 and in the region below the source (z < d and z ≥ 0). In
addition, the spectral coefficients, a(kρ ) and b(kρ ), can be calculated by applying successive
boundary conditions at the layer interfaces as further described in [69], note 4 above, and
page 240 of this thesis (see Section 5.4.9). These results will be further analyzed in the
next few sections.
5.4.10.4

HED: Fields Above the Top Air-Dielectric Interface

The fields in the upper air region can be expressed as [29, 142]:
Z ∞
Il
∂
Ez,air = −
J0 (kρ ρ)fair (kρ ; z) e(−jkz0 |z−h|) kρ dkρ
4πjωε1 ∂x 0
and
Hz,air

Il ∂
=−
4π ∂y

Z
0

∞

J0 (kρ ρ)gair (kρ ; z) e(−jkz0 |z−h|)

kρ
dkρ ,
jkz1

(5.35)
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1

where kz0 = (k02 − kρ2 ) 2 . The terms, gair (kρ ; z) and fair (kρ ; z), are spectral functions of kρ
and can be determined by applying boundary conditions as described in the next section.
In addition, the radiated fields, Eθ and Eφ , along with the beam patterns in the E(x-z) and
H(y-z) planes, can be respectively approximated from Eq. (5.35) using the stationary phase
method of integration [6]. These far-fields are mainly shaped by the terms gair (kρ ; z) and
fair (kρ ; z), which are controlled by the corresponding TM and TE LW modes. In particular,
Eθ (θ, φ) = −

k0 e−jk0 R
jIl η0
fair (k0 sin θ) cos θ cos φ
4πr1
R

(5.36)

and
jIl η0
cos θ sin φ k0 e−jk0 R
gair (k0 sin θ) p
,
4π
R
εr1 − sin2 θ
p
p
with η0 = µ0 /0 and R = ρ2 + (z − h)2 .
Eφ (θ, φ) =

5.4.10.5

(5.37)

HED: Boundary Conditions at the Layer Interfaces

By successive application of the boundary conditions that exist at the interfaces between the
dielectric layers and the top air region, the unknown spectral coefficients and functions can
be established. This iterative process can be simplified by generating a set of transmission
matrices across the layers [29]. For TMz waves this leads to







ε
f
(k
;
z
=
0)
1
1
ρ
ε f (k ; z)
 = [M3 ] [M2 ] [M1 ]  ∂
 0 air ρ

−jkz0 fair (kρ ; z)
f1 (kρ ; z) z=0
∂z
where

[Mi ] = 

cos ψi

(εi /kzi ) sin ψi

−(kzi /(εi ) sin ψi

cos ψi




(5.38)
1

and ψi = kzi hi defines the transverse phase accrual in each layer with kzi = (ki2 − kρ2 ) 2 .
This matrix formulation provides two linear equations to determine both fair (kρ ; z) and
a(kρ ). Similar procedures can be developed for TEz waves to calculate gair (kρ ; z) and
b(kρ ), mainly by replacing all f1 (kρ ; z) terms with g1 (kρ ; z) and substituting εi with µ0
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(since all the dielectric layers can be considered as non-magnetic). After some manipulations using Maple [71] one can derive fair (kρ ; z), a(kρ ), gair (kρ ; z), and b(kρ ) in closed
form:
2kz1 sin(kz1 d)
,
AY − C X
kz1 sin(kz1 d)(X D − Y B)/1
a(kρ ) =
− cos(kz1 d) ,
AY − C X
2j sin(kz1 d)
gair (kρ ; z) =
, and
DX − BY
sin(kz1 d)(C X − AY )/kz1
b(kρ ) =
+ cos(kz1 d) ,
DX − BY

fair (kρ ; z) =

(5.39)

where the terms X, Y , A, B, C, D, X, Y , A, B, C, and D have been defined in Eqs. (5.23)
and (5.24) by applying boundary conditions [69]. For further details see Section 5.4.9 and
footnote 4 of Section 5.4.10.3.
5.4.10.6

HMD: Near-Field Analysis and Radiated Far-Fields

Following the above approach for the HED, as well as the results from the full-wave analysis of Section 5.4.9, the total fields in the bottom dielectric layer can be defined as the
following for the HMD [69]:
Ez1

K ∂
=j
2π ∂x

Z

∞


J0 (kρ ρ) f1 (kρ ; z) kρ kz1 dkρ

0

and
Hz1

K ∂
=j
2πωµ0 ∂y

Z

∞

J0 (kρ ρ) g1 (kρ ; z) kρ dkρ

(5.40)

0

where
f1 (kρ ; z) = −j sin(kz1 z) + a(kρ ) cos(kz1 z)
and
g1 (kρ ; z) = cos(kz1 z) − jb(kρ ) sin(kz1 z) .

(5.41)

Now using these results and Eqs. (5.21)-(5.24) the fields in the upper air region can be
expressed as
Ez,air

∂
= j2K
∂x

Z
0

∞


J0 (kρ ρ)fair (kρ ; z) e(−jkz0 (z−h)) kρ kz1 dkρ

(5.42)
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and
Hz,air

K ∂
= 2j
ωµ1 ∂y

Z
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∞

J0 (kρ ρ)gair (kρ ; z) e(−jkz0 (z−h)) kρ dkρ

(5.43)

0

where
AD − B C
AD − BC
, gair (kρ ; z) = µ1
,
C X − AY
DX − BY

(5.44)

µ1 C X − A Y
jkz1 D X − B Y
, and b(kρ ) =
.
1 C X − A Y
jkz1 D X − B Y

(5.45)

fair (kρ ; z) = jkz1
a(kρ ) =

As previously defined, the terms X, Y , A, B, C, D, X, Y , A, B, C, and D are outlined
in Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) and are related to the 1-D transform of the Green’s function for
the loaded source as described in Eq. (2.31). Moreover, the radiated far-fields can also be
determined:
Eθ (θ, φ) = −j
and
Eφ (θ, φ) = j
5.4.10.7

K
cos θ cos φ k0 e−jk0 R
fair (k0 sin θ) p
2π
R
εr1 − sin2 θ

(5.46)

K
cos θ sin φ k0 e−jk0 R
gair (k0 sin θ)
.
2π
µ1r
R

(5.47)

Discussions on the Surface Wave and Leaky Wave Poles

It may be helpful to note that the spectral coefficients a(kρ ) and b(kρ ) for both source
configurations can take the form: a = NT M (kρ )/DT M (kρ ) and b = NT E (kρ )/DT E (kρ ).
Poles may be numerically calculated whenever DT M or DT E = 0. More specifically, a
purely real pole characterizes a SW mode with kρ > k0 and =m {kρ } = 0, assuming
conductor and dielectric losses are ignored. Conversely, complex poles define improper
LW modes for <e {kρ } < k0 . Thus both SW and LW radial wavenumbers, kρSW = β and
kρLW = β − jα, can be respectively observed by the appropriate integration in the complex
plane. Moreover, the entire planar stackup may support both bound and leaky, guided-wave
propagation within the dielectric layers.
A similar representation can be applied to the spectral functions fair (kρ ; z) and gair (kρ ; z)
for both the HED and the HMD. Namely, their poles also dictate the contributions of the TM
and TE LW modes to the far-field, respectively. Thus the radiation pattern is mainly shaped
by the poles of a(kρ ) and b(kρ ), or equivalently, fair (kρ ; z) and gair (kρ ; z). In addition,
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these spectral functions are related to the Green’s function for the loaded HED and HMD
source [68], where the radial wavenumber kρ is transverse to the ẑ-direction as outlined
in Chapter 4 for the radial ‘bull-eye’ antenna. The excited SWs, on the other hand, may
thought to be unwanted or parasitic from a radiation perspective for this type of dielectricbase LWA structure. For instance, energy can be trapped within the dielectric layers and
thus less power is available for radiation and power leakage. In addition, such SW excitations may reduce gain, diminish the quality of the beam pattern, and perhaps increase side
lobe levels in the far-field. However, in this thesis substrates with dielectric constants with
r1 ≈ 10 are considered to be most suitable for practical implementation due to the possibility of efficient excitation of the TM0 SW mode as well as low-cost feeding using the
presented SWLs with reduced reflection losses over a significant operating BW. Therefore,
a HMD (representing a SWL) may be more practical at microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies of operation, when compared to a HED (representing a patch), due to the possibility of efficient feeding and operation over a large BW.
5.4.10.8

HED: Relative Powers and Radiation Efficiency

The radiated power is obtained from the far-fields Eθ and Eφ for the HED by integrating
the poynting vector over the surface of a large hemisphere in the upper half plane using
Eqs. (5.36) and (5.37). This leads to [69]:

Z 2π Z π/2 
|Eθ |2 + |Eφ |2
rad
R2 sin θ dθ dφ
P
=
η
0
φ=0 θ=0


Z
(Il k0 )2 η0 π/2 |fair |2
|gair |2
+
cos2 θ sin θ dθ
(5.48)
=
2
2
16π
εr1
εr1 − sin θ
θ=0
where fair and gair are defined in Eq. (5.39). Following Section 2.3 one can derive the
input power, P in , which is the total power delivered by the HED. This power must equal
the sum of the radiated power and the power launched in the SW modes by the HED source,
which can be given by P in = −Il <e {Ex (ρ = 0, z = d)} (it should be mentioned that the

respective units for Il and Ex are A·m and V m). Furthermore, Ex can be stated in terms
of Ez1 and Hz1 from Eq. (5.31): kρ2 Ex = ∂ 2 Ez1 /∂x∂z − jωµ0 ∂Hz1 /∂y. Substituting
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this in Eq. (5.48) and noting that ∂ 2 J0 (kρ ρ)/∂x2 = ∂ 2 J0 (kρ ρ)/∂y 2 = −kρ2 /2 (while ρ
approaches zero as defined in [29]) one can derive that
∞


Z 


2
kz1
ωµ0
(Il)
in
a(kρ )
=m
+ b(kρ )
sin(kz1 d) kρ dkρ .
P =


4π
ωε1
kz1

(5.49)

0

As previously stated the spectral coefficients a(kρ ) and b(kρ ) are associated with TMz and
TEz waves and are dependent on the parameters of the substrates and the frequency of
operation. Real poles of these spectral coefficients correspond to TM and TE SW modes,
respectively. Also the integration in Eq. (5.49), between the limits 0 and k0 gives the
radiated power while the remainder of the integration is zero, except for the contributions
at the SW poles. Moreover, the sum of the residues of a(kρ ) and b(kρ ) correspond to the
TM and TE SW powers and can be expressed as


(Il)2 X
NT M (kρ )
SW
PT M =
<e
kz1 sin(kz1 d)kρ and
0
2
ωε
1 DT M (kρ )
TM
PTSW
E



(Il)2 X ωµ0 NT E (kρ ) sin(kz1 d)
<e
kρ
=
0
2
D
(k
k
ρ)
z1
T
E
TE

(5.50)

SW
where kz1 and kρ refer to the respective TM or TE SW. The sum of PTSW
M and PT E can be

defined as the total SW power, P SW . Now the radiation efficiency can be obtained:
ηrad = P rad /(P rad + P SW ).

(5.51)

To compute the relative powers and radiation efficiency for the three layer antenna
structure of Fig. 5.48, a HED is considered. The middle layer was chosen as air (ε2 = ε0 )
while the substrate and superstrate layers were varied. All layers are a quarter wavelength
thick in their respective materials so that the radiation pattern is directed towards broadside;
√
i.e. θp = 0◦ and hi = λ0 /(4 εri ) by Eqs. (5.15)-(5.17). In Fig. 5.49 the relative powers
and radiation efficiencies are computed as the relative permittivity of the bottom substrate
is varied. It is seen that the SW power increases with εr1 and ηrad is reduced from almost
100% at εr1 = 1 to 17% at εr1 = 25. Thus, it is optimal to have a bottom air substrate
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Figure 5.49: Relative radiation and SW powers as a function of the bottom relative permittivity, εr1 for the HED. Efficiency analysis for broadside radiation with εr2 [εr3 ] = 1 [25],
√
d/h1 = 0.8, and f = c/(4hi εri ).

to improve both efficiency and directivity, but unfortuantly, at the expense of a physically
thick antenna.
The effect of the superstrate relative permittivity (εr3 ) on the pattern directivity at
broadside along with the corresponding effect on ηrad is demonstrated in Fig. 5.50. As
expected, the directivity increases with higher values of εr3 while ηrad is mainly determined by εr1 . Dipole positioning inside the bottom substrate is also examined in Fig. 5.51
for two values of the substrate permittivity, and as expected, increased SW power levels
are observed for εr1 = 10. These results suggest that the HED LWA configuration is well
suited for antenna structures that employ low dielectric constant materials in the bottom
layer. Such a HED LWA can be realized by a narrow band patch, and with these additional
superstrate coverings, further reductions in the operating BW are expected. Thus it can be
concluded that such multilayer dielectric-based LWAs using a HED source configuration
may be difficult to achieve in practice, mainly, due to the tolerancing requirements that are
needed for optimal radiation efficiency and the challenges in patch feeding. More importantly, that this region for optimal performance will inherently be over a narrow frequency
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Figure 5.50: Radiation efficiency and pattern directivity versus εr3 (d/h1 = 0.8) for the
HED.
band.
5.4.10.9

HMD: Relative Powers and Radiation Efficiency

Following the previous developments in Section 5.4.9 and [69] the SW and radiated powers
launched from the HMD can be further defined. Since the slot source is at the origin, the
input power must be equal to the sum of the radiated power and the power launched into
the SW modes. This is given by
SW
P in = −K <e {Hy1 (ρ = 0, z = 0)} = P Rad + P SW = P Rad + PTSW
M + PT E .

(5.52)

Here the Hy1 term describes the magnetic field in the bottom dielectric region. After some
manipulations and using the procedure developed for the HED, one can get
∞


Z 


2
K
ωεr1 ε0 a(kρ ) kz1 b(kρ )
<e
+
kρ dkρ
P in =


4π
kz1
ωµ0

(5.53)

0

where a(kρ ) and b(kρ ) have been derived in Eq. (5.45). The integration between the limits 0
and k0 for P in gives the radiated power. The remainder of the integration is zero, except for
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Figure 5.51: Relative radiation and SW powers versus source height in the bottom dielectric
layer for the HED. Analysis for broadside radiation with εr2 [εr3 ] = 1 [25].
the residue contributions at the SW poles. In particular, the SW powers can be calculated
by the summing the residues of the TM and TE SW modes:
PTSW
M

X ω0 r
K2
=m
kρ
NT M
=
2
k
z1
TM

,

∂DT M
∂kρ

kρ =βT M

and
PTSW
E

X
K2
kz1
=
=m
kρ
NT E
2
ωµ
0
TE

,

∂DT E
∂kρ

(5.54)
kρ =βT E



where a(kρ ) = NT M DT M and b(kρ ) = NT E DT E . Normalized LW and SW propagation
constants are also plotted in Fig. 5.52 for two cases: εr1 = 2.2 and εr1 = 9.8. Maximum radiated power is expected at broadside at the center frequency, f0 , since α̂T M [T E] ≈ β̂T M [T E]
for the LW propagation constants. Only TM [Both TM and TE] SWs are shown in Fig.
5.52(a) for brevity [Fig. 5.52(b)] over the investigated frequency span. These results suggest that TM SWs are not fully radiated from the structure when high dielectric constants
are used for the bottom layer. However, they can be efficiently excited when SWLs are
considered as the antenna source. Hence an engineering tradeoff is realized for the SWLs
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Figure 5.52: Normalized propagation constants (kρ /k0 ) and relative linear powers versus
frequency for the HMD [75]: (a) εr1 = 2.2 and (b) εr1 = 9.8. Substrate parameters
designed for broadside radiation at f = 20 GHz with εr2 = 1, and εr3 = 25. In (a) only
the TM LW wavenumbers are shown for brevity as β̂T M ≈ β̂T E and α̂T M ≈ α̂T E (over
the entire band of interest). In (b) both TM and TE LW types are plotted with TE SWs
observed beyond 23.46 GHz.
when loaded with superstrate dielectrics, mainly that, wideband antenna operation is possible in practice with high SW excitation efficiency but with reduced radiation efficiency.
This observation is shown in the measurements of Fig. 5.44, in particular where the high
side lobe levels (which are about 10 dB below the main broadside maximum), are due to
SWs radiating at backward and forward end-fire. However, it should be noted that the
SWL-fed designs offer the benefit of a compact and low-profile antenna due to the guided
√
wavelength of the bound SWs contained within the first dielectric layer; i.e. λg ≈ λ0 / εr .
This observation is shown in the phase plots of Fig. 5.53 when the HMD LWA is compared
to the HED.

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter two types of LWA configurations were considered that support both TM and
TE SW fields. Thus the presented SWLs of this thesis can be thought of as ideal for these
LWAs. The first designs, which are major contributions of this chapter, can be characterized

1.2
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Figure 5.53: Magnitude and phase of the TM field distribution generated by a HED covered
with a foam spacer
a high dielectric constant material: εri = [1, 1, 25] with h1 = h2 =
 and
√
λ0
and h3 = λ0 4 εr3 . Simulation results are also compared to a non-directive SWL
4
(HMD) immersed in a dense dielectric also topped with a high dielectric constant
 √ material
and separated by an air gap: εri = [10.2, 1, 30] with h1 = h2 = h3 = λ0 4 εri [69].
Bound fields (or SWs) are limited for the HED case while both LW radiation and SW
propagation is shown for the HMD case. This simulation further illustrates the numerical
result of Fig. 5.49.

as a feedless array of radiating strips or slots. The second design, which is another major
contribution of this chapter, can be described as a multi-layer dielectric-based LWA [69]
that uses SWLs as the main antenna feed. Single-frequency beam steering at broadside
has been shown with these strip- and slot-based structures as well as maximum radiation
at broadside and continuous beam scanning through broadside. Physically, the periodic
structures which define the top radiating apertures, can excite radial LW fields such that
suitable boundary conditions are employed for radiation. Maximum current can occur at the
edges of the strip or slot segments defining an effective array of radiating elements. These
LWA designs were analyzed, designed, and measured using a GDS as the base guiding
structure with a directive SWL for efficient antenna feeding.
It should also be mentioned that by the addition of these metallic screens for LW excitation and radiation into the far-field, metallic losses may occur when operating at microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies. This is because the sheet resistance for metal increases
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with frequency [1]. As previously mentioned, the second design approach, is to implement multi-layer dielectric-based LWA designs which have also been shown to support
both TM and TE fields. Investigations of these multi-layer structures is another important
contribution of this thesis, since LWAs are very promising when SWLs are considered as
the antenna source. This has been verified in this chapter. Furthermore, antenna results
for both ACS and SWL-fed designs were also examined in detail. By placing these antenna sources within the ground plane of a base GDS, and by covering the bottom slab
with superstrate layers, a leaky, parallel-plate guiding structure can be realized where the
superstrate dielectric coverings define an effective PRS. Directive far-field beam patterns
at broadside were achieved as well as at arbitrary elevation angles as shown in this chapter.
Also, as shown by the author, by the inclusion of a four-element array of non-directive
SWLs, single frequency broadside beam steering as well as circular polarization (CP) is
possible. Increased gain values can also be achieved in a new five-layer structure.
A full-wave analysis was also presented for these dielectric-based LWAs where both a
horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD) and a horizontal electric dipole (HED) were considered.
In practice, these sources can be realized using a slot in the ground plane defining a SWL
or an ACS. These types of practical sources represent a HMD. On the other hand, a patch
printed on a GDS can define a HED. It should be mentioned that the full-wave analysis of
this chapter follows the earlier work in [11, 28] as well as [29], however, new equations are
developed in this chapter for the different sources and with the aforementioned dielectricbased LWAs in mind. In particular, this chapter provides an extensive examination of these
LWAs in terms of the radiated and SW powers by deriving closed form expressions, mainly,
in an effort to quantify the power launched into the SW modes when compared to the radiated power. This is an important contribution with numerical results illustrating that SW
power levels5 can increase substantially with larger values of the bottom substrate permittivity. It should also be reiterated that the radiation efficiency depends mainly on εr1 while
the pattern directivity and gain [frequency BW] increases [decreases] with the relative substrate permittivity for the top dielectric layer, εr3 . This suggests that high gain LWAs can
be achieved with directive beam patterns in the far-field, and when both HED and HMD
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are considered. Numerical calculations are also provided in this chapter that investigate
the efficiency of these LWAs as well as important calculations for the LW phase and attenuation constants. All these results, comparisons, and the presented full-wave analyses,
are important contributions of this thesis. Some results have been reported in the literature
[22, 69, 65].
As a result of the developments of this chapter, an engineering tradeoff can be stated
for the HMD source, or SWL, when compared to the HED-type antennas and when loaded
with such dielectric superstrates, mainly that, compact LWAs are possible with wideband
operation and high SW excitation efficiency but with reduced radiation efficiency. This
should be noted, but yet, may be beneficial when operating at microwave and millimeterwave frequencies and when low-cost, low-profile, and compact designs are required with
respect to the freespace wavelength. For example, to achieve high radiation efficiency, the
HED (patch-fed) multilayer antenna will also be significantly larger to leak the same power
as a comparable HMD design. Moreover, the difficulties in feeding patches at high frequencies should also be considered, and when HMD designs are fabricated, reduced radiation
efficiencies are possible. However, gain values greater than 10 dBi can be easily achieved
in practice, as demonstrated in this chapter, for these alternative SWL-fed dielectric-based
multilayer LWAs. This may be most suitable when reduced fabrication costs and compact
designs are of importance, and when compared to more conventional patch-fed topologies, in particular, for practical and low-cost operation at microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies.

5

It should be emphasized that with increased permittivity for the bottom dielectric layer SW power levels
can increase. This can reduce radiation efficiency, but at the same time, improve effectiveness of the SWL
feed. Conversely, practical and efficient feeding can be problematic for patches at higher frequencies of
operation. It is thus recommended to use a foam layer or substrate with very low relative permittivity for εr1
and εr2 when radiative power levels are of importance. Also, to achieve directive radiation at broadside with
high gain, εr3 and εr1 should be much greater than εr2 as defined in [69].

Chapter 6
New Approaches for Surface-Wave
Control
The last few chapters have investigated surface-wave (SW) fields and their application as an
efficient feeding mechanism for simple and low-cost planar antennas. Radiating structures
included a new class of surface-wave antenna (SWA) and leaky-wave antenna (LWA), and
all, driven by SWs. This chapter will demonstrate that these bound and guided SW fields
can also be harnessed as an efficient means of power transport along a guiding surface for
controlled and non-radiating applications. It will also be shown in this chapter that these
new concepts for SW control can be further extended to novel antenna designs that can
offer practical SW feeding with controlled and efficient leaky wave (LW) radiation.
It should be mentioned that the SW design techniques reported in this chapter present
an important contribution, mainly since, they contrast more classic electromagnetic engineering approaches, and thus, can provide an alternative design methodology. This is
because SWs on planar substrates are generally considered as a parasitic effect that can
degrade the performance of monolithic integrated circuits and antenna arrays. These main
contributions will now be further outlined.
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Chapter Summary
Initially this chapter presents a new planar lensing technique to control SW fields. For example, by the addition of printed microstrip lines, placed on top of the guiding surface and
parallel to the direction of SW propagation, an effective dielectric constant can be achieved
refracting SWs transmitted from a central source. Therefore these metallic-strip grating
(MSG) configurations can act as a lens to control and direct cylindrical SW fields. In particular, three new metallic grating lenses will be investigated in this chapter that can offer
the convergence and divergence of SWs and the transformation from a cylindrical wave into
a bound plane-wave. It should be mentioned that 3-D, or volumetric, lens structures were
originally developed in [154] for control of free-space waves. These structures were then
more formally described as artificial dielectrics in [68]. However, to the author’s knowledge, the metallic surface lenses presented in this chapter are the first planar structures that
can offer control of SWs with simple integration and low-cost fabrication.
To ensure efficient SW feeding for these lens designs, a directive-folded surface-wave
launcher (SWL) is used as the source, and as further investigated in this chapter, such
metallic lenses can also be employed as a novel feeding technique in new planar LWAs.
These are important contributions of this chapter, mainly since, 3-D volumetric lens structures were classically employed for free-space waves in lens antennas [155]. Here similar
concepts are applied to new planar topologies for LW radiation, mainly, by efficient SW
feeding and lensing.
It should also be mentioned that other slot sources have been shown to offer practical
feeding for quasi-optical power combining circuits [19] and [24]. In these structures for
bound and guided-wave applications, a dielectric lens (or an air gap) and delay transmission lines (TLs) were used to control the field distributions generated from a central slot
source for SW focusing. However, practical fabrication of [24] can be costly at microwave
and millimeter-wave frequencies since a finely-shaped dielectric lens would be required
within a main (embedded) grounded dielectric slab (GDS). In addition, broadband operation can be challenging for the design in [19] because aperture coupled slots (ACSs) were
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employed as the main feeding element, while the delay lines, were achieved by simple microstrip bends. This design approach could unintentionally couple power between metallic
elements by unwanted SW excitation at higher frequencies of operation, and moreover, in
that work, operation was limited below 12 GHz [19]. In an effort to ease fabrication in such
a complex circuit, the aforementioned planar metallic SW lenses are further developed in
this chapter for a new quasi-optical power combiner/divider circuit as well as new power
distribution circuit systems.
Following these low-cost and simple design approaches for SW control, developed by
the author in this chapter, appropriate conditions for LW radiation can also be achieved.
In particular, by extending these microstrip lines along the length of an aperture, and by
introducing a periodic modulation of the line width, LWs can also be excited. Full-wave
simulations and measurements are in agreement for these SW-fed designs where the aperture can be represented as a transverse-periodic array of width-modulated microstrip lines
printed on a GDS. Results will demonstrate that these LWAs can offer broadside radiation as well as continuous beam scanning with radiation efficiencies of more than 85%.
It should be mentioned that other modulation techniques for LW radiation have also been
investigated by other researchers, as in [156] and [157], but the presented width-modulated
microstrip lines are the first to offer SW radiation, in the form of LWs, as well as efficient
feeding by practical SW launching.
Another important contribution of this chapter is the investigation of new SW power
routing techniques using a novel planar waveguide for microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies of operation. In particular, the input TM SW efficiently excited by the planar
SWL, has a similar field configuration to that of a SW-like, higher order slot-line mode on
an ungrounded slab [158, 159]. Typically this TM slot-line mode is avoided, undesired,
and defined as parasitic. However, in this chapter conditions that can support this parasitic
SW-like TM slot line mode are desired, but yet also, slightly altered for efficient guidance
of TM SW fields. In this chapter this new planar guide is employed for novel SW power
channeling and wave confinement. New applications include couplers, transitions sections,
high speed routing networks, circuits for quasi-optical power generation, and new planar
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LWA designs. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that such low-cost techniques for controlled SW propagation have been presented and experimentally verified for
microwave and millimeter wave frequencies.

6.1

Planar Metallic Grating Lenses for Controlling SWs

The concept of lensing [154, 160, 161] at microwave frequencies has been widely demonstrated in circuit systems and can be found in some antenna feeding networks [162]. Generally, at microwave frequencies, dielectric lenses can be used to control and shape freespace waves from a central source. For instance in [161] and [163] lenses were employed
to achieve increased gain values from microstrip patch elements in an antenna array. Physically, two different materials are used to achieve refraction, where the phase propagation,
vφ , of a transmitted wave is altered when passing from one medium to another, offering
divergence or convergence of free-space waves.
Recently in [24], a dielectric lens within a main GDS was investigated for SW focusing. This millimeter-wave power distribution network was novel, but fabrication of such a
design was difficult, and thus was not pursued, since a finely shaped dielectric lens or an
air gap was required within a main GDS. In an effort to ease fabrication in such a complex system, planar SW lenses are investigated in this thesis as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. For
instance, by the addition of metallic gratings placed on top of the GDS and parallel to the
direction of SW propagation, an artificial dielectric constant can be achieved which is different than that of the surrounding dielectric medium for refraction, and hence, controlled
SW propagation on the guiding surface.
The engineering of this type of lens or artificial dielectric is not new, but was introduced
in the 1940’s to design light weight 3-D lens antennas [154]. Similarly, concepts are developed in this thesis to implement the planar metallic surface lenses. Some results have been
reported in the literature by the author in [76] and [164]. Historically, these artificial dielectric lenses [154] were realized by periodically placing metallic spheres in arrangements

such that the refractive index, n, or the normalized propagation constant, β̂ = β k0 , would
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Figure 6.1: Novel metal grating lens configuration. (a) Directive SWL source. (b) Placement of the SW source or sources (embedded in the ground plane) and metallic grating lens
(on top of the GDS). (c) Origin at bottom of the GDS. (d) Top surface.
appear to be altered when compared to the surrounding medium. The principle behind such
artificial dielectrics is that the propagation of an incident wave in a uniform dielectric material is delayed when loaded by such an arrangement of small metallic inclusions where the
structure periodicity is much less than the guided wavelength. In fact, the field scattered
by the metallic inclusions, when added to the incident field, creates an effective equivalent
delay [68, 165]. The overall field can then be seen as the propagation of the incident field
in a different and homogeneous material. This material is characterized by an effective dielectric constant, which can be slightly larger than the host substrate, and over an extremely
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Figure 6.2: Two main types of lenses: (a) diverging and (b) converging. The refractive
index of the lens medium, n2 , with respect to the surrounding medium, n1 , and the configuration of the lens with respect to the source (•) and focal point, defines if the lens is
diverging or converging. The central axis is shown by the dashed lines (− − −) while ray
traces (representing the incident wave) are shown by the solid lines (−).
wide frequency range. This concept also describes the physical operation of the presented
planar metallic grating lenses.
In the next few sections these metallic grating lenses will be theoretically outlined and
experimentally verified. A basic review regarding optical lenses is first discussed and then
concepts are extended to the proposed MSG lenses. Simulated field plots are also provided,
mainly, in an effort to explain the coupling of SWs into the printed grating lenses, which
could also be considered as a longitudinal configuration of highly coupled microstrip lines
with an effective dielectric constant, or refractive index for that matter, which is larger than
the host air-dielectric medium for SW guidance.

6.1.1

An Introduction to Optical Lenses

A lens is a common electromagnetic device for collecting an incident wave for image formation and the ray tracing technique is a valid method of analysis [155]. The two basic
lenses are converging and diverging lenses, causing the incoming phase front from a central source to converge or diverge towards a central axis as shown in Fig. 6.2. The refractive
index of the lens
n2 =

c
vφlens

(6.1)

is defined as the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum to that of the phase velocity in the
lens. The actual lens configuration (characterized by the curvature of the lens, distance
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of Snell’s Law. At the second interface (n1 : n2 ) the ray bends
towards the normal for this diverging lens.
from source, material, and thickness) and the refractive index of the first medium (defined
by n1 ) with respect to the refractive index of the lens (defined by n2 ) will determine if
the incident wave is converged or diverged [109]. Specifically, by analysis of the angle of
incidence, θi , of a single ray at an angle away from the lens normal, n̂, the angle of the
transmitted ray, θt , can be determined by Snell’s Law:
n1 sin θi = n2 sin θt ,

(6.2)

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indexes of the two media, respectively. Furthermore,
when an incident wave enters a more [less] optically dense medium (n2 > n1 ) [(n2 < n1 )]
it bends towards [away] from the normal. As illustrated in Fig. 6.3 a diverging lens is
shown.

6.1.2

Dielectric and Metallic-Based Lenses

In the previous section optical lenses were introduced and a brief overview of lens theory
was provided. These discussions can be easily extended to dielectric and metallic-based
lenses where a secondary material, defined by a phase propagation constant β̂(ω), is different than the host medium. This defines an effective dielectric constant ef f , or refractive
index n, which can also have a frequency dependence. The configuration of the metallic
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Figure 6.4: Investigated planar lens for converging SWs. The SWL source is placed 9.9
mm from the first interface. The thickness of all the printed microstrips is 0.9 mm. More
detailed dimensions can be found in [76].
structures and the dissimilarity between the effective dielectric constants of the two regions,
n1 =

√

1,ef f = β̂1 (ω) and n2 =

√

2,ef f = β̂2 (ω) ,

(6.3)

resembles a lens configuration. Use of such varied materials has been used in the design
of classic radomes [161]-[163]. The ray tracing technique [155] can still be employed in
the analysis of such dielectric or metallic-based lenses (with a reasonable accuracy) even
though the lens dimensions are comparable or smaller than that of the incident wavelength.
As with optical and dielectric lenses, metallic grating lenses can be categorized by their
effective dielectric constant, ef f , or normalized propagation constant, β̂(ω) (= n), and
placement with respect to the source. Hence with the appropriate microstrip configuration
and SWL implementation various metallic-based lenses are possible enabling controlled
SW propagation. Specifically, three different lenses are investigated offering the convergence and divergence of SWs and the transformation into a bound plane-wave. The three
lens configurations are shown in Figs. 6.4 - 6.6 and the naming convention for these SW
lenses is adopted from more classic texts which describe lens design for refraction of freespace waves [44, 155, 166]. In particular, where free-space waves are generated from an
antenna source and then refracted by a lens structure. Analogously the same principles can
be applied to the developed MSG lenses, where bound SWs generated from the SWL are
refracted in a controlled fashion.
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Figure 6.5: Planar lens configuration for diverging SWs. The SW source is placed 8.2 mm
from the first interface (other dimensions shown in mm). The thickness of the three inner
strips is 0.15 mm while the remaining outer strips have a thickness of 0.9 mm.

6.1.3

Theoretical Considerations for Metallic-Based Lenses

For synthesis procedures the lens structures, which are defined by a longitudinal array of
microstrip lines printed on a GDS, can be represented using an effective dielectric constant
or an effective medium [154]. For simplicity these lens regions will also be designed under
a uniform grid assumption [167] having periodicity in the transverse v-direction, as illustrated in Fig. 6.7. It will be shown in this thesis that such an approximation may be a very
good starting point for synthesis of the grating lenses, mainly since, the cylindrical SW
phase front generated by the SWL is radially directed along the longitudinal u-direction. In
particular, the incident SWs generated from the SWL are perturbed when directed into the
lens regions and this causes the phase velocity of the guided SWs to be altered, realizing
refraction. It should be noted that fields are still bound due to the added lenses and not
radiated. This lens region can thus be thought of as a type of transverse-periodic microstrip
guide with an effective phase propagation constant, βef f (ω). In particular, this normalized

phase propagation constant, β̂ef f (ω) = βef f (ω) k0 , is related to the refractive index of the
lens, n2 , as illustrated in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3.
Attention will be now focused on defining the fields for such a transverse-periodic
guide. First, the dominant electromagnetic wave that propagates on a single microstrip
TL will be reviewed followed by the fields that can be generated on such a transverseperiodic microstrip guide, in particular, due to an incident TM SW. These discussions can
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Figure 6.6: Lens for transforming cylindrical SWs into a bound plane-wave. The SW
source is placed 6.15 mm from the first interface. The thickness of the three inner strips is
0.15 mm while the remaining outer strips have a thickness of 0.9 mm.
assist in characterizing β̂ef f (ω) or nef f (ω), which is needed for design and analysis of the
proposed planar lenses.

6.1.3.1

A Review of the Fields for the Dominant Microstrip Transmission Line Mode

The electromagnetic wave that propagates on a single and non-radiating microstrip TL
involves both a TE and TM wave part [1]. More specifically, the field components for
microstrip involve a hybrid coupling of both TM and TE fields, and due to the frequency
dependent solution and propagation within the dielectric and air regions, a true transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) wave cannot be supported by microstrip at high frequencies. This
hybrid wave is classically described as quasi-TEM with wave propagation defined by the
effective dielectric constant.
For example, observe the simulated field distribution in Fig. 6.8 for a 50-Ω microstrip
TL at 24 GHz printed on the GDS employed for the investigated SW lensing structures
(h = 1.27 mm and εr = 10.2). The dominant field terms are Ew and Hv in the transverse
plane for the microstrip guide. In particular, a microstrip guide with an electrically thick

 √
√ 
dielectric substrate, h εr λ0 < 1 or λd h = λ0 h εr = 3.1 (as defined in Chapter 2),
is also employed for compatibility with the SWL. In fact, these Ew and Hv field terms
in Fig. 6.8 define the TM part for the wave propagating along the TL. This suggests that
the incident TM waves generated by the SWL at the origin can couple into microstrip.
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Figure 6.7: The medium defining the 2-D lens structure can be modeled as a grid or array
of printed microstrip lines having width, W , and spatial periodicity Dv in the transverse
v-direction. A high relative dielectric constant is also used (r = 10.2 with thickness
h = 1.27 mm) to ensure efficient coupling into the dominant TM0 SW mode of the slab.
Physically, the field lines of the quasi-TEM microstrip line are aligned with that of the
TM0 SW mode of the slab. Moreover, a parallel-plate-like microstrip mode [1] exists for
this slab and strip topology (Fig. 6.8). This implies that the fields terms that propagate on
microstrip for this GDS are similar to a parallel-plate mode of operation (of finite width)
since the majority of the fields are contained within the slab region due to the electrically
thick substrate with a relatively high dielectric constant value.

6.1.3.2

Analysis of the Transverse-Periodic MSG for Guiding SWs

A similar field analysis can be extended to the medium representing the lens guiding structure defined by an array of parallel microstrip lines (see Fig. 6.7). The electric and magnetic
field distributions can also be determined1 as simulated in Fig. 6.9, where a hybrid-mode
1

In these HFSS simulations
a uniform SW field distribution (TM0 SW mode) with no variation in the

v
v-direction ∂H
≈
0
was
generated
at the origin and then incident upon the uniform grid of microstrip
∂v
lines. The guide started at u = 10 mm and extended to infinity. The field plots in Fig. 6.9 are provided in a
transverse plane at u = 30 mm. A hybrid-mode of both TM and TE waves propagates within the structure
defining a quasi-TEM mode.
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Figure 6.8: Electric and magnetic field distribution for microstrip (W = 0.1 mm) at 24
GHz for the GDS employed with the presented SWLs. Values normalized to the observed
maximum for Ew and Hv , respectively. It can be observed that the TM field components
dominate the transverse plane for the fundamental microstrip mode.
of both TM and TE waves is shown to propagate. This is in contrast to the single microstrip
line in Fig. 6.8 which is mostly dominated by TM fields (Ew and Hv ). These results imply
that the field solutions obtained for the transverse-periodic microstrip guide, when incident
with TM SWs, is a hybrid coupling of both TM and TE waves which defines a quasi-TEM
mode.
To investigate the dispersive behavior of the microstrip gratings employed within the
lens structures, full-wave simulations of the normalized phase constants β̂ef f (= β/k0 =
p
ef f (ω)) were completed and compared to the the quasi-TEM microstrip mode2 (for
W/h = 0.08) and both TM0 fundamental modes of the parallel-plate guide3 (W = Dv )
and the grounded slab, i.e. the TM0 SW mode. In this analysis the substrate height of 1.27
mm was maintained for all guides while only W was varied. As expected the refractive in√
dex of the transverse-periodic microstrip guide approaches εr as the strip-width extends
2

In the analysis of εef f for the fundamental quasi-TEM mode of microstrip, the following well known
equation was used: 
h
 1
 i
 εr +1 + εr −1 1 + 12h − 2 + 0.04 1 − W 2
for W
2
2
W
h
h < 1 and
εef f =
1

−
 εr +1 + εr −1 1 + 12h 2
when W
2
2
W
h >1 .
3
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The fundamental TM0 mode for parallel-plate with
√
εef f = εr and β(ω) = εr k0 (ω)
can propagate at all frequencies due its zero cuttoff frequency. In addition, the TM0 mode of parallel-plate is
actually a TEM wave due to its resulting field configuration.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated1 field distribution for the transverse periodic microstrip guide generated by an incident TM SW (with a TM0 SW mode field configuration) at 24 GHz for
εr = 10.2, Dv /h = 3.1, and Dv /W = 2.6. Values normalized to the observed maximum
for the excited fields within the guide and with Ew and Hv respectively dominant. It can
be observed that a hybrid-mode of both TM and TE waves propagates within the structure
(Ev , Ew , Hv , and Hw defining quasi-TEM).

to the transverse periodicity Dv . This is because the fields are mostly contained within the
dielectric for the nearly closed structure with reduced gaps between the microstrip lines,
defining a parallel-plate-like mode. Thus similar phase velocities and propagation constant values are expected within the lens regions to that of the corresponding parallel-plate
√
mode; i.e. β̂ ≈ r = 3.1. In this thesis this value is used to represent the effective refractive index of the lens structures. Further improvements in accuracy, in terms of the exact
refractive index for the lenses, may be achieved by characterizing the transverse-periodic
microstrip guide for each strip width and periodicity while also including curvature effects
[128]. However, for a first order model in the least, this approximate value may be suitable
for lens synthesis procedures, design, and implementation. Optimization of the grating
lenses was carried out in HFSS to ensure reduced reflection losses at the input of the SWL
(Fig. 6.12) while also maintaining the desired lens functionality.
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Coupling of Surface Waves Launched from the Source into the MSG Lenses

By investigation of the vertical electric fields defining the microstrip TL (see Fig. 6.8)
and the TM field distribution generated by the directive-unfolded SWL, it can easily be
understood how SW coupling can occur into the lens mediums; i.e. the transverse-period
microstrip guide. For example, for all three guides the vertical electric field is dominant
when compared to the horizontal component. Moreover, coupling of SWs also occurs because the adopted analysis and calculated index values for the transverse-period microstrip
guide assumes a TM SW input (see Fig. 6.10). Essentially, the vertical electric field component of the TM SW (with an effective refractive index of n1 ) generated by the SWL
couples to each strip element and a higher index of refraction is observed, n2 . This condition alters the phase velocity of the guided-wave surrounding the strip and hence refraction
is achieved. This is further illustrated as shown in the full-wave simulations of Fig. 6.11.
6.1.3.4

Discussions on the Effective Refractive Index of the Grating Lenses

At the operating frequency of the SWL, the guided TM0 SW mode has an effective propagation constant, β̂ = n1 , or refractive index of approximately 2.1 at 24 GHz (see Chapter 2).
This value is dictated by the physical thickness of the GDS, the relative dielectric constant,
and the frequency of operation. Furthermore, since the vertical electric field component is
well matched to the transverse-periodic microstrip guide, energy can couple into the lens
mediums with reduced reflection losses as shown in Fig. 6.12. Also, as explained in the
last few sections, a quasi-TEM mode is excited within the lens and can be defined by an
index of refraction of n2 (≈ 3.1). As previously outlined in Fig. 6.10, this mode is bound
and non-radiating. Physically speaking, refraction of the incident SW field occurs by an effective refractive index that is greater than the surrounding dielectric medium, i.e. n2 > n1 .
As described in [155], the realized refractive index of the grating lens can be defined as
n=

3.1
n2
≈
= 1.476,
n1
2.1

(6.5)

which is greater than 1 in these lens designs. This is because the phase constant for the
parallel-plate-like TM mode, within the lens region, is greater than the TM0 SW mode at
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Figure 6.10: Theoretical phase constants for the fundamental microstrip mode (with
W/h = 0.08), the transverse periodic-microstrip guide, the TM0 parallel-plate mode, as
√
well as the TM0 SW mode of the slab. The horizontal lines (with β̂ef f = ef f ) for the microstrip and parallel-plate guide are calculated using the equations described in footnotes
2 and 3 of this chapter. Results are also compared to full-wave HFSS simulations. As
shown for the transverse periodic-microstrip guide, and with an increase in frequency, β̂ef f
√
approaches ef f for the nearly closed structure.
microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies.

6.1.3.5

Theoretical Considerations on Reflection and Transmission Loss Values for
Changes in the Refractive Index

In the last few sections the phase propagation constants were defined that can be representative of the MSG lens. Here further design considerations are discussed to investigate
the SW reflections that can occur at the interface of the air-dielectric and MSG lens, or
respectively described as the SW guide and the transverse-periodic microstrip guide. In
particular, the TM0 SW mode in the SW guide region has two electric field components:
Eρ and Ez . At the interface of the grating lens, and thus along the 2-D guiding surface,
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Figure 6.11: Illustration of the change in the SW field distribution on the guiding surface
due to the addition of a single grating lens element or microstrip line. The surface currents
are shown at 24 GHz on the ground plane and on the grating strip element. The radial
electric field of the TM0 SW mode (n1 ) capacitively couples to the strip and a higher
index of refraction (n2 ) is observed with a decrease in the effective wavelength. Minimal
reflections are also observed at the input of the strip.
SWs can be reflected or transmitted. In particular, the Eρ and Ez electric field components
define perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (||) reflections at the lens interface. The angle of incidence and the ratio between the two refractive indices further defines this transition and
can be modeled by reflection (R) and transmission coefficients (T ):
1
cos θi − n2 − sin2 θi 2
2 cos θi
, T⊥ =
R⊥ =
1

1 ,
cos θi + n2 − sin2 θi 2
cos θi + n2 − sin2 θi 2
1
n2 − sin2 θi 2 − n2 cos θi
2n cos θi
R|| =
, and T|| =
1

 21 .
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
n cos θi + n − sin θi
n cos θi + n − sin θi

(6.6)

These reflection coefficients are plotted in Fig. 6.13 as a function of the angle of incidence,

θi , using the approximated value for the effective index refraction of the lens n = n2 n1 =
1.476. The reduced reflections at 56◦ corresponds to the Brewster Angle4 for the parallel
4

The Brewster Angle [160] is also known as the polarizing angle. This is because if a wave, composed
of perpendicular and parallel components, is incident upon a non-magnetic surface (µr = 1), the parallel
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Figure 6.12: Simulated input match of the directive-folded SWL and different grating
lenses as outlined in Figs. 6.4-6.6. From 22 to 25 GHz |S11 | < −10 dB for all designs.
component of the electric field (Ez ) where the incident SW is transmitted into the lens
region with no reflections. These results suggest that reduced reflections are possible for
normal, or near normal, angles of incidence. In particular, the layout of the microstrip
lines in the lens regions were implemented such that the incident SWs at the interface of
the grating lenses were normal to that of the transverse-periodic guide. This is shown in
Figs. 6.4-6.6 where the printed microstrip lines are linear near the x̂-axis and then more
radially oriented with increasing distance from the x̂-axis. This design approach resulted
in the reduced reflection losses, as shown in Fig. 6.12, for the lenses when integrated with
component is totally transmitted while the perpendicular component is reflected. Hence, the reflected wave
is perpendicularly polarized while the transmitted wave is parallel. This reflection and transmission process
acts a polarizer. The physical mechanism for this transmission and reflection can be understood from the
manner in which electric dipoles, representing the molecules of the second medium, reflect polarized waves.
For example, one can imagine that when a perpendicular electric field is incident and absorbed at the lens
interface it will also then be re-radiated in a similar fashion to that of an electric dipole. In particular, the
dipoles that define the second medium produce the transmitted (and refracted) waves. However, dipoles do
not radiate any energy in the direction of the dipole moment, and consequently, if the direction of the refracted
wave is perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is reflected, the dipoles cannot create any reflected
waves achieving total transmission for the parallel component of the incident electric field.
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Figure 6.13: The perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (||) reflection coefficients
for the dielectric

grating lens as a function of the angle of incidence with n = n2 n1 = 1.476.
the directive-folded SWL. Other lens structures were investigated, but the presented MSG
configurations offered the best result to illustrate SW control and demonstration of field
convergence and divergence, as well as bound plane-wave generation.

6.1.4

Investigation of the Planar Lens for Converging Surface Waves

The planar metallic lens and SWL source configuration are shown in Fig. 6.4. With such
a grating configuration, SWs (emitted from a central source) can be focused to a central
focal point, F . An analytical equation from [155] can be adopted to describe such lensing
operation which uses the ray tracing technique. The relationship is as follows
F =r

n − cos θ
,
1−n

(6.7)
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where r (≈ 10 mm) is the radius of the first lens interface, n (≈ 1.5) is effective index of
refraction of the lens and θ is the angle of the emitted ray with respect to the central axis.
For example, for the investigated grating lens at 24 GHz and a with SW propagating 30◦
with respect to the central axis, a focal distance of about 11 mm can be realized. Thus the
grating lens will converge SWs if the source is placed more than 11 mm away from the
primary lens interface.

6.1.4.1

Simulations of the Converged Surface-Wave Fields

The simulated TM and TE SW field distributions are plotted in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15 at 24
GHz. As shown in Fig. 6.14 the SWs converge at approximately 10 mm away from the
secondary grating lens interface suggesting good agreement with the above calculations
using Eq. (6.7). These results suggest that cylindrical SWs were converged by the planar
lens structure. High cross-polarization levels are also shown in Fig. 6.15 at x = +20
mm and y = ±10 mm for the Eφ field strength plot. These values are higher than that
generated by the directive-folded SWL alone. Results for this lens and SWL configuration
show that the maximum value for the TE field strength is 8.9 dB below that of the TM field
(see the point x = +20 mm and y = ±10 mm on the guiding surface). Improvements
in this converging grating lens could minimize these high cross-polarization levels. For
example, a further optimized layout of the converging lens could minimize these high crosspolarization levels. Also, TE field excitation could be minimized by using a single mode
slab. However, |S11 | < −15 dB in the frequency range where the SWL is operational as
shown in Fig. 6.12, and more importantly, the majority of the SW power is still bound and
not radiated (see Fig. 7 from [76]). These results suggest that further design iterations may
be required for this converging SW lens but that functionality has been demonstrated.
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Figure 6.14: The magnitude of the simulated Ez (x, y) field distribution on top of the guiding surface (0.5 mm above the air-dielectric interface) excited by the SW source placed at
the origin. The field distribution is representative of the converged TM SW field at x ≈ 20
mm and y ≈ 0 mm.

6.1.5

Simulation and Experimental Verification of the Planar Lens for
Diverging Surface-Waves

The grating lens for diverging SWs is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. With such a grating configuration, TM SWs generated from the SWL can be diverged at the secondary interface since
the grating lens has an effective refractive index greater than the surrounding medium; i.e.
n2 > n1 . Specifically, at the first interface (n1 : n2 ) SWs will be directed towards the
normal, while at the second interface (n2 : n1 ), SWs will also be directed away from the
normal achieving refraction. The next few sections will further investigate this MSG lens
by using full-wave simulations. Measurements are also provided when the lens is used in
conjunction with a one-sided ‘bull-eye’ (as previously described in Section 4.2.4.1). Most
importantly, it will be shown that the diverging lens can improve radiation efficiency and
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Figure 6.15: Simulated |Ez (x, y)| and |Eφ (x, y)| field distributions on top of the guiding
surface illustrating TM SW convergence. High cross polarization levels are shown at x =
+20 mm and y = ±10 mm for the TE field which is defined by the |Eφ | field distribution.
antenna gain.

6.1.5.1

Simulations of the Diverged Surface-Wave Fields

The simulated TM and TE field distributions are plotted in Fig. 6.16 at 24 GHz. As shown
the SWs diverge at approximately 10 mm away from the secondary grating lens interface.
Furthermore, the majority of the SW power is still bound and not radiated (see Fig. 7 from
[76]) for the MSG lens and reflection loss values are below 30 dB as shown in Fig. 6.12 at
~ φ | ≤ 500
24 GHz. In addition, minimal cross polarization levels are observed at 24 GHz (|E
V/m) on the guiding surface as shown in Fig. 6.16. This suggests an improved lens design;
i.e. the magnitude of the TE field is reduced when compared to the MSG lens (see Fig.
6.15) for converging SWs.
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Figure 6.16: The magnitude of the simulated Ez (x, y) and Eφ (x, y) field distributions on
top of the guiding surface due to the diverging lens.
6.1.5.2

Experimental Validation by Leaky-Wave Antenna Implementation

By utilizing a directive-folded SWL and the planar metallic grating lens configuration for
diverging SWs, and by the addition of an appropriate metallic strip aperture (see Fig. 6.17),
cylindrical leaky waves (CLWs) can be excited realizing far-field beam scanning as a function of frequency. With such an enlarged effective aperture, when compared to the same
structure with no lens (see the uniform current distributions in Fig. 6.18), directive pencil
beam patterns can be generated in the far-field. Operation of this lens-based LWA is very
similar to the structures presented in Chapters 3 and 4. However, the additional metallicbased lens can increase the effective aperture of the antenna as shown in Fig. 6.18 and
thus can offer increased gain values (Figs. 6.19-6.20). In particular, gain values can be improved by about 2 dB over the operational frequency range of the lens and SWL. In effect,
practical one-sided LWA designs with increased radiation performances can be realized
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Figure 6.17: Considered planar LWA to demonstrate lens functionality. The metallic strip
grating periodicity is 6.3 mm and the strip width is 1.1 mm. By the addition of a planar
metallic grating lens on top of the GDS (for SW divergence, Fig. 6.5) increased gain values
can be observed in the far-field. Some results have been reported in the literature [168].
when compared to the previously examined one-sided designs of this thesis. It should also
be noted that a broadside null was measured from 20.3 to 21.0 GHz for the LWA in Fig.
6.17 suggesting stop band behavior. In addition, backward [forward] beam patterns were
observed for f < 20.3 GHz [f > 21 GHz] as shown in Fig. 6.20.
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Figure 6.18: Simulated current distribution on the gratings for LW excitation and radiation
into the far-field. It can be observed that with the addition of the grating lens a larger
effective strip aperture is realized along with a more uniform current distribution.

Figure 6.19: The LWA with a diffracting grating lens and 13 strips (Fig. 6.17) was also
compared to a standard design with 15 strips (two strips near the origin were removed
for placement of the grating lens). Essentially, the radial LW attenuation constant, αLW ,
is reduced generating a larger effective radiating aperture and thus increased gain values.
Improvements in gain of 2.9 dB are observed at 22.5 GHz.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of the measured and simulated beam patterns for the LWA in Fig.
6.17. Gain values are greater than 12.1 dBi from 21.0 GHz to 23.6 GHz with a maximum
of 16.3 dBi at 22.0 GHz. Also shown are the measured 2-D far-field beam patterns.
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Figure 6.21: The magnitude and phase of the simulated E
of the guiding surface (at z = 1.77 mm) excited by two SW sources. The relative phase
difference between sources is shown for δ = 0◦ and δ = −60◦ .
6.1.5.3

Surface Wave Beam Steering using Two Surface-Wave Launchers

By employing the two element array of SWLs as presented in Section 2.4 and the lens
for diverging SWs, field distributions can also be steered. Essentially, by changing the
relative phase difference between transmit sources, the diverged SW field distribution can
be controlled along the guiding surface. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.21 for
δ = 0◦ and δ = −60◦ . This lens and SWL array have applications to steerable LWAs and
planar circuit systems as further discussed in [53] and [76].

6.1.6

Investigation of the Planar Lens for Bound Plane-Waves

By design of a planer metallic lens, as shown in Fig. 6.6, cylindrical SWs transmitted from
a central source and placed at the origin can be transformed into a bound plane-wave with
propagation along the guiding surface. The reciprocal process is also possible where a
bound plane-wave culminates into a single focal point, F , or receiver element at the origin
as illustrated in Fig. 6.22. Such a grating lens can be applicable to quasi-optical power
combining and distributing arrays as well as LWAs.
Following [155], the position of the focal point can be described in closed form if the
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Figure 6.22: Calculation of the focal point for the plane-wave lens in Fig. 6.6 using Eq.
(6.8). Good agreement is observed with the fabricated lens structure as the SWL, at the
origin, is place 6.15 mm from the interface of the first lens.
remaining dimensions of the lens are known. The relationship is as follows
F =

D2 + d2 (1 − n2 )
2d(n − 1)

(6.8)

where D [d] is the length [width] of the lens as shown in Fig. 6.22. With knowledge of


this design equation and the realized refractive index, n (= n2 n1 ≈ 3.1 2.1 = 1.476),
as defined in the previous sections, the focal length and the dimensions of the lens can be
calculated using Eq. (6.8) and Fig. 6.22. Results in Figs. 6.23 and 6.24 suggest that the
estimation for n2 (≈ 3.1) is most suitable for lens design, along with the assumption that
the lens structure can be defined as a transverse-periodic microstrip guide. For instance,
the simulated TM field distributions at 23 GHz are compared with and without the lens. It
can be clearly shown that a bound plane-wave is generated by the addition of the lens.
The next few sections will further investigate this MSG lens with the aid of full-wave
simulations. Measurements are also provided when the lens is used as a novel feeding
technique in a one-sided LWA design, where the aperture is defined by a linear MSG as
previously investigated in Section 3.4.2.3. Most importantly, it will be shown that the
bound plane-waves lens can improve antenna gain and beam pattern directivity. It will also

2D
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Figure 6.23: Simulated TM (Ez ): field distributions generated on the guiding surface without and with the plane-wave grating lens. Field distribution generated by the directivefolded SWL.
be shown that this grating lens can be used in planar, quasi-optical distributing/receiving
arrays for bound, circuit-system applications.

6.1.6.1

Experimental Validation by Leaky-Wave Antenna Implementation

Two LWA design were measured and compared with and without the plane-wave lens to
show functionality. With reference to Fig. 6.25, the grating lens for bound SW control
was [strips for LW radiation were] placed 6.15 mm [15 mm] from the SWL, or SW lens
source, positioned at the origin. Increased gain values of more than 2.5 dB can be observed
by the addition of the MSG lens. In addition, both designs had a total of 12 strips with a
periodicity of 6.25 mm and a strip width of 1.25 mm.
It should be noted that typically such LWA designs, defined by a linear MSG for radiation and no lens, can generate single or multi-beam patterns in the far-field as shown in Fig.
3.22. This is mainly a result of the periodic current distributions generated on the strips
(see Figs. 3.23 and 6.26). Essentially, bound and leaky modes can be excited as a function
of frequency and azimuth on the aperture when a radial SW is present [88]. With the addition of the plane-wave MSG lens, single beam patterns with reduced side lobe levels are
observed in the far-field and with no variation in the pointing angle when compared to the
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Figure 6.24: Simulated TM phase distribution generated on the guiding surface by a SWL
source placed at the origin. With the added lens a bound plane-wave distribution is generated for x ≥ 14 mm and y ≤ |5| mm, otherwise, a cylindrical wave is observed.
design without the lens. Physically speaking, an in-phase current distribution is generated
on the strips by the addition of the plane-wave metallic grating lens. Measurements and
simulations are shown in Figs. 6.27 and 6.28 where additional comparisons are made with
and without the lens. It can be observed that a single maximum is observed in the far-field
as a function of frequency due to the plane-wave MSG lens. The next section further investigates this lens design for SW control in a planar, quasi-optical distributing/receiving
array.

6.1.6.2

A Circuit System Using a Grating Lens for Planar, Quasi-Optical Power
Combining and Distributing Arrays

Power generation within planar structures for communications and radar can be challenging
at microwave and millimeter-wave operating frequencies [169]-[171]. Long free space
ranges are typical and less power is generally available from solid-state devices. Solutions
include placing power amplifiers in an array using corporate feed systems with intricate
TL configurations and Wilkinson power dividers. This can lead to increased complexities
and reduced performances due to the involved feeding network. These classic structures
are also typically bulky, prone to conductor losses, and can also consume available design
footprints. Increased fabrication costs can follow. In addition metallic element coupling,
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Figure 6.25: Planar antenna with a printed grating lens (for a linear phase front on the
aperture) and straight strips for LW excitation and radiation. A single pencil beam can be
realized by the added lens design and over a broad frequency range as shown in Fig. 6.28.

due to unwanted SW excitations, can be problematic reducing through powers.
A common design strategy is to minimize such SW excitations by reducing the substrate height, h, of the utilized GDS. Furthermore, materials with relatively low dielectric
constant values (r < 3) may also be used to lessen SW effects but at the cost of increased
circuit size. Thus SWs are typically looked upon as an adverse effect causing increased
losses in such power directing circuits. So far this thesis has shown that SWLs can be a
new and practical feeding technique for planar LWAs, however, they can also be applied to
these power combining/distributing circuit systems. For example, as previously examined
in [24] by Hammad, a dielectric lens (or air gap) within a GDS was employed for cylindrical TM0 SW focusing from a network of SWLs. That proposed quasi-optical power
combiner was novel, but practical fabrication of such a design would be difficult since a
finely-shaped dielectric lens was required within a main GDS. In an effort to ease fabrication in such a design the planar metallic grating lens for bound plane-wave generation can
be adopted. In this section concepts are extended to a new quasi-optical power combining
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Figure 6.26: Simulated current distribution on the gratings for LW excitation and radiation
into the far-field. It can be observed that with the addition of the plane-wave lens a uniform
current distribution is generated on the radiating strips. With no lens, a periodic current
distribution is shown. This will generate the finger-like beam patterns (see Fig. 3.22).
circuit (Figs. 6.29 and 6.30) where the metallic grating lens alters the propagating cylindrical SW phase front on the GDS [161, 172] for in phase power collection at the input (or
output) of the SWL receiver array. Such a passive phase compensation technique, achieved
by the lens, allows for constructive interference and thus may be useful for efficient power
combining in the proposed quasi-optical planar circuit.
Simulation results in Fig. 6.31 for the proposed quasi-optical power combiner illustrate

Figure 6.27: Measured and simulated beam patterns with and without the lens at 22.5 GHz.
Agreement is shown and a split beam pattern (finger-like effect) is observed when the lens
is absent (similar to Fig. 3.22).
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Figure 6.28: Measured 2-D far-field beam patterns for the LWA in Fig. 6.25. A single
pencil beam is shown suggesting lens functionality. One-sided, backward [forward] beam
patterns are observed for f < 20 GHz [f > 21 GHz] with a broadside null from 20.0 to
21.3 GHz suggesting a LW stop band.
that the phase of the transmitted SW powers (S21 , S31 , S41 ) at the receiver elements can
be in phase offering efficient power combining. For instance, with the additional gratings
[no gratings] the unwrapped phase difference between SWLs receivers (|∠S31 − ∠S21 |
or |∠S31 − ∠S41 |) is at most 12◦ [200◦ ]. Since a good agreement between the measured
and simulated results is observed for the presented directive SWLs and LWAs, additional
investigations of such novel planar metallic grating lenses may be of interest for new power
combining/receiving circuits for microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies of operation.

6.1.7

General Discussions

Three different grating lenses have been investigated in this section. Designs have been verified by employing these lenses in planar LWAs and a power combining/distributing arrays
using SWLs. Results demonstrate that these planar lenses can be used to control SW fields.
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Figure 6.29: Illustration of the planar quasi-optical power combiner. The transmit SWL
(embedded in the ground plane of a GDS) excites a bound cylindrical SW along the guiding
surface. The addition of the grating lens (on top of the GDS) generates a guided plane-wave
for in phase power collection at the input of the receiver SWL array.

The next section looks at the periodic modulation of such longitudinal microstrip lines for
controlled LW excitation. Such designs have been used in conjunction with the plane-wave

Figure 6.30: Simulation model for the proposed quasi-optical power combiner/divider (dimensions in mm) using SWLs. Dimensions for the utilized grating lens are shown (periodicity for the outer gratings 2 mm, width of three inner strips 0.16 mm and remaining strips
0.97 mm).
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Figure 6.31: Results for the quasi-optical power combiner. By the addition of the grating
lens the relative unwrapped phase difference between receiver elements, |∠S31 − ∠S21 |,
is minimized (analogous results are obtained for |∠S31 − ∠S41 |). Similar through powers,
|S21 |, |S31 | and |S41 |, are observed for the combiner with and without the planar lens.
lens [173] as well as new radial topologies [167, 174]. In particular, a sinusoidally modulated reactance surface (SMRS) can be realized on the aperture [79], providing appropriate
conditions for controlled SW perturbation and LW radiation.

6.2

Controlled Surface-Wave Modulation and Leaky-Wave
Radiation using a Radial Configuration of Printed WidthModulated Microstrip Lines

In an effort to improve the LWA designs using the aforementioned grating lenses, as well
as simplify the feeding, a new planar LWA design is investigated in this section as shown
in Fig. 6.32. Cylindrical leaky wave (CLW) radiation is achieved by using a SWL source
(no lens) and an array of width-modulated microstrip lines. Recent examples of such LWA
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structures [156, 157] can include an engineered guiding surface that achieves a periodic
variation of the effective material parameters [175]-[177] defining a SMRS. This classic
modulation technique can achieve LW radiation, as in [156, 157], but can also be exploited
for non-radiating applications. For example, in [178] a 2-D periodic structure was investigated with sinusoidal variation of the material parameters, but after the separation of
variables, results were reduced to a pair of coupled differential equations. Solutions were
presented but limited explanations were given on how such a structure can be attained in
practice. In [179] an infinite periodic structure was realized by employing a closed toroidal
artificial TL where the phase velocity was periodically modulated (by varying the reactive
loading) to demonstrate controlled propagation, while in [180], a periodic structure was
proposed using a multi-layer microstrip guide. In particular, the unit cell in [180] consisted
of a width modulated line, immersed in a multilayer stackup of substrate materials with a
single bottom ground plane. In that work the width of the microstrip line was varied in such
a way, to guarantee a sinusoidal behavior of the effective dielectric constant. These concepts for non-radiating applications were then extended in [173] and [174] to SW driven
planar LWAs where power leakage was achieved from such an array of width-modulated
microstrip lines printed on a single-layer GDS. Other guided-wave applications using such
planar structures include transmission-line based sensors and real-time monitoring systems
as discussed in [181].
A new class of planar LWA that makes use of the structures previously discussed in
[174] and [180] is further examined. Broadside radiation is possible with this new LWA
design along with beam patterns that scan as a function of frequency from 19 to 26 GHz
in the far-field. As shown in Fig. 6.32 the guiding surface is defined by a radial configuration of width-modulated microstrip lines printed on a GDS with TM SWs generated by
a directive-folded SWL. A high relative dielectric constant is also used (εr = 10.2) which
is electrically thick (h = 1.27 mm) to ensure efficient coupling into the dominant TM0 SW
mode of the slab by the launcher. When SWs are incident onto the printed width-modulated
microstrip lines, LWs can be excited with radial propagation along the 2-D antenna aperture.
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Figure 6.32: Investigated 2-D planar LWA. The cylindrical TM SW field distribution, generated from the directive-folded SWL, is gradually transformed into LWs by the addition of
the radially directed and width-modulated microstrip lines. Essentially, the SWs generated
by the slot arrangement are modulated to excite LWs for radiation.
Near the origin, as defined in Fig. 6.32, a transition section is also employed for the
radially directed strips (see Fig. 6.33). Following the preliminary findings in [182], this
new transition section, defined by a microstrip line (of width wmin ) and four unit cells with
increasing maximum line widths (wmax ), can control the leakage rate while also reducing reflection losses of the antenna. In effect, the concept of the grating lens is integrated
into the radiating aperture defined by the microstrip lines. More importantly, antenna efficiency can be improved by this transition section when compared to other SW driven
LWA structures previously investigated by the author [173] and [174] and with no such
width-modulated microstrip lines [53]. For example, it will be shown that the radiation
efficiency of the antenna in Fig. 6.32 is more than 85%. To the author’s knowledge, this is
the first time that such a SW-fed LWA has been designed and measured, offering very good
radiation performances, practical feeding, as well as ease of fabrication.
The antenna surface can be described as an array of unit cells and for simplicity will be
modeled under a 2-D grid assumption having periodicities in two orthogonal directions, u
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Figure 6.33: A segment of one radially directed width-modulated microstrip line (near the
origin). An array of these printed lines defines the antenna aperture.
and v, as illustrated in Fig. 6.34. It will also be shown that such a uniform grid assumption,
like the region defining the grating lenses, may be a very good starting point for synthesis
of the periodic structure that defines the 2-D antenna aperture, mainly since, the cylindrical
SW phase front generated by the SWL is directed along the radial aperture or the longitudinal u-direction. In Section 6.2.1 and Appendix C of this thesis the design of the unit
cell for this LWA is further explained using a theoretically determined dispersion diagram
(DD) for the periodic structure (Fig. 6.34). The theory needed for determination of the DD
is also presented in Appendix C; i.e. supporting numerical calculations and full-wave simulations were prepared in support of this chapter. Implementation of the LWA is described
in Section 6.2.2 while the design of the transition section is detailed in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.1

Theoretical Considerations

By the width variation of such an array of microstrip lines (Figs. 6.34 and 6.35) the effective dielectric constant, εef f , can be sinusoidally modulated around an average value within
the unit cell, εavg . Such a periodic variation can be thought to characterize the mechanism
of controlled SW modulation and LW excitation and thus defines a SMRS [175, 176]. This
periodic structure is dependent on frequency, thickness h of the utilized GDS and its relative dielectric constant, εr , as well as the maximum and minimum widths (shape) of the
microstrip line, respectively wmax and wmin , and spatial periodicities Du and Dv of the unit
cell. Physically speaking, the incident SWs generated from the SWL are perturbed when
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Figure 6.34: The 2-D antenna aperture can be modeled as a grid or array of unit cells with
periodicity in the longitudinal and transverse directions, u and v, respectively with spatial
periodicities Du and Dv . The unperturbed structure (no modulation), with constant microstrip line widths, W , can be defined as a transverse-periodic microstrip guide as shown
in Fig. 6.7 for the developed lenses for SW control.
directed onto the SMRS and this causes the phase velocity of the guided-waves to be periodically modulated due to the varying surface impedance. Furthermore, with knowledge
of the complex longitudinal wavenumber, ku , the nature of the far-field beam pattern can
be determined. In comparison, when SWs are directed onto a structure with no modulation (constant microstrip line width, W , with transverse periodicity Dv ) perturbation still
occurs, however, fields are bound defining a transverse-periodic microstrip guide with ku
real. This modulated guide is further analyzed in Appendix C, while the non-modulated
guide, a transverse periodic microstrip guide, was analyzed for the developed SW lenses in
the last few sections.

6.2.2

Antenna Designs and Layout Implementation

Using the principles for synthesis of the unit cell as outline in Appendix C, two LWA designs were considered. Designs A and B as shown in Fig. 6.36. It should be mentioned that
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Figure 6.35: Section of the periodic structure. The N th unit cell is defined by the maximum
and minimum widths, wmax
 and wmin , of the microstrip line. The free space wavelength,
λ0 , is equivalent to 10 Du 3 at 20 GHz.

Design B was previously shown in Fig. 6.32, while in this section, important details regarding placement of the radial strips and transition section (Fig. 6.37) is provided. Specifically,
the implementation procedure for the LWAs is summarized.
A standard substrate size of 12 cm by 12 cm was employed using the aforementioned
guiding structure (GDS: εr = 10.2 and h = 1.27 mm). This standard board size was
selected for comparison with previously measured LWAs as well as for design consistency
and measurement repeatability. For Design A, the primary width-modulated strips were
radially placed every 10◦ on the air-dielectric interface at a distance of 6.2 mm from the
origin and starting with the transition section as shown in Fig. 6.33. The length of the strips,
defined by the number of unit cells or spatial periodicity Du , extended to the edge of the
board. Thus a total of 17 radially directed, width-modulated microstrip lines were placed
on top of the air-dielectric interface. Following the layout procedure for Design A, the
implementation of the second LWA (Design B) was very similar except for the additional
auxiliary strips as shown in Fig. 6.36. More specifically, these 16 auxiliary strips were
radially placed every 10◦ at a distance of about 10 unit cells from the origin and in the
regions were no primary strips were present (only the air-dielectric interface). Similar to
the primary strips in Design A, these auxiliary strips extended to the edge of the grounded
slab for Design B.
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Figure 6.36: Investigated LWAs Design A and Design B. The transition section near the
origin (Fig. 6.37) is shown in the first figure inset. Designs A utilized a total of 17 primary
width-modulated printed microstrip lines for LW excitation. For comparison Design B
(also shown in Fig. 6.32) employed 33 radial strips, and as expected, improved radiation
efficiencies were observed, mainly due to the auxiliary width-modulated microstrip lines
for Design B.
It will be shown in the next section that these auxiliary strips can improve the radiation
efficiency of Design B when compared to Design A, mainly due to the increased number of
radiating elements within the same physical aperture size. Moreover, since the orientation
of the printed strips is radial, a uniform and relatively large current distribution (with respect to the free-space wavelength) is expected for these LWA designs with directive beam
patterns in the far-field. Simulated current distributions are shown in Fig. C.1.

6.2.3

The Transition Section and Antenna Results

At this stage the employed transition section and important details regarding its design
are discussed. Numerical results and full-wave HFSS simulations are also reported. Measurements of the considered LWAs were completed in a calibrated anechoic chamber and
agreement is observed with the simulations as shown in Figs. 6.39-6.45. Some results have
also been reported in [167].
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Figure 6.37: Sequence of the first seven unit cells of the width-modulated microstrip line
designed for controlled leakage. Dimensions are as follows: Du = 4.5, wmin = 0.1,
wmax,1 = 0.7, wmax,2 = 1.5, wmax,3 = 2.2, wmax,4 = 3.0, and wmax,N = 3.7 (all values
in mm) where wmax,N defines the microstrip width for the N th unit cell within the periodic
structure.
6.2.3.1

Considerations for the Transition Section

One important aspect for practical LWAs is to achieve a uniform aperture distribution, in
that the antenna surface is to be engineered in such a way to ensure that the radiating
elements leak the same amount of power as a function of distance from the origin. This can
be challenging to achieve in practice. One particular solution is to design for a specified
aperture illumination, a Taylor distribution as discussed in [103], where the LW attenuation
constant, α, is non-constant over the radiating surface but is related by its position from the
antenna source; i.e. α is a function of x, or here in this example, α(ρ).
6.2.3.2

Design Principles of the Transition Section

The first four unit cells of the radially directed width-modulated microstrip lines (Figs.
6.33 and 6.37) were designed to achieve gradual LW radiation of the bound cylindrical
SWs generated from the SWL. This is unlike the radial LWA design in [174] with no such
control of the aperture illumination. In particular, by slowly increasing the width of the
microstrip lines as a function of distance from the origin (for Designs A and B) a more
controlled aperture distribution was achieved. Physically speaking, the phase velocity of
the incident TM SWs observed a reduced perturbation within the transition section when
compared to the remaining periodic structure. For example, the first two unit cells of the
transition section have a reduced width or modulation (wmax ≤ 1.5 mm) when compared
to the N th unit cell (wmax = 3.7 mm).
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Figure 6.38: Simulated radiation efficiency and realized gain in the E(x-z) plane for the
complete antenna structures (feedline, guiding structure, width-modulated lines, and SWL
as shown in Fig. 6.36). The reduction in radiated power at approximately 23 GHz corresponds to the open LW bandgap for broadside radiating frequencies. Radiation efficiency
values were determined by comparing the maximum value of the realized antenna gain
(which includes antenna mismatches) with respect to the pattern directivity of the main
beam pattern in the E(x-z) plane using HFSS.
6.2.3.3

Improved Antenna Operation due to the Transition Section

The effect of this reduced perturbation near the origin serves two purposes. It improves the
50-Ω antenna match as SW reflections are minimized when incident onto the transverseperiodic microstrip guide, while also, slowly increasing the leakage rate as a function of
distance from the origin. Different transition sections were investigated having other unit
cell widths, but the presented topology (see Fig. 6.37) using four width modulated cells
and a non-modulated microstrip line of length Du /2 offered the best result in terms of
good antenna matching, increased antenna gain, as well as design simplicity.
The simulated reflection coefficient is shown in Figs. 6.40 and 6.41 for Design A and
Design B, respectively. It can be observed that the considered LWA designs offers a very
good 50-Ω match when compared other SW driven structures (LWA design with no transition section as well as a GDS without a top radiating aperture and just the SWL [53]). For
example, |S11 | < −25 dB for both Design A and Design B from 24 to 25 GHz, while it
is between -10 dB and -20 dB in this same range for the LWA with no transition (see Fig.
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Figure 6.39: Measurements (red ♦ / black ◦) and full-wave simulations (red/black lines)
of the maximum realized gain and pointing angle (θp ) in the E(x-z) plane as a function of
frequency for Designs A and B. Cross-polarization levels (not shown) are less than 10 dB
from the co-polarized maximum.

C.6). In addition, Design B also offers an improved antenna match at 24.5 GHz when compared to Design A (mainly due to the additional auxiliary strips providing more suitable
matching conditions for the incident SWs). Radiation efficiency [Realized antenna gain
(which includes reflection losses)] values approach 50 and 90% [11.5 and 15.2 dBi] at this
frequency as shown in Fig. 6.38 for Design A and Design B, respectively.
It should also be mentioned that for simplicity the longitudinal dimensions of the cells
within the transition section were held constant (Du = 4.0 mm as shown in Fig. 6.37) and
made equivalent to that of the N th unit cell. Further improvements in the operation of the
LWAs can be achieved if the spatial periodicity along the u-direction is not maintained, as
in this work, but varied. This additional design step for the transition section would ensure
that the center frequency of the LW stop band, exhibited by each unit cell, was consistent
and without variation. This further design iteration is possible since the position of the
bandstop frequencies are both simultaneously controlled by εef f and Du as discussed in
Section C.2. Regardless of these suggested improvements, good radiation performance
values are observed for the full-wave simulations of Design A and Design B. For example,
simulated power gains of 15 dBi are realized as well as radiation efficiencies of almost 90%

26
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Figure 6.40: Measured and simulated reflection coefficient for Design A. The downward
frequency shift (≈1.5 GHz) can be observed in the minimums of |S11 |, for example, the
simulated minimum at 24.8 [24.1] h22.0i GHz is observed in the measurements at 23.8
[22.8] h21.3i GHz. This downward shift is likely related to a higher dielectric constant
value and this effect is further investigated in Figs. 6.44 and 6.45.
for Design B as shown in Figs. 6.38 and 6.39.

6.2.3.4

Antenna Measurements and Discussions

Measured realized gain and pointing angle values are plotted as a function of frequency in
Fig. 6.39 for Design A and Design B. Very good performance values can be observed with
continuous beam scanning through broadside from back-fire to forward-fire; i.e. from 19 to
26 GHz with pointing angles ranging from −20◦ to +38◦ . Cross-polarization levels are 10
dB below the main co-polarized maximum. Simulated and measured patterns are compared
in Fig. 6.42 and side-lobe levels can be observed 16 dB below the main broadside beam.
Additional beam pattern measurements are also shown in Fig. 6.43. Agreement can be
observed with the measurements and simulations, in particular the pointing angle range for
broadside radiating frequencies (θp ≈ 0◦ ) which is centered at 23 GHz. This corresponds
very well with the theoretical pointing angles calculated using the DD. However, when
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Figure 6.41: Measured and simulated reflection coefficient for Design B. Better antenna
matching can be observed when compared to the measurements for Design A. For example,
|S11 | > -4 dB at 25 GHz [|S11 | > −10 dB at 22.0 GHz] for Design A while for Design B,
|S11 | < -15 dB [|S11 | < −20 dB at 22.0 GHz].

comparing the 50-Ω input match of the planar LWAs, a minor downward shift in frequency
(of ≈1.5 GHz) can be observed as shown in Figs. 6.39-6.41. This effect is a likely result
of fabrication tolerances, a higher than expected relative dielectric constant, and substrate
anisotropy [4]. These noted effects are further examined in Figs. 6.44 and 6.45.
The design approach by first using the DD and applying the result to the synthesis of the
unit cell has been verified by full-wave simulations and antenna measurements. Both LWAs
achieved gain values greater than 10 dBi at 20.5 GHz with Design B offering improved
antenna gain from 21.9 to 22.3 GHz when compared to Design A. Gain values are less
[greater] than 10 dBi for Design A [B] in this range as shown in Fig. 6.39. In addition,
Design B also offers reduced reflection losses as shown in Figs. 6.40 and 6.41; i.e. |S11 | <
−20 dB at 22.0 GHz for Design B while for Design A, |S11 | > −10 dB. Thus, the expected
trend is observed in that Design B can offer increased gain and improved antenna matching
when compared to Design A.
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Figure 6.42: Broadside beam patterns for Design B (E/H planes referenced to the main
slot of the SWL). (a) Eθ (φ = 0◦ ). (b) Eφ (φ = 90◦ ). Measured [simulated] beam patterns
shown at 21.5 [22.1] GHz.
6.2.3.5

Analysis using a Higher Dielectric Constant (εr = 11.5) for the GDS

Better agreement between the measurements and simulations can be achieved if a higher
dielectric constant (εr = 11.5) is used in the full-wave simulation model, which is in contrast to the nominal value of εr = 10.2. For example, when comparing Figs. 6.40 and 6.44
the simulated minimum at 24.1 GHz (|S11 | ≤ −35 dB with εr = 10.2) is reduced to 22.6
GHz (|S11 | ≤ −20 dB with εr = 11.5). This defines a downward frequency shift of 1.5
GHz and this observed effect can be explained as substrate anisotropy for the electrically
thick dielectric. Further details on this phenomena are described in [4] and similar downward shifts in frequency have been reported for the ‘bull-eye’ LWAs in Chapter 4 of this
thesis.
As suggested in [4], this anisotropic effect can be modeled using an increased value
for the dielectric constant. Following this approach, the revised simulation model gives
better agreement with the measurements of the antenna match; i.e. |S11 | ≤ −20 dB at
22.7 GHz. When gain and pointing angles are compared, as in Fig. 6.45, maximum gain
values are 13.2 dBi at 22.5 GHz [15.3 dBi at 24 GHz] for the Design B with εr = 11.5
[εr = 10.2]. This anisotropic effect appears to have caused a non-optimal modulation
scheme (de-tuning) for the width modulated microstrip lines, moreover that, this type of
LWA is sensitive to variations from the ideal (isotropic) substrate parameters as well as
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Figure 6.43: Measured beam patterns from -32◦ to +17◦ for Design B. Patterns were normalized to the observed maximum at each frequency.
other fabrication tolerances. These practicalities can explain the reduced gain values in the
measurements as shown in Fig. 6.39 when compared to the full-wave simulations.

6.2.4

General Section Discussions

Planar SW driven LWA structures, defined by a radial aperture of microstrip lines, have
been presented for frequency beam scanning and directive broadside radiation at microwave
and millimeter wave frequencies. Two prototypes, Design A and Design B, were investigated with operation from 19 to 26 GHz and measured pointing angles ranging from −20◦
to +38◦ in the E(x-z) plane. Antenna performance is also improved by including a novel
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Figure 6.44: Reflection coefficient for Design A (simulations with εr = 11.5).
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Figure 6.45: Maximum gain and the pointing angle in the E(x-z) for Design B using a
dielectric constant of 11.5 (as compared to the nominal value of 10.2). The downward
frequency shift of ≈1.5 GHz is observed for the region of maximum gain at 24 GHz
(εr = 10.2) to 22.5 GHz (εr = 11.5) corresponding to a gain reduction of 2.1 dB for
the simulations.

transition section near the origin for controlled LW radiation with radiation efficiencies that
approach 50 and 90% for Designs A and B, respectively. To the author’s knowledge, this is
the first time that such SW-fed LWAs have been investigated and experimentally verified,
offering very good radiation performances, practical feeding, as well as ease of fabrication.
The synthesis approach for the microstrip-based unit cell is further outlined in Appendix
C and was outlined using the developed DD in terms of Mathieu’s functions along with
two main design goals: that the unit cell dimension should be made compact with respect
to the operating wavelength and that the modulation factor should be small (Mu << 1).
This ensures that the open LW band stop region is controlled with a reduced BW and
that the sinusoidal variation of the effective dielectric constant is relatively small as to
minimize reflections of the incident SWs. In addition, these design goals make certain
that the presented theory is representative of the periodically modulated microstrip guide.
This design approach may also be applicable to other TL-based structures with sinusoidal
variation of the effective material parameters as well as new printed circuits and quasiuniform antennas for communication applications.
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Figure 6.46: Considered planar structure for SW power routing. To the author’s knowledge
this is the first time a waveguide of this configuration has been developed.

6.3

Directive Surface Wave Power Routing

So far this thesis has looked at new circuit and antenna designs where SWs are allowed
to propagate, in a cylindrical fashion, along a 2-D air-dielectric interface. By using an
alternative design approach SWs can also be confined to a guide or channel of finite width
to efficiently route SW power. Applications include new couplers, transition sections, high
speed routing networks, circuits for quasi-optical power generation, as well as new LWAs
which can offer very simple fabrication. In particular, by the addition of two metallic top
plates on the air-dielectric interface and a reduction in the ground plane, as shown in Fig.
6.46, SW fields generated by the launcher can be controlled and TM fields can be confined
within a channeled region of the dielectric.

6.3.1

Test Circuit Analysis for Improved Power Routing

Initially this power routing was investigated using two tests circuits: a full ground plane
configuration for cylindrical SW propagation along the planar structure (SW guide), and a
reduced ground plane with the added top plates for SW confinement near the x-axis (see
Figs. 6.47-6.49). Through powers between two SWLs were investigated in each circuit.
Thus propagation along the channel was compared to the more classic configuration of a
simple GDS and SWL. The distance between the two top plates and the width of the ground
plane was also optimized in HFSS while minimizing insertion losses. A fixed distance
between the SWLs of 40 mm was maintained and S-parameters were observed. In addition,

P
TO
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Figure 6.47: Realized test circuit. (a): Top side, the two metallic plates are shown. (b):
Bottom side with the reduced ground plane for SW confinement. Results in Fig. 6.49
are also compared to a similar test circuit (not shown) with a full ground plane extending
to the edge of the board and no top metallic plates. No gratings were included in these
investigated circuit designs.

simulated currents are compared at 23 GHz on all metal surfaces encapsulating the slabs
as shown in Fig. 6.48. It can be observed that the current distribution is routed within the
channel, otherwise a cylindrical wave is generated by the directive-folded SWL. Results are
compared to measurements and simulations of the simple test circuits in Fig. 6.49. It can be
observed that good performance values are achieved with insertion losses being decreased
by 10 dB from 18 GHz to 28 GHz (and 15 dB from 21 GHz to 25 GHz) for the circuit design
using the power routing technique when the SW and power routing guides are compared.
These results suggest that SW propagation can be confined to the desired region within
the slab for efficient and directive power routing. To the author’s knowledge these circuits
are the first studies of a simple planar waveguide, defined by a reduced ground plane and
top metallic plates, for low-cost SW power routing. When compared to other planar TE
guidance techniques [43], this new approach for TM waveguide design presented in this
thesis may be more favorable since it offers simple, low-cost fabrication.
The proposed strategy for SW confinement can be explained by the addition of two
stopband regions. In this work such a medium is achieved by placing appropriately configured metallic plates near the x-axis on top of the slab while also reducing the width of the
bottom ground plane. Physically speaking, if SWs approach such a medium, reflections
can occur with fields being routed away from that medium. This can achieve the noted
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field channeling. Other techniques for realizing these stopbands regions are possible (such
as high impedance surfaces or a periodic arrangement of via elements, for example), but
the top parallel plates and reduced ground plane configurations were employed for their
simplicity and low-cost.

6.3.2

Analysis of the New TM Guide for Surface Wave Power Routing

The TM SW fields generated by the SWL and which are directed into the power routing
guide, have a similar field configuration to that of a higher order slot-line mode on an
ungrounded slab [158, 159]. Typically this TM slot-line mode is avoided, undesired, and
defined as parasitic. In this work attempts were made to efficiently excite such a field
configuration for SW power channeling and wave confident. Thus a hybrid mode (TM-toz) can be realized in the channel (due to the incident TM0 SW mode) which is similar to a
dielectric image guide [183]. This TM propagating mode in the SW power routing guide is
desired in this thesis and defined as the Ez1 (TM) mode.
To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that this Ez1 mode and field configuration
has been favored and designed for to achieve TM guidance. It should also be mentioned
that the bottom ground plane is maintained in the guide topology, to not only house the
SWL source and allow for efficient coupling of the input SWs, but also, to short the first

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.48: Simulated currents generated on all metal surfaces for the test circuits. (a):
With the full and extended ground plane configuration a forward directed and radial distribution can be observed. (b): Reduced ground plane and added top plate design. Currents
are routed and confined.
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Figure 6.49: Test circuit measurements and simulations. (a): |S11 | of the circuit with a full
ground plane. (b): |S11 | of the test circuit with the reduced ground plane and additional top
plates and reduced ground plane for SW power routing. (c): |S21 | comparison.
TE mode of the guide. This is similar to a ungrounded dielectric slab [GDS] where the
TE0 mode can propagate at zero frequency [is shorted and the next higher order mode can
be supported, i.e. the TE1 SW mode]. In effect this can achieve uni-modal and dominant
TM propagation over a significant operating BW. With reference to Fig. 6.46 the excited
electric fields for the fundamental Ez1 mode can be characterized:


E0 cos(ky1 y) cos(kz1 z)
for




 E cos(k a) cos(k z) exp {−k (|x| − a)}
0
y1
z1
y2
Ez (y, z) =

E0 cos(ky1 y) cos(kz1 h) exp {−kz0 (y − a)}




 0

−a ≤ y ≤ a, 0 ≤ z ≤ h
|y| > a, 0 ≤ z ≤ h
−a ≤ y ≤ a, z ≥ h
|y| ≥ a, z ≥ h
(6.9)

where
ky1

q
q
q
2
2
2
2
= βTM − β , kz1 = εr k0 − β , and kz0 = k02 − β 2 .
0

(6.10)

By solving Maxwell’s Equations and after further applying boundary conditions (the continuity of Ez and ∂Ez ∂z at y = a) the following transcendental equation can be defined
ky1 tan(ky1 a) = kz1 tan(kz1 h)

(6.11)

and solved numerically to characterize the phase constant, β, for the fundamental Ez1 mode.
In Eq. (6.10), βTM0 refers to the phase constant for the fundamental SW mode of the GDS.

Calculations of the normalized propagation constant (β k0 ) for the Ez1 mode are compared to the fundamental TM0 SW mode of the grounded slab as well as the classic image
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Figure 6.50: Hybrid propagation (TM-to-z) can be achieved in the channel, defined as
region 1. Furthermore, fields attenuate in the dielectric for |y| > a and above the airdielectric interface (z > h), respectively defining regions 2 and 0.
guide. In particular, results were determined using the effective dielectric constant method
which has shown to be very accurate in determining the phase constants for the fundamental mode for many other dielectric-based planar waveguides [183]. Agreement is also
observed with the simulations prepared using HFSS for the fields as shown in Figs. 6.516.57. It is also important to note that single mode propagation occurs from about 17 GHz
to 23 GHz for the power routed SW guide, as the Ey1 (TE) mode is shorted by the guide,
like a GDS, while the Ey2 (TE) mode can be supported at higher frequencies. These results
suggest that strong excitation of the Ez1 (TM) mode can occur when a SWL is employed
within the guide. In addition, concepts can be extended to other multilayer structures (see
Fig. 6.57 and 6.58) when using the substrate parameters defined for the two-layer LWA
(εr1 = 10.2, εr2 = 3, h1 = 50 mil, h2 = 60 mil). For further details see Section 5.2 for the
two dielectric layer parallel-plate guide. More importantly, this two-layer guide has shown
to be very promising as it can offer reduced insertion losses when compared to the substrate
integrated image guide (SIIG) as presented in [43].
General applications of these simple SW guiding structures, as presented in this thesis,
include new directional couplers, power dividers, power routing circuits, TL bends (see Fig.
6.58) and transitions sections, as well as new planar antennas. Two examples for simple
and low-cost fabrication will follow in the next few sections: a planar power routing circuit
for quasi-optical power combining/dividing arrays as well as a new 1-D LWA design.
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Figure 6.51: Simulated fields for the SW guide and the channeled SW guide in a transverse
plane. Results are also compared to the SW guide and the classic image guide.
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Figure 6.52: Normalized propagation constant for the fundamental TM0 SW mode supported by the GDS as well as the power routed TM guide (Ez1 mode). Results are also
compared to the fundamental mode for the classic image guide; i.e. the Ez11 mode [183].
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Figure 6.53: Comparison of the simulated and theoretically determined field distributions
for the power routed SW guide. More accurate solutions are possible by using a full-wave
spectral-domain analysis or the mode-matching technique [1, 183].
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Figure 6.54: Measurements and simulations of the Ez and Ex fields for the SW guide and
the power routed guide for SW channeling (see Fig. 2.23 regarding the measurement setup).
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Figure 6.55: Measured 2-D near-field distribution for the SW guide (a) and (c), and the
power routed guide (b) and (d).
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Figure 6.57: Comparisons of the proposed guide for power routing. Simulation results are
shown for a new two-layer design as well as a substrate integrated image guide (SIIG) [43]
and the classic image guide. Reduced insertion losses are shown for the simple two-layer
guide which also offers very simple fabrication.

Figure 6.58: The two-layer guiding structure (inset of Fig. 6.57) offers the functionality
of curved power routing and other transitions. It also has applications to new coupling
circuits, novel planar devices, and efficient 1-D LWAs.
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Figure 6.59: Illustration of the compact planar distributer with power flow shown left to
right. The transmit source (etched in the ground plane) excites a bound TM SW and by the
addition of metallic guiding plates (top) with a reduced ground plane (bottom, not shown)
a channel can be achieved for directive wave confinement and in phase power collection at
the receiver SWL array.

6.3.3

Application Example: A Planar Quasi-Optical Dividing/Combining
Array using a Surface Wave Power Routing Guide

The need for power generation within planar devices when operating at millimeter-wave
frequencies has been previously outlined in Section 6.1.6.2 for the quasi-optical power
divider using the planar metallic grating lens. Applications include communications and
radar systems.
In this section the power routing guide is employed in such a circuit system as shown
in Fig. 6.59. Simulations and measurements for the power combiner/divider array (Figs.
6.60 and 6.61) are shown in Figs. 6.62 and 6.63 and results are compared to an analogous powering routing circuit using only a SW guide; i.e. a GDS defined by a full ground
plane and no top plates. Physically, the power routed guide can be thought to alter and
control the cylindrical SW phase front generated from the transmit SWL source and thus
achieve in phase power collection at the input of the SWL receiver array. For example,
the simulated transmit powers (S21 , S31 , S41 ) can be observed in phase from 20 to 24
GHz (|∠S21 − ∠S31 | ≤ 10◦ ) and thus the proposed coupler offers efficient power distributing/combining. Conversely, a significant phase imbalance (|∠S21 − ∠S31 | ≥ 40◦ ) is
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(b) TOP

(a) BOTTOM

Port 3
Port 1
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Port 4

Figure 6.60: Fabricated and measured four-port coupler. Bottom side (a) shown with four
SWLs fed by 50-Ω coplanar waveguide TLs and all housed within a reduced ground plane.
The top side (b) is defined by an air-dielectric interface and confined by two metallic plates
for wave channelling.
observed for the comparison coupler using the simple GDS. It is interesting to note that
although the power routed guide offers a reduced phase imbalance, an increased magnitude imbalance is observed (when compared to the SW guide) as power is routed in the
x̂-direction within the channeled TM guide.
Measurements and simulations are compared in Figs. 6.62 and 6.63 and results are in
good agreement. Impedance bandwidths greater than 20% are realized. Slight deviations
between the measurements and the simulations can be observed in Fig. 6.62. In particular,
a downward frequency shift of approxiametely 1.5 GHz is observed and is a likely result of
fabrication tolerances, substrate anisotropy, and variations in εr for the dielectric from the
rated value of 10.2. Similiar descrepancies have been previously observed and have been
outlined in this thesis as well as [167]. For further details see Section 4.2 on the ‘bull-eye’
LWAs. The next section will apply this SW power routing guide to a new and simple 1-D
LWA for unidirectional beam scanning as a function of frequency.
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Figure 6.61: Coupler measured using integrated circuit probes (PICO model 40A-GSG150-P), x-y-z positioners and a modified probing station. The investigated comparison
circuit (SW guide) is also shown in the figure inset.
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Figure 6.62: Comparison of the magnitude and phase imbalance of the direct through (S21 )
and coupled (S31 ) powers for the SW guide as well as the power routed guide.
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Figure 6.63: Simulated S-Parameters of the four-port coupler (Fig. 6.59). Direct through
and coupled insertion losses are less than 4.8 and 8.2 dB at 22.7 GHz, respectively. Measured S-Parameters of the four-port coupler are also shown in Fig. 6.62. A 50-Ω impedance
bandwidth, which is greater than 20%, is observed for the input at Port 1.

6.3.4

Application Example: A 1-D Leaky-Wave Antenna

So far SWLs have been shown to be a very useful feeding technique for new high gain 2-D
planar LWAs and novel circuits. Bound cylindrical-waves can be excited from the source
with radial propagation along the 2-D antenna aperture. Conical-sector and pencil beam
patterns can be observed in the far-field. Relatively large 2-D antenna apertures may be
required in these designs to leak out the power contained within the slab. To overcome
this requirement of a relatively large aperture, a new design technique is examined in this
section. Some results have also been reported in [184]. In particular, by employing the
power routing guide, SWs can be confined, further directed, and routed achieving smaller
apertures with antenna gain values very similar to those previously reported in this thesis.
The presented LWA structure is shown in Fig. 6.64. Measurements and simulations
are also shown in Figs. 6.65 - 6.66. Good radiation efficiencies can be observed along
with fan-beam scanning in the far-field from the backward to the forward direction as a
function of frequency. To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that such a LWA has
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Figure 6.64: Realized planar antenna structure. Guided-waves are routed or channeled by
the reduced ground plane and top plate configurations. Leaky wave excitation can occur
due to the periodic metallic strips between the top plates.

been designed and measured, offering good radiation performances and one-sided beam
scanning. Moreover, depending on the application this fan-beam pattern may be more
favorable when compared to the designs presented in this thesis where pencil and conicalbeam patterns can be generated in the far-field.
Simulations were completed by modeling the entire LWA structure (14 grating periods,
with strip periodicity, d = 7 mm, and width s = 1.25 mm). Good radiation efficiencies
(defined as the ratio of the realized gain compared to antenna directivity) can be observed
in Fig. 6.65. For near broadside radiating frequencies (θp ≈ 0◦ ) radiation performance
is reduced suggesting LW stopband behavior; this scanning behavior is typically observed
for such one-sided LWA structures [53]. Measured and simulated beam pattern values are
also plotted in Figs. 6.65 and Fig. 6.66. One-side beam scanning in the far-field can be
observed as a function of frequency with gain values greater than 10 dBi.
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Figure 6.65: Pointing angles and radiation efficiency. Deviations are observed (downward
frequency shift of ≈1.2 GHz for the measurements when compared to the simulations) and
are a likely result of variations in r and substrate anisotropy. Also shown are the simulated
gain patterns in the E(x-z) plane.
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Conclusion

An important contribution of this chapter has been the design and analysis of novel MSG
lenses for controlling SW field distributions on a GDS. In particular, by the addition of
metallic gratings placed on top of the GDS and parallel to the direction of SW propagation,
an effective dielectric constant can be achieved refracting transmitted waves and hence altering, or controlling, the propagating SW field distribution on the guiding surface. In these
planar designs a directive-folded SWL (integrated into the ground plane) was utilized as the
lens source for low-cost fabrication and efficient feeding. Also, by the periodic modulation of these longitudinal MSGs the perturbation of SWs can also be further controlled.
As shown in this chapter, applications include novel planar circuits, SW-driven LWAs, and
other quasi-uniform structures for field guidance.
Another important contribution has been the design and analysis of a novel waveguide
for routing and directing of SW fields. More specifically, by placing two metallic top plates
and by introducing a reduction in the ground plane, appropriate boundary conditions are
achieved for SW channeling. With this novel guidance technique, SW propagation can be
controlled and TM field strength values can be increased along the air-dielectric interface
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Figure 6.66: Measured 2-D fan-beam patterns, Eθ , in linear units and normalized to the
observed maximum. Measured results shown for f = 18.0, 18.5, 20.1, 21.0, 21.8, and 23.4
GHz. Gain values greater than 10 dBi are observed.
and in the direction of propagation. Hence, improved through powers can be observed between SWL transmit/receive elements and thus increased system performances are possible
for the proposed planar devices and circuits of this chapter as well as the devices proposed
in [48] by the author. Moreover, when compared with other planar guidance techniques,
such as [43], the newly presented approach for TM SW power routing may be more favorable since it can offer low-cost and simple fabrication as well as reduced insertion losses.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
Efficient surface wave (SW) excitation techniques have been presented, numerically analyzed, and experimentally verified. In particular, slotted configurations in the ground plane
of a dielectric slab can act as a SW source. These completely printed surface-wave launcher
(SWL) designs are fed by a coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line (TL) allowing for
simple integration with other planar designs and monolithic technologies. Essentially, the
input signal is efficiently coupled into the dominant TM0 SW mode of the slab. Wave confinement can be realized and concepts can be extended to new classes of SW-fed devices for
communication applications. Throughout this thesis comparisons were also made to more
classic feeding techniques, such as the aperture coupled slot (ACS), mainly, in an effort to
highlight the benefits of SWLs. These practical SWLs can also offer efficient feeding to
structures that are generally more compact when compared to the conventional.
By the addition of appropriately designed radiating apertures, leaky wave (LW) fields
can be excited on the top guiding surface. This can realize the transformation from a bound
and guided SW mode, to a radiated LW mode. Essentially, efficiently excited SWs can
radiate power into the far-field in the form of LWs. Various high gain leaky-wave antennas
(LWAs) were also analyzed and designed in this thesis for microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies of operation. Also, it has been shown that circular-based designs are optimal as
this type of antenna aperture is conformal to the cylindrical TM SW phase front generated
by the SWLs. Directive radiation at broadside can be challenging with these LWAs. Physically, the LW fields on the guiding surface diminish and the main radiating harmonic enters
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into a LW stopband. By designing new antenna structures that support both cylindrical TM
and TE fields, which can be easily generated by the proposed SWLs, directive radiation at
broadside is possible. Both single-layer and multi-layer structures were presented, numerically analyzed, and experimentally verified in this thesis and a comparison of the various
topologies are outlined in Fig. 7.1.
With appropriate conditions these bound and guided SW fields can also be harnessed
as an efficient means of power transport for controlled SW propagation with application
to non-radiating devices. For example, by the addition of an array of microstrip lines an
effective dielectric constant can be achieved for SW refraction. Thus, these metallic-strip
grating (MSG) configurations can act as a lens to control and direct the propagation of
cylindrical SW fields from a SWL. Furthermore, by designing an array of width-modulated
microstrip lines, appropriate conditions can be achieved for LW radiation. Full-wave analyses and measurements are in agreement for these designs and results suggest that these
LWAs can offer broadside radiation as well as continuous beam scanning with very good
radiation efficiencies. Power routing techniques were also examined and two new waveguides were developed which offer very low-cost fabrication. These planar guides are well
suited for the fields generated by the SWLs and offer reduced insertion losses when compared to conventional technologies which can be of high-cost. Applications of these new
SW guides include novel couplers, transition sections, circuits and LWAs - all fed by planar
and compact SWLs which offer low-cost implementation and efficient operation.
These new SWLs were also employed in a two element array for single-frequency beam
steering in the far-field, at end-fire, as well as at broadside. In an effort to increase the tunable angle range, a new four-element SWL array is also proposed where bound SW fields
can be steered to a diversity of azimuth angle positions along the guiding surface. Measurement results show that advanced beam pattern control is indeed possible with applications
to circular polarization (CP) and beam steering at broadside. In particular, where the main
broadside pencil beam can be steered within a finite cone in 3-D space, and also, with
limited gain degradation. This defines antenna operation of high quality.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the various SWA and LWAs measured and fabricated in this
thesis, and the corresponding metrics achieved. For the single-layer structures, εr = 10.2
for the GDS with thickness h = 1.27 mm, while for the dielectric-based three-layer LWA,
εri = [10.2, 1, 30] with thickness hi = [1.27, 3.0, 0.84] mm. For the remaining two-layer
structures: εri = [10.2, 3] with thickness hi = [1.27, 1.542] mm. In addition, the term
(possible) refers to a specific functionality that was not investigated in this thesis, however,
by further design and optimization, operation is possible.
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Contributions
At this stage the important contributions presented in this thesis are reviewed:
• Chapter 2 : Surface Waves and Surface-Wave Launchers
– The design and analysis of new directive and non-directive SWLs for simple integration with planar antennas and circuits for microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies of operation. Measurement results are compared to full-wave simulations. In addition, SW excitation efficiencies of over 85% can be observed
for the dominant TM0 SW mode of the slab.
– Application of these directive SWLs to a novel two-element array for beam
steering at a single frequency. In addition, a four-element SWL array configuration has also been examined for CP and the possibility of 3-D pattern control
in the far-field.
– A full-wave analysis of the fields excited by the main slot of these SWLs is also
developed. Results were compared to simulations and measurements of the
predicted SW field. To the author’s knowledge, such an extensive examination
of these SWLs has not been documented.
– By the design and analysis of new planar SWAs, far-field beam steering at endfire has also been demonstrated at a single-frequency. These simple and lowcost designs have applications to radar and surveillance.
• Chapter 3 : Leaky-Wave Antennas and Surface-Wave Fed Designs
– Metallic-strip grating configurations have been investigated for LW radiation
achieving pencil and conical-sector beam patterns that scan as a function of
frequency in the far-field. These SWL-fed LWAs are an important contribution
of this thesis as they represent a new class of planar-periodic LWA which is
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made possible by efficient SW launching. Concepts are also extended to singlefrequency beam steering in the azimuth and elevation using the aforementioned
two-element array of directive SWLs.
– Chapter 3 also examines the possible strategies to achieve broadside radiation.
This classification can assist in the explanation of the SW-fed LWAs of this thesis. More importantly, this classification can be helpful for the antenna engineer
when designing LWAs in practice.
– Following these modeling procedures a field perturbation analysis was also presented. It was shown that this model can offer a simple but accurate methodology to characterize SW-fed LWAs.
• Chapter 4 : Optimization of Radial Planar-Periodic Antennas
– The developed perturbation approach in Chapter 3 may be appropriate for basic
synthesis of LWAs, however, it does not accurately predict the dispersive properties for broadside radiating frequencies. To improve upon this perturbation
methodology, a full-wave model was also studied for these radial-based LWA
structures by using the Method of Moments (MoM) in the spectral domain.
– As a result of this analysis, design equations were developed to achieve optimal placement, strip width, and periodicity of the ‘bull-eye’ MSGs. Results
are supported by full-wave simulations and antenna measurements, as well as
numerical calculations which investigate the possible resonant modes that can
be supported on the microstrip rings. Based on this detailed analysis, a new
classification of the different antenna operating states was also defined and experimentally verified for the first time.
– These ring-based ‘bull-eye’ LWA structures were further optimized in this chapter for improved beam scanning quality and increased gain at broadside as well
as reduced reflection losses. Design topologies were also developed for pattern
control in 3-D space as well as a CP LWA using the four-element SWL array
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introduced in Chapter 2.
– A two-layer guiding structure was also developed that can offer improved performance when compared to the single-layer topologies previously presented in
this thesis. In particular, LW excitation was achieved by a radial configuration
of continuous annular slots on the top radiating aperture. This two-layer ‘bulleye’ LWA demonstrated directive broadside radiation from 21.9 to 23.9 GHz,
a radiating BW of over 8.5%, with a measured maximum gain of 15.6 dBi at
22.8 GHz. To the author’s knowledge, no other LWA structure, with similar
radiation performances while also employing a SWL for efficient feeding, has
been previously examined.
• Chapter 5 : Antennas that are Ideal for Surface-Wave Launchers
– It should be stated that these radial ‘bull-eye’ LWAs radiate by excitation of the
fundamental TM mode of the structure. However, TE fields are also generated
by SWLs, and thus, these TE fields can be thought of as a hindrance to efficient
antenna operation. As a result of this observation, new LWAs were developed
by the author that can support both TM and TE fields. In particular, a new segmented circular strip LWA is presented for maximum radiation at broadside,
single-frequency beam steering at broadside, as well as continuous frequency
beam scanning through broadside. Concepts are also extended to a new segmented circular slot LWA using the aforementioned two-layer structure from
Chapter 4.
– A general modeling approach for planar LWAs was also adopted where the top
radiating aperture is represented as a transfer impedance. This allows one to
represent LWAs with an equivalent circuit which is defined by the SW source
and the antenna aperture for radiated power calculations and efficiency analysis. To the author’s knowledge, such an extensive circuit model has not been
reported in the literature. Numerical results presented in this Chapter are supported by full-wave simulations as well as antenna measurements.
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– Dielectric-based multilayer structures are also investigated which can offer improved compactness when compared to the single- and two-layer structures previously examined. To the author’s knowledge, no other body of work has provided such an extensive full-wave analysis of these LWAs where both SWLs
and conventional patches are compared for the antenna feed. Numerical results
are supported by HFSS simulations and antenna measurements. It was also
demonstrated in this Chapter that increased gain values can be achieved with a
new five-layer structure for radiation of both TM and TE fields.
• Chapter 6 : New Approaches for Surface-Wave Control
– Three new planar metallic SW lenses are also developed for control of SWs.
In particular, these metallic grating lenses were shown to offer convergence and
divergence of TM SW fields and the transformation from a cylindrical wave into
a bound plane-wave. Developed applications include a low-cost, planar quasioptical power combiner/divider circuit using directive SWLs as well as new
and improved feeding techniques for LWAs. Measurements and simulations
are provided demonstrating lens functionality.
– Following these low-cost and simple approaches for SW control, appropriate
conditions for LW radiation have also been examined. In particular, by modifying these lens configurations and longitudinally extending these planar structures, while also introducing a periodic modulation, LWs can be efficiently
excited. Full-wave simulations, numerical calculations, and antenna measurements are in agreement for these SW-fed designs where the aperture can be
represented as a transverse-periodic array of width-modulated microstrip lines.
– Novel SW power routing techniques were also examined in this chapter and two
new waveguides were developed by the author which have been shown to offer
very low-cost fabrication. In particular, the input TM SW efficiently excited
by the SWL, has a similar field configuration to that of a higher order slot-line
mode which is typically avoided. However, conditions that can support this
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parasitic slot line mode are desired, but also, modified for efficient guidance of
TM SW fields. As demonstrated in this chapter applications include new planar
couplers, power combiner/divider circuits, transition sections, and LWAs.

Future Work
With the built knowledge base of this thesis, some possibilities for future work should
be mentioned. New MSG configurations could be designed using a single SWL, or an
array of SWLs, for high gain and with application to CP. Also, new SWA designs could
be investigated. Full-wave analysis procedures could also be adopted to model the planar
SWAs presented in Chapter 2. Another interesting project would be the design of SW filters
where specific field configurations are desired (or not desired) within a specific frequency
range. These concepts could also be included in the new guides that offer SW power
routing. Additionally, passive methods could be studied to increase the BW of LWAs; i.e.
to maintain the beam position at a single angle for an extended frequency BW. This is
important because LWAs are inherently band limited and the main beam angle is typically
dependent on the frequency of operation. New SWLs could also be investigated for TE
SW excitation. In some situations TE SWs may be required. For example, TE fields could
be launched for propagation on a guiding surface where the magnetic field is controlled by
an external source. This may have application to novel beam steering antennas which are
further discussed in the next few sections.
Concepts for Fixed-Frequency Field Control
To increase the far-field angle range for fixed-frequency beam steering LWAs, other methods than those presented in the thesis may be of interest. These additional techniques could
be used in conjunction with the developed four-element SWL array from Chapter 2. A mechanically steered configuration is possible but such an antenna could be bulky and costly.
Dynamic beam control would likely be relatively slow (as compared to an electronically
steered antenna) due to the mechanical motion of the antenna stage. On the other hand, additional electrical beam steering techniques can offer many advantages over mechanically
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steered systems in terms of speed and cost. To further increase this tunable angle range,
electronically controlled material changes in the employed substrate are suggested and thus
could be used in conjunction with SWLs. These planar LWAs are a natural extension of
the designs presented in this thesis. The next few sections will describe such methods to
achieve dynamic beam control of the presented SW-driven LWAs.
An Overview of Other Electrical Beam Steering Methodologies
Many electrically tunable LWA configurations have been recently reported in the literature
and these designs are able to achieve fixed-frequency LW beam steering. Specifically, electronically steered LWAs [86] can be realized by the inclusion of tunable electrical components such as diodes within a strip-grating structure or varactors embedded in a periodic unit
cell. Other examples include a subwavelength grid defined by a periodic array of patches
where coupling between elements is controlled by varactors [104] and optically controlled
semiconductor waveguides for LW excitation [186]. Unfortunately, beam pattern control
can only be achieved in a single 1D elevation plane with these designs. In general, the
loaded circuit elements employed in such LWAs are used to dictate the pointing angle, or
more specifically, the LW phase constant along the antenna aperture. Unfortunately, by
such electrical circuit inclusion the antennas may no longer be planar and practical fabrication may be challenging and costly. Furthermore, the utilized circuit elements may require
a complicated electronic biasing network with perhaps reduced antenna efficiency. For instance, when tuned and adjusted such circuit inclusions may also incur unwanted antenna
losses. Thus for optimal functionality it is recommended to avoid such loaded element
configurations.
Beam Steering by Substrate Variation
Other beam steering LWA design techniques include the use of ferrite [187] or ferroelectric
based structures [188]-[191]. In these designs fixed-frequency beam scanning was achieved
by changing the materials parameters of the utilized substrate; i.e. by augmenting the
relative permeability, µr , and permittivity, r , from a nominal value (by a small increment,
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∆) small variations are possible. If such techniques are used for the presented SWL-fed
planar LWAs the bound SW phase propagation constant excited on the guiding surface
may be altered from a nominal value, β0SW . A varied SW propagation constant, β SW =
β0SW + ∆β SW , can model this substrate variation and consequent change in pointing angle.

 SW
SW
λ0
−1 β0 +∆β
− d at a fixed frequency for a
Thus by Eq. (3.3): θp = θ0 + ∆θ ≈ sin
k0
MSG-based LWA radiating by its n = −1 spatial harmonic. This simple analysis is valid
since the dominant SW propagation constant of the slab (which defines the nominal farfield beam position for a particular frequency, λ0 , and strip periodicity, d) is a function of
the relative permittivity.
Practically these changes in substrate parameters are based on an external bias field.
More specifically, a DC magnetic field can change the relative permeability of a ferrite
substrate. This can be achieved by placing magnets in the vicinity of a ferrite structure.
Moreover, by Ampere’s Law a current carrying wire could also be used in the vicinity of a
ferrite substrate, but unfortunately, planar substrate integration can again be challenging. In
addition, such a magnetic biasing network could consume power (since a DC current is required) and thus possibly increase the operating costs of the LWA. Conversely, ferroelectric
based substrates may require less power, simpler biasing networks, and may be more easily
integrated with other planar components. For instance, a DC electric field is required and
thus could be achieved using a parallel-plate LWA configuration or similar topology. Such
ferroelectric structures have been extensively studied in the past and are usually characterized by a high dielectric constant with a relatively large tunability range for r . However,
their use in practical microwave systems has been limited because of high losses and many
efforts have been made to reduce such losses at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies [192]-[195]. It has been recently shown by Sayer et al. that some specific thin-film
ferroelectrics and composites (when doped with low loss oxides) can have low loss tangents, while maintaining high dielectric constant values and sufficiently large r variations.
These ferroelectric based substrates may be very attractive for tunable LWA applications
and thus may offer increased beam steering ranges when used in conjunction with SWLs
which have been extensively studied in this thesis.
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Planar 2-D leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) can support the excitation of cylindrical leaky
wave (CLW) modes. This antenna structure can be realized by a grounded dielectric slab
(GDS) covered with periodic metallic gratings, strips, or dielectric layers, defining a partially reflecting screen or surface (PRS). Such a guiding structure can support leaky wave
(LW) field distributions which are cylindrical in nature, meaning they are excited by a central source with propagation in the radial direction away from that source. This is illustrated
in Fig. A.1 for a general GDS (defining an arbitrary planar guiding structure) in the x-y
plane. The interface between air and the GDS defines the guiding surface and thus the
aperture of the LWA. A dipole source can excite CLWs which propagate along the planar
guiding surface. Transverse and radial wavevectors, ~kz and ~kρ , can further describe such
CLWs [38]. In particular, propagation occurs in the transverse direction and is defined by
1

kz = (k0 2 − kρ 2 ) 2 = βz − jαz ,

(A.1)

where βz and αz are the phase and attenuation constants in the transverse direction, respectively. Thus the wavevector can be defined in the transverse ẑ-direction
~kz = (βz + jαz )ẑ.

(A.2)

Figure A.1: An illustration of an arbitrary CLW phase front defined on GDS excited by a
dipole source. An air region exists above the slab and the z = 0 plane defines the guiding
surface.
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Furthermore, the complex LW wavevector in the radial direction, ~kρ , can be defined by the
vector sum of two LW modes propagating in both the x̂- and ŷ-directions with the complex
wavevectors
k~x = (βx − jαx ) x̂

(A.3)

k~y = (βy − jαy ) ŷ,

(A.4)

and

respectfully. Furthermore, ~kρ can be further described by defining the unit vector
ρ̂ = cos φ x̂ + sin φ ŷ

(A.5)

kx = kρ cos φ

(A.6)

ky = kρ sin φ,

(A.7)

~kρ = kρ ρ̂ = kρ (cos φ x̂ + sin φ ŷ) = kx x̂ + ky ŷ = (βρ − jαρ )ρ̂ .

(A.8)

along the aperture and by letting

and

with

Here βρ and αρ are the CLW phase and attenuation constants, respectively. This cylindrical
guided-wave type can be thought to be the superposition of two wavevectors, ~kx and ~ky ,
traveling along the aperture [38, 84, 99, 152, 196]. For the TM case the LW fields on the
guiding surface can be defined,
ρ0 |
z0 |
~ z (ρ, z) = ẑ |E
~ ρ (ρ, z) = ρ̂ |E
E
√ e−jkρ ρ , E
√ e−jkz z
ρ
ρ

(A.9)

in the radial and transverse directions and at a distance far away from the source. This result
is similar to a LW mode that propagates in the x̂ direction as described in Chapter 3, except
in this cylindrical case, a LW mode propagates in the ρ̂ direction along the aperture. With
proper choice of substrate permittivities and by the realization of an appropriate apeture,
these CLW modes can generate conical and pencil beam patterns in the far-field [38, 84,
99, 152, 196].
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Figure A.2: Illustration of a conical beam pattern generated by a cylindrical TMz LW
(n = 0) mode. A null is observed at broadside and the beam is independent of φ. The
guiding surface is defined on the x-y plane and the concentric rings represent the LW phase
front on the radial aperture.
Far-field beam patterns generated by such CLWs have been analytically investigated in
[38] and can be of TM or TE field configuration. To illustrate this conical shape a TMz
beam pattern is shown in Fig. A.2. In general, there are two categories of CLWs: those
having no φ variation (n = 0 modes) and those varying as sin φ or cos φ (n ≥ 1 modes).
Generally, these CLWs modes can generate pencil or conical beam patterns which defines
LW radiation from 2-D planar antennas [89]-[91]. Furthermore, these CLWs can radiate
in both the forward and backward directions (±x̂) and thus can be thought to produce
two-sided beam patterns in the x-z plane.
The next sections provide a detailed explanation of the possible far-field beam patterns
that can develop on such planar guiding surfaces. Specifically, such a planar structure
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can support CLWs (of TM or TE field configuration) which propagate radially along the
guiding surface in a cylindrical fashion [38]. Hence, by following the work of [38], the
TMz and TEz far-field beam patterns can be determined in closed form by analysis of the
radial aperture fields.

A.1

TMn=0
Cylindrical Leaky-Waves
z

CLW mode can start by investigating the fields that can exist above
Analysis of the TMn=0
z
the planar guiding surface (defined at z = 0) as shown in Fig. A.1. A free space region is
defined above z > 0. A metallic strip grating (MSG) or PRS exists on the air-antenna interface which guides the LWs and hence defines the aperture of the antenna. The magnetic
vector potential in the air region is
1
A~z = H0 (2) (kρ ρ)e−jkz z ẑ z > 0,
2

(A.10)

where
1

kz = (k0 2 − kρ 2 ) 2 ,

(A.11)

and H0 (2) is the zeroth order Hankel function of the second kind (kρ ρ is its argument). The
complex radial wavenumber, kρ , defines the propagation of the cylindrical wave along the
guiding structure in the radial direction (ρ̂):
kρ = β − jα.
Furthermore, the LW phase and attenuation constants can be normalized to k0 ,


kρ = k0 β̂ − j α̂ .

(A.12)

(A.13)

The characteristics of the guiding structure and antenna aperture define the normalized
phase, β̂, and attenuation constants, α̂, and are assumed known. The magnetic field due to
the TMz magnetic vector potential can also be determined:
∂ A~z
1
H~φ = −
= kρ H1 (2) (kρ ρ)e−jkz z ẑ z > 0
∂ρ
2

(A.14)
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TMz Normalized Cylindrical Leaky
Wave Radiation Pattern (n=0)

β̂

varied,

α̂ = 0.01

β̂
β̂
β̂
β̂
β̂
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0.4

0.6
0.8
Linear Units

Figure A.3: Eθ (φ = 0) normalized (TMn=0
) beam pattern in linear units, β̂ varied.
z
where H1 (2) is the first order Hankel function of the second kind and kρ ρ is its argument.
The far-field beam pattern may be determined by analyzing the equivalent current distribution on the aperture generated by such a magnetic field distribution, H~φ . Moreover, by
~
making use of the boundary conditions that exist on the interface at z = 0 (J~ = ẑ × H),
the current distribution on the guiding surface can also be determined from the original
magnetic field
J~ρ = −kρ H1 (2) (kρ ρ)ρ̂.

(A.15)

By taking the Fourier transform of this current distribution, the radiation patterns in the
~ θ and E
~ φ , can also be determined [38]:
far-field, E

~ θ (r, θ, φ) = R(r)N
~
E
θ (θ, φ)

~ φ (r, θ, φ) = R(r)N
~
E
φ (θ, φ) ,

(A.16)

and with
jωµo −jko r
~
R(r)
=−
e
r̂ .
4πr

(A.17)
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TMz Normalized Cylindrical Leaky
Wave Radiation Pattern (n=0)
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Wave Radiation Pattern (n=0)
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Figure A.4: (a) The normalized TMn=0
Eθ (φ = 0) beam pattern displayed in linear units
z
illustrating the α̂ dependent beam width and constant beam angle (α̂ is varied while β̂ is
Eθ (φ = 0) beam pattern displayedin linear
constant). (b) The normalized TMn=0
z
 units
illustrating a broadside null and a two-sided beam close to broadside when β̂ = α̂ .
The Nθ (θ, φ) and Nφ (θ, φ) terms are determined by the Fourier transform of the aperture
currents
Z

2π

b

Z

0

0

0

(−Jρ sin(φ − φ ) + Jφ cos(φ − φ ))ejk0 ρ

Nφ (θ, φ) =

0

0

sin θ cos(φ−φ )

0

0

0

ρ dρ dφ (A.18)

a

and
Z

2π

Z

Nθ (θ, φ) =
0

b

0

0

(Jρ cos(θ) cos(φ−φ )+Jφ cos(θ) sin(φ−φ ))ejk0 ρ

0

0

sin θ cos(φ−φ )

a

0

0

0

ρ dρ dφ .
(A.19)

As the n = 0 mode has no φ variation, the double integral can be evaluated as in [38]. The
results are as follows
~ θ (r, θ, φ) = R(r)
~
E
cos θP (0) (θ)

~ φ (r, θ, φ) = 0
E

(A.20)
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where for a finite aperture
iρ0 =b
2πkρ h 0
0
0
(2)
(2)
0
0
0
0
ξρ J0 (ξρ )H1 (kρ ρ ) − kρ ρ J1 (ξρ )H0 (kρ ρ )
P (θ)f inite = −j 2
kρ − ξρ2
ρ0 =a
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(A.21)

and
ξ = k0 sin θ.

(A.22)

Furthermore, for an infinite aperture (a = 0, b = ∞), P (0) (θ) can be simplified to
ξ
P 0 (θ) = −4 2
.
(A.23)
kρ − ξ 2
The beam pattern can also be determined in closed form [100]:
sin 2θ
~φ = 0 .
~θ ∼
and E
E
= θ̂
2
2
k̂ρ − sin θ

(A.24)

If an infinite aperture (0 < ρ < ∞) is utilized, the current distribution can develop a
fairly ideal beam pattern in the far-field. In practicality, a finite or truncated aperture (0 <
ρ < b with b >> λ0 ) is realizable, developing a non-ideal radiation pattern which can be
explained by edge radiation effects [7]. Figs. A.5, A.6 and A.7 investigate the resulting
beam pattern for various apertures of finite size. Essentially the size of the aperture is
related to the side lobe levels.
To illustrate the far-field that can develop for a TMn=0
CLW mode a plot is shown in
z
Fig. A.3. The beam pattern is normalized to the maximum value and displayed in linear
units for varied values of β̂. Such variation emphasizes the scanning capability for the
CLW mode as the main beam angle, θp , (angle away from broadside) is approximately
determined by sin−1 β̂. Due to the small value of α̂, a relatively narrow beam is achieved.
By varying the attenuation constant a wider beam is obtained. To illustrate the beam width,
Fig. A.4 displays the normalized beam pattern for varied values of α̂. In addition, one-sided
beam patterns are also possible as illustrated in A.8.

A.2

TEn=0
Radiation from Cylindrical Leaky-Waves
z

The derivation for the TEn=0
CLW beam mode is analogous to its TMn=0
counterpart. The
z
z
results are below and dictate that only the Eφ component exists in the far-field,
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TM Wave Radiation Pattern (n=0)
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Figure A.5: Eθ (φ = 0) normalized (TMn=0
) beam pattern in linear units, aperture size of
z
2λ0 .
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TM Wave Radiation Pattern (n=0)
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Figure A.7: Eθ (φ = 0) normalized (TMn=0
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Figure A.8: The normalized TMn=0
Eθ (φ = 0) beam pattern displayed in linear units
z
illustrating one-side beam plots (Normalized to observed maximum at 20.98 GHz).
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(0)
~ φ (r, θ, φ) = −R(r)P
~
E
(θ)

~ θ (r, θ, φ) = 0
E

(A.25)

where again for a finite aperture (a < ρ < b) and infinite aperture (0 < ρ < ∞)
P

(0)

(θ)f inite

iρ0 =b
2πkρ h 0
0
0
0
(2)
(2)
0
0
ξρ Jo (ξρ )H1 (kρ ρ ) − kρ ρ J1 (ξρ )H0 (kρ ρ )
(A.26)
= −j 2
kρ − ξ 2
ρ0 =a

and
P (0) (θ)inf inite = −4

kρ2

ξ
,
− ξ2

(A.27)

CLW mode for
respectfully. Fig. A.10 illustrates the analytical beam pattern for the TEn=0
z
varied values of β̂.

A.3

TMn=1
Radiation from Cylindrical Leaky-Waves
z

The derivation for the TMn=1
beam pattern is similar to the n = 0 case. As before a guiding
z
surface is assumed to develop a TMz magnetic vector potential in the air region,
1
A~z = H1 (2) (kρ ρ) cos φe−jkz z ẑ,
2

z > 0.

(A.28)

The result is similar to the n = 0 case, except with a φ variation in A~z . The far-field
radiation patterns can be determined [38]:
~ θ (r, θ, φ) = R(r)
~
~ φ (r, θ, φ) = −R(r)
~
E
cos φ cos θP (1) (θ) and E
sin φC(θ) .

(A.29)

For a finite aperture P (1) (θ) and C(θ) are
P 1 (θ)f inite =

iρ0 =b
2πkρ h 0
0
0
(2)
(2)
0
0
0
− C(θ)f inite
k
ρ
J
(ξρ
)H
(k
ρ
)
−
ξρ
J
(ξρ
)H
(k
ρ
)
ρ
o
ρ
1
ρ
1
0
kρ2 − ξρ2
ρ0 =a
(A.30)

and
C(θ)f inite =

iρ0 =b
2π h (2)
0
0
H1 (kρ ρ )J1 (ξρ )
.
ξ
ρ0 =a

(A.31)
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β̂
β̂
β̂

z

α̂

β̂

Figure A.9: The normalized TMn=1
Eθ (φ = 0) beam pattern displayed in linear units. For
z
β̄ = ᾱ, a non-directive beam is obtained at broadside describing an open LW stopband and
minimal radiated power. Essentially, the LW mode is highly attenuated along the antenna
aperture minimizing the aperture size. In addition, directive conical beam patterns are
observed for ᾱ < β̄ defining LW propagation along the aperture.
For an infinite aperture P 1 (θ) and C(θ) can be represented by
P (1) (θ) =

jkρ
2j
−4 2
kρ
kρ − ξ 2

(A.32)

2j
,
kρ

(A.33)

and
C(θ) = −

respectively. This result can be further simplified with the far-field beam patterns defined
as [100]:
(
~θ ∼
E
= θ̂ cos θ cos φ

1
k̂ρ

−

)

2k̂ρ
2

k̂ρ2 − sin θ

sin θ
~φ ∼
and E
.
= φ̂
k̂ρ

(A.34)
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Figure A.10: Eφ (φ = π2 ) normalized (TEn=0
z

A.4

Radiation from Cylindrical Leaky-Waves
TEn=1
z

The derivation for the TEn=1
CLW mode is analogous the TMn=1
counterpart. The results
z
z
are as follows,
~ θ (r, θ, φ) = R(r)
~
E
cos φ cos θC(θ)

(A.35)

~ φ (r, θ, φ) = −R(r)
~
E
sin φP 1 (θ).

(A.36)

and

Moreover, for an infinite aperture P 1 (θ) and C(θ) can be simplified to
P 1 (θ) =

2j
jkρ
−4 2
kρ
kρ − ξ 2

(A.37)

2j
,
kρ

(A.38)

and
C(θ) = −
respectfully.
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The previous appendix and this thesis have outlined cylindrical guided-wave types that
can propagate along a planar guiding surface. This appendix further investigates such surface wave (SW) and leaky wave (LW) fields by defining an infinite number of space harmonics or Bloch-Floquet’s waves [6, 7, 79] as discussed in Appendix Section B.1. Further
understanding of these spatial harmonics can be made by investigation of the Brillouin
Diagram [6] as presented in Appendix Section B.2. Furthermore, such guided-wave propagation can be characterized by four distinct regimes of propagation: a bound passband
region, a bound stopband region, a LW radiating region and an open LW stopband region
[6, 79, 83, 117]. Insight into these four distinct regimes can be made by use of the Brillouin
Diagram [6].

B.1

Bloch-Floquet’s Modes or Spatial Harmonics

Directive beam patterns can be generated by LW aperture fields on a guiding surface, such
as a grounded dielectric slab (GDS) covered with a partially reflecting screen or surface
(PRS) or a metallic strip grating (MSG). This section investigates how such aperture fields,
or complex traveling waves, can be defined by an infinite number of space harmonics or
Bloch-Floquet waves [6, 79, 83]. For simplicity, consider a GDS with a periodic metallic
grating (with periodicity p) as shown in Fig. B.1. The fields of a wave propagating along
such a structure at any point x may differ from the fields one period p apart. This is
defined by a complex propagation factor, e−γ(ω)p , where γ(ω) = α(ω) + jβ(ω) = jk(ω).
The phase constant of the propagating wave is defined by β(ω), while α(ω) defines the
attenuation constant. Furthermore, an infinite number of modes can exist and are defined
by the coefficient n and are called Bloch-Floquet’s waves or spatial harmonics.
A wave function ψ(ω) can be defined to represent these modes. In fact, for a specific
wave, periodic boundary conditions can be applied to equate the wave at a point x to another
position x + np, by the complex propagation factor, e+γnp :
ψ(x) = ψ(x + np) e+γnp .

(B.1)

When multiplied by e+γx , this expression becomes ψ(x)e+γx = ψ(x+np) e+γ(x+np) , which
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θp

Figure B.1: Representation of the guiding structure considered in this work. A SW mode
is bound to the GDS. The addition of periodic metallic gratings or strips (with periodicity
p) can excite LWs. For the general guided-wave mode, the transverse wavenumber can
2 12
be defined as kzn = (k02 − kxn
) in the ẑ-direction for the nth spatial harmonic, where
kzn = βzn + jαz and kxn = βxn + jαx .
indicates that, the function defined by
ξγ (x) = ψ(x)e+γx ,

(B.2)

is a periodic function of p for any complex propagation constant γ. Consequently, this
function can be expanded as a Fourier series
+∞
X

ξγ (x) =

ξγn e−j(2nπ/p)x ,

(B.3)

n=−∞

with the Fourier expansion coefficients defined by
ξγn

1
=
2π

Z

+π

ξγ (x)e+j(2nπ/p)x dx .

(B.4)

−π

By inserting the Eq. (B.3) into Eq. (B.2) the following expression is obtained, which
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represents the waveform in a periodic structure with period p,
−α(ω)x

ψγ (x) = e

+∞
X

ξγn e−jβn x

where βn = β(ω) +

n=−∞

2nπ
.
p

(B.5)

This expression is the mathematical representation of Bloch-Floquet’s theorem, which
states that the wave in a periodic structure consists of the superposition of an infinite number of waves, called space harmonics or Bloch-Floquet’s waves [4, 6, 131, 197]. The wave
β0 = β(ω) is called the fundamental (n = 0) or unperturbed mode and describes the phase
advance on a guiding surface. For example, such a harmonic describes the TM0 SW mode
that can exist on a GDS. Furthermore, the waves described by the n < 0 and n > 0 modes
are called the negative and positive space harmonics. In this work the n = 0, −1 spatial
harmonics are utilized. These harmonics define the aforementioned SWs and LWs investigated in this thesis and are further defined in [73, 83]. In actuality, higher order modes may
also be excited in conjunction with the n = 0, −1 spatial harmonics, the n = −2 harmonic,
for example. For more information see Section 4.1.
The phase and attenuation constants, βn (ω) and α(ω), of the spatial harmonics are
dictated by the characteristics of the LWA [89]-[91]. Furthermore by inspection of Eq.
(B.5), the phase constants are also dictated by the order of the nth harmonic, the frequency
of operation and the periodicity of the structure p. Conversely, the attenuation constants for
all the harmonics are frequency dependent and are defined by the apeture which perturbs
the fundamental mode [6, 73]. A higher [lower] attenuation constant signifies increased
[reduced] perturbations.

B.2

Interpretation of Guided-Wave Modes by Use of the
Brillouin Diagram

Regions defining LW radiation and SW propagation can be further described by the classic
Brillouin diagram (Fig. B.2). It illustrates the dispersive behavior of the spacial harmonics
k0 p
βp
as a plot of
versus
. As previously mentioned, β represents the phase constant of
π
π
any particular space harmonic, α defines the attenuation constant, while p defines the spatial
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π
Figure B.2: General Brillouin diagram displaying the n = −2, −1, 0, +1, 2 spatial harmonics with bound regions and fast-wave regions shown. The curves β = ±k0 and their
replicas define the slow to fast-wave transitions. Rn defines the fast-wave region for the
nth spatial harmonic, and when the fundamental harmonic, β0 , lies within this region.
periodicity of the harmonic. Generally, the β = ±k0 curves divide the Brillouin diagram
into a slow-wave (bound) region and fast-wave (radiative) region. If β is continuous in the
fast region and |β| ≥ α, the harmonic defines a radiating LW mode. Conversely, if |β| ≤ α,
α ≈ 0, or β is discontinuous (non-linear) within the fast-wave region, bound slow-wave
propagation is likely apparent and can signify a stopband region [6, 73, 83].
The complete Brillouin diagram for a periodic structure is obtained by including replicas of the curves β = ±k0 , spaced apart by multiples of

2π
p

as shown in Fig. B.2. The

entire Brillouin diagram identifies when a particular space harmonic will be in the fast region. Thus, the radiation region can be defined as Rn , the set of points that correspond to
the nth harmonic being located in the fast-wave region. It is described as

2
2πn
Rn : β0 +
< k02 , for n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . .
p

(B.6)

With an increase in frequency, these radiating regions can overlap. Thus radiation can occur
within any one of these regions. The Brillouin diagram also permits a rapid determination
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of the number of radiating beams and hence the main beam angle, θn , can be determined
by the following equation [6, 31]:
sin θn =

β0 +
k0

2πn
p

=

β0 p
π

+ 2n
k0 p
π

= tan ψn .

(B.7)

It should also be mentioned that most recently in [83], it was suggested that both SWs and
LWs can exist in a fast-wave region. Essentially, a new path of integration in the complex
plane is utilized to observe the full-set of guided-wave solutions.

B.3

Bound and Leaky Mode Regimes Defining the Dispersive Nature of Guided-Waves

B.3.1

A Bound Passband Region Defining a Slow-Wave

The passband region is defined when the wavenumber of one or more of the spacial harmonics is real with kxn = βxn and αx = 0, while also assuming that the dielectric and
metallic losses are absent. Hence the power is purely bound to the GDS defining a SW. In
addition, the n = 0 spatial harmonics has a phase constant such that |βxn | > k0 , defining a
slow and bound wave. Hence, each space harmonic behaves as an evanescent wave in the
unbounded ẑ-direction with a transverse wavenumber such that kzn = −jαz . This region
is also described in the literature as a physical proper SW for αz > 0 and improper for
αz < 0 [6], [83]. See the plot in Section 4.1 (Fig. 4.4) where the proper and improper SWs
are shown.

B.3.2

A Stopband Region Defining a Complex Slow-Wave

This region defines a stopband region for a slow-wave. The wavenumber kxn is complex,
in general, and can be defined for one or more space harmonics with a typically high attenuation constant. In this case, the mode is reactive and is attenuating along the structure
defining stopband behavior. Hence minimal power propagates along the guiding surface
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[6, 73, 83]. For an illustrative example see Fig. 2 from [73] for the perturbed and bound
TM0 mode.

B.3.3

A Fast-Wave Region Defining Leaky-Wave Radiation

In the radiative region, one or more of the space harmonics satisfies the fast-wave condition
|βxn | < k0 , thus giving rise to radiation into free-space. The wave is complex for one or
more spatial harmonic defining a LW mode. This is possible because the periodic metallic
covering on the GDS is an open periodic structure (unbounded in the ẑ-direction). The
radiating harmonics have a transverse wavenumber, kzn that is almost real in the air region
(kzn ≈ βzn ). If βzn αz > 0 the field of this LW harmonic will increase exponentially
in the vertical ẑ-direction. In the literature this case is defined as a physical improper
wave [6, 79, 83] and this wave usually generates a forward beam pattern that scans with
frequency from broadside to forward end-fire. The opposite is true for a proper wave with
frequency beam scanning from backward end-fire to broadside [73]. It should be reiterated
that these SW and LW fields are representative of the fields propagating in close vicinity to
the guiding surface.

B.3.4

A Leaky-Wave Stopband Region

In this regime, the attenuation of the LW mode goes to zero and hence no radiation occurs defining a LW stopband. In practice, this determines a frequency range in which the
harmonic minimally radiates and LW radiation is strongly reduced. This stopband region
can also be described when the LW attenuation constant is greater than the phase constant
and the wave on the aperture attenuates rapidly along the aperture with reactive character.
Hence, LW fields cannot be strongly excited along the guiding surface in this regime. If
conditions are appropriate, a SW mode can be generated within this LW stopband region
[83]. Furthermore, if βzn α > 0 and α > βzn the LW will be strongly attenuated in the
horizontal direction. This wave type is given a non-physical improper definition as further
described in [6] and [79].
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The antenna aperture for the leaky-wave antenna (LWA) in Fig. 6.32 is realized by
an array of unit cells with periodicity in two orthogonal directions, u and v, as shown in
Fig. 6.34. In particular, the width of the microstrip line was varied along the u-direction to
periodically modulate the propagation constant and phase velocity of the bound TM surface
wave (SW) field distribution along the guiding surface. By the strip variation the frequency
response of the structure can be controlled and the effective dielectric constant, εef f , can
be modulated around an average value, εavg , as described in [167]:



2πu
,
(C.1)
εef f = εavg 1 + Mu cos
Du
where the constant Mu defines the modulation index and Du is the modulation period. By
the appropriate line widths and strip periodicity, leaky waves (LWs) can be excited on the
antenna aperture with beam scanning as a function of frequency in the far-field. The design
and analysis of this unit cell will be described in detail in this appendix.

C.1

Problem Formulation

First consider the propagation of the electromagnetic wave in a homogeneous and isotropic
media. In a v-w plane transverse to the direction of wave propagation, u, the electromagnetic wave can be decomposed into the sum of two field components: a TE wave and a TM
wave. With Maxwell’s Equations providing field governance, the two field components are
a result of boundary conditions.
Defining the wave equation for both the TE and TM field components we have



Et
=0,
∇2t + kt2 
Ht

(C.2)

where the subscript t denotes the components transverse to the direction of propagation and
the electric (E) and magnetic (H) field quantities relate to the TE and TM waves respectively. The term ∇t is the transverse component of the differential operator1 , ∇, and where
∂
∂
Within the unit cell and for a Cartesian coordinate system, the differential operator ∇ = û ∂u
+ v̂ ∂v
+
where the vector w
~ is perpendicular to air-dielectric interface, or antenna plane, and orthogonal to both
~u and ~v . Here the v-w plane is defined to be transverse to the direction of propagation, u.
1

∂
ŵ ∂w
,
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kt denotes the wavenumber in the transverse plane. Its value is given by kt =
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p
k 2 − ku2 ,

where k is the wavenumber in the considered (unbounded) media, and ku denotes the longitudinal component along the u-direction as defined in Fig. 6.34.
If the propagation media is no longer homogeneous, for example, when the effective
permittivity or permeability for the structure under study becomes u-dependent, with ε(u)
or µ(u) for example, determination of the eigenvalues is more involved. The particular case
of interest as investigated in this thesis, a width-modulated microstrip structure achieving
controlled leaky wave (LW) excitation, can be represented by the periodic variation of the
substrate permittivity ε(u) = εef f (u)ε0 , where εef f (u) is the effective permittivity with
u-dependence. Attention will now be focused on defining the field quantities for such a
structure by applying periodic boundary conditions [130, 198].

C.1.1

Periodic Material Analysis and the Resulting Wave Equations

In general, consider a one-dimensional variation along the u-direction with period Du of
the effective permittivity and permeability. Since we are focusing on periodic structures,
the variation of these material parameters will also be periodic. Furthermore, the Fourier
expansions of the effective permittivity and permeability within the unit cell can be expressed in the most general form as
∞
X

εef f (u) = ε0

2nπ

εr,n ej Du u = εavg εr,ef f (u)

n=−∞
∞
X

µef f (u) = µ0

(C.3)
µr,n e

j 2nπ
u
D
u

= µavg µr,ef f (u)

n=−∞

where εr,n and µr,n represent the coefficients of the n-th harmonic of the relevant quantities
with respect to the free space values ε0 and µ0 . In the designed LWA the variation is limited
to the effective permittivity, εef f (u), with the magnetic permeability being held constant
and assuming a non-magnetic material, i.e. µef f (u) = µ0 . Thus, variation of the relative
effective dielectric constant, εef f (u), is only considered.
Inserting Eq. (C.3) into Maxwell’s Equations, and performing the same operations as
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for Eq. (C.2) for the inhomogeneous medium, we have

∇2t Ht + k 2 εr,ef f (u)Ht −
where k =

√

∇2t Et + k 2 εr,ef f (u)Et = 0

(C.4)

1 ∂εef f (u) ∂Ht
= 0
εef f (u) ∂u
∂u

(C.5)

εavg k0 . It should be noted that in the absence of modulation, εef f (u) = εavg ,

a constant, giving

∂εef f (u)
∂u

= 0. This results in Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5) reducing to Eq. (C.2)

as expected.
For some special cases, equations (C.4) and (C.5) can be solved in closed form corresponding to the solution of TE and TM waves, respectively. In particular, for a sinusoidal
variation of εef f (u), the solution of the TM part can be developed using Hill’s functions
[177], while the corresponding TE part can be expressed in terms of Mathieu’s functions
[175], being this latter a special case of the former. Sinusoidal variation can be achieved,
mainly, by expansion of the effective permittivity in Eq. (C.3) and limiting the analysis
to the first three terms, n = −1, 0, 1 (with εr,n = 0 otherwise). After further considering
εr,−1 = εr,1 and denoting 2εr,1 /εr,0 ≡ Mu as the modulation index [167]:


2π
εef f (u) = εavg 1 + Mu cos
u
Du

(C.6)

as in Eq. (C.1), which corresponds to a sinusoidal modulation around the average value
εavg with a spatial periodicity of Du along the u-direction. Comparing Eqs. (C.3) and (C.6)
we now have
εr,ef f (u) ≡ 1 + Mu cos

2π
u.
Du

(C.7)

It is interesting to differentiate Eq. (C.6) with respect to u and insert the result back into
the developed wave equation for the TM case, Eq. (C.5). After some manipulations we get
∇2t Ht + k 2 εr,ef f (u)Ht + K(u)
with K(u) = Mu

∂Ht
= 0
∂u

sin D2πu u
2π
.
Du 1 + Mu cos D2πu u

(C.8)
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For small modulation index values, i.e. when Mu << 1, K(u) can be approximated
by Mu D2πu sin D2πu u, and when only maximum values are considered for the sin(·) term,
K(u) ∼
= Mu 2π . This K(u) term is also normalized by the factor Du over the longitudinal
Du

2π

length of the unit cell, i.e. the spatial periodicity, Du . Moreover, when the variation of the
transverse magnetic field, Ht , is small across the unit cell, the

∂Ht
∂u

term can be thought of

as negligible when compared to the other field quantities in Eq. (C.5). This results in
K(u)

∂Ht
<< ∇2t Ht + k 2 εr,ef f (u)Ht ,
∂u

(C.9)

making the solution of Eq. (C.8) to be of similar form to Eq. (C.4), the TE case. This approximation defines a quasi-TEM wave and its definition may be appropriate in practice as
the length of the free-space wavelength is about 3.5 unit cells (see Fig. 6.35) when considered over the operating BW of the LWA design. Further explanations on this approximation
are now discussed where the generated current distributions on the width-modulated microstrip lines are examined.

C.1.2

Generated Current Distributions

Here further justifications are provided for the 2-D grid assumption (Fig. 6.34) applied to
the radial aperture for the LWA design investigated in this work (Design A and B as shown
in Fig. 6.36) by investigating the generated current distributions due to the incident SWs
excited by the surface-wave launcher (SWL). For example, it would be expected that the
dispersion characteristics of the single unit cell would be slightly altered from cell-to-cell
with increasing distance from the origin and one would also assume that this effect could
be fairly significant for Design A due to the absence of the auxiliary strips.
To illustrate this point compare two cells at a distance of 5Du and 15Du along the aperture as shown in Fig. C.1(a) and (b). In particular, the cell at 5Du is defined after the
transition section. With such an increased distance from the origin for the 15th unit cell,
in Design A, electromagnetic coupling between azimuthally adjacent cells (along the ±φdirections) would likely decrease due to the increased arc length, and consequently, the
radially directed waves generated at this point may experience an altered phase advance
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Figure C.1: Simulated current distributions (in A/m) generated on the longitudinal strips
for Designs A and B at 24 GHz (for all plots red defines a maximum while blue defines a
minimum). A uniform phase distribution can be observed as a function of radial distance
from the origin with decreased amplitude. This suggests power leakage giving rise to
directive beam patterns in the far-field.
across the unit cell when compared to a position closer to the origin. However, a very
minor phase variation in current from cell-to-cell can be observed in Fig. C.1 for both
Design A and B. This suggests that a progressive and relatively uniform phase front is realized along the radial aperture. This is mainly due to the cylindrical waves generated by
the SWL [22] as TM SWs are incident onto the periodic structure along the u-direction.
This can also be observed in the current distribution shown in Fig. C.1(c) near the origin (which corresponds to both Design A and Design B), meaning that a very minor field
variation for the transverse magnetic field, Ht , can be realized along the aperture in the
transverse φ-direction. Moreover, these observations imply that the theoretical developments and assumptions outlined in Sections 6.2.1 are a suitable engineering starting point
for designing the unit cell, mainly because the considered LWAs (Design A and Design B)
can be modeled and designed under a 2-D grid assumption when Mu << 1.

C.1.3

General Discussion

With the aforementioned design factors in mind, mainly that Mu should be small (Mu <<
1), the length of the periodic unit cell should be made small with respect to the free space
wavelength, λ0 , and that good coupling can occur into the dominant mode of the guiding
structure (excited by the SWL), field solutions for the TE case as well as the forthcoming
dispersion diagram (DD) can provide indication of the quasi-TEM guide, and perhaps, at

(c) Design A/B
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least a first order approximation to the problem. The next section will focus on this TE
case. Solutions and explanations thereof will be provided using Mathieu’s functions, in
an effort to develop the DD for the unit cell within the LWA structure, and also under the
t
<< ∇2t Ht + k 2 εr,ef f (u)Ht .
assumption that K(u) ∂H
∂u

C.2

Unit Cell Synthesis by Mathieu’s Equations

Let us start with a general description of the Mathieu’s equations [199]-[200], and their
solution in terms of Mathieu’s functions. Initially, the classical development of the formulation of the problem is reviewed. This assists in the understanding of the developed closed
form equations that are used to compute the DD.
Consider the two dimensional Helmholtz equation for the general field component
U (u, v) in the defined reference system,
∂ 2U
∂ 2U
+
+ k2U = 0 ,
∂u2
∂v 2

(C.10)

with unit vectors û and v̂, for the unit cell (as outlined in Fig. 6.34) and with Eq. (C.10)
representing wave propagation for the ensemble 2-D periodic structure. Now transforming the reference system into an elliptical coordinate system with foci ±τ and with u =
τ cosh ξ cos η and v = τ sinh ξ sin η for ξ ∈ [0, ∞) and η ∈ [0, 2π), respectively, Eq.
(C.10) becomes
d2 Φ
+ (a − 2q cos 2η)Φ = 0
dη 2
d2 R
− (a − 2q cosh 2ξ)R = 0 .
dξ 2

(C.11)
(C.12)


Moreover, a solution of the form U (ξ, η) = R(ξ)Φ(η) can be realized, where q = τ 2 k 2 4
and a is the separation constant arising from the separation of variables (both these constants, a and q, will be further defined in Section C.2.2 for the investigated unit cell). These
second order differential equations in Eqs. (C.11) and (C.12) are respectively known as
ordinary and modified Mathieu’s equations. Sometimes they are named as the angular and
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the radial Mathieu equations as well. Solutions for Eqs. (C.11) and (C.12) are a linear
combination of Mathieu functions [199]-[200].
By [201] solutions for Eq. (C.11) can be written as
Φ(η) = A Ceν (η, q) + B Seν (η, q)

(C.13)

with Ceν (η, q) and Seν (η, q) being the cosine and sine Mathieu’s functions of order ν.
The constants A and B can be determined by the application of boundary conditions to
the problem under consideration. In addition, these cosine (or even) and sine (or odd)
Mathieu’s functions have orders of ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and ν = 1, 2, 3, . . . for Ceν (η, q) and
Seν (η, q), respectively. These solutions for Eq. (C.11) are also called elliptic cosine and
sine Mathieu functions and their behaviors are reported and further discussed in [200].

C.2.1

Floquet’s Theorem Applied to Mathieu’s Equations

According to Floquet’s Theorem [198], the solution of Eq. (C.11) can be cast in a periodic
fashion and written as Φ(u + Du ) = λΦ(u) where the eigenvalue λ is complex. Moreover
we have Φ(u) = f (u)ejκu where κ can be complex in general and f (u) is a periodic
function along the u-direction with periodicity Du . Being a periodic function, f (u) can
also be expanded as a Fourier series:
Φ(u) =

∞
X

2nπ

Fn ej(κ+ Du )u .

(C.14)

n=−∞

In the Floquet solution of Mathieu’s equation in (C.14), κ is called characteristic exponent
and the term
κn = κ +

2nπ
≡ ku
Du

(C.15)

represents the complex wavenumber along the u-direction that relates to the nth spatial
harmonic [175] and where ku represents the longitudinal wavenumber in the direction of
propagation, as explained in Section 6.2.1.
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Application to the Considered Periodic Structure

In the case of an electromagnetic wave propagating in the periodic structure along the udirection, Eq. (C.4) can be expressed as
d2 Φ
+ ω 2 P (u)Φ = 0
du2

(C.16)

where ω = 2πf and P (u) = ε0 µo εef f (u) is a periodic function with periodicity Du . Now

after introducing η = πu Du , and after some substitutions, we get
d2 Φ
+ (a + 2 q cos 2η)Φ = 0
dη 2
2
Du k0
a = εavg
π
2


Du k0 
q = εavg Mu
2 = a Mu 2 .
π

(C.17)



with
and

(C.18)

Using this representation and transforming the periodicity from Du to π, Eq. (C.16) is
now of similar form to the ordinary Mathieu differential equation, Eq. (C.11). Moreover,
the similarity between the wave equation for the TE case, Eq. (C.4), and Eq. (C.11) is
straightforward; i.e. they are of the same form and this is the reason why we describe the
mathematical formulation for the differential equation.
The dispersion relation of interest corresponds to the phase constant of the parameter κ
and the resulting spatial harmonics. Physically speaking, we are interested in the resulting
phase advance in the u-direction across the unit cell, βu (=<e {κn }), with the n = −1
harmonic corresponding to Bragg radiation of the incident SWs. This harmonic is a spatial
mode that can radiate whenever −k0 < βu < k0 , which requires that
2π
2π
< Du <
.
κ + k0
κ − k0

(C.19)

More specifically, we are interested in the resulting pointing angle ‘θp ’ of the far-field beam
pattern that can be generated by this radiating LW mode, since
 
βu
−1
.
θp ≈ sin
k0

(C.20)
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Both integer and non-integer Mathieu’s functions have been computed using formulas
in [200]-[202]. Results are shown in Fig. C.2. Considering the definition of Mu in Eqs.

(C.6) and (C.18), we have a = 2q Mu , and therefore using an (a, q) basis grid, the modulation term Mu corresponds to the slope of a straight line. In particular, two lines are plotted
in Fig. C.2 with Mu = 0.2 and 0.8. Their intersections (at points ai , qi ) with the Mathieu’s
functions allows one to determine the propagation characteristics within the unit cell for the
defined modulation; i.e. βu for Mu = 0.2 or Mu = 0.8. In particular, intersections with the
integer order functions (continuous lines) correspond to the band-limits, while those with
non-integer order functions (dashed lines) allows one to determine the dispersion relations
for the given mode.
These different zones can be observed on the graph and are delimited by the integer
order functions labeled Ceν (η, q) and Seν (η, q). For instance, the shaded gray regions
between Ceν (η, q) and Seν (η, q) of the same order ν, correspond to the calculated stop
band zones. In this region the wavenumber can be complex [175]. In particular, the red
and green continuous lines, relating to Ce1 (η, q) and Se1 (η, q), can respectively define
the boundary for the first stop band of the width-modulated transverse-periodic microstrip
guide. Moreover, the shaded gray region bounded by the continuous curves with the same
subscript, for example, the continuous purple and cyan curves, Ce2 (η, q) and Se2 (η, q),
relate to the second stop band of the modulated guide. This zone corresponds to the open
LW stopband [107] for the radiating n = −1 spatial harmonic.
The coordinates (ai , qi ) of the intersection points can be determined by a standard null
searching algorithm applied to the function X(a) = CSν (a) − a/(2Mu ), with CSν (a) =
Ceν (η, q) or CSν (a) = Seν (η, q) on the border of the stability zones, or their combination
inside the pass-bands. The corresponding frequencies are given by [180]:
r
qi
c
,
fi =
2Du εavg Mu

(C.21)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. In the absence of modulation the oblique line
with slope Mu in Fig. C.2 reverts to the horizontal a-axis (q ≡ 0) and therefore no stopbands exist with the lower band-limit of the first stop-band going to infinity; i.e. fields
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Figure C.2: A collection of Mathieu functions (of order ν) for integer (continuous line) and
non-integer (dashed line) values. The gray shaded regions, between the Mathieu functions
of the same order, are representative of the frequency stop band regions for the periodic
structure.
are bound defining the transverse-periodic microstrip guide with no modulation where the
fundamental (non-radiating) mode of the structure can be defined.

C.3

Unit Cell Synthesis and Implementation

Following the results of the previous sections the theoretical DD can be calculated numerically where the closed form solution is defined in terms of Mathieu’s functions. Determination of the desired DD is an important aspect when designing LWAs, for instance, to make
certain that optimal beam patterns are achieved at the desired pointing angle and operating
frequency. With knowledge of these dispersion characteristics and how to synthesize the
unit cell, the practitioner can design for and ensure good compatibility with the employed
antenna feeding mechanism. Thus the antenna engineer can optimize input power accepted
by the structure at the required design frequency as well as over the desired operating BW.
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As a starting point one can choose the periodic structure to exhibit stop band characteristics above the operating frequency of the directive SW source (≈23 GHz [53]) with LW

radiation [38, 107] occurring above the light line (defined here when βu k0 = 1) for the
n = −1 spatial harmonic. Furthermore, frequency beam scanning is desired from back-fire
(at about 18 GHz) through broadside (with radiation in an open LW stopband beyond 23
GHz) along with continued beam scanning in the forward direction. In addition, directive
beam patterns with high gain are also desired over this range, thus antenna operation is to
be established within the frequency band where the SWL can efficiently couple power [53]
into the grounded dielectric slab (GDS).
It should also be mentioned that Mu does not substantially modify the position of the
LW stopband region but can control the upper and lower band limits (or frequency BW)
of the band stop region. This can be observed in Fig. C.2 for Mu = 0.8 and Mu = 0.2.
In fact, the position of the LW stopband is mainly controlled by εavg and Du . With these
factors in mind Mu should also be small (Mu << 1) as discussed in Section 6.2.1. This
is desired to ensure that the upper and lower band limits for each stopband region are not
largely spaced with respect to frequency. For example and as a design goal, the modulation
scheme was chosen such that the BW of the band gaps were less than 1 GHz in frequency.
In addition, a reduced BW is also desired for the mode radiating in the open LW stopband.
This can minimize the effect of reduced antenna gain, which can be observed for typical
planar-periodic LWAs [22] when radiating at broadside.
Given these desired characteristics the unit cell can be synthesized accordingly. Many
degrees of freedom exist for the investigated planar LWA configuration. They include
selection of the utilized GDS, modulated widths of the microstrip lines (both wmax and
wmin ), and spatial periodicities in both the u- and v-directions, respectively Du and Dv .
To ensure functionality with the employed SWL, substrate properties were first fixed to a
thickness ‘h’ of 1.27 mm and a relative dielectric constant ‘εr ’ of 10.2 [53]. These values
were previously found to allow for efficient coupling into the dominant TM0 SW mode of
the slab [3] by the SWL.
With this in mind, the DD can be computed for the investigated periodic structure as
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Figure C.3: Calculated dispersion diagram for the N th unit cell along the u-direction. This
also corresponds to the dispersion diagram for the guided-waves along the radial aperture.
The light-line, βu = k0 , is represented with a solid green line with radiation of the n = −1
spatial harmonic occurring from about 17 to 35 GHz or from −k0 < βu < k0 . The open
LW stopband can be observed from 22.6 GHz to 23.4 GHz.
shown in Fig. C.3. Here by setting Du = 4.5 mm, Dv = 4.0 mm, εavg = 8.6, εr = 10.2,
and Mu = 0.2 one can set the center frequency of the open LW stopband region to be
positioned at around 23 GHz with a bandwidth of about 0.8 GHz. Now using the result of
[180] in that
εavg = (εef f,min + εef f,max )



2,

(C.22)

the required minimum and maximum effective dielectric constant values (εef f,min and
εef f,max ) need to be determined while simultaneously maintaining a small value for the
modulation factor, Mu , mainly that,
Mu = (εef f,max − εef f,min )



2 εavg .

(C.23)

Hence, the line widths within the unit cell for the non-radiating and non-modulated guide
(transverse-periodic microstrip guide) that correspond to εef f,max and εef f,min need to be
determined at this stage. This task was completed using a commercial eigenmode solver.
More specifically, a parametric analysis was completed by varying the strip-width ‘W ’
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Figure C.4: The effective dielectric constant versus the strip-width to substrate thickness ratio, W/h, for the fundamental mode of parallel-plate (calculated, black line), for
the transverse-periodic microstrip guide (simulated, blue line), and for quasi-TEM microstrip (calculated, grey line). The effective dielectric constant for the transverse-periodic
microstrip guide resembles the parallel-plate mode when W → Dv (or exactly when
W/h = 3.15).
to characterize the needed effective dielectric constants for the non-radiating, quasi-TEM
waveguide. Essentially, the maximum and minimum strip-width values are required that
achieve the needed field perturbation within the unit cell, and in this study Dv (= 4.0 mm)
was fixed as well as the parameters of the utilized GDS (h = 1.27 mm, and εr = 10.2). It
should be mentioned that only a single unit cell was employed in the parametric study and
that the fundamental mode was considered.
Results are plotted versus the strip-width to substrate thickness ratio, W/h, in Fig.
C.4 for the transverse-periodic microstrip guide. Values are also compared to calculated
effective dielectric constant values for a common microstrip guide and a parallel-plate
guide (W = Dv ). In this low-frequency analysis the substrate height was maintained
for all guides while only W was varied. As expected the effective dielectric constant of the
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transverse-periodic microstrip guide, which is also related to the normalized phase propa
√
gation constant β̂ (= ef f = β k0 ), approaches εr as the strip-width extends to the transverse periodicity Dv (= 4.0 mm). This is because the fields are mostly contained within the
dielectric for the nearly closed structure with reduced gaps between the microstrip lines,
defining a parallel-plate like mode.

In the present example for the synthesis of the N th cell, with Du Dv = 1.125, the
minimum [maximum] microstrip line widths were selected to be 0.1 mm [3.7 mm], mainly
by inspecting the results plotted in Fig. C.4 for transverse-periodic microstrip guide and
by making use of the desired DD in Fig. C.3. The resulting parameters are as follows:
εef f,min = 6.982, εef f,max = 10.19, and Mu = 0.1867 (calculated by Eqs. (C.22) and
(C.23) with Mu much less than 1 as desired).

C.3.1

Unit Cell Verification

To confirm the validity of the engineering approach to the unit cell, calculated pointing angles are compared in Fig. C.5 to those for a radial LWA structure using the SWL positioned
at the origin [174] and with no transition section. Simulated θp values using HFSS are in
close agreement with those calculated by the DD in Fig. C.3 and these results suggest that
the preliminary assumptions (uniform grid of unit cells for the 2-D periodic structure as
in Fig. 6.34) is indeed a valid engineering starting point to the problem. Mainly that, the
developed DD can assist with the synthesis of the unit cell.
Good agreement is shown in Fig. C.5 from 18 to 23 GHz. However, it should be noted
that there is a slight discrepancy between the pointing angles calculated using the DD (Fig.
C.3) and the results for the radial simulation model (Fig. C.5 inset). This divergence is
likely related to dispersion effects of the host transverse-periodic microstrip guide and can
be observed for frequencies beyond 23 GHz (or F > 0.6) with deviations in the calculated
and simulated pointing angles approaching 13◦ at 26 GHz. It should also be mentioned that
this simulated LWA exhibits poor matching below and above 18 and 23 GHz (see Fig. C.6)
and thus no distinct beam patterns are observed in the far-field for comparison with the
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Figure C.5: Calculated pointing angle using the dispersion diagram for the N th unit cell
in Fig. C.3. Agreement can be observed with the corresponding radial structure [174] (no
transition section and driven by a directive SWL [53] placed at the origin). This simulated
LWA structure is shown in the figure inset.
theoretical. This limited beam scanning range is related to the operational BW of the SWL,
which is about 21 to 26 GHz [53] as also shown in Fig. C.6. Nevertheless, agreement is
observed in the calculated and simulated pointing angles.
To further investigate the dispersive behavior of the guides employed within the LWA
p
designs, full-wave simulations of the normalized phase constants β̂ (= β/k0 = ef f (ω))
were completed and compared to numerical calculations. Results are plotted in Fig. C.7.
In particular, simulated β̂ values for the transverse-periodic microstrip guide are shown
and these simulations were completed considering an ideal TM SW source positioned at
the origin. For completeness results are also compared to the quasi-TEM microstrip mode
and the TM0 mode of the parallel-plate guide. Slight divergence from the low frequency
solution is shown in Fig. C.7. This observation may also explain the disagreement between
the simulated and theoretical pointing angles in Fig. C.5 beyond 23 GHz (F > 0.6). In
particular, deviations from the low frequency solution approach 4% (for W/h = 0.71) at
the upper operational frequency band limit of the LWA (about 26 GHz or F = 0.67). It
should also be mentioned that, for the worst case, differences between the low frequency
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Figure C.6: Simulated reflection coefficient for the radial topology with no transition section; i.e. the planar LWA shown in the inset of Fig. C.5 with a directive SWL as the antenna
feed [174]. Results are also compared to the simulated values for Design A and Design B
(Fig. 6.36) as well as an unloaded GDS (air-dielectric interface with no top strips). All
structures are fed by a directive SWL [53]). It can be observed that improved 50-Ω antenna
matching can be obtained with Designs A and B due to the added transition sections.
solutions approach 12% for the W/h = 0.08 transverse-periodic guide and when F > 0.7.
These minor discrepancies between the frequency dependent phase constant and the
low frequency approximations, which then cascaded into the design of the unit cell, are
mainly a result of the dispersive properties of the host microstrip guide. However, these
minor discrepancies may be acceptable for antenna synthesis, since approximately 90%
[35%] of the unit cell has a line width greater than 0.9 mm (or W/h > 0.71) [3.0 mm
(or W/h > 2.36)]. This corresponds to errors in the calculated propagation constant for
the transvserse-periodic microstrip guide which are less than 4% [0.5%] and within the
operational frequency range of the considered LWAs.

C.3.2

General Discussions

The approach to the involved electromagnetic problem, as previously outlined in Sections
6.2.1 and C.2 in that the solution for the TE case and the corresponding DD is also applicable to the TM case, is due to the fact that field components for microstrip are defined by a
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Figure C.7: Left axis: phase constant for the transverse periodic-microstrip guide (quasiTEM mode with Dv /h = 3.2 and εr = 10.2) excited by TM SWs. The following strip
widths: 0.9, 1.3, 1.7, 2.1, 2.5, 2.9, and 3.7 (all in mm) were investigated corresponding to
a W/h range from
√0.71 to 2.91. For comparison, the corresponding parallel-plate mode is
also shown (β̂ = εr , red dash line). Right axis: variation from the low frequency solution.
hybrid coupling of both TM and TE waves (see Figs. 6.8 and 6.9). Moreover, the outlined
assumptions and the engineering approach to designing the unit cell are valid since the
fundamental propagation constant for the transverse periodic guide on an electrically thick
substrate has a similar field configuration to that of the fundamental mode of parallel-plate,
which is actually TEM (TM0 mode of parallel-plate). More importantly that, the incident
TM SW generated by the directive SWL at the origin can efficiently couple power into the
the dominant quasi-TEM mode of the non-modulated transverse-periodic micorstrip guide.
This suggests that the design approach for the considered LWA, as well as the lens designs
(Section 6.1), may also be applicable to other quasi-TEM transmission lines with sinusoidal
variation of the effective material parameters.

